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Fron Jill Sariborn 

Subject: iE X TERNAL ESAAH } - Fram Fox News - Army secrefary: At ieast 25 damestic terrodsni casas opened in 

resporise to Caplal riot 

Fa: Sanborn, JH (CTR) (FBI) 

Sent: January 4, 2021 3:56 AM {UTC-$5:00) 

Secretary of fhe Army Ryan McCarthy says at least 25 domestic terrorism cases have 

been opened as a result of the assault on the Capitol Building on Jan. 6, according to a 

released summary ofa call with Rep. Jason Crow, D-Colo., on Sunday. 
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Explore the Fox News apps that are night for you at hy yyw Joanne ws somyaans-woduols/ades Sl.   

Sent fram my iPhone 
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Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAH } - FBI Public Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing Monday, January 17, 20214 
Ta: | | b7E -3 
Sent: January $4, 2027 5:66 AM {BTC-$5:90) 
Sttached: FBID Briefing? 10111 diac 

This morning's Director's AM News Briefing is attached. 

Full-text Links: Clicking the hypertext links in our wrife-uins will take you to the newspapers’ original full- 
text articles. 

interactive Table of Contents: Clicking a page number on the table of contents page will take you 
direcily to that story. 

Contractual Obligations and Copyright: This copyrighted rnaterial is for the internal use of FSi 
employees only and, by contract, may mot be redistributed without Bulletin intelligence’s express written 
consent. 

  

Contact Information: Please contact us any time at 703-483-6100 or| | b7E -3 
Use of this email address will autarnaticaily result in your message being delivered to everyone invelved 
with your service, including senior management. Thank you. 
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FBI PuBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

US Files Dozens Of Charges in Wake Of Capital Siege. LISA Today (4/49, Penzenstadier, Phidips, 
Yoyies Pulver, 12.7} reports, “Federai authorities confinued Sunday fo round up people folowing a deadly insurrection at the 
U.S. Capitol this week ~ including two men accused of carrying slestic restraints and others whe allegedly carried weasons or 
Stole Fom the dulicing. At least 58 people have been arrested and charged for incidents in or near the Capitol on Wednesday. 
Those arresied have come from 24 states and the District of Columbia.” The Justice Department “has filed more than 55 crimmai 
cases related ic the fot frat left five Gead,” 

  

scrutinize social media to ‘dently the oratestel rs, "and s SOMne vatiin: imants 6 could face more serious sch yes 
CNN (4/8, Scannell, 89.21} reporis, “An Alebama man afegedly parked a pickup truck packed with 14 

hornemade bombs an assault tile and a Aandgun awo blocks from the US Caplio! buliding on Wednesday for hours before 
authorities ever noticed, according to federai prosecutors. Another man allegedly showed up in the nation’s capital with an 
assaut rifle and hundreds of rounds of ammunition and told acquainiances that he wanted to shoot or run over House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi, prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsettling detais federai prosecutors have 
made pubic this week as they detail the extent of the arsenal availabie fo aid pro-Trump rioters whe stormed the Capitol. Other 
individuals have been accused of taking guns and ammuniion onto Capitol grounds and more charges are expected fo some as 
a wide-ranging ee unfuris.” 

    
" 0, Shalal reports Crow “said i Meoarty told him the Pentagon Was aware of ‘further possi ‘ole threats posed “ would be 
terrcrisis’ in the days up to and inckiding the inauguration of Democratic President-elect Joe Biden on Jan. 20. ‘Lang guns, 
Molotov cockiaiis, explosive devices and zip ties were recovered, which suggests a greater disaster was narrow’y averted, Crow, 
a former Army Ranger, said in a summary of his call wiih McCarthy. MoCarthy assured him the Pentagon was working with local 
and federal law enforcement to coordinate security preparations after what he described as ‘deficient law enforcement threat 
reporting anead of sa Wednesday.” 

(1%, Brice} reports, “Acting Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen announced the FSI would tearm up with 
Washington's § police , department to jointly investigate the death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick, who was injured while 
defending the U.S. Capito! on Wednesday. ‘Just because you've leit the D.C. region, you san sill expect a Knock on ihe door if 
we find out you were part of the criminal activity at the Capitol,’ Steven Daniuono, the £8! Washingion Field Offica’s assistant 
director in charge, told reporters in a telephone news briefing.” 

The New York Ten as (1/8, Goldman, ismay, Fuchs, 205M} reporis, “The sweeping investigation took shape affer a security 
breakdown two days earier allowed hundreds of people backing President Trump's eforts to overturn the eiection results to rush 
info the Capitol in a deadly rarnpage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the firings of top officiais who were 
entrusted with protecting lawmakers. Dozens have Deen arrested, including 13 who face federal charges.” The Times adds, “Law 
enforcement officials aiso backed off a suggestion thal Mr. Trump could face criminal charges for inciling the riot affer a top 
prosecutor had saic a day earier that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘not only’ the rioters. ‘Don't expect any 
charges of that nature, Ken Kohl, a top prosecutor in the US. attorney's office in Washington, told reporters in a telephone 
briefing on Fray 

The WY 

  

   
   

   
¥ (1/8, Ai, Gurman, Viswanatha, Subscription Publication, 841M} reports on ts font page that 

federal prosect rs. on F: ay ‘announced charges against at ieast 13 “alleged members of the pro-Trump mob whe stormed the 
halis of Congress.” The we (1/8, Hsu, 10.52i} reports the Justics Department and FBI “announced charges Friday 
agains?’ Derrick Evans, "a feshman West Virginia lawmieker,” Richard Barnet, “an Arkansas man who fold the media he posed 
for photos on a desk in” House Speaker Pelosi's office, and Lonnie Leroy Coffman, “an Alasama man whose truck allegedly 
catried 11 molotov cooxiails and a semiautomatic nfie to this weex’s U.S. Capitel riots.” The Post adds that “aise charged with 
unlawful entry was Hawaii Proud Boys founder and unsuccessfid state house candidate Nicholas Robert Ochs, who gave media 
interviews saying he participated in the break-in, an FBI arrest affidavit unsealed Friday alleged.” 

Fhe wh ayes (18, Seidel, 970K} reporis that Sarnett “has became one of the mast notorious figures among 
those who bro ; ap to Wednesday, afer photographs surfaced of him with his feet on Peiosi’s desx. Prosecutors cited 
those photographs in a staternent of facts ited as part of the case against him. They said they also viewed video surveiiance and 

wa
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a video-recorded interview Sarnett gave.” Prosecutors “said Barnett was asked about an envelope he was holding featuring 
Pelosi's signature. Barnett allegediy said, ‘f did not steal it. | bled on if because they were macing me and { couldn't F--ing see so 
i figured | am in her office. | got biood on her office. | put a quarter on her desx even though sie ain't f-ing worth it. And | ieff her 
a note on her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you b---."" Barnett ‘is being held in the Washington County (Ark.} jail after 
he was cree by fe federal "prosecutors with three counts for storming the US. Capito: 0 on Wednesday.” 

TH 

Friday r ni oh on a federal Wat rant and Was “being hold Saturday without bail in Pinel as County, Florida. Jail records do not show if 
Adam Jonnson, 36, of Parrish, Florida, has an attorney. Johnson was charged Saturday with thefl, vicleri entry and disorderly 
conduct cn Capital grounds. ° 

The X ra 
and booked inic the Pinellas County j ail “i short after 9 p.m. Friday. He A Aas been charged with one count of krrowingly entering o of 
remaining in any restvicted bulicing or grounds without lawful authoriy; one count of theft of government property; and one count 
of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capifo! grounds, according to a federai complaint. A warrant was issued on Friday and 
Johnson was cherged in federal court in D.C. on Saturday.” Pelosi's lectern “had been stored in her suite, under a staircase to 
the third floor on the House side of the Capito! building, before the Capito! was breached, her staff toid FBI agents. The iectern - 
yalued at more than $1,000 according te the House curator — was found by Senate staff on Thursday in the Red corridor of the 
senate wing off the Rotunda i in the Capitoi” 

S{1/8, story 3, 3:04, Holf, 5. 37M), Tom Costeto reported “some suspects have identified themselves, 
as well. Josiah Colt who climbed down from the Senate baicony then sat in Vice President Pence's chair says he was ‘caught up 
in the moment’ in a staternent fo XBOI-TV, he says, ‘My actions nave brought shame upon myse#, my family and friends and 
beautiful country. | beg for forgiveness from America and from my horne state of idaho.’ Former Midland, Texas mayorai 
candidate Jenny Cudd posted her own video: ‘We did break down the Nancy Pelosi's office door. And somebody stole her gavel’ 
Nationwide, hundreds of federal agents are pursuing riot suspects. Among the felony charges they could face, felony rioting, 
federal assault and murder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruction of songressional documents, conspiracy and 
insurrection. ° 

The SP (4/9, Hollingswerth} reports, “An lowa man wes jailed early Saturday on charges accusing him of faking part in the 
fict ai the u S. Capitol by supporiers of President Donald Trump.” The AP adds, “Des Moines Police Sgt. Paui Parizex said 
officers assisted the FSI in arresting 41-year-cid Doug Jensen on Friday night af his home on the south side of the city. Jensen 
was booxed into the Poik County Jail early Saturday on five federal charges, including trespassing and disorderly conduct 
counts, according to news releases from the FSt's field office in Omaha, Nebraska and the county sheriff's office.” According fo 
the AP, “Video sosted online during the storming of the Capitol on Wednesday showed @ man who appears to be Jensen, who is 
white, pursuing a Black officer up an interior Hight of stairs. A mob of people trails several steps behind. At several points, the 
officer says ‘get back,’ to no avail.” 

The (1/8, Goidmian, 20.5M} reports prosecutors on Thursday “fied @ criminal complaint accusi ing a man 
named Mark J sgwell of punching a Capitc: Police officer repeatedly in the head and chesi, before apologizing,” and they 
“unsealed chart, ges against a Maryland resiceni, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of egally carrying a O-millimeter pistol af the 
not” Mearsatile, | sry (4/8, McGrath, 2.57M) reporis Cogensia, a marketing frm near Chicago, has fred CEO Brad 
Rukstales, a Republican conor fo President Trump, who “was arrested by U.S. Capifol Police on Wednesday” after “being part of 
the mob that broke into the US. Gapiiot " 

in the lead story for NBs Tosay x /8, 2.86M), Savannah Guiirie said there have been “more than 80 arrests so far, and 
investigators this morni ing, ‘hey are por ing through videos and images casting about for leads. They want to identify more 
suspects.” On X Seas (1/8, story 9, 1:43, Hoff, 5.57M}, Gabe Guflerrez reported, “One oro-Trump dicter in face paint 
and a homed hat confronied law enforcement holding a spear. The man now identified as Jake Angell told NBC News, ‘The fact 
that he had a ounch of our traitors in olfice hunkered down putt on their gas masks and retreat into the underground bunker, | 
consider that a win,’ Police say Angell is a known follower of QAnon, a far right extremist group.” 

Ni 14/8, story 3, 2:05, Muir, 6.95M€}, Chief Justice Correspondent Pierre Thomas resorted that 
federal authorities “are determined fo feave | ne © stone unum, ramping up efforts fo bring all the Trimp supporters who 
desecrated the Capitol ta tistics.” On ARC's Geox avios (4/8, 3.14M), Martha Raddatz reported that on Wednesday, 
“despite the less of life and the desecration of the Capitol those roters were allowed to just leave fhe building. They fingered on 
the plaza for hours Siumphant, gaving one another high-fives with no consequences. This morning tie acting US atiorney for the 
District of Columbia said the fature fo arrest more people is making his job harder adding, : sant answer why the Capifol Police 
did not zip tie these people as they were leaving the Capital.” G “i {41/8 2.28M) also covered the search for 
protesters accused of commifiing crimes on Wednesday. 
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On the lead 

while on the G&S 
arrested for Wedrosday $ attack. 

THe \ (18, Weiner, Hsu, 10.526) reporis 16 people “have been charged in U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia with crimes related to the storming of the Caplio’, inchuding a man who admitted fo stealing a documert from 
Pelosi's office. Forty others face charges in D.C. Superior Court.” The Post calls these federai cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 
investigation” since they ere “people whe either identified ihemselves in online postings or were woe eniihed ay others Wrio 
saw the images and recognized the inaivicuals.” The Wak Soest gasnat (1/0, Subscription Publication, 8.417M}, Af * 49, 

Callahan}, j 3 (18, Mokay}, Saiico (1/8, Semonas, 6.73M%, and 419, Lonas, 5 60M anne other outlets, provide 
similar coverage of the new arrests. 

President Could Be investigaied For “fnciting” Riot, On Af % 8, story 2, 2:31, Karl, 6.95M}, 
Chief White House Correspondent Jonathan Karl reported that DC Attorney Genera: Kari Racine (D} has “said he’ll investigate 
whether the President is legally responsibie for inciting the riof,” and he aiso “mentioned Rudy Giuliani who said this at the ratly: 
‘Let's have tial by combat! And the Fresident’s son, Don Jr, who pasted a sinceremoved video taken backstage at fhe rally 
before the riot The President and his children watching the crowds gather. Don d's girlfriend Kimberly dancing as the Trumps 
celebrated. This was Don Jr's messa ge ie Trump supporters before they stormed the capital: If you're going to be the zero and 
not the hero, we're coming for you.” 

x : * Pierre Thomas said on § 

{14, lead story, 3:46, Diaz-Balart, 5.98} segment, Tom Costello reported on the arrests, 
79, story 4, 4:92, Diaz, 577K), Adriana Diaz reported, “Roughly 100 pecale have been 

          
% 

  

         

       

S 

    

    

wil ikelyt be for the incoming attomey general Merck ¢ Garland On g “8, 2, 37M) Ben Tray said that Trump’s 8 
comments “before the assault on the Capitol may de investigated by US attorneys for Jeading to the violence.” 

AS (419, story 4, 2:31, Llamas, 8394), on Saturday night, Tom Llamas reported, “There 

is NOW a nationwide manhunt under way for every rioters breaching the Capito! buticing.” Kenneth Moton added a serior Justice 
Department official on Saturday said “ne incitement charges are expected against any...speaxers’ at the rally prior to the unrest, 
including Trump. 

DOJ investigating Shooting Death Of Protester. Mearwnile, the XM 8 (1/9, Benner, Schmilt, 20.66} reports 
interim US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Saturday announced that his office “is ieading investigations Into the deaths of a woran 
whe entered the Capitol building with a crowd of noters on Jan. 6 and an officer who was killed while try: ing te poxce the viclent 
mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civi Rights division “opened a formal, federal excessive force case into the 
shooting death of Ashi Babbit, who was shof by a Capitol Police officer as she and a group of President Trump’s supporters 
swarmed the building,” though “the Investigation intc Ms. Babbitt’s shooting is Touline, standard procedure whenever an officer 
deploys lethal force,’ a Justice Deparment spokeswoman saic.” The Times adds the office “aiso opened a feceral homicide 
investigation into the death of Brian DB. Sicknick, a Capitol Hil patice officer who died affer oro-Trurmp doters siruck him with a fire 
exknguisher” 

  

      

    

ext (1/8, 70.52M} reports it has obiained two video clips that “stied new light on the fatal shooling by 
police of F Frump supporter and Ay Force veteran Ashii Babbitt as she and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol.” The Post says 
Sabbitt “and others were attempting to breach a barricaded door inside the Capitol building on Wednesday afternoon, angrily 
demanding that three U.S. Capitol Police officers who were guarding the door step aside, one of the clips shows.” The Post adds 
the officers “moved away as calleaques in tactical gear arrived nehind the rioters, according ic the cilp and other video posted 
online. Roughly 38 seconds afier the officers moved away, as she climbed up toward a broken section of the unguarded door, 
Babbitt was shot by an officer on the other side,” as she was “trying to get into the Speaker's $ Lobby, @ haihway that would have 
given them access io the House of Representatives chamber.” According fo the ° 148, Safdar, Akworth, 
Seetigraman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M}, five peaple nave died | in connection fo the “Capitol not. 

Laptop Stolen From Feiosi’s Office, Aide Says. (1/8, Satter} reports a laptos was stolen from 
Pelosi's office “during the storming of the US. Capitol on Wednesday, one of her aides said on Friday.” Reuters adds Sen. Jeff 
Merkiey {D-OR} “said on Twitter that a laptop was taken from his office,” and Acting US Afforney Michael Sherwin on Thursday 
“said thet some of the thefts might nave potentially jeopardized what he described as ‘national security equities.” According io 
Reuters, “The theft of electronic cevices from congressional offices nas been a persistent worry following the invasion by pro- 
Trump flowers.” 

    

   

    

8 {1/8, 4.91M) reports, “Al ieast three Democrats in Congress said that the pro-Truma fioters whe 
stormed the Cantal o on : Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising cybersecurily concerns.” Speaker Pelosi “had a 
laptop sicien, as cid Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., who tweeted about the theft It wasn’t immediately clear what protections were on 

those devices, though Congress generally iags behind the federal government in implementing cybersecurily measures. Not ali 
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Senafe computers aulomaticaily encrypt their hard drives or require a password fo jog in #f they're unused for a few minutes. 
Emails were visible on a deskion computer jeff running in Peliosis office 

Prosecutors Seek To Revoke Bail For Vets for Trump Co- Founder. The We S (4/9, Jackman, 10.52} 
reporis Josnua Macias, 42, a co-founder of Vets for Trump who was “free on bail 2 after a appearing ou ide 2 & Philadeiphia electon 
cenfer with a concealed handgun, was outside the Capitol during the siege by Trump supporters Wednesday and posted video 
of himself, leading Philadelphia prosecutors fo request his bail be revoked.” The Post says Macias “and Antonio LaMotta, 44, 
were atresied in Philacelphia or Nov. 5 near the Philadeiphia Convention Center, where the presidentiai siection vole was being 
counted,” because they were carrying firearms without permits. 

West Virginia Lawmaker Who Participated in Storming Capitel Resigns. The XS 

  

   8 (1/9, 20.6} reports 
West Virginia stafe Del. Derrick Evans (R} “resigned on Saturday after participating in the storming of the United States Capiicl” 
The Times says the resignation, efective immediaiely, comes as he “faces two federal charges: one for knowingly entering or 
remaining in any resticied DUE iging or grounds without lawful authority, and one for violent entry and disorderly conduct on 
Capitol grounds.” The \\ Sew (1/9, Kornfield, 16.52M} reports Evans “chronicled the rict Wednesday on Facebook 
Live, capturing the moment the crowd cracked open the Capitol’s doors and he crossed the threshold.” 

7 x {4/3, Donaghue, 5.39M} reports, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, Ken Kohi, 
prinsipa: assistant LS S Attor ney for B.C., said on a press cai.” CBS News adds, “in a criminal complaint released Friday, an FBI 
ageri wrote As ident fied Evans as the person in the five-steamed video by cornparing the voice fo the lawmaker’s voice in a 
campaign video. in addition, the agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last name in fhe video recording the offense.” 

i (1/8, Harvey} reporis, “Evans, who wes elected ic the House of Delegates in Novernber and was 
swor-in Dec, 14, posied multple videos of himself fo saciai media showing him entering the Capitol alongside fellow supporters 
of President Donald Trump. ‘Derrick Evans is in the Capital,” he can be heard saying multiple times in a since-celeted video.” 

Pennsylvania Man Charged in Siege. A number of local news cutlets covered the arrests of thase from their areas. For 
example, the Mars “ALS aws (1/8, Benscoter, 507K} reporis, “A Pennsylvania mar who was charged by Capitol 
Police for taking part in the atlack on the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday also was charged with federal offenses, officiais af the U.S. 
Department of Justice announced Friday.” Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was one of 13 people charged federally.” 
Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in any resiricled Guilding or grounds without lawful authority; or 
knowingly, with intent to impede government business or official functions, engaging in disorderly conduct on Capito: grounds.” 
FBI Director Wray said in a statement, “To be clear, what took place that day was not First Amendment-protected activity, but 

rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, along with our local, state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that 
justice is served. We wii confinue fo aggressively investigate each and every individua! who chose ic ignore the law and instead 
incite violence, destroy property, and injure others.” 

Similarly, the | s (19, Heisig, 1.22M) reports from Cleveland, Ohic, “FS! agents late Friday raided the 
home of a former Cleveland Metropolitan School Distict empioyse. The move came a day after she submited a conspiracy 
fheory-referencing resignation letter to the district, and after authorities posted a picture that raised questions as to whether she 
participated in a riot at the U.S. Capital led by supporters of outgoing President Donaid Trump.” Agenis “were present for severai 
hours at a house on East 305th Street in suburban Willoughby. The 49-year-old former Cleveland schoois employee, who 
worked for the district as an occupational therapist, is listed as the home’s owner. Cleveland.com and The Plain Dealer are not 
identfying her because she has not been charged with a crime.” 

Man in “Camp Auschwitz” Sweaishirt identified, ONN (1/10, 89.21} reporis on its website, “A noter who 
stormed the US Capito: Wednesday wearing a sweatshirt emblazoned with the phrase ‘Camp Auschwitz’ has been identified as 
Robert Keith Packer of Virginia, according fo three sources. ... One Virginia resident, who spoke fo CNN on the coneiition of 
anonymity due to the Senistt vity of the matter, described Packer as a jong-lime extremist who has had run-ins with the law 

The Ne s (1/8, Eddy, 20.6M} reports on now the image from the day of “a bearded man wearing a black noodie 
emblazoned with Camp “Auschwitz” has had “particular resonance as anti-Semitism and farrignht naionalism are on the rise 
worldwide. And for people who survived the Nazi death camp..there was added pain with the realization that later generations 
may not have learned the fessons of the Holocaust” 

  

      

      

    

FB! Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. (19, 5.69M) reports, “The FBi has put up what 
appear to be electronic posters in Washington, D.C., seeking information on anyone who participated in the Capito! breach on 
Weanesday.” The Hill adds, “Photos of bus Stops s hared by journalists on social media say, ‘Seexing Information’ and include 
pictures of sorne of rioters inside the U.S. Capitol. The posters aisc share a phone number tc contact the FBI's Washingion, 
D.C., office. ‘DC bus sions now feature si¢ns posted by the FS} seeking information about participants in the Capitol 
insurrecton,’ CNN reporter Jim Acosta tweeted along with a phote of a poster faken at night” 
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he 8 (1/8, Onibada} reports, “As part of the ongaing investigation to identify key perpetrators, the 
FB shared a message online appealing for information on individuals who participated and instigated the violence. ‘We are 
accepting tips and cigital media depicting rioting or violence in and around the U.S. Capitol on January 6,’ said the official Twitter 
account for the FSi.” BuzzFeed News aads, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which quickly turned to 
trolling. Several pscpie online pointed to the numerous social media posis, interviews, and open planning thal had gone toward 
Wednesday's attack. i was suggested that there were more qualified figures who were up to the fask.” 

(2/8, Bameti} reports, “As a riotous mob of Trump supporters filled the U.S. Capitol building 
Wednesday, y ft Gum digital footprints federal iaw enforcement agencies can easily use fo fracx them down and charge 
tham.” The FS! “has some of the most powerful facial recognition systems in the country, according fo outside experts,” and 
“because few arresis were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcement officials will now have fo depend on that technology 
fo speed up the process of racking apparent criminais through the many videos, images and other digital “fingerprints” they left 
behind, Paired with the reams of open sourse information, the FBI has the technology io easily entify possible criminals, rather 
than Aaving to manually connect the dots, a former FSi official told FadScoop. ‘For most peopie fhat were} there, # is not going 
to be very hard to Ip them, the off cial sald. . 

S 

    

“TRE ingurrestionist mob thai showed up at ihe president's behest a anc stormed he US. ‘Capitol was ‘overwhe otnirgly made Up of 
iongiime Trump sunporters, including Republican Party officiais, GOP politica! donors, far-right militants, whife supramacisis, and 
adherents of fhe GAnon myth that the government is secretly controlled by a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophile cannibals.” 
The AP “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court fles and other sublic recores for more than 120 peopie either 
facing criminal charges related to the Jan. 8 unrest or who, going maskless amid the pandemic, were iater identfied through 
photographs and videos taken during the meies.” Steven D’Antuono, “the assistant director in charge of the FBI's Washington 
field office, told reporters that investigators had seer ‘no indication’ antifa activists were disguised as Trump supporters in 
Wednesday's riot” 

  

8S (48, 4.91M) reporis, “Despite suggestions from conservative pundits and some Republican 
members of Congress, there is nc evidence that an’-fascist activists were involved in the pro-Trump Capifol riots,” D’Antuonc 
“said on @ call with reporters Friday. ‘We have no indication of that, at this time, D’Antuono said when asked whether antifa 
aclivisis had disquised themselves as Trump supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five people died, 
inchiding Capitol Polke officer Brian Sicknisx,” 

The \ Past (1/9, Usero, 10.52Mi reports, “To date, no evidence supports the clazn that individuais with antifa 
connections formed part of the siois that tock place on Capitol grounds. The FEI has said ff does not deleve antifa or any of its 
associates are responsibie for the violence unleashed. Wednesday's events were widely documented, via videos, tweets and 
live-streams from reporters already covering the day's events. Video and photos confirm that many of the roters were 
supporters, and individuals with right-wing and extremist deiefs. The usual antfa tactics such as wearing masks and face 
coverings tea avol ‘od detection were uncommen aniong foters, making identification process an easier task.” 

¥ ss (1/8, Mordock, 526K} reports that the FSPs announcement “debunks claims pushed forwerd by 
g ound and ‘pol ilicians that the anarchist movemen?’s supporters were part of he angry mod that stormed the 

Capital.” D’Antuono’s sfafement “supports comments made Thursday by Acting U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Michaei 
Shenwin, hve. Sherwin said he also saw no evidence Antifa was involved in the riot” 

ire } ork 38 (1/8, Alba, 20.5M} reports, “Since Wednesday, far-right activists and allies of the president nave 
mace the lair, often while presenting easily disproved evidence, that the ricters were mace up of anifa supporters, not backers 
of President Trump. Among those pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt Gaetz, a Florida Republican, who said while 
objecting ic the electoral votes for Mr. Siden that people in the mob were ‘in fact members of the vicient terrorist group aniife’ 
Ker Paxton, the atlorney general of Texas, aiso said antfa was involved.” The Times adds, ‘n analysis by the media insights 
company Zignal Labs found that the unfounded rumor had been mentioned 471,099 times across cabie television, social media, 
and in pant and cniine news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. it was by far the most widely shared faise or misleading claim 
about the oa Hill mab, Zignal said.” 

sant Naw {19, Silverman} reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday night after the atternpted coup, 
Gaetz cited a 3 Washington Times article that claimed a facial secognifion company had identified two antifa members aniong the 
crowd af the Capital. That story was removed by the outlet after BuzzFeed News reported that the facial recognition company 
said it was ‘outright false.” The paper laier pubiished a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had ideniiied ‘neo-Nazis 
and other extemisis’ — not antifa members.” 

Some Extremist Groups Pleased By Chaotic Siege. : {1/8, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte} reports, 
“As the nation recoiled in horror at scenes of doling and chacs in the US. Captol on Wednesday, some rightaving and an§- 
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government extremists saw the violence as the fuifdiment of a patriotic duty or opportunity tc advance their agenda. Among the 
inspired was Mike Dunn, a 20-year-old fofower of the ‘boogaloc’ ant-government movement, whose adherents anticipate a 
revolution topping the federai government or a second U.S. civi war.” Dunn, “who lives in Virginia, said three or four groups of 
loyaiisis under his command helped storm the Capitol his weex amid a motley mux of foters who supported President Donald 

Trump’s attempts to overturn the results of the November presiiential election. While most ‘boagaioos’ are Shertarians who 
largely oppose Trump, Dunk said the group | embra sced the soment to strike © against tthe government.” 

   
   

        S G 18, Hesse, Parker, Caoxe, . Hart te} resorts Tario “would not 

broadly denoune é people who aniered the Ce aaito I psiking during riots a day earlier, calling ‘a form of protest.” Reuters says 
that € even as "MOS st Americans recoiled | in horror ‘ scenes of rioting and chaos in the ue S. Capitol,” some rghtawi ng and anti- 
   

fay (1/8, 2.866}, Gabe Gutierrez Sai sd, “Wednesday's sonning of the Capitol byt framp supporters included 
many followers of conspiracy theory groups ike GAnon. Now there are growing concerns about the Presidents connections to 
these groups and their plans fo continue inciting chaos in the wake of his election defeat.” According to Gutierrez, “QAnon is 4 
fartight exyemist group that among offer cullandisn things bellevea Democrats are running 4 satanic pedopigle ting oui gpa DC 
pizza parlor.” 

“Internet Sleuths” identifying “Pro-Trump Rioters. St (1/8, Peiser, 10.52M) reporis that since “pro- 
Trump rioters’ stormed the Capitol on Wednesday without masks, “Internet sleuths” have “nac a unique opportunily to easiiy 
identify them. And many made i even easier — hey live-streamed their paricipation and later bragged about their escapades.” 
According fo the Post, an “untold” number of Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly working. .fo 1D and name the 
participants who stormed cown fhe halls of the Capifci, ransacking lawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 

oxi (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 10.52} also reports federal officiais “looxing to prosxcute the mon of 
Trump supporters who overran the US, Capitol on Wednesday stance to get powerful help from celiphote e$, facia 
recogniticn tools and other technologies to assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.” The Postiammlights that 
fhe Capitol “has a vast celiuiar and wireless data infrastructure of its own fo make communications efficient in a Dutlding made 
iargely of stone and that extends deep underground and has pockets of shielded areas,” and as such “phone records make 
deter mining | the owners of these devices Pivialy easy.” 

‘ast (1/10, Kiemke, 10.5284 reports, “Before a mob cf Trums supporters staged a riot in the U.S. Capito! 
and thousands of Americans became amateur detectives working fo identify the cu Iprits, a loosely connecied group of seasoned 
online sleuths were naiging alarm bells ard picking off extremists orine, one by one.” The Post adds, “For 2 naiionwide network 
of left-wing activists who seek cut and publish the identities of those they believe ic be vioient fascists,’ some investigations can 
take months, years even. Or # can take 10 minutes,” and “thal’s how much time Mo#y Conger spent on her laptop iast month 
searching for the man who used the rightwing social media site Parier ta share that he was a police officer and pledge suppart to 
a member of the Proud Boys extrerrist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.. 
Turns out the man was a Prince Wis iam County sherifs deputy.’ 

More Coverage. The Wy fast (4/10, 10.52M} runs a feature tified “The Capitol Mob: A Raging Collection Of 
Grievances And Dis: flusionment’ about same of those invelved in the riot and ther motivations. 

FBI Offers $50K Reward For information On DC Pipe Bombs. Nout (1/8) reported, “The FBI is 
offering a reward of up tc $50,000 for information on the individuals responsibie for placing pipe bombs in the committee 
headquarters of the xey U.S, polifioal parlies in the capilal, the agency said.” CSS News (1/8, Siese, 5.39M} reports the FS! 
“released photos via sacial media ot what appears fo be someone in a gray hooded jacket, black gloves, and black pants, 
clutching an object in one hand.” SA y (148, Kenney, 20K} reports, “Authorities didn't say Aow the person in the photo is 
connected fo ihe pipe bomb incidents 

Also reporting are NN (1/8, Walton, 89.21M) and the &: a 

Pipe Bombs At RNC, ONC Headquarters Had Timers, Off cial SF Saye t ¢ 8 Nes & (1/8, ismay, 20.6 reports 
fhe pipe bombs “found on Wednesday affernoon outside the Democratic and Republican n party headquarters, blacks from the 
Capitol, contained crude mechanical timing devices, according to an official familiar with their initial examination, suggesting they 
were intended to be cetonated.” However, the Times adds it “was not ciear when they were meant to axplode, but thousands of 

peop: ie were in the area thal afternoon as a mob encouraged by... Trump stormed the Capitol, where iawmakers had convened to 
certify... Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s election, leaving five people dead. ft wes also not clear whether the bombs were connected to the 
siege.” 

T's 
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if nner (4/8, Glare, 888K} reported, “The bombs were each about 12 inches long by an inch and a 
half wide.” The devices were “made with a baltery, steel woo! and an unknown exolosive powder. One of them was found with a 
cellphone that may have been meant to detonaie it” 

Schumer Urges FBI To Be Vigilant Of Further Threats Of Violence. (1/10, 
Coburn, Hernandez, 779K} reporis, “Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.} on Sunday expressed concern more pol tical violence could 
follow the mob attack Wednesday on the U.S. Capitol in Washingion, 0.C., by supporters of President Donald Trump.” Schumer 
“said he pressed” FSi Director Wray “in @ conversation Saturday to gack down those involved in Wednesday's siege on 
Congress, in which five people cied, and fo be on the aleri for further violence. ‘The threat of violent extremist groups remains 
high and the next few weeks are oriicai in our democratic process,’ Schumer said in a statement, noting President-elect woe 
Biden will be inaugurated Jan. 20. ‘Given that the same incendiary, dangerous rheforic online that occurred before January 6, 
which proved fo be a warning of the insurrectionist altack, has only escalated since, | impressed upon Director Wray the vilainess 
of the FBI to WOTK with other federai and state agencies to remain highly proactive and extremely vigdant to defend our 
democracy.” $ (1/10, Staff} reports, “In a staternent. Schumer said he had spoken on Saiurday with FBI Director 
Christopher Wray to urge him to ‘relentlessly pursue’ the attackers.” 

Trump Supporters Reportedly Planning More Unrast For Jan. 16-20. The i Bast (1/9, Timberg, Harwell, 
Lang, 10.52M) resorts the pianning “for Wednesday's assault or the U.S. Capitol happened largely in piain view, with chaifters in 
fartight forums explicitly discussing how to storm the buliding, nandcuff lawmakers wilh zip Ges and disrupé ihe certification of 
Joe Biden's siection - in what they sorirayed as responding to orders from President Trump,” and Twitter on Friday “said it was 
particularly concerned about contributing to @ possibie ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol and state government facilities the 
weexend of Jan. 76-77." According to the Post, “Concerns about more violent incidenis appear to be weiounded.” The Past 
adds demonstrations “are scheduled fo culminate with what organizers have dubbed a ‘Millon Militia March’ on Jan. 20 as Bicen 
and Vice President-elect Xamala D. Harris are to be sworn in on the same Capiic! grounds that rioters overran on Wednesday.” 

in a more than 2,200-word font-nage article, the Wvasiinaion Sasi (7/9, Al, Miller, Jaffe, Nakhiawi, 10.52M) says “the 

temporary seizure of a global seat of power was, at ds core, an outgrow of delusions! ane destructive forces cullivated online 
and unieashed by the president” in a nearly 3,100-word front-page articie Naw Yor’ Tees (1/9, At, Barry, Molntre, 
Rosenderg, 20.6M) casts the unsuccessiii “insuwrection’ as “the culmination of a sustained assault by the president and his 
enablers on fact-based reality, one that began long before the Noversber election but took on a fevered urgency as the certainty 
of Mr. Trump's defeat solidified.” A 
article neadlined “Trump And His Allies Set 

      

   

    

     
The Stage For Riot Well Before January 0” provides similar coverage, while an AS 

{14&, Woodward, Riechmann} analysis states that the occupation of the Capitol came as “no surprise” as Trump “left many clues 
he wouldn't go quietly.” 

  

the basis of the wispiest nonsense.” 
DC Mayor Cails For immediate increase in Pre-inaugural Security. Tne New Y ; 

that in the wake of Wednesday's viclence, District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Sowser (D} “issued an urgent appeal to start 
preparing immediately for more potential violence before, duzing and after” next week's presidential inauguration. Bowser cailed 
on DHS “to move ae to Monday the implementation of heightened security measures thal ere otherwise sef ic begin on Jan. 19° 
Bowser toid GSS (419, 2.97M} “Giver the events of last week, that this inauguration preseration has to be 
different than a any other inauguration with only 0 days tc go.” 

Kenneth Moton said on AS We 3 (1/18, story 2, 3:00, Llamas, 4.76M) that “a senior official feilisi ABC 
News there's a very SETOUS national Security concem for more domestic terrorism for the inauguration, possibly bringing 
extensive violence.” The Vall Seat Jounal (1/10, Levy, Xendai, Subscription Publication, 644M} reporis law enforcement 
agencies are preparing for more marches by Trump supporters in Washington and elsewhere. The S x { 
reports Trump supporters raiied in Olympia, Washington, on Sunday under heavy sacurily, 

Experts Caution Rioters To Assume More Hostile Position On Police. The aE 18, 10.3244} reports that 
in @ “crowd where some carried flags bearing a thin blue ine ~ a pro-police symbol that critics claim also stands for white 
supremacy anc opposition to the Slack Lives Matier movement — and shirts adorned with ‘Blue Lives Matter,’ a tide of anger and 
frustration rase as officers pushed them back" fom the Capitol, and “nearly tree hours after the duiiding was breached, police 
Cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to confront the mab.” The Post adds “some promised to return with 
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weapons, ready ta fight F necessary,” while one man ‘repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the inauguration 
of...Biden.” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this souring sentiment may lead ta more vicience in the months ahead. . 

Pelosi! Says ramp $ apport Who Stormed Capito! Chose their “Whiteness® Over Democracy. 4 # 

  

Capitol a on n Wednesday chose their ‘whiteness over democracy.” The Hil adds her remark’ ‘came after Pelosi acknowledged the 
number of people who died of COVID-19 on Wednesday and Thursday, foth of which were records for single-day coronavirus 
deaths in the United States.” 

However, Srent Staples, a member of the New York Times eciforiai board, writes at the Ns © (19, 20.546} that 

US history “is rife with episodes of political vioisnce far bloodier and more destructive than the one... Trump incited at the Capitol,” 
and remarks by pubic officials and commentators to “tell the county again and again that the carnage was an aberration and 
‘not who we are’ as a people,” are “dangerous on a variefy of counts. For starters, it alowed many Americans to view the 
president's insistence fiat he had wor an election in whick he was actually frounced, and his simukaneous embrace of ight-wing 
extrernism, as poiiica! theater that wil pass uneventfully from the stage when...Biden is maugurated.” He concludes, “The mab 
assault on the Capitol was an outgrowth of what came before.” 

   a
s
 

FSi Probing Whether Some Rioters intended Harm To Legisiators. The \\ Y (1/8, Barrett, Hou, 
Zapotosky, 10.52M) reports, “FB: agents are frying to determine whether some who stormed the US. Capitol on Wednesday 
intended to de more than cause havoc and disrupt the cerlification of President-elect Joe Biden’s victory, and are sifting through 
evidence to see whether anyone wanted to kill or capture lawmakers or their staffers, according to people famiiiar with the 
investigation.” The Post adds that “investigators also ave working to determine the motivations and larger goals, if any, of those 
who had weapons or other gear suggesting they pianned to do physica! harm. Some ricters, for instance, were photographed 
carrying Zip des, a plastic version of handcuffs, and one man was arrested allegedly carrying a pistol on the Capitol grounds. 
We're not iooking at this as a grand conspiracy, but we are interested in learning what peaple would do with things tke zip ties,’ 
said a law enforcement official, who, ike others, spoke on the condifion of anonymity to discuss the investigation.” 

< (1/9, Levenson, 20.54} reports, “A man who had an assault rifle was charged with threatering Nancy 
Palosi, the House speaker, affer ne Yaveled io Washington for the pro-Trump rally on Wednesday and sent a text message 

saying he would put ‘a buiet in her noggin on Live TV, the federal authorilies said.” The Times adds, “Federal agents said the 
man, Cleveland Grover Meredith Jr., had been staying at a Holiday inn in Washingion and had weapons in his camper-style 
trailer, including a Glock hancgun, a pisiol, a Tavor X95 assault rifle anc huncreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was 
charged with transmitting a threat in interstate commerce, possession of an unregistered flrearm and uniawlul possession of 
ammunition, according | fo court records.” 

      

(148, story 2, 2:25, Snow, 3.75M} reported that “at feast hyo more allegediy involved in 
the attack on the Cap: tol w were arrested” on Sunday. NBC's Ron Allen said Larry Runcell Srock of Texas and Eric Gavelek 
Munchel of Tennessee are “both charged with violently entering the Capitol and disorderly conduct” 

= (1/10, Hsu, 10.52i} reports that Brock, “a retired Air Force lisutenant colonel, was arrested in Texas 
and charged wih one count of knowingly entering a restricted building and one count of violent entry and disorderiy conduct, 
prosecutors said. Brock identfied himself to ihe New Yorker last week as tie man photographed in the wel of the Senate 
chamber wearing a green combat heimet, tactical vest, and biack ang camo jacket. The photo shows the man hoiding a white 
flex cuff, used by police by restrain subjects, prosecutors said.” 

. (i416, Connolly, Macaraeg, Stephenson, Oorman, Wegner, 12.7} reports, “Munchel, 30, wes 
being held in a Nashville jai Sunday on a federai werrant, ontine records snow. An FBI ssokesperson, Samantha Shero, 
confirmed the arrest. The federal prosecutor's office in Washington is handling the case. ‘Photos depicting his presence show a 
person whe appears fo be Munchel carrying plastic restraints, an itern in a hoister on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on 
his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly tc record events that day,’ the office said in a news release.” 

The New | s (1/10, Goldman, Benner, 20.6M} resorts the Justice Department “said thai pnoiograptis of a person 

    

   
who appeared to be My. Munchel showed him ‘carrying plastic restraints, an tem in a Aoister on nis right hip, and @ cell phone 
mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day.” DOJ said images of a person who 
ate fo be Brock showed hee ‘Clad in ‘a am ee green factical vest with nae. Black and camo jackel, and beige 

    
AWE 4 10, “tory 2, 1:45, Duncan, 43. 72M) as also overs the arrests, 

x (1/18, 383K} reports, “Officials also arrested” Brock, “who ives in Texas, saying he appeared to be 
holding ‘a wh te fiex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to resirain and/or detain subjects.” The FSi “also said the photos of 

in Wednesday 3 breach of the cap tol” The e 
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him appeared to show ‘an item in @ holster on his fight hip, and a ce# phone mounted on his chest with the camera facing 
outward, ostensibly fo record events that day.’ Both men are charged with one count of knowingly entering ar remaining in any 
resticted bui ‘cing or grounds without lawful authority, and one court of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.” 

‘ RY (4/8, Meek, 2. 44h) reports, “Federal agents and detectives from the D.C. Metropoiian Police 
Department have launched a broad and mutt oronged investigation info the mayhem and death Wednesday at the United States 
Capitol, that sources tell ABC News includes an efart fo determine the motives of a paramilifary faction of the mob that invaded 
the heart of American government. We're talking about a very comslex investigation, said Robert Soyce, a 35-year veteran and 
former chief of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort involves scanning volumes of social media posts, 
reviewing hours of security camera footage, and cornbing through mountains of cellphone data to determine exactly what 
occurred, investigators told ABC News.” 

Daily Beast: Lengthy Process To Determine if Booby Traps Were Leff Behind. The { i (1/8, Shannon, 233K} 
repors that “there are innumerable potentiai hiding places” in the Capkoi “for lethal devices that can be activated later, by 2 
remote tigger such as a cell phone, ar by a vibration-sensitive device like the one that sets off a car alarm when a vehicle 
rumbles by or honks. Gr somebody could have stuck a handgun inside a vase or hofow lamp or behind a toilet, 4 la Michael 
Corisone's first hil, tending to return later as a tourist, reclaim the gun and assassinate some lawmaker. ‘To clear a 15-by-15 
foot office, would take four bomb techs all day,’ Dave Wilams, a former FB! bomb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City 

bombing, the World Trade Center bombing and other attacks, toid SpyTaik. ‘They'd have to look under carpets, at all the fre 
aiarms, light switches, lamps, even light bulbs. 4 light bulb can be modified so when you turn it on, it exolodes. ¥ you have a five- 
drawer file cabinet, each drawer shouid be opened remotely.” 

FBI Warned Capitol Police Of Possibility Of Violence Before Riot. MK (1/40, Dilanian, 
£94} eporss, “The FB and the New York City Police Department passed information to US. Cap’ tol Potice about the 
posaibilily of violence during the profests Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral Coilege vote, and the FEI even visited 
more than a dozen extremists already under investigation fo urge them nct fo fravel ic Washington, senior law enforcement 
offcials said.” NBC News adds, “The previously unreported detais undercut the assertion py a ton FS! official thai officials had 
no indication that violence was a possibility, and they add to questions about what intelligence authoriies nad reviewed before 

the Capito! riot, which ied to the death of an officer and four other pecple, including a rioter wha was shot and killed by police. 
‘Social media is just part of a full intelligence picture, and while there was First Amendment-orctected activity on social media to 
include some seople making threats, to this point, investigators nave not found that there was an organized plol fo access the 
Capitol,’ a senior FBI official said.” 

The AP (1/40, Long, Balsamo, Mascaro} reports, “Despite ample warnings about pro-Trump cernonstrations in 
Washington, U.S. Capifol Police did not bolster staffing on Wednesday and made no preparations for the possibility that the 
planned protests could escalate into massive violent riois, according tc several peopie briefed on law enforcement's response.” 
Accorging to the AP, “The revelations snec new light on why Capitol Police were so quickly overrun by rioters. The department 
had the same number of officers in place as on a routine day. While some of those officers were outfitted with equipment for a 
protest, they were not staffed or equipped for a ot. “They were left naked,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Caiifornia. said of the police 
in an interview with AP. She had raised security concerns in a Dec. 28 meeiing of House Democrats and grilled Steven Sun, 
the Capitol Police chief, during an hourlong private sail on New Year's Eve. it turns out it was the worst kind of non-securily 
anybody could ever imag: ne.” 

T es (1/8, Zou, 3.37M) reports, “Officers af a US. Capifol perimeter fence tried tc hold their tine but 
falisd as intruders overturned the barrier. Oficers at another gate, seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders 
passed dy, Another lone officer fied fo hold back an advancing group before fleeing through the halis of Congress. In many 
cases, the officers were in normai uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear sean during other recent 
events, incliding Black Lives Matter protests.” The Times adds, “The stunning cofapse of nalicnai securily lef many of the 
nation’s leaders cowering behind benches and fearing for their ves,” but “by Thursday, much of their stiock had been 
supplaniee Dy anger — with ieading lawmakers demancing resignations from the Capifols top security officials and cailing for 
broad investigations : info the array of tactical failures under their watch.” 

The es aw (14, Calvert, Youssef, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 847M} reports that uneven 
communicatons between loca! and federal agencies hindered 4 forces response to the fioi. 

Pete Willams reported on REX ‘ 3, 1:10, Snow, 3.78M} that the New York Polise Depariment 

“notified the US Capito! Patice about the possibi ity of violence dur ing iast week’s electoral vote count. Law enforcernent officials 
say the NYFD's infedigence unit sent a packet of information ic police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the 
threats of social media, with a separate report seni directly to Capito! Police. And a senior FBI official says agents coniacted 
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more than a dozen suspected extremists. These are peopis who were already under FBI survelfiance, and who indicated a 
desire to come fo Washington last week, .. These disclosures do add to the questions about why the Capifol Patice were noi 
better prepared when the rloters stormed in, anc why there wasn't a greater sense of urgency throughout the federal government 
about the possibility that the Capito: was a target.” The WW spas (1/40, Tan, 10.925} reports” ‘embatiled” Capitol Police 
Chief Steven Sund “stepped down frorn his post on friday, days earlier than he said he woud.” On Thursday, Sund said his 
resignation would be efiecive danuary 16. 

Yextay {4/10, Bohan, Fritze, Brook, 127M) reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R} “said Sunday #t tock 
nearly avo nours for the Pentagon to give authorization for } nis state fo send its National Guard into Washington fo help protect 
the U.S. Capitol as # carne under attack.” Hogan said on ¢ Usan (4G, 127M}, “Our Guard mobilized and 
was ready, buf we couldn't actually cross over the border s } okay. And fhat was quite some time. ... | can’t 
speak as to what was going on fhe other end of the line back af the Pentagon or in the White House. ... Al] Know is that we Were 
trying fo get answers and we weren't geting answers.” 

Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mi} on & yi (1/18, 825K) said, “One thing that | think is particularly striking is the 
iow number of avrests, Here you have videos of fos engeged in criminal behavior, and the number of arrests is very smail 
That's unaccepiable.” Peters added, “We have to send a sirong signal to those folks who were engaged in this action, that they 
will be sougnt out they will be punished, and anyone else who fries fo do this in the Agure is going to certainly face a very 
different reauit thar what we saw this last week.” 

  

   
   

  

   

      

MS : (9/10, 825K} said, “Had it not deen for the gunshot of the one shot 

fred by § that nlainciothes offic icer a the § “Speaiker s Lobby rignt behind the House gallery, right there, if thase peopie nad been able 
fo get through, they would have had us whe were in the galery up on the third floor trappec...ane | have no doubt some of us 
whe look de me would have been hanging from the ratings of the third floor onto the House floor s' swinging ike fri” 

Lawmakers investigating Police Preparation Ahead Of Capitol Occupation. (48, Cornwell, So, 
Berens, Januia, Tanfani} reporis that folowing “the Aistoric securily breach of the iconic domed building that houses the U.S. 
House anc Senate, lawmakers told harrowing lales of their escapes from grave canger in the deadiy mob assauk that many say 

was incited by Trump,” and “several told Reuters that top Capitol security officials had assured them they would be safe ahead of 
fhe planned protests and that everything was under control.” In interviews with Reuters “and in public statements, lawmakers 
furned over the failure of the Capifoi Police ~ a 2,000-memier force dedicated ic guarding the Capitol Grounds —~ and other 
agencies.” 3} & (8, Marces, 5.69M} reporis Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH), the chairman of the House Appropriations 
subcommifise that oversees Capitol Police funding, “said Friday he’s asked the police chief fo provide af communications during 
the pro- Trump nots that unfolded this week and wil investigate whether any officers assisted ricters.” 

Meanwhile, Sioomberd (1/8, Al, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M) interviewed several current and former police ieaders about “the 
logistics of how preparation for a major rally or protest typically WOrks — and why Wednesday's preparation was such @ dismaying 
corrast to typical practice.” In a nearly 2,000-word articie, Poiics {1/8, 6.73h} says “the successful storming of the U.S. Capito: 
by pro-Trump rioters...tepresenis perhaps the greatest policing follure in American history.” According to Politico, “Minute by 
minute, individual officers someiimes acied bravely, but hour by hour, Wednesday's events demonstrated a top-to-botiom faliure 
by a key federal law-enforcement agency. The crisis can't even be called a failure of imagination, as 8/14 is sometimes seen, 
because in many ways the idea that the pro-Trump mob might march on the Capitol fo disrupt the proceedings inside seamed all 
but obvious. Nor was this an incident that lust slipped under the radar. The joint session inside was the sing ls blagest news event 
in the United States tia day, ae the rioters had been planring disruptive protest for weeks, in fhe open.” 

Tne Vasuneion § S 30.52M} says in an editorial, “Top jaw enforcement officials and key members of Congress 

have said piain y what Americans s could see ~ that the events Wednesday were enabled by a failure of law enforcement and a 
collapse of security.” The Post adds, “To prevent another such failure, an inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 
robust investigation of the causes for evident shoricomings in leadership, slanning, intelligence, coordination and tactics.” The 
Posi cails for fe implementation of iong-lerm security measures, concluding the Capiic! building “must remain the people's 
house ~ but one that is secure from insurrection.” 

UeCarthy Says National Guard Could Be Permified fo Carry Guns in DC Ahead Of inauguration. Army Secretary 
Ryan McCarthy on Friday ioid the AS (48, Baldor} that Defense Department officigis “are reviewing restrictions on the use of 
force by National Guard members and could allow troops fo carry batons or guns in Washington, D.C., as they brace for more 
protests and possible violence around the Jan. 20 inaugural.” In particular, MoCarthy “told The AP. that any changes will de 
determined by the intefigence gathered in the coming days abouf potential threats. But he said they are looking at allowing 
froops to carry their M-4 rifles or 9 mm Beretias, and he will know more in a day or two.” 

Pentagon Officials: Quick-Reaction Force Was Not Deployed When Capital Was Stormed Due fo Lack Of 
Planning. The ast (1/8, 10.524} reports, “A small quick-reaction force assembled by the Defense Department to 
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assist if neaded duzing protests in Washingion on Wednesday did not gmediately respond when a pro-Trump mob stormed the 
Capitol because of a jack of a pricr planning with Capiicl Police over how if might be deployed, Pentagon officials said.” A 
“tmeline of evenis thal the Pentagon released Friday night" indicates that the force was at “Icint Sase Andrews in Maryland and 
authorized for use by acting defense secrelary Christopher C. Miller f additional support is requested by civd authoriies.” The 
Post acids, “But a senior defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymily because of the sensitivity of the issue, said the 
Defense Depariment and Capitol Police hadn't reached an agreement or sefiled on a concept of operation ahead of time.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly $,700-word front-nege Was oxi (1/9, At, Demian, Leonnig, Kane, Davis, 70.52M} article 
onronicies how Capito police “lost contol’ of the skuation even fiough Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund had previously 
“assured members of Congress that his force of 2.000 officers could harndie the large expected crowds, according to multiple 
peaopie who spoke with Sung | in the days leading up to the siege.” 

However, the Tease (1/9, 337M} reports the atlack on the US Capitai ‘nas spurred congressionai leaders to 
demand a ‘robust inguy into the ‘mind-boggiing fadure of national security,” but hey don’t have fo “ook far for accountanility, 
Congress ise¥# is both client and overseer of the US Capito! Police - a secretive agency whose procedures and actions have 
been kept under wraps for decades by lawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers Committee for Cavi Rights and Urban 
Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith seid, “The Capitol Police is uniquely opaque, even among federal law enforcement.” 
The Times adds that not much is known regaraing “how the Capitol Police operate.” Congress “has exempled the agency fom 
the Freedom of information Act, preventing the public from requesting records ~ unlike with other agent: #@S, such as the FBi” 

House Democrats Bring Up Possibility Capitol Rioters Received internal Aid. (48, Cheney, 
Ferris, Barron-Lopez, 6.73M} reporis more House Demoorats “say they're concerned that tactical decisions by some Capito: 
Police officers worsened Wednesday's rots and have raised the possibiity that ihe pro-Trump mob that stormed the U.S. Capito: 
might have had outside heip.” Videos have come to light “showing @ small number of officers pulling down barricades for the 
rioters and, in another instance, stopping for a photo with one of ther.” Politico adds, “Some of those incidents were raised on @ 
3.5-hour caucus call by House Democrais on Friday, demanding an investigation not only into the decisions by the Capitol Police 
leadership but by some rank-andile officers caught on camera.” However, the legislators adcitionally brought? up “general 
concerns that the icters had some sort of outside help not necessarily attributable to the Capitofs palice corps.” Rap. Stave 
Forsford (D-SC} “told his colleagues he thought the nots were “an inside job, according #0 two lawmakers on the call.” 

Siatehouses Nationwide Heighten Security Afier US Capitol “Overrun.” According to the AS (4/8, Lieb}, “The 
insurrection by supporters of... Trump at the U.S. Capitol this week has prompted governors and lawmakers in severai sates i 
heighten secutily al their own capitci buildings as they gather amid a pancernic for ijegislative sessions and inaugural 
ceremonies.” The AP reporis that state iegisiatures are concerned thal # “the U.S. Capitol - a shining symboi of democracy with 
a dedicated police force ~ can be overrun by a vicient mob, could state capitals de next?” 

Armed Protestors Used Michigan State Capitol Siege Like A Dry Run For Wednesday Aftack. The Ss 
{1/@, Gray, 20.6) says protestors with guns rushed Michigan's State Capitol in Aprd and “dernanded entry into the House of 
Representatives’ chamber, chanting ‘Let Us In” Some of the protestors, “wearing camouflage fatigues with semiautomatic rifles 
sling over their shoulders, watched ominously from the gallery above the Senaie chamber as the elected officials cid their work.” 
On Wednesday, as the US Capito! was breached, Michigan State Sen. Sylvia Santana {D} said, “Michigan was the precursor for 
what happened.” AA, £{1/8, 10.52M} article headlined “After Trial Runs At Statehouses Last Year, The Far-rights 
Violent Tactics Erupted Ai The Canital’ provides similar coverage. 

More Commeniary. in a piece for MONSC (149. 81M) Frank Fighuzzi, who was the assistant director for 
counterireligence af the FSI, writes, “in the aftermath of the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 7, there will be resignations, 
hearings and inquiries at the Capito! Polica department, the respective House and Senate sergeant-atarms offices, and other 
iaw enforcement or mililary entities. The warning signs and infelligence were there -- they were list ignored. But let's be clear — 
what happened to our democracy that day was not an intelligence failure; it was a faidure to act uson avaliable intelligence.” 
Figluzzi adds, “The jights are dlinking red, and they will continue to signa: our vulnerabky for the final two weeks of this 
leaderiess administration. Our adversaries are watching. Whether or not they act on the available intelligence depends on our 
capacity tc see what they see! a soft target! that needs to secure far more than the dutiding on Capito! Hil,” 

in a piece for US: ay G8, 12.7<éM} . Todd Gitlin writes, “For months, supporters of President Donald Trump nave 
mounted acts and threats of violent insurrection against feceral and state governments. in September, FB! and Homeland 
Security officials warned a Senais committee of fe “high lethality” of white supremacist groups.” Gitlin adds, “insurrectionary 
activity has taken place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene an investigative commission to get answers fo questions 
including...which officials in the FBI, Homeland Seoul, and other agencies were aware of violent preparations in the run-up to 
the congressionai vote yesterday fo court and affirm the states’ election results,” and “which white supremacist groups were 
under surveillance after the FRI and Homeland Security warmnec of ‘high lethality’.” 
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   in a piece for Solticn (4/8, 673M), Garrett M. Gralf writes, “The successful storming of the U.S. Capitol by pro- Trump 
rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest policing fa g failure in American history, 2 @ catastrophic collapse that may wel 
and up casting one Capitol Police officer his life and the entire security leadership of the Capitol their obs.” Polifico adds, “With 
both houses of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Capito’s outer fence were no iarger than 
the department deais with routinely. Yet within minutes, the oufer fence lines had collapsed and officers were in full-blown 
reveal.” Graf adds, “Through the affernocon Wednesday and through Thursday, cuurent and former major cily oolice chiefs 
traded puzzied and worried calls, all amazed at the assaui on ~ anc stunningly easy fail of - one of the world’s supposedly mast 
secure buildings.” 

US Officials Reportedly Open Murder Probe Into Death Of Capito! Police Officer. The Ae (1/8, Mascaro, 
Daly} reports Capitol Police Officer Brian D. Sicknick “has died from injuries suffered as President Donald Trump's suppariers 
stormed the Capitol” The US Capitol Police “said in a statement that. Sicknick was injured ‘while physically en gaging val mn 
protesters during the Wednesday riot,” making Aim “the fifi person to die because of the Capitol protest and vicience.” 
Sicknick’s family released a statement reading: “Many details regarding Wednesday's events and the direct causes of Brian’s 
nutes remain unknown and our family asks the public and the press tc respect our wishes in not making Bran’s passing a 

yy (1/8, 2.37M}, Jeff Peques said Sicknick, was “a 12-year veteran who served in the first 
    

   {4 i, story 4, 2:14, “O'Donnell 4 ne} va 
pegues said nvedti vators are “st al at the nearing of this investigation “bit obvious, They re going fo use ceil phone data and 
video from inside the Capitol fo try to get the person or persons..responsibie.” On A&G'’s Good Moring Amera (18, 3.14M}, 
Pierre Thomas said bol ce “want to know if he was assaulted and if that mob played a role in his death. Was if mureer?” 

fo 3 (4/8, Santora, Specia, 20.6M) reports that “K was unclear where Mr. Sicknick’s encounter with the 
rioters took place “but oheies and a video posted by @ local reporter during the night of chacs showed @ man soraying a fre 
axtinguisner outs: ide the Senate chamber, with a smail number of police officers overlooking the area on a nearby stairway.” 
Naess (7/6, Lynch, Bri 06) ) k as more on the investigation info Sicknick’s death. 

A font. Page Past (1/8, Ai, Hermann, Weiner, Heim, Jackman, 10.52M} article reporis a White House 
spokesman “said Trump and his adrinistraton ‘exiend our prayers to Canital Police Officer Brian Sicknick’s faruly as we ai 
vn ‘he iOSS of this eran nero,” while House © peer Pelosi ordered ngs al ihe U.S. cae. to be flown at hall staf’ ° 

          

Penoe ‘offered his condo! fences, and the Whi te House put out a , statement fom a & deputy nress secretatyt but nothing fom the 
President himself. Trums, more isolated than ever, remained behind clased coors at the White House today, amidst growing 

   calls for his to resign.” Meanwhile, Seasers (1/8, Hunnicutt) reports Joe Siden on Friday “expressed sympathy t the family of he 
U.S. Capiicl Police officer killed in Wednesday’ s invasion of Congress by pro-Trurnp supporters, and said those responsible 
would be held accountable.” Biden said, “The people responsible should be held accountable, and they wil be.” 

(1/9, Natier, Laing, 3.87M} reports that aside fom Sicknick and Babbitt, three others “died 
Wednesday when thousands of pro-Trump supporters forced their way inc the U.S. Capitol in Washington, smashing windows 
and ransacking offices.” Meanwhile, a font-nage \ at C18, A1, Jamison, Natanson, Woodrow Cox, Horton, 76.5284} 
atiicie chronicles “Babbitt’s journey irom capital ‘guardian’ to invader,” 

Officer Held Back Rioiers For Nearly One Minute. N {4/1G, Hals} reports Caplio! Police officer 
Eugene Goodman ‘is being hailed for his role steering an angry mob away ‘from the Senate chambers in Wednesday's deadly 
storming’ of the Capitol Goodrnan can be seen in a vise “getting rioters to move away from the Senale as police raced to 
secure the chamber.” The New York Fast (1/40, Brown, 745M} renoris analysis of the video “shows that he held them back for 

almosi a minute — at the exact time as a half-dozen armed officers were inside the chamber ces sperately trying to secure if” 
Officer Who Was On Dufy Wednesday Dies in Apparent Suicide, The Ne aly Nowe (1/10, Sblendone, 2.5174} 

reports Howard Liebengood, “a longtime officer with U.S. Capitol Police,” died Saturday while off duty “in what's being described 
as an apparent suicide. Capitol Police did not reveal a cause of death for Lisbengcod in ifs announcement Sunday,” buf two 
sources said it was suicide, and “a colleague with Caplio: Police also referred fo Lisbengood’s death as 4 suicide in a Facebook 
post Sunda iy.” 

UNN (4/40, 89.21M) reports on ifs website that President Trump “ordered that the flag flying above the White 
House be lowered to half-staff on Sunday fo honor US Capito! Police officers Sian Sicknick and [Liebengcod], who were both on 
duty when a mob of Trump's supporters stormed the US Capifol on Wednesday.” 
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_Pro- Trump Police Unions “Angry” With President Over Cail For Supporters To March On Capitol, in an exciusive, 
W reyes (1/8, Mordock, 626%} resorts police unions nationwide “mobilized ike never before fo sunport Mr. Trump 

ahead of the presideritial election,” but “police unions that once Slasted Mr. Biden for nis tepid denunciation of rioters, say they 
are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supporters to march to the Capitol” 

    

Police Departments Nationwide investigating If Their Officers Stormed Capitol. + RE 
(1/4, Macrarqukar, 20,6M} reports police departments nationwide have “susperxied officers or referred them to internal reviews 
for attending the events on Jan. 6 in Washington that devolved into an assault on the U.S. Capitol” According to the Times, “The 
commanding officers or officials Involved in ihe cases in New Hampstire, Pennsyivania, Texas and Washington State stressed 
that while tne of cers afiended as private citizens, the question of whether they broke the law would be investigated.” 

Reuters {1/10, Caspar) reports that “potice departments in Virginia and Washington state have placed 
officers on isave as = authorit se examine whether they took par in unlawful acts while off-duty.” Reuters adds, “Fire depariments 
in Florida and New Yorx City have also said they reported to federal authorities allegations thal some of their members may have 
been present when the mob broke into the Capitol as Congress met tc certify the results of the Nov. 3 presidential election. The 
police depariment in the small town of Racky Mourt, Virginia, said on Sunday i had placed two officers on administrative leave 
after ti learned they atiended an ‘event in Washing igtoa, B.S oF Wednesday white off-duty. . 

  

   took part j in the siege at the us Capitol, The Post has learned. The department issued a statement Sati day 9 response % 
questions about a photo posted to Twitter of a man wearing a jacket marked ‘FDNY Squad 252° on the back, standing near the 
entrance to fhe Capitol and carrying an American flag. ‘The deperiment received anonymous allegations that active or retired 
members were present at tie events at the United States Capito! on January 8 and, as required, nas provided that informaiion ic 
the FB’ the statement said.” 

    

Experts: Foreign intelligence Officials Likely Entered Capitol Building. 
(1/10, Haddon} reporis that former ODN: National Security Policy Analyst Katrina Mulligan “said the possinility that a bad actor 
could have gotten into the Capitol bull icing” during iis assaut last week “is ‘more then plausible’ and ‘has almost cerlainty 
occurred.” Mudigan estimates there fo be “over 100,000 foreign intelligence officials believed to be fiving in the Washington, D.C. 
area.” Mulligan said last week's evenis are “exacily the xind of skuation that a foreign intelligence official woule be seeking io 
axpioit for these sorts of purposes.” Former Depuly Assistant DHS Secretary for Counterterrorism Policy Tom Warrick said 
foreign adversaries “don’t have tc go affer the most classified secrets — they can go after cell phones, laptoos, papers left on 
desks as people are evacuated.” 

  

3 (2/8, Ormseth, 3.37M) reports, “Three Sti Lankan nationals were charged Friday in federal court i in Los Angoles 5 with 
porting an iS1S cell that killec hundreds of people in a sing of coordinated suicide bombings that shook Si Lanka in 2078," 

Mohamed Naufer, Mohamed Anwar Mohamed Riskan and Ahamed Mihan Hayathu Moahmed are “accused of conspiring to 
provide material support tc SiS.” Naufar and Milhan are “aiso charged with aiding and abetling the receipt of military fraining 
from ISIS, ‘ 

  

vestigation’ is based in Los S hngelee according to the us 3.  attomey’s s ‘office’ They e were 2 “being ‘held # a St Lanka and it wasn't 
inmediately clear whether they had attorneys who could speak for them.” Nick Hanna, U.S. attorney for the Central Distict of 
California, said in a statement, “This case clearly demonsirates that the Uniied States wii lake decisive aciion to ensure terrorists 
face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. This compiaint makes clear that we sland reacy with these 
charges in the event the defendants attempt fo evade justice.” 

Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Powell For $14.38. ’ 
(1/8, Cummings, 12.7M} reports, “Dominion Voting Systems fled a defamation lawsuit against allomey Sidney Powell over” 
claims relating to the 2020 election. Powell has “variously impiicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Huge Cnavez, the 
CIA and Chinese communists in a plot to ng the election against Trump.’ The iawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto 
for the purpose of creating a fully auditable paper-based vote system that would empower peopie with disabilities to vote 
independently on verifiable paper baiots.” The company “says her claims are not rooted in any factual basis but instead rely on 
‘deciarations fram a motiey crew of conspiracy theorists, con artists, armchair ‘experts,’ and anonymous sources who were 
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judicially defermined to be ‘wholly unreliatle.” The 
similar coverage. 

    

   8 GAD, Vogel, 20.5Mi reports WikiLeaxs 
founder Julian Assange’s allies “have ramped up a push for a last-mis aute » pardon from President Trump, eniisting a lobbyist with 
connections te the administration, trying i rally supporiers across the political spectrum and filing a clemency petition with the 
White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes af a delicate moment for Mr. Assange and during a period of 
fension beiween the United States and Britain over a case that his supporiers say has substantial impiications for press 
freedoms.” 

  

FSI Raids Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. ; (48, 4.94M) reported, 
“Federal authorities raided homes and offices of several Tennessee lawmakers on Fri iday, including the property of former state 
House Speaker Glen Casada, officials said.” FBI agents searched properties with “addresses associated with Casada, fellow 
GOP state Reps. Robin Smith and Todd Warner and Casada’s former chief of staff, Cade Cothven, saki David Boling, a 
spokesman for the U.S. Atomey’s Office in Nashville.” Gasada resigned from “his leadership role in summer 2019, after he 
adrritied to Sending @ series of sexually inappropriate and racist text messages.” 

The SS (1/8, Kruesi, Mattise) reports U.S. Atforney’s Office for Middle Tennessee spokesman Davie Boling “said FSI 

agents seal sched the homes and offices of stafe lawmakers” on Friday. The searches “included the hornes of former GOP House 
Speaker Gien Casade and state Rep. Robin Smith,” but Boling “deciined fo provide any further information regarding the nature 
of the searches and how many lawmakers were involved.” 

A ; Nashville, TN (8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K} reports Tennessee House Speaker Cameron Sexton 
said in a statement, i have been, and i will continue to be in full cooperation with the authorities as their investigation continues. 
On the advice of both Ethics and Legal Counsel, | am Blac ing everyone that was subject to the execution of foday’s search 
warrants on administratve leave until further nolice.” CES News (1/8, 539M) reports Republican Governor BH Lee “old 

report ars Friday that he had spoxen to currant House speaker C Carneron Sexton about the searches, describing them as ‘FB! 
raids.” 

  

    
Q Ni Fines Frea Prees (1/10, 188%} reports thai Tennessee legislators heileve that the raids focus “could 

be on fhe controversial 2019 passage of Gov. Bit Lee's sencol voucher bil” Critics “charged at the ime that various promises i 
fund pet projects and take other actions were extended by GOP iaurnakers to pass fellow Republican Lee's voucher bill” 

Nashvile, TN (1/8, Finley, 220K} reports former Sneaker of tha House Glenn Casada has also 
“been embroiled in controversy over racist and sexist fext messages as well as additonai allegations of misconduct is stesping 
down as House Speaker,” 

Also reporting are 7 
TN (41/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K} 

  

  

ASR     

  

ans (4/40, S45K}, 

  

an (1/8, 945K}, and WSMV-TV Nashuilie, 

  

SolarWinds Taps Krebs, Stamos To Look into Company’s Practices Following Hack. 
(1/8, Sebenius, 3.57M} reports SolarWinds “hes tapped prominent securly experts Chris Krebs and Alex Stamos to review its 
practices affer suspected Russian hackers compromised the company’s software and conducted a sprawiing hack across the 
U.S. government and private sector.” Krebs previously headed the US Cybersecurity and infrastructure Security Agency “and 
was known for instilling confidence in the integrily of the 2020 elections until he was fired by President Donald Trump in 
Novernber.” Bloomberg adds that Stamos “served as chief security officer al Facebook untii 2018 and is currently director of the 
Stanford internet Observatory.’ 

The} an (1/8, Blake, 626K} resorts that Stamos said, “We have already engaged in helping understand and 
recover from witat looks to be one of fhe most serious foreign intusion campaigns in history, and we wil be helping others isarn 
from this attack.” Meanwhile, Krebs “worked as Microsoft's director for cybersecurity policy before joining CISA, a part of the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, as the agency's first director beginning in iate 2078." The agency was “charge of securing the 
nation’s election infrastructure when millions of Arnericans voted in the recent White House race decisively won Dy Presicent- 
elect Joseph R. Biden” 

Reporting similarly ere Laws8d (1/8, Sunseristion Publication, 9K} and TachSrunch 
DHS Advisory Explains How Attackers Hid in Plain Sight. (2/8, Fung, 89.276) reports that on 

Friday a DHS bulletin found the Russian-linked hackers behind the SolarWWinds breach “gave themseives top administrative 
privileges, allowing them to spy on thei targets with empunity.” The DHS advisory ‘represents the agency's most detailed 
explanation yet of how the atlackers were able to monitor nigh-vaiue intelligence targets undetected for months,” revealing “that 
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investigators are increasingly focused on the atfackers’ use of Microsoft products io hide in piain sight.” Experts and officiais 
“have said for weeks that the attackers jikely abused credentials and impersonated iegifimaie users fo conduct their spying 
campaign.” Now CISA “has confirmed that happened, describing step-py-step how the atlackers nid their racks.” 

Federal Cyber Group Announces SolarWinds Hack Affecied Fewer Than 16 Agencies. The ¥ : 
{1/7, Gross, 888K} reparis that the US Cyber Unified Coordination Group (UCG} “announced on dan. 5 tat it had identified fewer 
than 19 agencies affected by the [SolarVWinds] cyberattack,” though “investigators are sti working to defermine the scope of the 
damage.” The group “did not list the affected agencies, nui news reports have suagested the US. cepartmenis of Treasury, 
Commerce, State, Energy, and Homeland Security were victims of the attack.” it “said the attack originated from an advanced 
attacker, ikely Russian in origin.” UCG includes agencies such as the FBI and CISA, 

Federal Courts’ Filing System Likely Breached By SolarWinds Hack. The Washington © (4/8, Dunleavy, 
888K} reports, “The online fing systern used by the federai court system was likely breached in the SolaWinds neck, suspected 
fo be orshestraiee by Kussia.” The Administrative Office of the US Courts ‘revealed an ‘apparent compromise of thie 
confidentiality’ of its case management and slectonic case files system ‘cue to these discovered vulnerabilities’ and saki this 
week that it was ‘under investigation.” The agency is working with DHS “on a ‘security audif releted to the cyberatlacks that 
‘greatly risk compromising highly sensifive non-public documents ... parlicularly sealed fir ings’ stored or the online system, 
adding that ‘due to the nature of the alfaoxs, the review of this matter and its impact is ongoing.” 
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FBI Alert Warns Of Growing Eqregor Ransomware Threat. G senuti (1/9, Ferguson) 
reports, “The FB! issued a private industry waming this week over the growing threat fom the operators behind the Egrecor 
ransoniware variant and other cybercriminal gangs affiliated with the group.” Sines September, the group and ifs affiiates “claim 
to have compromised approximately 150 corporate networks both in the US. and other countries.” They have dernanded as 
much as $4 mision, according to a GrouptB report. The group “operates in a service model, which includes the operators of the 
actuai ransomware as well as affliated cybercriminals that carry cut their own attacks and receive a percentage of the ransom if 
fhe money is paid Dy the victim,” according fo the FBI. The FBI alert says, “Egreger ransomware ullizes mulfigie mechanisms to 
compromise business networks, including targeting business network and employee personal accounts that share access with 
business networks or devices,” 

Barrett: FRE Continues To Set The Standard For Government Transparency. In a piece for the 

    

tended ic be “spout hard ¢ men in 1 dark suits vi sspering wortiegly abot Russians, President Frume ond existential threats to 0 
democracy,” the FBI “sill seis a gold standard for excellence and ethics that should be followed more widely.” Barrett examines 
Frank Figiluzzi's new poox, “The FBI Way: inside the Bureau's Code of Excellence,” which “is in the spirit of earler tomes that 
combine federal-agent tradecraf with a dash of self-improvement advice.” 

   
Democrats Move Toward Second Trump Impeachment. Tom Liamas said in the lead story on ASS AS 
Tanai (4/4, lead story, 4:30, 476M) that in “Saliout from the deadly siege on the Capitol,” House Democrats are “on the path to iG 
impeach President Trump for a second fime though he has just 10 days left in office. Democrats say he must be held 
accountable for nis words. The charge: incitement of iisurrection. .. As Congress heads towards impeachment, a growing 
number of Republicans are calling for the President to resign.” ABC's Rachel Scot reported House Speaxer Pelosi is “telling ner 
party to get ready to come back fo Washington, the single [impeachrnent] article charging Trump with incitement of insurrection. 
He predicted the day wauid ‘be wild,’ pressuring his loyal Vice President to undo the will of the people.” Trumn: “Mike Pence is 
going to Aave to come through for us.” Scott “But when ne didn't, rioters were later heard chanting, 'Hang Mike Pence.’ ... With 
his inner circle now shrinking, the President is hunkered cown inside the White House, trying to assemble a defense team..as 4 
growing number of Republicans and forrner allies condemn: hirn.” Former New Jersey Gov. Chis Christie (R}: “What we had was 
an incitement to riot at the United Slates Canital” ABC's George Stephanopauios: “So you think d was an impeachabie offense?” 
Christie: “Oh, sure. Yeah. | think if inciiing io insurrection isnt, then i don't know what is 

Jericka Duncan said in opening the CSS WW JEANS . 

& hard reckoning with history. in the wake of the assault on the US Capital ‘that ne inc ‘clea Mr. Trump faces a second 
impeachment, perhaps even criminal charges.” CBS’ Nikole Xillior: “As he enters his fing! full week in office, President Trump wil 
try & shore up his legacy. Senior advisors fell CBS News ne is expected fo deliver remarks Monday and make a trip to the 
border Tuesday. But caiis for the President fo resign now are growing from within his own party.” Sen. Pat Toomey {R-PA}: “The 
best way for cur country to heal is for the President to resign and go away, as soon as possible.” 
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Kate Snow cpened S 3 {1/10 lead story, 3:40, 3.75} with the “growing calls for the President of the United 
States fo either resign ar be impeached by Cangress -— and not just from Democrats, but some Republicans now calling on him 
fo step aside. The President fis] not even speaking to his own Vice President at this point. We're also seeing new video tonight of 
just what happened on Wednesday at the Capito). And we're learning security warnings ahead of fat day were ignored.” NBC's 
Kelly O'Donnel: “With Jce Biden soon to fake office, senior Democrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could cornpiete House 
impeachment but delay sending the article to the Senate for fial, giving the new Administration breathing roam.” House Majority 
Whip Clyburr: “One hundred days he needs to get his agenda off and running, anc maybe we'll send tie articles some time after 
that.” Clyburn said on y (1/40, 4.08M), “The Senate determines guilf or innocence anc that nas te do with the 
senate schedule. Now, the House has fo do iis business. We call ourselves the people's house, the vast majority of the 
American people — | Saw the BO! 8 restills this morning ~ say this man should be removed from office.” 

Toomey, on GN § G19, 1.21M), said, “I think the President did commit impeachable offenses. There 
is ite doubt in my mind abou | don't know as a practical matter it is actually possibile fo do an impeachment in the handiu 
of days that are lefi. .. | am also not at all clear that it is constitulionally permissible to impeach sameone after they have left 
office, So there may not be a viadle impeachment route at this point. But certainly, he could resign and that would be a very good 
outcome.” On N ss (1/10, 29M}, Toomey said, “The Presicent has cisqualiied himself. | dor't thi ink he's a 
Viable candidate for office ever again because of the out ageous behavior in the post election period.” The © Y 
{1/10, Madei} reports Toomey “remarked that he doesn’t think the ‘unbelievable behavior of Wednesday... could've been 
reasonably expected, and that Trump's actions are ‘wildly different from the offensive tweets that were commen during his 
presidency.” 

Ons (2/19, 2.97M), Sen. Chris Goons (2-DE) said, “l understand the concerns that just as President 
Biden taxes over responsibility for leading our nation tough this fragic nandemuc, that we might be distacied by weeks in the 
Senate dy a Senate trial. That's why ve called for President Trump fo do the right thing finally and resign or for Vice President 
Pence to secure the next 10 days through the 25th Amendment” 

Sen, Joe Manshin (D-VWV}, on CNN's Ske a (1/10, 1.23M)}, said, “There is no doubt about it He should be 
impeached. Sut you have to be practical about what we are doing. We have two paths to go. We are reacly to install a new 
government, if} was Joe Siden, fd want fo put my government together and put confidence back info the American people that 
we can govern ourselves and be the beacon of light for the who’ ie country and the whole worid.” 

Rep. Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY), on NSCs Mis gs (2/10, 29M}, saic, “The assault on the capitol was a violent 

insurrection that was incited and encouraged by Donald Trump. it was an atlack on the Congress, an attack on the country, and 
an attack on the Constilufion. .. Thafs why House Democrats are united in demanding and seeking his immediate removal.” On 
& s G9, 812K), Rep. Moncaire Jones {D-NY} said, “This President must be impeached and removed, and 
anything iess than that is an abdication of Congress’ constitutional responsibilty fo be a check on the executive branch and ic 
protect the American | people from a very dangerous, unhinged, lawiess chief executive.” Rap. Alexandria Gcasio-Cortaz {D-NY}, 

S (iG, 2.99M), said, “Our main priority is tc ensure the removal of Donald Trump as President of the United 
Siaies. Every minute and every hour that he’s in office represents a clear anc present danger, not just to the United Siaies 
Congress, but Frankly to the country.’ 

However, some Republicans expressed skepticism. Sen. Roy Blunt {R-MO}, on 33 (4/40, 291M), said, 
“Fo remove him from off ice ct oioatt is Rot going to happen between now and ihe last day he’s in office.” Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL), 
on Sos News’ Stexiay Morn res (4/10), said, “t's unfortunaie that instead of unifying us night now, Biden, tie Dernccrats, 
have chosen to use this fo talk about ridicu! 20US things about men a President wne isn’t going to de in office in about nine 
days.” Rap. dim Jordan (R-GH}, an Sox Naas’ Sunday 8 wheres 1/10, 1 38M), said, “The Democrats are going fo try fo 
remove the President from office just seven days before he is ‘sel to leave anyway, i do not see how that unifies the country.” 

The AS 4710, Superville, Fram, Jalonick) reporis Peios: said Sunday that the House will proceed with impeachment “as 
she pushes the vice president and Cabinet to invoke constitutional ay to force him out warning at ae is a threat & 
prairie aller the deadly @ seat on the Capitol. "S BS 
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second time, This President is gu ty of in sting insurrection, " The ¥ « “Ui, Restuco! 1, “Kendall, Hughes, 
subserintion Publication, 8.44M} reports Vice President Pence “isn't expected to move forward with a 25th Amendment DYOCESS, 
peop od ‘ami tar with his thinking said.” 

FH (7/20, Levin, 20.5M€} resorts, “Momentum for impeaching [Trump] a second time was growing rasidiy 
over the weekend ong rank-and- file Democrats and some Republicans, selting the stage for a final showdown that would fest 
the boundaries of oclics, accountability and the Gonstiution.” In addition tc Toomay, Sen. Ben Sasse (R-NE) has expressed 
openness to impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) has called on Trump to resign. 
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(1/10, Friize, 12./M) renoris Trump “begins one of the mest perilous weeks of his presidency 
Monday as momentum for a second impeachment soared over the weekend and a growing number of Republicans droke ranks 
fo openly call for his removal” Trurns “has only days remaining in his term — a point supporters noted ~ bul the debate over now 
Congress should respond § is focused largely on his legacy and his ability to contro! the GOP” after leaving office. 

The 3 ww {1/18 10.524) reports, “Tensions are oreaking out among Democrats over how aggressively fo 
push” for impeachment, “aware that many voters hope Congress will prevent Trump fom provoking further violence, but aise 
wanting] Biden tc be free to take immediate action on the coronavirus pandemic and a faltering economy. Some Democrats said 
privately that they are wary of impeachment bul unsure how to slow its momentum given the infensifying passions against 
Trump.” 

    

3 (4/40, Bitzer, 23. ooh) reports on is websife that Ren, Ted Lieu {D-CA} said Sunday that the 
ariicla of impeachment has 185 cosponsors. The is G9, 3. on says being impeached twice would make 
Trump “the fret US. president fo hold that unweicome distincti . Gornwell, Chiacu, Psaledakis), § 8 
(1/10, 3.57M}, Saitice (4/40, MeCasidl, 6.73M}, and § i 1/10, 580M) also caver the moves toward impeachment. 

Poits Show Majority Support For Trump’s Removal Or Early Exit NN (4/90, 89.274} reports on its 
website that tie potential second impeachment “staris out more popuiar than any other removal process of a president in recent 
American history. Removing Trump from offce remains quite unpopular among Republicans, however. A lock across pols 
conducted since rots at the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear plurality of Americans overall want Trump out of office. . 
An average across polls since Wednesday {in which no pollster is counted more than once} shows that 50% of Americans want 
Trump ic ef thes be impeached, for tie 25th Amendment to be invoxed or for Trump fo resign from office.” 

(4/19, Mastangel, 5.98M} reports hat an ABC News/ipsos poll of 970 adults (4/8-4/9} found that 
57% wart T frump removed from off ice, with 67% saying Trump “deserves a ‘good armcunt of the lame for the riots in 
Washington, B.C. last Week 

      

   

    
   

    

and shunned by former allies and members of fis own pay as he faces a second impeachment and growing calls for Ais 
resignation.” But Trump, “cut off fom the social media channeis that i have deen the Hablood of his presidency,” will “nonetheless 
fry to go on offense in Ais last 10 days, with no plans of resigning.” 8 ee (110, 3.576} reports Trump “and a dwindling 
orcle of advisers olan a defiant final week in office, according to people fami far with the matter.” The President is “preparing at 
least one more round of pardons, and wil try a final ime fo advance his administraiion’s effort fo bring Big Tech to heel, the 
peopie said, though | i isnt clear what he may do.” 

: 410, Haberman, 20.6Mé} writes that “even without Twilfer, and even under @ sew threat of 
impeachment, Mr. Tramp remains until Jan. 20 ihe most powerful man in the worid, with access to the White House briefing 
room, the East Room ane the Oval Office to communicate his thoughts. He has a a press office devoted ic issuing his statements 
and a cadre of reporters assigned io cover what he says and does.” Stil, the Was £ (4/10, Rucker, 10.52M} wnites, 
Trump “is now destined to slink out of the While House considerably dimini shed ‘from the rappin g, fearsome force he and his 
advisers imagined he would be in his post-presidency.” 

8 (1/10, 772K) reports, “Eignt days before reluctantly leaving office, Trump] wit visit the border in 
South Texas on Tuesday to tout partial construction of the massive wail he promised to deliver - far more than orifice wanted, far 
less than he wanted, and none # funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, $ 3 (140, Mason} reports, “his White House is in 
‘meiidown' as fi lurches through his final days, current and former officials said, "and many White House staffers “are upset and 
embarrassed by the turn of events, and are eager io move on.” 

CS’ Schieffer: Trump's “Reign Mirrored His Own Chaotic Life.” Bob Schieffer said on the © 
(440, story 74, 7:50, Duncan, 13.72M}, “iis ending as if began: in chaos, controversy, and confusion. . ._ His rei gn mirrored his 
own chaotic le. He lurched from one crisis fo another, fom financial winefalls to bankruptcies, from tabloid scandals to 
audacious es, He infroducec us to a bizarre cast of characters, from porn stars fo the srackpots and clowns who inhabit the darx 
fringes of American politics. .. As we saw in those awhil scenes unfalding in the Capitol, we carne fo understand that the man 
who had @ manic desire for power had no reai understanding of the power he passessed ar what happens when if is misused. 
He will be gone soon. But he showed us America was not broken. He was.” 

NYTimes Analysis: Trump Used Violent imagery In Speech To Followers Before Capital Violence. The } 
‘ {7/40, Savage, 20.64} reporis, “The speech that President Trump delivered to his supporters iust before they attacked tha 

Capilol last week is a central focus as House Demacrais prepare an articie of impeachment against him for inciting the deadly 
fici.” In the speech, the Times says, Trump “repeated many of nis falsehoods about how the eleciion was stolen, then dispatched 
the marchers to the Capito.” The Times also says it was “riddled with violent imagery and calls to fight harder than before,” while 
“he made only a passing suggestion that the srotest should be nonviolent.” 
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SRNL Ma ghsyy 

AUK. courts recent refusal to > endory Se e claims the at ihe prosecution of Julian 

Agsange arpounts io an attack on freedom of speech highlights the need to 

infroduce a gublic interest defense into Engtish law to protect journalists and 

    

x FSA Saved Soy, Suastiogs Yak 

Whistleblowers toid the U.S. Supreme Court on Friday that a prominent 

circuit spit over whether te Fatse Claims Act ret quires objectively bogus 

HilEny is actually “irretevant.” and a hospice chain is engaging in 

Keeare “SCANS RARITY { 

    

   Sasgyene Carst To Near Gx SISQHN Carney Suuperfiarad Sag 

The U.S. Supreme Court ners Friday to take up Guam's effort to farce ¢ 

Li.S. Navy to chip in on a $766 riliion landfill claamup effort, granting the 

tenitory’s petition for weit of cerforari a Hite tess than a year after the D.C. 

Circut found that the statute of Emitations had expired on the case. 
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The BP. Circuit on Pricey v vacated GNN's Win in its hid to oO get the Fito is 

unredact information relaiing to memos former Direciar Jarnes Carney wrote Sans 

abou his private conversations with Prosidact Danatd Trarno, sencir 

issue back fo the fower court for the reapplication of a test that weighs 

competing interests 
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    Sok addinds Corp. , the software aravide ne center of he SUT: ranting cyber 

espionage campaign that has breached several government agencies and 

the federal court system: has retained a new cyber consuiting firm created Dy 

ousted US. Cyberseourity and Infrasiructure Securit ty Ages acy rector Chris 

Krebs and former Facebook chief security officer Alex Stamos to help recover 

from ns Rhely | Russia-backed cyberattack, 

    

    

  

    

    

   

  

   
    

  

te 
The US. Deo: variment of Defense's new anti- “St matt rone strategy will help 

speed up bringing new technology on board and elininaie redundant 

development efforts that have seen the departmeri ineffectively spend 

bilfans of doiiars, is counter ‘ara Ne & chi et saki Friday. 

    

te Saggy, CNista 

  

The US. E epa anment rt of sie ha S announced pl ns fo a @ new bureau 
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Anewly enacted flaw alows farnily meriers of US 

sedously infuced in cormaat operations and trainicg 

      

    easury (2 Departe mani announced sane against te i rag 

popelor Mobi tization Conyrittee Chairman Fatih ab fayyadh for what the 
‘t depariment identified as a ink to "serious human rights abuse.’ 
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lnvesiogs of an derospane parts «manufacture NOW OWE sed dy Ber ks shire 

ey | inc. asked an Oregon federal jud ge Friday to approve a $24 

4 o end claims the company issues misieacing sroxy ruteriais 

Lip Newerey shasayis SS rg D8 SMe Sie Mis water Ndeseres Whee ines 
SS SSSA LNT SS has SUe Gaunir Eke Soeyeay's SASS ASAI 
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   exas federal judge: fh a8 de enied the U. Ss. Ai Fo Orce 
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over a deadly ZU / church mass enon by a former aIRNIN, SAyING iz 

boaached a duly of care in fail to ior the FRY aborts shooter's 

conviction by a Diebhileabnas 
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XX ENT GQ, Agys SS EN ‘ 

Asrrall, srinority Owned airport operations ranagarent compar y has agreed 

to disnss ifs anti-compelition claims leveled against LSHeardis Tectinctogies 

Ine. : the paties told 3 Virginia federal judge on Friday. 
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Judges shout take info cansic spats Gn the several i points of law enforcement 

and prosecutorial discretion — from traffic stops te charging decisions and 

sentencing recernmendations — that often lead to race-based cisparate 

treabrent before @ ericninat defacdant even reaches the caurthause, say 

Judge Jizan Vilasefior and Laurel Quinto al Colorado's Zighth Judiciat 
Dist trict Court. 

  

La AWYOrs shout j remem ser thai the baie iCS GI 

noi changed desolie the cumpietely virtual environr nent ¢ Caused oo by the. 

pandemic, and should leverage the new year as ar: excuse io connect with 

clients in several ways, say Meqan Sanase aod Courtiey Huser: at 

Pils sbury. 

  

  

  

  

              Saar Ammang 3 Reason 
Nineteen American law firms, indus Eng the legal behemoth DLA Piner, have 

ungjedt Vice President Mike Paros to ramove Preskient Donald Trump fom 

power using the 25th Amendment after he incited supporiers who attacked 

the Dapital, accerding to Crowell & Moririg LLP. 

  

RAY F awe 
% MANY Ga     
The nospret tf Lawyars for Goos Gover: ITE wnt on Frickay re reipased an ager 

letter, signed by over 6,805 atiomeys, calling for the removal and 

impeachrnent of Presicent Donald Trump after his supporters storned the 

Capitol an Wednesday in an effart tp sing Comyrass trom cartifying the 

election fesuls and demanding Trimp tegally remain in office. 
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broach of the: US. Capites an Nodeastiny e: eames 3 rational atten Hips: fe the 

outfit he was wearing: @ fit-bodied fur pelt underneath a bulleiproay 

vest. That man is the son of a Brooklyn Supreme Court judge, a spokesman 

confrmed Friday. 
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“Sy = $ : = > ga SYoresorionsy fF asasyotsoacs SA TANTSINENS LASTS QT. 

The court fight over 6 November presidential len ton too 

Friday when iba Voting Sysiems Corp. sued pro-Tr 

Sidney Powell for defarnaiion in D.C. factoral court. 

  

      

   T he legai s industry failed to to experience iob growth for the first me 

but continued to outpace other sectors of the economy that faced huge hits in 

Becember due io sing COVID- 19 cases and renewed © 
Panera. 

  

ris to curb thie 

      tal transformation in the 

  

NYAS 

in @ case in volt ng the  avaiabilty of bond -d hearings to to carain n detained | 

migranis, before turning to a disoute over First Amendment righis on college 

CAMPUSES aris 4 Showdowl aver 2 Lilllon-dollar arfarcemerk tool used by the 

Federal Trade Corurission. LawG6t braaks down what to expect. 

  

SNe NHN SN de sks SKA AS SY 

  

Marathon O# Cors., the argest indepe sndent efiner in the ULS., announced 

Friday that 8 has brought on Kinberiy Warnica as senior vice oresident ang 

generat oounsel, enearten something of a hoenacaring for the former gereral 

counsel of Pits Mesa Resources inc. 

      

Norton Rose Fulbright he 

wornen's eruioyes de vel Dome nt i network io sane as the trays s next iS. 

chief of diversity and inclusion. 

   ROERE FLEE AYN 

Ty LESSEN 

o extend | the temporary 

lawyer! oansing program to any Nestiakor since > daly 2015 whose scores 

passed a newly reduced itveshold, oroviding a path for raore law graduates 

to be admitted by the Dar without having fo retake the exam. 

   

  

dS x WY: As    

  

note Stale Bar's. ethics convnitice destined to weigh in on 

hether | the State's oonstitutional amendment legalizing mavifinana protec 

atiors neys from 1 a scary action if they represent pot clients, saying only, 

se befeves itis unethical for thacn 10 cia so.     
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A Virginia federat a judge rei ected: rhe Was shington Post's reauesi ~~ open a 

heating held Friday in the Washington Football Tears bid to seat certain 

documents i: a now-disinisses case against Higator Beth Wilkinson, who is 
pr bing g sllegations of sexual hanassrnent in the NFL tearns from office. 

  

An TRincis federal judge said Friday he’ i wait to ‘ 

twa former Girarci Kease PC attorneys accused of oovering up ‘the ates 

theft of $2 million in cient seitkement funds until 4's safe enough to have the 

hearing § in pers Th. 
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ownership of firms, and a Texas emptoyer terrninated an in-hause allorney 

for fs apparent invelvement in a large group of President Donald Trump's 

supporers that ultimately stormed the Capitol. These ara sorne of the stories 

in corpora ate iegal news you ny have missed in the past week. 

  

   
iook back at the law firens., stories and 

2 cost buzz on Law36e iast weak.    Sean & ot 
Saye ANY 

Presiden 

Garland a #S sthe next att omey ge nerai was quickly oversh oe by a 

  

     unprecedented aitaek an tha LES. Capitol by a mob of Present Dong “id 

Trunp's supporiers locking ta upend the election. 
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From: 

Subject: January 71, 20214 
Ts: 

Sent: January 77, 20217 2:28 AM C(UTC-05-00} 

b7E -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed tal bIE -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 
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Fromm: Jill Sanborn 
Subject: Eye Sri 
Fa: 

Sent: January 34, 2021 5:32 AM {BTC-$5:00) 

      

   
schedule 

  b7E -5 

So you all have the times. Let's try to murder board this aflernoon can invite WFO to participate too. 

Also this will add to the questions 7H get. - 

Secretary of the Army Ryan McCarthy says at feast 23 domestic terrorism cases have been opened as a result of the 

assault on the Canitol Building on fan. 6, according to a released sununary ofa call wih Rep. Jason Cronv, D- 

Colo., on Sunday. 

htips:/www.foanews-cony us’ 25-domestic-terrorisis- cases-capitol-riot 

Jil} Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
  

  
b7E -3 

    

nnmnnwenen Forwarded message ---------- 

Front “Tyson, HC. (OCA) BY"L bTE -3 
Date: Jan 1G, 2071 8:55 PM 

Subject: Bricling schedule 
To: "Sanborn, Ji (CTIA CF BY" { 

Ce: 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
Subject: Fwd: Briefing schedule 
To: | b7E -5S 

Sent: anuary 11, 2021 5:32 AM (UTC-05:00) 

So you all have the times. Let's try to murder board this afternoon can invite WFO to participate too. 

Also this will add to the questions I'll get. 

Secretary of the Army Ryan McCarthy says at least 25 domestic terrorism cases have been opened as a result of the 
assault on the Capito! Building on Jan. 6, according to a released summary ofa call with Rep. Jason Crow, D- 

Colo., on Sunday. 

https://www.foxnews.con/us/25-domestic-terrorism-cases-capitol-riot 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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weneen--- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI)" 

Date: Jan 10, 2021 8:55 PM 

Subject: Briefing schedule 

To: "Sanborn, Jil(CTD)(FBD"T 
Ce: 

Monday 1/11: 1130am ail _[DD, you, me), Classified SVTC. b7E -3,13 

  

      

Tuesday 1/12: 1130a House; 1320p Senate (at FBIHQ). Unclassified conference call. 

Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 
FBI Office of Congressional Affairs 

[| 
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Subject: CIRG'S DAILY SITREP 
Ta: | | b7E -5 
Ce: S06 
Sent: January 11, 2071 6:63 AM (UTC-05:00} 
Attached: IF RID Briefing210441.doc,] | 
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b6é -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -5 
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WEATHER FOR TODAY 

NCR — Cloudy, with a high/low af 44°/29° 

There are na active watches, warnings or advisories. 

Richmond, VA —A chance of sprinkles after pm. Mostly cloudy, with a high/low of 50°/31° 

There are na active watches, warnings or advisories. 
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Emergency Action Specialist? Watch Commander: SSA] | Pr 3 

The FRI Strategic information and Goerations Center (SIOC} praduced this message and any attachments for situational 

awareness which may be subject to change. 

This material may be confidential/iegally privileged. if you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not 

disseminate further, and natify SIOC immediately. 
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FET Pubtic Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing 

MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 2021 4:90 AM EST 

  

ay (1/10, Penzenstadier, Phillips, Voyles Puiver, 
42./M) reports, “Federal authorities continued Sunday fo round up meen fofowing a deadly insurrection at the US. Capito! this 
week ~ including Sve men accused of carrying plastic restrainis and others who allegedly carried weapons or stole from the 
building. At least 58 pecole have been arrested and charged for Incidents in or near the Capitol on Wednesday. Those arrested 
have come from 24 states and the District of Columbia.” The Justice Department “has fled more than 55 criminai cases related 
to the riot that leat fi ive dead.” 

  

bombs, an nassau rifle aid a a handgun te two blocks from the US Capit building on Wetnosday fo for hours ¢ before authorities ever 
noticed, according tc federal prosecutors. Another man allegedly showed up in the nation’s capital wilh an assault rifle and 
hundreds of rounds of ammunition and told acquaintances that he wanted io shoot or run over House Speaker Nancy Peiosi, 
prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsettling details federal prosecutors have made publics this 
week as they detail the extent of the arsenal available to aid pro-Trump rioters who stormed the Capital. Other individuals have 
been accused of taking guns and ammunilion onto Capitol grounds and more charges are expected fo come as a wide-ranging 
investigation unfurls.” 

re (1/10, 3.7K) reporis Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO}, oiting Army Secretary Ryan MeGarthy, said Suncay that “at 
igast 25 domestic tevrorism cases have been opened afer Wednesday's assaui on the U.S. Capitot” : {4/40, Shalal} 
reporis Crow “said McCarthy told hin the Pentagon was aware of ‘further possible threats posed by would-be terrorists’ in the 
days up fo anc including the inauguration of Democrate President-siect Joe Biden on Jan. 20. ‘Long guns, Molotoy cocktails, 
explosive devices and zip des were recovered, which suggests a greater disaster was narrowly averted,’ Crow, a former Army 
Ranger, said in a summary of his call with McCarthy. McCarthy assured him the Pentagon was working with local and federai law 
enforcement to coordinate securily preparations affer what he described as ‘deficient law enforcement threat reporting ahead of 
last \ Wednesday.” " 

      

police departnent to iointly investigate the death of of Catal Polioa Officer Brian Sicknick, Who Was ured while defend ing the 
3.5. Capitol on Wednesday. ‘Just because you've jeff the D.C. region, you can stil expect a knock on the door # we find out you 
were sart of the criminal activity at the Capitol,’ Steven D'antuono, the FBI Washington Field Office's assistant director in charge, 
fold reporiers in a telephone news briefing.” 

The Ne (1/8, Goldrnan, ismay, Fuchs, 20.6M} reports, “The sweeping investigation took shape afer a security 
breakdown two days earier allowed hundreds of peopie backing President Trump’s efforts to overturn the election results to rush 
into the Capito! in a deadly rampage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the firings of top officials who were 
entrusted with protecting lawmakers. Dozens have been arrested, inciuding 13 who face feceral charges.” The Times adds, “Law 
anforcement officials aiso backed off a suggestion that Mr. Trump could face ormmmal charges for inciting the rict after a top 
prosecutor had said a day earier that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘act only’ the rioters. ‘Don’t expect any 
charges of that nature, Ken Xohl, 4 top prosecutor In the U.S. attorney's office in Washington, told reporters in a telephone 
briefi ing on wept 

The § 3 3 {1/8, Ai, Gurman, Viswanatha, Subscription Publication, 8.41M)} reports on its font page that 
federal prosecutors on 9 Friday announced charges against at jeast 12 “alleged members of the pro-Trump mod who stormed the 
halls of Congress.” The Washeinion Past (1/8, Hsu, 10.52M} reports the Justice Department and FBI “announced cherges Friday 
against’ Derrick Evans, “a Feshman West Virginia lawmaker,” Richard Barned, “an Arkansas man who fold the media he posed 
for photos on a desk i” House Speaker Peicsi's office, and Lonnie Leroy Coffrnan, “an Alabama man whose truck allegediy 
carried 11 molotov cocktails and a semiautomatic rifle to this week's U.S. Capito! riots.” The Post adds that “also charged with 
urdawul entry was Hawaii Prouc Boys founder and unsuccessful state nouse candidaie Nicholas Robert Ochs, who gave media 
interviews saying he parlicipated | in the break-in, an FBI arrest affidavit unsealed Friday alleged.” 

The © s (1/8, Seidel, 970K} reports that Barnett “has become one of the most notorious figures among 
those who broxe into the Capitol Wednesday, after photographs surfaced of him with his feet on Pelosi's desx. Prosecutors cited 
those photographs in 4 statement of facts i ied as part of the case against him. They said hey also viewed vicec surveillance and 
a video-recorded interview Sarnett gave.” Prosecutors “said Barnett was asked about an envelope ne was holding featuring 
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Pelosi's skwiature. Samet allegedly said, t did not steal it. | bled on it because they were macing me and {| couldn't f-ing see sa 
i figured i am in her office. | got blood on her office. | put a quarter on her desk even though she aint f-ing worth it And | left her 
a note on her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you b--~"" Barnett ‘Is being held in the Washington County (Ark) jail after 
hé was charged by federai prosecutors with three counts for storming the U.S. Capito: on Wednesday.” 

The AS (9, Callahan} reports, “A Florida man accused of maxing off with Pelosi's lectern during the chaos was arrested 
Friday night on a federal warrant and was being held Saturday without bail in Pinellas County, Florida. Jail records de not show #f 
Adam Jonnson, 36, of Parrish, Florida, has an attorney. Johnson was charged Saturday with theft, violent enty and disorderiy 
conduct on Capitol re 

The M4 ral 

and dooked inic the Pinellas County j ial shorty after 8 p.m. Friday. He has ‘been charged wilh one count of knowingly entering or 
remaining in any restricted buliding or grounds withoul lawful aufhoriiy; one count of theft of government property, and one count 
of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capo: grounds, according fo a federai complaint. A warrant was issued on Friday and 
Johnson was charged in federal court in D.C. on Saturday.” Pelosi's lectern “had been sfored in her suite, under a staircase to 
the third floor on the House side of the Capitol building, before the Capito! was breached, her staff told FBI agents. The iectern —- 
valued at more than $1,000 accarcing to the House curator — was found by Senate staff on Thursday in the Red corridor of the 
Senate wing of the Kokinda in the Capitei.” 

; 8 {1/8, story 3, 3:04, Holt, 557M), Tam Cosisio reported “sorne suspecis have identified themselves, 
as well. Josiah Colt who climbed down from the Senafe Daicony then sat in Vice President Pence’s chair says he was ‘caught up 
in the moment’ in a statement fo XBOI-TY, he says, ‘My actions nave brought shame upon myse#, my family and friends and 
beautiful county. | beg for forgiveness from America and from my home state of idaho.’ Former Midland, Texas mayorai 
candidate Jenny Cudd posted her own video: ‘We did break down the Nancy Pelosi's office door. And somebody stole her gavel.’ 
Nationwide, hundreds of federal agents are pursuing ot suspects. Among the felony charges they could face, felony rioting, 
federal assauii and murder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruction of congressional documents, conspiracy and 
insurrection” 

Tha S& (4/9, Hollingswerth} reports, “An lowa man was jailed early Saturday on charges accusing him of faking part in the 
riot af the US. Capitol by supporters of President Donald Trump.” The AP adds, “Des Moines Palica Sgt. Paul Parizek said 
officers assisted the FS! in arresting 41-year-old Doug Jensen on Friday night at his home on the south side of the city. Jensen 
was booxed into the Poik County Jail early Saturday on five federal charges, inclucing trespassing and disorderly conduct 
counts, according to news releases from the FB!’s field office in Omaha, Nebraska and the county sheriff's office.” According to 
the AP, “Video nested online during the storming of the Canitol on Wednesday showed @ man whe appears to be Jensen, wha is 
white, pursuing a Black officer up an interior Sight of stairs. A mob of people tras several steps behind. Ai several points, the 
officer Says get back,’ te no avail.” 

he § ss (1/8, Goldman, 20.5M} reporis prosecufors on Thursday “fled a crirninal cornplaint accusi ng a man 
named Mark J. Leffingwell of punching a Capito! Police officer repeatedly in the head and chest, before apologizing,” and they 
“unseaied charges against a Maryland resident, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of legally carrying a O-millimeter pistol ai the 
fot” Meanwhile, & ‘y (6, MoGrath, 3.87M) reports Cagensia, a marketing firm near Chicago, has fred CEO Brad 
Rukstales, a Republican donor to President Trump, who “was arrested by U.S. Capiicl Police on Wednesday” after “being part of 
the mob that brake into the U.S. Capitol.” 

wv (1/8, 2.86}, Savannah Guthrie said there have been “more than 80 arrests so far, and 
are por ing through videos and images casting about for leads. They want to identify more 

; NEC vs (4/8, story 9, 1:43, Holt, 5.57M}, Gabe Gutierrez reported, “One oro-Trump riofer in face paint 
and a horned hat confronted law enforcement holding a spear. The man now identified as Jake Angeli tod NBC News, ‘The fact 
that he had a Sunch of our traitors in office hunxered down puit on their gas masks and retreat inte the underground bunxer, | 
consider that a sai. “Police say Angeli | is a known follower of QAnon, a far right extrernist group.” 

On ARS ‘ (4/8, story 3, 2:05, Muir, 6.95M}, Chief dustice Correspondent Fiere Thomas reported that 
federal authorities « ‘are determined to leave 9 0 © stone unturned, ramping up efforts fo bring al the Trump supsorters wrio 
desecrated the Capito: fo justice.” On ASCs Gadus SMomine Ameiva (1/8, 3.14}, Martha Raddatz repories that on Wednescay, 
“despite the Ioss of life and the desecration of the @ Capito i, those fi caters were allowed to just leave the building. They ingered on 
the plaza for hours siumphant, giving one another high-fives with no consequences. This moming the acting US alforney for the 
District of Columbia seid the failure to arrest more people is making Re jon harder adding, ': can't answer why the Capitol Palice 
did not zip tie these people as they were leaving the Capitol.” C3 ng (4/8, 2.28M) also covered the search for 
protesters accused of committing crimes on Wednesday. 
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On the lead 

while on the G&S 
arrested for Wedrosday $ attack. 

THe \ (18, Weiner, Hsu, 10.526) reporis 16 people “have been charged in U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia with crimes related to the storming of the Caplio’, inchuding a man who admitted fo stealing a documert from 
Pelosi's office. Forty others face charges in D.C. Superior Court.” The Post calls these federai cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 
investigation” since they ere “people whe either identified themselves in oniine postings or were woe dentited by others who 
saw the images and recognized the inaivicuals.” The Wak Soest gasnat (1/0, Subscription Pubicaiion, 8.41M}, Af * 49, 

Callahan}, Reuters (1/8, MoKay), Salica (1/8, Semones, 6.73M%, and 419, Lonas, 5 60M anne other outlets, provide 
similar coverage of the new arrests. 

President Could Be investigaied For “fnciting” Riot, On Af (18, story 2, 2:37, Karl, 6.95M), 
Chief White House Correspondent Jonathan Karl reported that DC Attorney Genera: Kar! ne (D} has “said he'll investigate 
whether the President is legally responsibie for inciting the riof,” and he aiso “mentioned Rudy Giuflani who said this at the rally: 
‘Lets have tial by combat! And the Fresident’s son, Don Jr, who posted @ sinceremoved video taken backstage at fhe raily 
before the riot The President and his children watching the crowds gather. Don dr’s girlfriend Kimberly dancing as the Trumps 
celebrated. This was Don Jr's messa ge ie Trump supporters before they sicrmed the capita: ‘If you're going to be the zero and 
not the hero, we're coming for you.” 

x : * Pierre Thomas said on § 

{14, lead story, 3:46, Diaz-Balart, 5.98} segment, Tom Costello reported on the arrests, 
19, story 4, 4:92, Diaz, 577K), Adriana Diaz reported, “Roughly 100 peonle have been 
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AS BN AB, story 4 2.31, Lamas, 839K), on Saterday night, Tom Lam as reported, “There 

is NOW a nationwide manhunt under way for every rioters breaching the Capito! buticing.” Kenneth Moton added a serior Justice 
Department official on Saturday said “ne incitement charges are expected against any...speaxers’ at the rally prior to the unrest, 
including Trump. 

DOJ investigating Shooting Death Of Protester. Mearwnile, the XM 8 (1/9, Benner, Schmilt, 20.66} reports 
interim US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Saturday announced that his office “is ieading investigations Into the deaths of a woran 
who entered the Capitol building with a crowd of rioters on Jan. 6 and an officer who was killed while tying fo police the violent 

mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civi Rights division “opened a formal, federal excessive force case into the 
shooting death of Ashi Babbit, who was shof by a Capitol Police officer as she and a group of President Trump's supporters 
swarmed the building,” though “the Investigation inte Ms. Babbitt's shooting is Touline, standard procedure whenever an officer 
deploys lethal force,’ a Justice Deparment spokeswoman saic.” The Times adds the office “aiso opened a federal hominde 
investigation into the death of Brian DB. Sicknick, a Capitol Hil patice officer who died affer oro-Trurmp doters siruck him with a fire 
extinguisher.” 

     

    

\ 3 Post (1/8, 70.52M} reports if has obiained two video clips that “stied new light on the fatal shooling by 
bolice of Trump supporter and Air Force veteran Ashi Babbitt as she and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol” The Post says 
Babbitt “and others were attempting to breach a barricaded door inside the Canitol building on Wednesday aflernoon, angrily 
demanding that three U.S. Capitol Police officers who were guarding the door step aside, one of the clips shows.” The Post adds 
the officers “moved away as calleaques in tactical gear arrived nehind the rioters, according ic the cilp and other video posted 
online. Roughly 36 seconds afier the officers moved away, as she climbed up toward a broken section of the unguarded cocr, 
Babbitt was shot by an officer on the other side,” as she was “trying to get into the Speaker's $ Lobby, @ haihway that would have 
given them access to the House of Representatives chamber.” According fo the ° 148, Safdar, Akworth, 
Seetigraman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M}, five peaple nave cied in connection fo the “Capitol not. 

Laptop Stolen From Pelosi's Office, Aide Says. Ses $ (3/8, Satter} reports a lapiop was stolen from Pelosi’s office 

“during the storming of the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, one of r aides Said on Friday.” Reuters adds Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-OR} 
“said on Twitter that a lantop was taken from his office,” and Acting US Attorney Michas! Sherwin on Thursday “said that some of 
the thefts might have potentially jeopardized what he described as ‘national securily equities."” Accorcing to Reuters, “The theft of 
élec?onic devices from congressional offices nas been a persistent worry folowing the invasion by pro- Trump followers.” 

NSS s (18, 491M) reports, “At ieast three Democrats in Congress said that the pro-frums foters who stonned the 
Capi tol on Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising cybersecurity concerns.” Speaker Pelosi “had a lapico stolen, 
as did Sen. Jeff Merkiey, D-Ore., who tweeted about the theit. it wasn't immediately clear what protections were on those 
devices, though Congress generally lags behind the federal government in impiementing cybersecurity measures, Not all Senate 
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computers automalicaily encrypt their hard drives or require a password io log in # they're unused for a few minutes. Emails were 
visible on a desktop computer jeff running in Peios?s office.” 

Prosecutors Seek To Revoke Bail For Vets for Trump Co-Founder, The Wash Y (4/9, Jackman, 10.52M) 

repors Joshua Macias, 42, a co-founder of Vets for Trump who was “free on bail after appearing outside a Philacelphia election 
cenfer with a concealed handgun, was outside the Capital during the siege by Trump supperiers Wednesday and sosted video 
of himself, leading Philadelphia prosecutors fo request his bail be revoked.” The Post says Macias “and Antonio LaMotta, 44, 
were atresied in Philacelphia or Nov. 5 near the Philadeiphia Convention Center, where the presidentiai siection vole was being 
counted,” because they were carrying g firearms without permits. 
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8 (1/9, 20.6M} reports 
West Virginia stafe Del. Derrick Evans (R) “resigned on Saturday after participating | ins the storm ¢ of the United States Capitol,” 
The Times says the resignation, effective immediately, comes as he “faces two federal charges: one for knowing!y entering or 
remaining in any resticled bul ding or grounds without lawi# authority, and one for violent entry and disorderly conduct on 
Capitol grounds.” The WW Sew (1/9, Kornfield, 16.52M} reports Evans “chronicled the rict Wednesday on Facebook 
Live, capturing the moment the crowd cracked open fhe Capifol’s doors and he crossed the threshold” 

Ss ss (48, Donagtue, 5.39) reporis, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, Xer: Xohl, principal assisiant 
5, Attormey for D.C., said on a press call” CBS News adds, “In a criminal complaint released Friday, an FBI agent wroie ne 

identified Evans as the person in the live-straamed video by comparing the voice to the iawmaker’s voice in a campaign video. in 
additon ihe agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last name in the video recording the offense.” 

{4/8, Harvey} reports, “Evens, who was elected to the House of Delegates in November and was sworn-in Dec. 
14, posted multip ie videos Of himself to social media showing him entering the Capito! alongside fellow Supporters of President 
Donald Trump. ‘Derrick Evans is in the Capitol,” he can be heard saying multipie times in a since-deieted video.” 

Pennsylvania Man Charged in Siege. A number of local news cutlets covered the arrests of thase from their areas. For 
example, the Mars “ALS aws (1/8, Benscoter, 507K} reporis, “A Pennsylvania mar who was charged by Capitol 
Police for taking part in the attack on the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday also was charged with federal offenses, officiais af the US. 
Department of Justice announced Friday.” Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was one of 13 people charged federally.” 
Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawiid authorify; or 
knowingly, with intent to impede government business or official functions, engaging in disorderly conduct on Capito: grounds.” 
FBI Director Wray said in a statement, “To be clear, what took place that day was not First Amendment-protected activity, but 

rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, along with our local, state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that 
justice is served. We wit continue fo aggressively investigate each and every individual who chose fo ignore the law and instead 
incite violence, destroy property, and injure others.” 

Similarly, the | s (19, Heisig, 1.22M) reports from Cleveland, Ohic, “FS! agents late Friday raided the 
home of a former Cleveland Metropolitan School Distict empioyee. The move came a day after she sudmitied a conspiracy 
fheory-referencing resignation letter to the district, and after authorities posted a picture that raised questions as to whether she 
participated in a riot at the U.S. Capital led by supporters of oulgcing President Donaid Trump.” Agenis “were present for severai 
hours at a house on East 305th Street in suburban Willoughby. The 49-year-old former Cleveland schoois employee, who 
worked for the district as an occupational therapist, is listed as the home’s owner. Cleveland.com and The Plain Dealer are not 
identfying her because she has not been charged with a crime.” 

Man in “Camp Auschwitz” Sweatshirt identified. \ (2/90, 88.21M) reports on its website, “A rioter who stormed the 
US Capitol Weanesday wearing a sweatshit embiazoned with the phrase ‘Camp Auschwitz’ nas been icenified as Robert Xeith 
Packer of Virginia, according to three sources. ... One Virginia resident, wha spoke to CNN on the condition of anonymity due io 
the sensitivity of he matter, described Packer as a long-lime extremist who Aas had run-ins with the law. 

The Ne s (1/8, Eddy, 20.6M} reports on now the image from the day of “a bearded man wearing a black hoodie 
emblazoned with Camp “Auschwitz” has had “particular resonance as anti-Semitism and farrignht naionalism are on the rise 
worlwide. And for people who survived the Nazi death camp..there was added pain with the reatization that later generations 
may not have learned the fessons of the Holocaust.” 

  

      

      

  

   

  

F8l Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. 4/9, §.69M} reports, “The FBI has put up what appear to be 
electronic posters in Washington, D.C., seexing information on anyone wrio participated in the Capitol breach on Wednesday.” 
The Hi adds, “Photos of bus stops shared by journaiisis on social media say, ‘Seeking Information’ and include pictures of some 
of ricters inside the U.S. Capitol. The posters also share a phone number fo contact the FSl’s Washington, D.C. office. ‘DC bus 
sions now feature signs posted by the FB! seeking information about participants in the Capitol insurrection,’ CNN reporter Jim 
Acosta tweeted along with a photo of a poster taxen at night.” 
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4/8, Onibada) reports, “As pari of the ongoing investigation to dently key pemetrators, the FSi shared a 
message online anpealing for informaton on individuals who participated and instigated the violence. 'We are accepting fips and 
digital media depicting rioling or vicience in and around the U.S. Capitol on January 6,’ said the official Twitter account for the 
FBI.” BuzzFeed News adds, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which quickly turned to trolling. Severai 
peapie online painted tc the numerous social media posts, interviews, and open slanning that had gone toward Wednesday's 

aliack. fe was suggested that there were more qualified figures wha were up fo the task.” 
» (1/8, Barnett) reports, “As a rioious mob of Trump susporters fled the U.S. Capitol building Wednesday, many 

ie? plum digita: footprints federai iaw enforcement agencies can easily use fo frack them down and charge them,” The FSi “has 
some of the rnost powerful facial recognifion systems in the country, according fo outside experts,” and “because few arrests 
were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcement officials will now have to depend on thal technology to speed up the 
process of racking apparerit criminais through the many videos, images and other digital “fingerprints” they jeff behing. Paired 
with the reams of open source information, the FBI has the technology to easily identify possibie oriminals, rather fhan having to 
manuaiy connect the dots, a former FBI official oid FedScaop. ‘For most people [that were] there, fis not going to be very hard 
to 1D tem, ‘the official said,” 

  

“TRE ingurrestionist mob thai showed up at ihe president's behest 4 anc stormed he US. Capital was ‘overwhe etning ly made up of 
iongiime Trump sunporters, including Republican Party officiais, GOP politica! donors, far-right militants, whife supramacisis, and 
adherents of fhe GAnon myth that the government is secretly controlled by a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophile cannibals.” 
The AP “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court fles and other public records for more than 120 people either 
facing criminal charges related to the Jan. 8 unrest or who, going maskless amid the pandemic, were iater identfied through 
photographs and videos taken during the meies.” Steven D’Antuona, “the assistant director in charge of the FBI's Washington 
field office, told reporters that investigators had seer ‘no indication’ antifa activists were disguised as Trump supporters in 
Wednesday's rot” 

ees (1/6, 491M) reports, “Despife suggestions from conservative pundits and some Republican members of 
Congress, there is 10 evidence that antifascist activists were involved in the pro-Trump Capitol riots.” D’Antuono “said on a cai 
with reporters Friday. ‘We have no indication of thal, at this time, D’Antuono said when asked whether antfa activisis had 
disquised themselves as Trump supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five people died, including 
Capitol Police offiver Brian Sicknick.” 

t i (7/9, Usaro, 10.524) reporis, “To date, no evidence supports the claim that individuals with antifa 
connections formed part of the riots that took place an Capito! grounds. The FBI has said if does not believe antifa or any of its 
associates are responsibie for the violence unleashed. Wednesday's events were widely documented, via videos, tweets and 
live-streams from reporters already covering the day's events. Video and photos confirm that many of the roters were 
supporters, and individuals with right-wing and extremist beliefs. The usuai antfa tactics such as wearing masks and face 
coverings i avol ‘od detection were uncommen aniong foters, making identification process an easier task.” 

The s (7/8, Mordock, 526K} reports that the FSPs announcement “debunks claims pushed forwerd by 
some right ang ound and ‘pol ilicians that the anarchist movements supporiers were part of the angry mob that stormed the 
Capital.” D’Antuono’s sfafement “supports comments made Thursday by Acting U.S. Atforney for the District of Columbia Michaei 
Shenwin, Me. Shenwin said he aiso saw no evidence Antfa was involved in the rot.” 

Tre 3 (1S, Alba, 20.5M) reports, “Since Wednesday, far-right activists and allies of the president nave 
mace the lair, often while ‘presentin 4 easily disproved evidence, thai the noters were made up of aniifa supporters, not backers 
of President Trump. Among those pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt Gaetz, a Florida Republican, who said while 
objecting tc the electoral votes for Mr. Siden that people in fhe mob were ‘in fact members of the viclent terrorist group anfife’ 
Ker Paxton, the atlorney general of Texas, aiso said antfa was involved.” The Times adds, ‘n analysis by the media insights 
company Zignal Labs found that the unfounded rumor hac been mentioned 441,099 times across cabie television, sociai media, 
and in pint and cniine news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. It was by far the most widely shared false or misieading ciairn 
about the Capito! Hill mob, Zignal said.” 

(1/9, Silverrnan} reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday nighi affer the altempied coup, Gaelz cited 
a Washington Times article that claimed a facial recognition company had identified two antfa members among the crowd at the 
Capitol, That story was removed by the oullet after BuzzFeed News reported that the facial recognilion company said d wes 
‘ouizight false.’ The paper later published a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had identified ‘neo-Nazis and other 
extremists’ — not antfa members.” 

Some Extremist Groups Pleased By Chaatie Siege. $ '§ (16, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte} reports, “As the 
nation recoiled in horror at scenes of ricting and chaos in the U.S. Capitol c on n Wedneaiay some right-sing and anii-government 
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axtremists saw the violence as the fulfilment of a patriotic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda. Among the inspired was 
Mike Dunn, @ 20-year-old icllower of the ‘boogaloo’ anti-qevernment movenien!, whose adherents anticipate a revolution toppling 
the feceral government or a second U.S. civ” war.” Dunn, “who lives in Virginia, saic three or four groups of foyaiisis under his 
command helped storm the Capitol this week amid a motley mix of rioters who suppories President Donaid Trump's atempts to 
overturn the resuis of the November presidential siection. While most ‘boagalcos’ are libertarians who largely oppose Trurnp, 
Dunn said the group embra ‘ced the sament fo strike agains tthe gevenment . 

  

        S G 18, Hessen, Parker, Caoxe, . Hart te} reports T Teerio would not 

broadly denoune é people who aniered the Ce aaito I psiking during riots a day earlier, calling ‘a form of protest.” Reuters says 
that € even as "MOS st Americans recoiled | in horror ‘ scenes of rioting and chaos in the ue S. Capitol,” some rightwing and anti- 
   

fay (1/8, 2.866}, Gabe Gutierrez Sai sd, “Wednesday's sonning of the Capitol byt framp supporters included 
many followers of conspiracy theory groups ike QAnon. Now there are growing concerns about the Presidents connections to 
these groups and their pians fo continue inciting chacs in the wake of his election defeat” According to Gulflerraz, “QAnon is a 
fartight exyemist group that among offer cullandisn things bellevea Democrats are running 4 satanic pedophile ring oui of a DC 
pizza parlor.” 

“Internet Sleuths” identifying “Pro-Trump Rioters.” The Was 148, Peiser, 10. 52M) renoris that since “pro- 
Trump rioters’ stormed the Capitol on Wednesday withouf masks, “iInfernet sleuths” have “had a uni ique opportunily to easily 
identify them. And many made i even easier — hey live-streamed their paricipation and later bragged about their escapades.” 
According to the Post, an “untold” number cf Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly working...fo 1D and name the 
participants who stormed down fhe halis of the Capitol, ransacking lawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 

oxi (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 10.52N} also reports federal officiais “looxing to prosecute the mon of 
Trump supporters who overran the U.S. Cap: tol on Wednesday stand tc get powerful help from cellphone records, facia 
recogniticn tcols and other technologies to assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.” The Post highlights that 
fhe Capitol “has a vast cellular and wireless data infasfucture of its own fo make communications efficient in a budding made 
iargely of stone and that extends deep underground and has pockets of shielded areas,” and as such “phone records make 
deter mining | the owners of these devices iviaily easy.” 

fost (1/10, Kiemke, 10.5284 reports, “Before a mob of Trump supporters staged a riot in the U.S. Capitol 
and thousands of Americans became amateur detectives working fo identify the cu iprits, a loosely connecied group of seasoned 
online sleuths were naiging alarm bells ard picking off extremists orfine, one by one.” The Post adds, “For 2 nationwide network 
of left-wing activists who seek cut and publish the identities of those they believe ic be vioient fascists,’ some investigations can 
take months, years even. Or # can take 10 minutes,” and “thal’s Aow much time Molly Conger spent on her laptop last month 
searching for the man who used the rightwing social media site Parier ta share that he was a police officer and pledge suppart to 
a member of the Proud Boys extrerrist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.. 
Turns out the man was a Prince Wis iam County sheriff's deputy.” 

More Coverage. The Wy fast (4/10, 10.52M} runs a feature tified “The Capitol Mob: A Raging Collection Of 
Grievances And Dis: flusionment’ about same of those invelved in the riot and ther motivations. 

FBI Offers S50K Reward For information On DC Pipe Bombs. 

T's of f     

      

    
the pipe bombs “found on Wednesday afternoon cuiside the ‘Democratic and Republican n party hoodguarters blocks ‘fom the 
Capitol, contained crude mechanical timing devices, according to an official familiar with their initial examination, suggesting they 
were intended to be cetonated.” However, the Times adds it “was not ciear when they were meant to explode, bul fhousands of 

peop: ie were in the area thal afternoon as a mob encouraged by... Trump stormed the Capitol, where iawmakers had convened to 
certify... Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s election, leaving five peopie dead. it wes also not clear whether the bombs were connected fo the 
siege.” 
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‘ Y w (1/8, Giariteli, 888K) reported, “The bombs were each about 12 inches long by an inch and a 

half wide.” The devices were “made wifh a ballery, steel woo! and an unknown exolosive powder. One of them was found with a 
cellphone that may have Deen meant io detonaie it” 

Schumer Urges FBI To Be Vigilant Of Further Threats Of Violence. ¥ 440, Coburn, 
Hernandez, 77&X} reporis, “Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N_Y.} on Sunday expressed concern more politcal vic! fence could follow the 
mob attack Wednesday on the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C., by supporters of President Donald Trurnp.” Schumer “said he 
pressed’ FSi Director Wray “in a conversation Saturday to track Gown those involved in Wednesday's siege on Congress, in 
which five people cied, and fo be on the aleri for further violence. ‘The threat of violent extremist grouss remains hign and the 
next few weeks are critical in our democratic process,’ Schumer said in a statement, noting President-elect Joe Biden will be 
inaugurated Jan. 20. ‘Given that the same incendiary, dangerous rhetoric online that occured before January 5, which proved te 
be a warning of the insurrectionist aitack, has oniy escalated since, | impressed upon Director Wray the vilainess of the FBI to 
work with other federal anc state agencies fo remain highly proactive and extremeiy vigdani to defend our democracy.” Nauk 
(4/40, Staff} reports, “In a statement, Schumer said he had spoxen on Saturday with FB: Director Crristopher Wray to urge him 
to relentiessiy pursue’ the attackers.” 

Trump Supporters Reportedly Planning More Unrast For Jan. 16-20. The sagt (1/9, Timberg, Harwell, 
Lang, 10.52M) resorts the pianning “for Wednesday's assault on the U.S. Capital happors argely in piain view, wih chaiters in 
fartight forums explicitly discussing how to storm the buliding, nandcuff lawmakers wilh zip Ges and disrupt ihe certification of 
Joe Biden's siection - in what they sorirayed as responding to orders from President Trump,” and Twitter on Friday “said it was 
particularly concemed about contributing to @ possibie ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol and state government facilites the 
weexend of Jan. 76-77." According to the Post, “Concerns about more violent incidenis appear to be weiounded.” The Past 
adds demonstrations “are scheduled fo culminate with what organizers have dubbed a ‘Millon Militia March’ on Jan. 20 as Biden 
and Vice President-elect Xamala D. Harris are to be sworn in on the same Capito! grounds that rioters overran on Wednesday.” 

in a more than 2,200-word font-nage article, the WW i {4/0, Al, Miller, Jaffe, Nakhiawi, 10.52) says “the 
femporary seizure of a global seat of power was, af is core, an ou growth of delusional ane destructve forces cuivated online 
and uneashed py the president” in a nearly 3,400-word front-page articie, the } 3 (4/9, AT, Barry, Meintire, 
Rosenderg, 20.6M) casts the unsuccessid “insuzrection” as “the culmination of a sustained as oy the president and his 
enablers on fact-based reality, one that began long before the Novernder election but took on a fevered urgency as the certainty 
of Mr. Trump's defeat solidified.” A \ {4/8, Ballnaus, Palazzoio, Restuccia, Subscription Publication, 8.41) 
article neadlined “Trump And His Alles Set The Stage For Riot Well Before January ¢° provides similar coverage, while an && 
(18, Woodward, Riechmann} analysis states that the occupation of the Capitol came as “no surprise” as Trump “left many ci ues 
he wouldn't go quietly.” 

in his SS (48, 10.52hMé} column, David Von Drehle also asserted that “a collection of distortions, delusions 
and ougn lies seven zed a mob of thousands io SOF the © (ap! ital in a bret but realy nsurrect ‘On. "Yon Urehie adced, “This 
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thai in the wake of Wednesday's vicience, District of Columbia Mayor Muri el Sowser D} issued | an ‘urgent appeal to Sia 
preparing immediately for more potentiai violence befcre, during and after” next week's presidential inauguration. Bowser cailed 
on DHS ton move up io Monday the implementaton of negenee oy measures that are otherwise set to bee on Jan. 19, 

  

different than any other inauguration with only. 19 days tog go." 
Kenneth Moton said on S * (1/49, story 2, 3:00, Llamas, 476M) that “a senior official telljs] ABC 

News there's a very serious national securily concem for more domestic terrorism for the inauguration, possibly bringing 
extensive violence.” The } (1/10, Levy, Xendai, Subscription Publication, 8.44M} reports law enforcement 
agencies are preparing for more marches by Ti Pimp supporters in Washington anc eisewhere. The : s Pmyes (1/40, 1.49M} 
reports Trump supporters raiied in Ciympia, Washington, on Sunday under heavy security. 

Experts Caution Rioters To Assume More Hostile Position On Police. The Washi (4178, 10.3284} reports that 
in @ “crowd were some carried flags bearing a thin bive dine ~ a pro-police symbol that critics claim also stands for white 
supremacy and opposition to the Slack Lives Matier movemert — and shirts adored with ‘Blue Lives Matter,’ a tide of anger anc 
frustration rase as officers pushed them back" from the Capitol, and “nearly tree hours after the duiicing was breached, police 
Cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to confront the mab.” The Post adds “some promised to return with 
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weapons, ready to fight F necessary,” while one man ‘repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the inauguration 
of...Biden” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this souring sentiment may Iead to more vicience in the months ahead.” 

Pelosi Says Trump's Supporters Who Stormed Capitol Chase Their “Whiteness” Over Democracy. 3 
Willams, 5.59M)} reports House Speaker Pelosi “said Saturday that the rioters who took part in the breach of the U. S$ Capitol on 
Wednesday chose their ‘whiteness’ over democracy.” The Hil adds har remark “came alter Pelosi acknowledged the number of 
peopie who died of COVID-19 on Wednesday and Thursday, both of which were records for single-day coronavirus deaths in the 
United States.” 

However, Srent Staples, a member of the New York Times eciforiai board, writes at the Ns © (19, 20.546} that 

US history “is rife with episodes of political vioisnce far bloodier and more destructive than the one... Trump incited at the Capitol,” 
and remarks by pubic officials and commentators to “fell the county again and again that the carnage was an aberration and 
‘not who we are’ as a people,” are “dangerous on a variely of counts. For starters, it allowed many Americans to view the 
president's insistence fat he had wor an election in which ne was actually trounced, and his simultaneous embrace of rightwing 
extremism, as poiiiica! theater that wi pass uneventfully from the stage when...Biden is maugurated.” He concludes, “The mab 
assauit on the Capitol was an outgrowth of what came before.” 

      

   a
s
 

FSi Probing Whether Some Rioters Intended Harm To Legislators. The \\ Y (1/8, Barrett, Hou, 
Zapotosky, 10.52) reports, “FBI agents are frying to determine whether some who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday 
intended to de more than cause Aavec and disrupt the cerlification of President-elect Joe Siden’s victory, and are sifting through 
evidence to see whether anyone wanted to kil or capture lawmakers or their staffers, accarding to peaple familiar with the 
investigation.” The Post adds that “investigators also ave working to determine the motivations and larger goals, if any, of those 
who had weapons or other gear suggesting they planned to do physica! harm. Some rioters, for instance, were photographed 
carrying Zip des, a plastic version of handcuffs, and one man was arrested allegedly carrying a pistol on the Capitol grounds. 
We're not iooking at this as a grand conspiracy, but we are interested in learning what pecple would do with things tke zip ties,’ 
said a law enforcement official, who, ke others, spoke an the condifion of anonymity to discuss the investigation.” 

¢ (1/9, Levenson, 20.5M} reports, “A man who had an assault rifle was charged with threatering Nancy 
Palosi, the House speaker, affer ne Yaveled io Washington for the pro-Trump rally on Wednesday and sent a text message 

saying he would put ‘a buiet in her noggin on Live TV, the federal authorities said.” The Times adds, “Federai agents said the 
man, Cleveland Grover Meredith Jr., had been staying at a Holiday inn in Washingion and had weapons in his camper-style 
trailer, including a Glock hancgun, a pisiol, a Tavor X95 assault rifle anc hundreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was 
charged with transmitting a threat in interstate commerce, possession of an unregistered flrearm and unlawhil possession of 
ammunition, according to court records.” 

y 3 {1/46, story 2, 2:25, Snow, 3./6M) reported that “at least fwo more allegediy involved in the atlack on 
the Capitol were arrested” on Sunday. NBC's Ron Allen said Larry Runde? Brock of Texas and Eric Gaveiek Munchel of 
Tennessee are “both charged with viciently entering the Capitcl and disorderly conduct” 

\ = (1/10, Hsu, 70.52M} renorts that Brock, “a retired Air Force feufenant colonel, was arrested in Texas 
and charged wih one count of knowingly entering a restricted building and one count of violent entry and disorderiy conduct, 
prosecutors said. Brock identfied himself to ihe New Yorker last week as tie man photographed in the well of the Senate 
chamber wearing a green combat heimet, tactical vest, and biack ang camo jacket. The photo shows the man hoiding a while 
flex cuff, used by police by restrain subjects, prosecutors said.” 

w (1G, Connolly, Macaraeg, Stephenson, Dorman, Wegner, 72.7M} reports, “Munchel, 30, was being held in a 
Nashville jall Sunday on 4 federal warrant, oniine records show. An FBI spoxesserson, Samantha Shero, confirmed the arrest. 
The federal prosecutor's office in Washington is handing the case. ‘Photos depicting his presence show a person who appears 
to be Munchel carrying pee restraints, an item in a holster on his sight hip, and a cell phone mounted on his chast with the 
camera facing oulward, ostensibly tc record events that day,’ the office said in a news release.” 

Tre Ne § 3 (149. Goldman, Benner, 20.6M)} resorts the Justice Department “said thai pnoiograptis of a person 
who appeared to be Mr. Munchel showed him ‘carrying plastic resiyaints, an item in a noister on his right hip, anc a cell phone 
mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day.” DOJ said images of a person who 
ate fo be Brock showed hee ‘Clad in ‘a am ee green factical vest with panes DIaCK and camo jackel, and nee 

          

   

     

      in Necro 3 breach of the cap tol” The 
gr 

owe (i 40, story 2 1 ' 45, Duncan, 13, 72M) alsa overs the arrests, 
: (4/18, 363K} reporis, “Officials also arrested” Brock, “whe ives in Texas, saying he apneared to be holding ‘a 

white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to resirain and/or detain subjects.” The FBI “aiso said the photoes of him 
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appeared fo show ‘an item in a holster on his right hip, and a ce# phone mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, 
ostensibly to record events that day. Both men are charged with one count of knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted 
building or grounes without law authority. and one count af violent erty anc Gisorderly conduct on Capitol grounds " 

soy os > AR: 

    

launched a sroad and mutipranged investigation into he. mayhem “and death Wernesday 2 at the Un: ted States Capito: “that 
sources tell ASC News includes an effort to determine the motives of a paramilitary faction of the mod that invaded the heart of 
American government. ‘We're iaiking about a very compiex investigation,’ said Robert Boyce, a 35-year veteran and former chief 
of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort involves scanning veiumes of social media posts, reviewing hours of 
security camera footage, and combing through mountains of cellphone data to deterrnine exactly what occurred, investigators 
fold ABC News.” 

Daily Beast: Lengthy Process To Determine if Booby Traps Were Left Behind. The & i (1/8, Shannon, 933K} 
reporis that “there are innumerable potential hiding places” in the Capiicl “for lethal devices that can be activated later, by a 
remote tigger such as a cell phone, ar by a vibration-sensitive device like the one that sets off a car alarm when a vehicle 
rumbles by or honks. Gr somebody could have stuck a handgun inside a vase or hollow lamp or behind a toilet, 4 la Michael 
Corisone's first hil, tending to return later as a tourist, reclaim the gun and assassinate some lawmaker. ‘To clear a 15-by-15 
foot office, would take four bomb techs all day,’ Dave Witlams, a former FB! bomb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City 

bombing, the World Trade Center bombing and other attacks, toid SpyTaik. ‘They'd have to look under carpets, at all the fre 
aiarms, light switches, lamps, even light bulbs. 4 light bulb can be modified so when you turn it on, it exolodes. ¥ you have a five- 
drawer file cabinet, each drawer shouid be opened remotely.” 

Fi Warned Capito! Police Of Possibility Of Violence Before Riot, N8c News (4/10, Ditanian, 4.91M) reports, 
“The FBI and the New York Cily Police Department passed information to U.S. Capitol Police about the possiniliy of violence 
during the protests Wednesday against the counting of the Electorai Callege vote, and the FB! even visited more than a dozen 
exiremisis already under investigation to urge them not fo fravel to Washington, senior iaw enforcement officials said.” NBC 
News adds, “The previously unreported deiails undercut the assertion by a top FB: official that officiais had no indicaiion that 
violence was a possibility, and they acd to questions about what intelligence authorities had reviewed before the Capital rio? 
which led fo the death of an officer and four other peapie, inckiding a rioter who was shot and killed by police. ‘Social madia is 
just part of & full intelligence picture, and while there was First Amendment-protecied actvily on social media to include some 
peopie making threats, to this point, investigators nave nol found that there was an organized slot to access the Capitol,’ a senior 
FBI official saic.” 

The AP (1/40, Long, Balsamo, Mascaro} reports, “Despite ample warnings about pro-Trump cernonstrations in 
Washington, US. Capitol Police did not bolster staffing on Wednesday and made ac preparations for the possibility that the 
planned protests could escalate into massive violent riois, according ic several peopie briefed on law enforcement’s response.” 
Accorging to the AP, “The revelations snec new light on why Capitol Police were so quickly overrun by rioters. The department 
had the same number of officers in place as on a routine day. While some of those officers were outfitted with equipment for a 
protest, they were not staffed or equipped for a ot. “They were left naked,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Caiifornia. said of the police 
in an interview with AP. She had raised security concerns in a Dec. 28 meeting of House Democrats and grilled Steven Sune, 
the Capitol Police chief, during an hourlong private call on New Year's Eve. ‘it turns out if was the worst kind of non-security 
anybody could ever irnagine.” 

Las § ws (1/8, Zou, 3.37Mi reports, “Officers af a US. Capifol perimeter fence tied tc hold their ine but 

failed as infruders overturned the barrier. Officers at another gate, seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders 
passed dy, Another lone officer fied fo hold back an advancing group before fleeing through the halls of Congress. In many 
cases, the officers were in normai uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear sean curing other recent 
events, incliding Black Lives Matter protests.” The Times adds, “The shinning collapse of nafional security left meny of the 
nation’s leaders cowering behind benches and fearing for their ves,” but “by Thursday, much of their stiock had been 
supplaniee by anger — with ieading lawmakers demancing resignations from the Capital's top security officials and cailing for 
broad investigations into the array of tactical failures under their watch.” 

The 4 3 i {14, Calvert, Youssef, Gurmen, Subscription Publication, 847M} reports that uneven 
communications between loce! and federal agencies hindered a forceful response to the riot 

Pete Willams reported on REX S § (I/10, story 3, 1:10, Snow, 3.76M) thai the New York Police Deparment 

“notified the US Capito! Police about the possibility of viclence during iast week’s electoral vote count. Law enforcernent officials 
say the NYFD's infedigence unit sent a packet of information ic police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the 
threats of social media, with a separate report seni directly to Capito! Police. And a senior FBI official says agents coniacted 
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more than a dozen suspected extremists. These are peopis who were already under FBI survelfiance, and who indicated a 
desire to come fo Washington last week, .. These disclosures do add to the questions about why the Capifol Patice were not 
better prepared when the rioters stormed in, anc why there wasn’t a greater sense of urgency throughout the federal government 
about the possiblity that the Capito: was a target.” The Was $ (1/10, Tan, 10.52} reports “embattled” Capitol Police 
Chief Steven Sund “stepped down frorn his post on Fr iday, days earlier than he said he would” On Thursday, Sund said his 
resi gaai ‘lon would be effective January 18. 

fay (4/10, Bonan, Fritze, Brock, 72.7M)} resorts Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan {R) “said Sunday it took nearly two 
hours for the } entagon to give authorization for his state 6 send its National Guard inte Washingion to help protect ihe U5. 
Capicl as i came under attack.” Hogan said on < en 110, 127M), “Our Guard mobilized and was ready, 

   

  

    

  

but we couldn't actually crass over the border into OC without the oxay. And that was quife some time. ... | can't speak as io what 
was going on the other end of the line back at the Pentagon or in the Vhite House. _. All] xnow is that we were trying io get 

cP answers and we werent gelling answers. 
Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mi} on 84 s (1/48, 825%) said, “One thing that | think is particularly striking is the 

iow number of avrests, Here you have videos of fos engaged in criminal Dehavior, and the number of arrests is very smal. 
That's unaccepiable.” Peters added, “We have to send a sirong signal to those folks who were engaged in this action, that they 
will be sougnt out, they will be punished, and anyone else who ines fo do this in the flue is going to certainly face a very 
different reauit than what we saw this last week.” 

Rep. Hank Johnson (D-GA} on SS tan (7/10, 825K} said, “Had it not been for the gunshot of the one shot 
fred by that plainciothes officer in the ‘Speake rs Lobby rignt behind the House gallery, right there, if those peopie nad been able 
fo get through, they would have had us whe were in fhe galery up on the thire floor frapped...ane | have no doubt some of us 
whe look de me would have been hanging from the railings of the third floor onto the House floor swinging like fruit” 

Lawmakers investigating Police Preparation Ahead Of Capitol Occupation, Newsrs (1/8, Comwell, So, Berens, 
Januta, Tanfani} reports that fofowing “the historic security breach of the iconic domed building that houses the U.S. House and 
Senate, lawmakers told harrowing tales of their escapes from grave danger in the deadly mob assault that many say was incited 
by Trump,” and “several icid Reuters that ton Capitol security officials had assured them they would de safe ahead of the 
planned protests and that everyihing was under control.” In interviews with Reuters “and in public statements, lawmakers fumed 
over the failure of the Capitol Police ~ a 2.000-member force dedicaied to quarding the Casita! Grounds ~ and other agencies.” 
iy 3/8, Marcos, 5.99M} reports Rep. Tim Ryan (D-O8}), fhe chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee that 
oversees Capital Police funding, “said Friday he’s asked the police chief fo provide all communications curing the pro-Trurnp riots 
that unfolded this week and wil investigate whether any officers assisted rioters.” 

Meanwhile, Sioomberd (1/8, Al, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M) interviewed several current and former police ieaders about “the 
logistics of how preparation for a major rally or protest typically works — and why Wednesday's preparation was such @ dismaying 
corrast to typical practice.” In a nearly 2,000-word articie, Poiics {1/8, 6.73h} says “the successful storming of the U.S. Capito: 
by pro-Trump rioters... represents perhaps the greatest policing follure in American history.” According tc Poitico, “Minute by 
minute, individual officers someiimes acied bravely, but hour by hour, Wednesday's events demonstrated a top-to-botiom faliure 
by a key federal law-enforcement agency. The crisis can’t even be called a failure of imagination, as 9/14 is sometimes seen, 
because in many ways the idea that the pro-Trump mob might march on the Capitol fo disrupt the proceedings inside seamed all 
but obvious. Nor was this an incident that lust slipped under the radar. The joint session inside was the single biggest news event 
in the United States tai day, and the rioters had been planring disruptive protest for weeks, in the open.” 

Tne wion Past (1/6, 10.52M) says in an editorial, “Top iaw enforcement officials and key members of Congress 
have said plainly what Americans could see ~ that the events Wednesday were enabled by a failure of law enforcernent and a 
collapse of security.” The Post adds, “To prevent another such failure, an inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 
robust investigation of the causes for evident shoricomings in leadership, slanning, intelligence, coordination and tactics.” The 
Posi cails for fe implementation of iong-lerm security measures, concluding the Capiic! building “must remain the people's 
house ~ but one that is secure from insurrection.” 

McCarthy Says National Guard Could Be Permified fo Carry Guns in DC Ahead Of inauguration. Army Secretary 
Ryan McCarthy on Friday ioid the AS (8, Baldor} that Defense Department officials “are reviewing restrictions on the use of 
force by National Guard members and could atiow troops fo carry batons or guns in Washington, D.C., as they brace for more 
protests and possible violence around the Jan. 20 inaugurai.” In particular, MeCarthy “told The AP..that any changes will be 
determined by the intefigence gathered in the coming days abouf potential threats. But he said they are looking at allowing 
froops to carry their M-4 rifles or 9 mm Beretias, and he will know more in a day or two.” 

Pentagon Officials: Quick-Reaction Force Was Not Deployed When Capital Was Stormed Due fo Lack Of 
Planning. The “ost (1/8, 10.52h} reports, “& amail quick-reacticn force assembled by the Defense Departmant to 
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assist if needed during protests in Washington on Wednesday did not mmediately respond when a oro-Trump mob stormed the 
Capitol because of a jack of a prior planning with Capiicl Police over how if might be deployed, Pentagon officiais said.” A 
“temaline of avenis thal the Pentagon released Friday night” indicates thal the force was at “Joint Base Andrews in Maryland and 
authorized for use by acting defense secretary Chrisiopner C. Miller ‘fF addiionai support is requested by chal authoriies.” The 
Post acids, “But a senior defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymily because of the sensitivity of the issue, said the 
Defense Depariment and Capitol Police hadn't reached an agreement or settled on a concept of operation ahead of ime.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly $,700-word front-page \V. i (1/9, At, Demian, Leonnig, Kane, Davis, 70.52M) article 
enronicies how Capito police “lost contol’ of the ¢ n even Hough Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund had previously 
“assured members of Congress that his force of 2.000 officers could handie the large expecied crowds, according to multiple 
people who spoke with Sung | in the days leading up to the siege.” 

However, the Lo (1/9, 3.37M} reports the atlack on the US Capitoi ‘nas spurred congressionai leaders to 
demand a robust inquiry into th c-boggiing’ fadure of national security,” but they don't nave to “look far for accountanility, 
Congress ise¥ is both clisnt and overseer of the U.S Capifoi Police - a secretive agency whose orocedures and actions have 
been kept under wraps for decades by lawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Cavi Rights and Urban 
Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith seid, “The Capitol Police is uniquely opaque, even among federal law enforcement.” 
The Times adds that not much is known regarcing “how the Caplio! Police operate.” Congress “has exempted the agency from 
the Freedom of information Act, preventing the public from requesting records ~ unlike with other agencies, such as the FBI” 

House Democrats Bring Up Possibility Capital Rioters Received infernal Aid. | 3 (1/8, Cheney, Ferris, Sarran- 
Lopez, 6.734) reports more House Democrats “say they're concerned that tactical decisions by same Caplio! Poise officers 
worsenec Wednesday's riots and have raisec the possibility that the pro-Trump mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol mught nave 
had ouside help.” Videos have come fo light “showing a small number of officers pulling down barricades for the rioters and, in 
another instance, stopping for a photo with one of them.” Politico adds, “Some of those incidenfs were raised on @ 3.3-hour 
caucus cal by House Democrats on Friday, demanding an investigation not only into the decisions by tie Capito! Police 
leadership but by some rank-andile officers caught on camera.” However, the legislators adcitionally brought? up “general 
concerns that the ricters had some sort of outside help not necessarily atfibutabie fo the Capitcls polics corps.” Rep. Steve 
Forsford (D-SC} “told his colleagues he thought the nots were “an inside job, according #0 two lawmakers on the call.” 

Siatehouses Nationwide Heighten Security Afier US Capitol “Overrun.” According to the AS (4/8, Lieb}, “The 
insurrection by supporters of... Trump at the U.S. Capitol this week has prompiec governors and lawmakers in several states to 
heighten secutily al their own capitci buildings as they gather amid a pancernic for ijegislative sessions and inaugural 
ceremonies.” The AP reporis that state iegisiatures are concerned thal # “the U.S. Capifol — a shining symboi of democracy with 
a dedicated police force ~ can be overrun by a vicient mob, could state capitals de next?” 

Armed Protestors Used Michigan State Capitol Siege Like A Dry Run For Wednesday Aftfack. Tne New) 8 
{1/8, Gray, 20.6) says protestors with guns rushed Michigan's State Capital in Aprd and “cernanded entry into the “House of 
Representatives’ chamber, chanting ‘Let Us In” Some of the protestors, “wearing camoufiage faiiques with semiautomatic rifles 
sling over their shoulders, watched ominously from the gallery above the Senaie chamber as the elected officials cid their work.” 
On Wednesday, as the US Capite: was breached, Michigan State Sen. Sylvia Santana (D} said, “Michigan was ihe precursor for 
what happened.” & Was {1&, 40.52M} article headlined “After Trial Runs At Statehouses Last Year, The farrights 
Violent Tactics Erupted Ai The Canital’ provides similar coverage. 

More Commeniary. in a piece for (4/49, 81M), Frank Fighuzzi, who was the assistant director for 
counterinieligence at the FSi, writes, “in the aftermath of the insurrection at the U.S, Capitol on Jan. 7, there wil be resignations, 
hearings and inquiries at the Capitc! Polica department, the respective House and Senate sergeant-atarms offices, and other 
iaw enforcement or mililary entities. The warning signs and infelligence were there -- they were list ignored. But let's be clear — 
what happened to our democracy that day was not an intelligence failure; it was a failure fo act upon avaliable intelligence.” 
Figluzzi adds, “The jights are dlinking red, and they will continue to signa: our vulnerabky for the final two weeks of this 
leaderiess administration. Our adversaries are watching. Whether or not they act on the available intelligence depends on our 
capacity tc see what they see: a soft targef that needs to secure far more than the duliding on Capito! HiH.” 

in a piece for US. 18, 12.7M} . Tod Gitlin writes, “For months, supporters of President Donald Trump nave 
mounted acts and threats of violent insurrection against federal and state governments. In September, FEI and Homeiand 
Security officials warned a Senate committee of the “high lethality” of white supremacist groups.” Glin adds, “Insurrectionary 
activity has taken place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene an investigative commission to get answers fo questions 
including...which officials in the FBI, Homeland Security, and other agencies were aware of violer:t preparations in the run-up to 
the congressionai vot yesterday fo count and affirm the states’ election results,” and “which while supremacist groups were 
under surveillance after the FRI and Homeland Security warmnec of ‘high lethality’.” 

   “
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   in a piece for Solon (4/8, 673M), Garrett M. Gralf writes, “The successiui storming of the U.S. Capitol by pro-frump 
rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest policing fa g failure in American history, @ calastronhic collapse that may wed 
and up casting one Capitol Police officer his life and the erire security leacership of the Capitol their obs.” Polifica adds, “With 
both houses of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Capito’s outer fence were no iarger than 
the department deais with routinely. Yet within minutes, the outer fence fines had collapsed and officers were in full-blown 
reveal.” Graf adds, “Through the affernocon Wednesday and through Thursday, cuurent and former major cily oolice chiefs 
traded puzzied and worried calls, all amazed at the assaui on ~ anc stunningly easy fail of - one of the world’s supposedly mast 
secure buildings.” 

US Officials Reportedly Open Murder Probe Into Death Of Capito! Police Officer. The Ae (1/8, Mascaro, 
Daly} reports Capitol Police Officer Brian D. Sicknick “has died from injuries suffered as President Donald Trump's suppariers 
stormed the Capitol’ The US Capitol Police “said in a statement that. Sicknick was injured ‘while ohysically en gaging val n 
protesters during the Wednesday riot,” making Aim “the fifi person to die because of the Capitol protest and vicience.” 
Sicknick’s family released a statement reading: “Many details regarding Wednesday's events and the direct causes of Brian’s 
nutes remain unknown and our family asks the public and the press tc respect our wishes in not making Bran’s passing a 

s Vormng (1/8, 237M), Jeff Peques said Sicknick, was “a 12-year veteran who served in the first 
   

   

  

: 48, Singh, Heavey, Holland) reports a few enforcement oficial told CNN that federal prosecutors “are opening a 
murder investigation” into Sicknick’s death. On the OSS & News (1/8, story 4, 2:14, O'Donnel, 4.08h)}, Jeff Pegues said 
investigators are “sill at the beginning of this investigation, but, obviously, they're ge! ng to use cel phone data and video from 
inside the Capitol io try fo get the person or persons..responsible.” On ASCs Good Morning Amerca (7/6, 3.14M}, Plere 
Thomas said police "want fo know if ne was assaued and if that mod played a role in his death, Was if murder?” 

York 3 (48, Santora, Specia, 20.6M)} reports that “K was unclear where Mr. Sicknick’s encounter with the 
rioters took place “pul ohotes and a video posted by @ local reporter during the night of chacs showed @ man soraying a fi ire 
axtinguisner outs: ide the Senate chamber, with a small number of police officers overlooking the area on a nearby stairway.” 
Naess (7/6, Lynch, Bri 06) ) k as more on the investigation info Sicknick’s death. 

A font. Page Past (1/8, Ai, Hermann, Weiner, Heim, Jackman, 10.52M} article reporis a White House 
spokesman “said Trump and his administration ‘extend our prayers to Canital Police Officer Brian Sicknick’s family as we all 
vn ‘he iOSS of this eran Hers, " while House © pene Pelosi “ordered Tags at the U.S. Cap: itl to be flown at halts staff ° 

  

07
     

   

  

    

        

Penoe ‘offered his condo! fences, and the Whi te House put out a statement fom a & deputy press wmaetaty t but nothing fron the 
President himself. Trums, more isolated than ever, remained behind clased coors at the White House today, amidst growing 

   calls for his to resign.” Meanwhile, Seasers (1/8, Hunnicutt) reports Joe Siden on Friday “expressed sympathy t the family of he 
U.S. Capiicl Police officer killed in Wednesday’ s invasion of Congress by pro-Trurnp sunporters, and said those responsible 
would de held accountable.” Biden said, “The pecple responsible should be held accountabis, and they will be.” 

Sicambers (1/9, Natter, Laing, 3.57M} reporis that aside from Sicknick and Babbitt, three others “died Wednesday when 
thousands of pro-Trump supporters forced their way into the U.S. Capitol in Washington, smashing windows and ransacking 
offices.” Meanwhile, a front-page \\x ‘aw (4/9, A1, Jamison, Natanson, Woodrow Cox, Horton, 70.52M) article 
chronicles “Badbit’s journey from capital ‘querdiar: ‘to invader.” 

Officer Held Back Rioters For Nearly One Minuie. Routers (1/10, Hals} reports Capitol Police officer Eugene Goodman 
“is Deing hailed for his rcle steering an angry mob away from the Senate chambers in Weenesday’s deadiy storming” of the 
Capital. Goodinan © can be seen in a video seeng rioters fo move away from the Senate as ee raced fc secure the chamber.” 

   

    

   

  

the exact ime 4s a 3 half-dozen armed J officers were insi de the chamber casperate wi tying ic secure; it” 

  Officer Who Was On Dufy Wednesday Dies in Apparent Suicide. The Ne y Nowe (1/10, Sblendone, 2.9174} 

reports Howard Liebengood, “a longtime officer with U.S. Capitol Police,” died Saturday while off duty “in what's being described 
as an apparent suicide. Capitol Police did not reveal a cause of death for Lisbengcod in ifs announcement Sunday,” buf two 
sources said it was suicide, and “a colleague with Capitol Police also referred fo Lienengood’s death as 4 stuucite in a Facebook 
post Sunday.’ 

ONN (4/40, 89.21M) reports on its website that President Trump “ordered that the flag fying above the White House be 
lowered to haitstaff on Sunday to honor US Capitol Police officers Brian Sicknick and [Lisbengood], who were both on duty 
when a mob of Trump's supporters stormed the US Capito! an Wednesday.” 
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_Pro- Trump Police Unions “Angry” With President Over Call For Supporters To March On Capitol. in an exciusive, 
W a Teas (178, Mordock, 826K} reports police unions nationwide “mobilized ike never before to support Mr. Trump 

ahead of the presideritial election,” but “police unions that once blasted Mr. Biden for nis tepid denunciation of rioters, say they 
are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supporters to march to the Capitol” 

Neyhey 

  

Police Departments Nationwide investigating If Their Officers Stormed Capitol. The Noy Yok Tines 
(1/S, MacFarquhar, 20,.6M)} reports police departments nationwide have “suspended officers or referred them fo intemal reviews 
for attending the events on Jan. 6 in Washington that devolved into an assault on the U.S. Capitol” According to the Times, “The 
commanding officers or officials Involved in ihe cases in New Hampstire, Pennsyivania, Texas and Washington State sfressed 
that while the officers afiended as private citizens, the question of whether they broke the law would be investigated.” 

ters (1/10, Caapani) reports that “police depariments in Virginia and Washington state have placed officers on leave as 
authorities examine whether they took part in unlawiid acts while off-duty.” Reuters adds, “Fire departments in Florida and New 
York City have also said they resorted to federal authorities aiegations that some of ther members may have been present 
when ihe mob broke inte the Capitel as Congress met to certify the results of ihe Nov. 3 presidentiai election. The police 
department in the smail town of Rocky Mount, Virginia, said on Sunday it had piaced two officers on administrative jeave alter if 
learned they attended an event in Washi ‘agin, B.C, on Wednesda y while off- caty. . 

    

   took part j in the siege at the us Capitol, The Post has learned. The department issued a statement Satur day 9 response % 
questions about a phote posted to Twitter of a man wearing a jacket marked ‘FDNY Squad 252° on the back, standing near the 
entrance to fhe Capitol and carrying an American flag. ‘The depariment received anonymous allegations that active or retired 
members were present at tie events at the United States Capito! on January 8 and, as required, nas provided that informaiion ic 
the FB’ the statement said.” 

   eS TTT a akcteeted 

Haddon} reports that former ODN} National Security Polley Analyst Kavina Mulligan “said the possi : bad actor could 
have goften into the Canitol building” during ifs assault last week “Is ‘more than plausible’ and ‘has almost ceriainly occurred.” 
Mudican estimates there to be “over 700,000 foreign intelligence officiais beileved fo be ihing in the Washington, D.C. area.” 
Muligan said last week's evenis are “exactly the kind of situation that a foreign intelligence official would be seexing to exploit for 
thease sorts of purposes.” Former Deputy Assistant DHS Secretary for Counterterroriern Pollcy Tom Warrick said forei ‘an 
adversaries “don't have to go after the most classified sacreis - fhey can go affer cel phones, iaptops, papers lef on desks @ 
peopie are evacuated.” 

  

3 (28, Ormseth, 3.37M) reports, “Three Sti Lankan nationals were charged Friday in federal court in n Los hngoles 5 with 
porting an iS1S cell that killed hundreds of people in a s¥ing of coorcinaied suicide Bombings that shock Sri Lanka in 2019.” 

Mohamed Naufer, Mohamed Anwar Mohamed Riskan and Ahamed Mihan Hayathu Moahmed are “accused of conspiring ic 
provide material support tc SiS.” Naufar and Milhan are “also charged with aiding and abetting the receipt of military fraining 
from ISIS, ‘ 

  

vestigation is based in Los Shree according to the Us 3. attomey’s office They’ were > beng held # a Sri Lanka and wasn’t 
inmediately clear whether they had attorneys who could speek for them.” Nick Hanna, U.S. attorney for the Central Distict of 
California, said in a statement, “This case clearly demonsirates that the Uniied States wii lake decisive aciion to ensure terrorists 
face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. This compiaint makes clear that we sland reacy with these 
charges in the event the defendants attempt fo evade justice.” 

Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Powell For $1.38. ¢ ay (18, Cummings, 
12.7Mj reports, “Dominion Voting Systems filed a defamation lawsuit against attorney Sidney Powel over’ claims relating to the 
2026 election. Powell has “variously impicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, the CIA and Chinese 
communists in a plot to rig the election against Trump.” The lawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto for the purpose of 
creating a fully aucifable paper-based vote system that would empower people with disabilities to vote indenendently on 
yétifiable paper Datiots.” The company “says her claims ave not rooted in any factuai basis Dut instead rely on ‘declarations from 
a motley crew of conspiracy theor ists, con aftists, armchair ‘experts,’ and anonymous sources who were judicially determined to 
be ‘wholly unreliable.” The Wai Si 1 (1/8, Corse, Subscription Publication, 8.47} provides similar coverage. 
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Trump Faces Calls To Pardon WikiLeaks’ Assange. The Now) 3 (1/40, Vogel, 20.6M) reporis WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange’s allies “have ramped up a push for a iast-minufe pardon from President Trump, anisting a lobbyist with 
connections to tie adrrinistration, trying to ray supporters across the political spectrum and fling a clemency petition with the 
White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes at a delicate moment for Mr. Assange and during a period of 
tension befween the United States and Britain over a case that his supporiers say has substantial mmolications for press 
freedoms.” 

FBI Rakis Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. Nac | 
authorities raided hornes and offices of several Tennessee lawmakers on Friday, ncking t ‘he oroperty of former state House 
Speaker Glen Casada, officials said.” FBI agents searched properties with “addresses associated with Casada, fellow GOP state 

Reps. Kobin Savth and Todd Warner and Casada’s former chief of staff, Cade Cothren, said David Baling, a spokesrnan for the 
(3.5. Attorney's Office in Nashvile.” Casada resigned from “his ieacership role in summer 2019, after he admiited to sending a 
series of Sexualy inappropriate and racist text messages.” 

The AS (4/8, Kruesi, Mattise) reports U.S. Atforney'’s Office for Middle Tennessee spokesman Davie Boling “said FSI 

agenis seal sched the homes and offices of staie lawmakers’ on Friday. The searches “included the homes of former GOP House 
Speaker Gien Casade and state Rep. Robin Smith,” but Boling “declined fo provide any further information regarding the nature 
of the searches and how many lawmakers were involved.” 

W iV Nashville, TN (1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K} reports Tennessee House Speaker Cameron Sexton said in a 
statement, “| have been, and f wi a conlinue tc be in full cocperation with the authorities as their investigation continues. On the 
ace a both Ethics and | Legal Counsel, I am dlacing everyone thal was subject to the execidion of today’s search warrants on 

; ws (1/8, 5. 39M) reporis Republican Governor Bil Lee “tole reporters Friday that 
he had poker to current House Speake Cameron Sexton about the searches, desoribing them as ‘FBI raids.” 

The Ghatiangaga CIN} Fines Ssas Syesa (1/16, 188%} reports that Tennesses legislators believe that the raids focus “could 
be on the controversial 2019 passage ofS Gey. Bi Lee’s school voucher bi.” Critics “charged at the ime that vavious promises io 
fund pet projects and take ather actions were extended by GOP lawmakers to sass fellow Republican Lee's voucher bill” 

¥ r N (2/3, Finley, 230%} reports former Speaxer of the House Glenn Casacda has also “been embrctied 
itt controversy over racist and sexist iext messages as wel as additional allegations of misconduct is stepping down as House 
Speaker.” 

        

  

    

an (1/8, 045K}, and} 

  

TH ARB, Sulek Wenzel 230K} 

SolarWinds Taps Krebs, Stamos To Look Into Company’s Practices Following Hack. 
sebenius, 3.57M} reporis SolarWinds “has tapped srcminent security experts Chris Krebs and Alex Stamos to review 4 its 
practices affer suspected Russian hackers compromised fhe company’s sofware and conducted a sprawling hack across fhe 
U.S. government and private sector.” Krebs previously headed the US Cybersecurliy anc infrastructure Security Agency ‘and 
was xhown for institing confidence in the infegrily of the 2020 elections unui he was fired by Presicen? Donald Trump in 
November.” Bloomberg adds that Stamos “served as chief security officer at Facebook untii 2018 and is currently director of the 
Stanford internet Chservatory.” 

ss (1/8, Blake, 626%) reporis that Stamos said, “We have akeady engaged In helping understand and 
recover from what looks io be one of the most serious foreign inrusion campaigns in nistory, anc we will be helping others learn 
from this attack.” Meanwhile, Krebs “worked as Microsoft's director for cybersecurity policy before joining CISA, a part af the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, as the agency's first director beginning in late 2043.” The agency was “charge of securing the 
nation’s siection infrastructure when millions of Americans voted in the recent White House race decisively won by President- 
elect Joseph R. Biden.’ 

Reporting similarly are Laws8d (1/8, Subserintion Publication, 9K} and Ys 1/8, Whittaker, 502%}. 
DHS Advisory Explains How Aflackers Hid in Plain Sight. GNN (1/8, Fung, 89.24M} reports that on Friday a DHS 

bulletn found the Russian-linked hackers behind the SolerWinds breach ’ ‘Save themselves ton administrative priviieges, allowing 
them to spy on their targets with impunity.” The DHS advisory ‘Tepresents the agency's most detailed expianation yet of how the 
atlackers were able to monifor high-value intelligence targets undetected for months,” revealing “hat investigators are 
increasingly focused on the atlackers’ use of Microsoft products fo hide in plain sight” Experts and officiais “have said for weeks 
that the attackers likely abused credentials and impersonated legitimate users to conduct their spying campaign.” Now CISA “has 
confirmed that happened, desoribing step-by-step how the atlackers hic ihe traoxs.” 
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(1/7, Gross, 888K} reports that the US Cyber Unified Coordination Groun fUCG} “announced on Jan, § that tit ithad identified fewer 
than 10 agencies affected by the [Solar\Winds] cyberatiack,” thouch “investigators are stil working to determine the scape of the 
damage.” The group “did not list the affeciec agencies, but news reports have suggested the U.S, departnents of Treasury, 
Commerce, State, Energy, and Homeland Security were victims of the attack.” If “said the attack originated fom an advanced 
attacker, ikely Russian in origin.” UCG includes agencies such as the FBI and CISA. 

Federal Courts’ Filing System Likely Breached By SofariWinds Hack. The Was! e v8, Dunleavy, 
S88K) reports, “Tne online fling system used by the federai court system was likely breached in the SolanWinds hack, suspected 
to be orchestrafed by Russia.” The Administrative Office of the US Courts “revealed an ‘apparent comprornise of the 
confidentiality’ of Rs case management end electronic case files system ‘due fo fhese discovered vulnerabilities and said this 
weex that il was ‘uncer invesigation.” The agency is working with DHS “con a ‘security audit related ic the cyberaitacks that 
‘greatly risk compromising highly sensifive non-public documents ... particularly sealed filings’ stored on the online system, 
adding that ‘due to the nature of the attacks, the review of this matter and ifs impact is ongoing.” 

  

Fai Alert Warns Of Growing Egregor Ransomware Threat. Sacurity The FBI 
issued @ private indusiry warning this week over the growing threat from the operators behind the Egregor ransomware Variant 
and other cytercrminal gangs aifilated with the group.” Since Sestember, the group and ifs affiliates “claim ic pave 
compromised approximately 190 corporate newworks both in the US. and other countries.” They have demanded as much as $4 
milion, according to a Group-l8 report. The group “operates in a service model, which includes the operators of the actuai 
ransoniware as well as altiated cybercriminais that carry out their own atlacks and receive a percentage of the ransom if the 
money is paid by the victim,” according to the FSi. The FSi alert says, “Eqreqor ransomware uillizes multipie mechanisms io 
compromise business networks, inclucing targeting business network and employee personal accounts that share access with 
business networks or devices.” 

  

Barrett: FBi Continues To Set The Standard For Goverment Transparency. In 4 piece for the 
‘A ax (1/7, Barrett, 10.52), Devin Barrett argues that while recent books authored by former FSi officiais “have 

tended f0 be about hard men in dark suits, whispering woriedly about Russians, President Trump and existential threats ic 
democracy," the FBI “still sets a gald standard for excellence and ethics that should be followed more widely.” Barrett examines 
Frank Figluzzi’s new boox, “The FBI Way: inside the Bureau's Cade of Excellence,” which “is in the spirit of earlier tomes that 
combine federal-agent tradecraf with a dash of self-improvement advice.” 

   

Democrats Move Toward Second Trump impeachment. T 
Font (40, lead story, £30, 4. 76M} that in fallout from the deadly siege on the 1 Capito House Democrats a are “on the path ic 
impeach President Trump for a second time though he has iust 70 days left in office. Democrats say he must be held 
accoumable for his words. The charge: incitement of insurrection. ... As Congress heads towards impeachment, a growing 
numvder of Republicans are calling for the President to resign.” ABC's Rachel Scott reparted House Speaker Pelosi is Yelling her 
party to gef ready fo come back tc Washington, the single [impeachment] article charging Trump with incitement of insurrection. 
He predicted the day wouid ‘he wild,’ pressuring his loyai Vice President io undo the wil of the peonle.” Trump: “Mike Pence is 
going ic nave to come through for us.” Seoit “But when he didn’t, rioters were later heard chanting, ‘Hang Mike Pence.’ .. With 
his inner circle now shrinking, the President is hunkered down inside the White House, trying to assemble a defense tearn...as a 
growing number of Republicans and former alfies condemn him.” Former New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (Rk “What we had was 
an inciement to rot at the Uniiec States Capitol.” ABC’s George Stephanopouios: "So you think it was an impeachabie offense?” 
Christie: “Oh, sure. Yeah, | think if inciting © insurrection isn’t, then | don't know what is 

Jevicka Duncan said in opening the OSS i News (4/46, lead story, 3:05, 43, 72M}, “Tonight, President Trump faces 
a hard reckoning with history. in the wake of the assault on the US Capito: that he inc ted, Me, Hrump faces a second 
impeachment, perhass even criminal charges.” CSS’ Nikole Killion: “As he enters his finai full week in office, President Trump wii 
iry io shore up his legacy. Senior advisors tell CBS News he is expected to deliver remarks Monday “and make a tip to re 
border Tuesday. But caiis for the President to resign now are crowing from within his own party.” Sen. Pat Toomey {R-PA}: “Th 
besi way for our country fo heali is for the President to resign and go away, as soon as possible.” 

Kate Snow opened NSC } fews (1/10, lead story, 3:40, 3.751} with the “growing calls for the President of the United 

States to either resign or be impeached by Congress ~ and not just from Demecrats, but some Republicans now calling on him 
fo step aside. The President fis] not even speaking fo his own Vice President af this point. We're also seeing new video tonight of 
just what happened on Wednesday at the Capital. And we're learning security warnings ahead of that day were ignored.” NBC's 
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Kelly O'Donnelk “With Joe Biden soon to take office, senior Democrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could compiete House 
impeachment Dut delay sending the article to the Senate for tial, giving ihe new Administration breathing room.” House Majorily 
Whip Clyburn: “One hundred days § he feeds to get his agenda off and running, and maybe we'll send the articles some time affer 
that.” Clyburn said on Sox ¥ C19, 103M}, “The Senate determines guilt or innecence and that nas to do with fhe 
Senaie schedule. ne the House has to do its business. We call ourselves the peonie’s house, the vast majority of the 
American people Saw ihe poi res ulis this morning - say this man should be removed from offics.” 

Toomey, on GNN's $ 1 (149, 1.27M), said, “think ihe President did commit impeachanle offenses. There 
is te doubt in ny mind about that, | don’t know as a practical matier fis actually possinie to do an impeachment in ihe handle 

of cays that are left .. | am also not at all clear that f is constitutionally permissible to impeach someone after they have left 
office. So there may hot be a Viable impeachment route at this point. But certainly, he could resign and that would be a very good 
outcome.” On NC's 3 + Press (1/10, 2.9M}, Toomey saic, “The President has disqualified himself. | don't think he’s a 
viabie candidate for office ever r again because of the outrageous Dehavior in the post election period.” The 
{1/10, Macdej} reports Toomey “remarked that he does:?t think the ‘unbdsilevabie behavior of Wednesday...could’ve been 
reasonably expected, and that Trumo’s actions are ‘wikdly different from the offensive tweets that were common during his 
presi dency. " 

On. 419, 2.94M), Sen. Chas Coons (D-DE} said, “ understand the concerns that just as President 
Biden takes over respons! ity for jeading our nation through this tragic pandemic, that we might be distracted by weeks in the 
senate by a Senate trial. Thats why I've called for President Trump to do the ff ight thing finally and resign or for Vice President 
Perice fo seoure the ext 1G days through the 25th Armendment.” 

  

    
   

        

Syes:    

  

(4/10, 41.23), said, “There is no doubt about if He should be 

mpeached, ‘But you 1 have to be practical about what we are doing. We have two paths to go. We are ready to instal a new 
government. iff was Joe Biden, I'd want to put my government together and put confidence back into the American people that 
we can govern ourselves and be the beacon of light for the whole country and the whote world.” 

Kep. Hakeem Jefies (D-NY), on 3 : (4/40, 2.9M@}, said, “The assault on the capitol was a violent 
insurrection that was incited and encouraged by Donald Trump. it was an afiack on the Congress, an atlack on the country, and 
an attack on the Constitution. .. That's why House Democrats are united in demanding and seeking his immediate removal.” On 

N's s (449, 812K), Rep. Mondaire Jones {D-NY} said, “This President must be impeached and removed, and 
anything less than fiat is an abdication of Congress’ constitutional responsiblity i) be a check on the executive branch and to 
protect the Arnerican people frorn a very dangerous, unhinged, lawless chief executive.” Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), 

Wisek (4/46, 2.99M}, said, “Our main priorily is io ensure the removal of Donald Trump as President of the United 
States Every minute and every hour tai he's in office represents a clear anc present danger, not just fo fhe United States 
Congress, bul fankly fo the country” 

However, some epee or skepticism. Sen. Roy Blunt (R- MO}, ont 

            

3 (4/46, 2.91M), sa    

  

slays : Fax Naws' Stetday ue 38 GHG), said, ts, unfortunate that instead of antiving us. right | now, Biden, the Democrats, 
have chosen to use this to tak about ridiculous things about mpeachin q a President who isn't going to be in office in about nine 
days.” Rep. Jim Jordan {R-OH}, on Sox Nows Stuxiay Morning Sufures (1/10, 138M), said, “The Democrats are going to try fo 
remove the Pres ident from offices just seven days before he is sel to ‘ea é anyway. | do not see how that unifies the country.” 

The AS (4410, Superville, Fram, Jalonick} reports Pelosi saic Sunday that the House wil proceed with impeachment “as 
sne pushes the vice president and Cabinet to invoke constitutional authority te force nim out, warning that Trump 3 iS a threat to 
democracy afler the deadly assault on the Capitol.” CRS’ 8G Minuiss (1/10, 9.8M) showed Pelosi saying, “I Ske the 25th 
Amendment because it gets rid of hin. He’s out of office. “But there is Strong suit in ns the © Congress for impeach: ing ihe President a 
second fime. This Pres ident iS gui ity of ineding insur rection.” The | (1/30, Restuccia, Kendall, Hughes, 

onward with a 26th Amendment process, 

    

   

          

over the weekend am ong rank-and -file Democrats and some Republicans, seating the stat Ge for 2 a fin al showdown that would test 
the boundaries of politics, acccuntabilily and the Constitution.” In additicn to Toomey, Sen. Ben Saase (R-NE} has expressed 
openness to impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Ax} has called on Trump fo resign. 

USA Yeday (140, Frize, 12.7M} reports Trump * ‘begins one of the most perilous weexs of nis presidency Monday as 
momentum fer a second impeachment soarec over the weekend and a growing number of Republicans broke ranks to openly 
call for his removal.” Trump “has only days remaining in his term ~ a point supporters noted - but the debate over how Congress 
should respond is focused lergely on his legacy and his ability ta contro! the GOP" affer leaving office. 
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   The W 1/10, 10.52} reports, “Tensions are breaking out among Democrats over how aguressively to 
push for inpeac! ment, aware that many voters Acpe Congress will prevent Trump form provoking further violence, but aise 
wanting] Biden ic be free to iake immediate aciion on the coronavirus pandemic and a failering economy. Some Democrats said 
privately that they are wary of impeachment but unsure how fo slow ifs momentum given the intensifying passions against 
Trump.” 

  

impeachment has 496. cosponsors, The i (3 9, 3. 37M) says being ‘impeached twice v would make 7 Trump “the 
frst U.S. president to hold that unwelcome distinction, 's (1/10, Cornwell, Chiasu, Psaiedaxis}, Sisomaery (2/10, 3.576), 

o (240, MoCaskit, 6.7384}, and (1/40, 5.89M) also cover the moves toward impeachment. 
Polls Show Majority Support Far Trump's Removal Or Early Exit. GNN (4/40, 89. 21M} reporis on its website that the 

potential second impeachment “siarts oul more popular than any other removai process of a president in recent American 
history. Removing Trump from office remains quite unpopular among Republicans, however. A look across pois conducted since 
nots at the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear olurality of Arnericans overall want Trump out of office. .. An average 
across pols since Wednesday Gn which no pollster is counted more than once} shows that 50% of Americans want T Trump fo 
either be impeached, for the 25th Amendment to be invoked or for T Trump to resign from office.” 

Sl (1/10, Mastangelc, 3.69M} reports that an ASC News/ipsos poll of $70 adults (4/6-1/49) found that 97% want 

     
      

     

  

Trump removed fom office, with 67% saying Trump “deserves a ‘good amount of the blame for the rots in Washington, D.C. 
iast week.” 

Trump Plans “Defiant” Final Week. The AS 410, Godin) reports Trump “enters the last days of his presidency isclated 
and shunned by former allies anc members of his own party as he faces a second impeachment and growing cas for his 
resignation.” Sut Trurnp, “cut off fom the social media channels that have | been the lifeblood of his presidency,” wil “nonetheless 
try to go cn offense in his last 10 days, with no plans of resigning.” Sisombsre (1/10, 3.5/M) reports Truma “and a dwindling 
ercle of advisers plan a defiant final week in office, according to people iamiliar with the matter.” The President is ‘preparing af 
least one more round of pardons, and wil iy a final time to advance his acministration’s effort to bring Big Tech tc heel, the 
peopie said, though if isn’t clea wat he may do.” 

The New Yurs a new threat of 
impeachment, Mfr. Trump re remnal iis ‘unl Jan. 26 the mos ost mowarful man in nthe world, with ‘access to ‘the White House briefing 
room, the East Room and the Oval Office to communisate his thoughts. He has a press office devoted to issuing his staternents 
and a cadre of reporters assigned fo cover what he says and does.” Stil, the ¥ : Bost 1/10, Rucker, 10.5234} writes, 
Trump “is now destined to slink out of fhe White House considerably diminished from the strapping, fearsome forces he and his 
advisers imagined he would be in his post-presicency.” 

saws (1/10, 772K) reports, “Eight days before reluctantly leaving office, [Trump] will visit the border in 
south Texas on fuesday to tout partiai construction of the massive wall he promised to deliver ~ far more than critics wanted, far 
fess than he wanted, and none if funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, : (7/70, Mason} reporis, “his While House is in 
‘meidown’ as if urches through his final days, current and former officials said,” and many White House staffers “are upset and 
embarrassed by the turn of events, and are eager to move on.” 

CBS’ Schieffer: Trump’s “Reign Mirrared His Own Chaotic Life.” Bob Schieffer said on the OS 
(1/10, story 17, 1:50, Ouncan, 13.72M}, Wt is ending as # began: in chaos, confroversy, and confusion. . . His reign mirrored his 
own Chactc ie. He lurched from one crisis to another, fom financial windfalls io Sankrupicies, from fabloid scandais to 

audacious les. He inoduced us fo a bizarre cast of characters, from porn stars to the crackpots anc ciowns who inhabit the darx 
fringes of Arnerican politics. .. As we saw in those awful scenes unfoiding in the Capitol, we came to understand that the man 
who had a maric desire for power had no real understanding of the power he possessed or what happens when i is misused. 
He will be gone soon. Bul he showed us America was not broken. He was.” 

NYTimes Analysis: Trump Used Violent imagery in Speech To Followers Before Capitol Viclence. The New ¥ 
Yayes (1/40, Savage, 20.6M) reports, “The speech that President Trurnp delivered tc his sunporters ust before they attacked the 

Capitol iast week is a central focus as House Democrats prepare an arlicie of impeachment against him for inciting the deadly 
riot.” In the speech, the Times says, Trump ‘reseated many of his falsehoods about how the eiection was stolen, then dispatched 
the marchers to the Capkoi” The Times also says if was “riddled with violent imagery and calls to fignt harcer than before,” while 
“he made only a passing suggestion that the protest should be nonviolent.” 
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WASHINGTON — The FB! and the New York Cily Police Depariment passed 

information to US, Cana! Soles about the possibility of violence during the 

protesis Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral College vole, and the 

FBi even visited more than a dozen extremisis already under investigation to urge 

them not to travel to Washingion, senior law enforcement officials said. 

The previously unreported details undercut the assertion by a top FB! official that 

officials had no indication that violence was a possibilty, and they add to questions 

about what intelligence authorities had reviewed before the Capitol riot, which led 

to the death of an officer and four other peopie, including a rioter who was shoi 

and kiled by police. 

“Sociai media is just part of a full intellgence picture, and while there was First 

Amendment-protected activity on sociai media to include some peopie making 

threats, to this point, investigators have no? found that there was an organized plot 

fo access the Capitol,” a senior FBI official said. 
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fiwas immediately obvious afier the Capital was seized by a violent mob 

Wednesday that Capito! Police, whose job is to defend the facility and the 

lawmakers who work there, had cornpietely misjudged the security threat. The 

chief of the force was quickly forced oui of his job, as were other key ‘egislative 

securily officials. 

As evidence mounts that some extremists had told the world what they had in mind 

through sociai media, questions are emerging about whether the FBI, the 

Department of Homeland Security and other federal agencies took the postings 

seriously enough — and why, if they did, they didn't step in until well after the 

building was under attack. 

Asked Friday whether the slow police response Wednesday was the resutt of an 

intelligence failure, the official who leads the FBI's Washington fieid office, Steven 

D’Aniuono, said no. “There was no indication that there was anything [planned] 

other than First Amendment-protected activity,” he said. 

D.C. Police Chief Robert Contee said something similar Thursday, telling 

reporters, “There was no intelligence that suggested there would be a breach of 

the U.S. Capitol.” 

Ken Rapuano, the assistant secretary of defense for homeland defense, told 

reporters that the Justice Departrnent and other law enforcement officials fold the 

Defense Department repeatedly that they had no indications that there would be 

“significant violent protests.” 

But there were ample indications of potential violence. 

NEC News has regorted that a digital fiver made public on Instagram and 

Facebook last month referred to what would happen as "Operation Occupy the 

Capitol.” 

On the fringe message board &kun, which is popular with QAnon followers, users 

talked for weeks about a siege of the Capitol. 
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“You can go to Washington on Jan 6 and help storm the Capitol,” an 8kun user 

said Tuesday, a day before the siege. “As many Patriots as can be. We will storm 

the government buildings, kil cops, kil security guards, kil federal ernployees and 

agents, and demand a recount." 

Daniel J. Jones, president of Advance Dernocracy inc., a global research 

organization that stucies disinformation and extremism, told NBC News ina 

story pudlished the day before the riot "In regard to the protests planned for Jan. 

G, the violent rhetoric we're seeing online is at a new level. There are 

endorsemenis of violence across ail of the platforms." 

How couid the FBI and other agencies have missed all that? lt turns out they didn’, 

officials said. 

“Prior to this event, the FB! obtained credible and actionable information about 

individuals who were planning on traveling to the protests who expressed a desire 

to engage in violence,” the senior FBI official said. “The FBI was able to 

discourage those individuals fror traveling to D.C.“ 

The official added that “the FBI and our federal, state and iocal pariners collected 

and shared available intelligence in preparation for the various planned events.“ 

“The FBI was prepared to adap? as needed to fluid events on the ground, including 

having rapid response teams in reserve,” ihe official said. “Throughout mast of the 

day the crowd was peaceful and nonconfrontational. 

“However, when it became clear that some individuals were surging onto the 

Capito! grounds and entering the buildings, the U.S. Capitol Police requested 

assistance. Within 50 minutes of that request, three FBI tactical teams were on 

scene to gain contro! of the area and offer protection to congressiona! members 

and staff. Over the course of the evening, the FBI presence ultimately grew to 

over 150 agents and other personnel.” 

The official wasn't in a position to explain why D’Aniuono, the head of the 
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Washington field office, said there had been no indications of violence. 

The FB! official said thai by dissuading some exirernists from traveling to 

Washingion, the bureau may have prevented an even more violent situation. 

New York police, who have the most robust intelligence collection and analytical 

arm of any local police agency in the country, seni law enforcement agencies 

across the country — including Capitol Police — an intelligence packet describing 

threats and violent rhetoric on social media in the weeks and days leading up to 

the rally, multiple senior law enforcement officials said. 

The officials said Captiol Police were given a specific and separate intelligence 

report describing extremist rhetoric and threats of violence that appeared on 

social media in connection with the rally. 

Law enforcement officials familiar with ihe intelligence assessments said 

President Donaid Trump’s exhoriation of the crowd to march on the Capitol 

probably prompted a much larger contingent of peopie to head there than mighi 

otherwise have gone. 

Capito! Police and the FBI's Washington field office didn't immediately respond to 

requests for comment. 

H wasi'i jusi police agencies that issued warnings. A private intelligence repart 

issued in December, obtained by NBC News, said the “million-MAGA march in 

Washingion DC on 6 January is the next major flashpoint ... the mass event (which 

will be held in the Nationa! Mall and outside the Capito)) ts likely io spark street 

violence, some of which may be iethal, between Antifa and Trump supporters or 

far-right groups.” 

Many questions remain about why the FBI, Homeland Security and other agencies 

didn't do more to make sure the Capitol was projected. Officials have said Capitol 

Police reassured everyone that they could handie the situation, and key 

lawmakers said they heard the same assurances from the force. 
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The Metropolitan Police Depariment in Washington is responsible for crowd 

control in the city, and the mayor told Justice Departmeni officials that she didn't 

want or need their help. While city police helped retake the Capitol, hey were 

unable to siop the crowd from getiing there in the first piace. 

The FBI is aiso under scrutiny. lis top investigative priority is terrorism, foreign and 

domestic. Had this been an al Qaeda piot to siormn the Capifol, some experts said, 

itis likely that the FB! would have arrested the participants before they left their 

home airports on the way to Washington. 

One difference, however, is that there is no domestic terrorism siatute, which 

gives the FBI fewer avenues to legally monitor suspects, including their postings 

on the dark web, said NBC News contributor Frank Fighuzzi, a former assistant 

director of the FBL 

Outside a criminal investigation of a specific person or group, Fighuzzi said 

saturday, “the FBlis not permitted to look and monitor the very same things that 

you and i can look at on Twitter and Parier.” 

Joyce Vance, a former U.S. attorney for northern Alabama, said the FB] nas ioois 

to monitor potential violence by domestic exiremisis. She suggested that the issue 

was one of emphasis and wil. 

"The challenge for FB! and DOJ is to assign a permanent priority io domestic 

white supremacist terror groups and treat thern as seriously as they treat foreign 

terrorism,” she said. 
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Quote of the Day 

“indoguration’ — A celebration of Maior Biden. the irsiever rescue pup to become First Dag. FDOTUS has a nice 

bark fo HL 

Accountability 

For the siege? 

Yes, Last week, hundreds of Trurng supporters storrned tie Capito! in a deadly siege — scaling walls, shattering windows, 

heating oGiice officers, and breaking into federal offices. A gallow was erected. Some charted “hang Pence.“ Two ren 

-He arco allegedly carried 2: uffs. A pickup truck carrying Mojotoy sockteds arid guns was found near the Capitol And oy     

one accourd, riglers were mere seconds away from breaking into ihe Senate chamber while congressional reps were 

present. Five people have died. 

Teli me about Trump's roje. 

The president is being accused of inciting the insurrection. At a raiy before the attack, Trump fold supporters to “walk down 

    

ta the Canital” and “fight ike hell.” He also said that they'll “never take our country Gack with weakness.” Now, some 

lawmakers — including those whose staff had to hide during the allack — are saying ‘enough 

Go on... 

Taday, House Democrats are working fo pass 4 resolution calling on VP Mike Pence and Trurno’s Cabinet to invoke the 28th 

Amendment lf fey agree, Pence and the Cabinet would deciare the president unfit for office, making Pence the acting 
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president. But # seems unlikely, sc Dems have a backup piam they'll introduce articles of impeachment against the 

president. The House could vote on it as sarly as tommorrow. Then they would normally send it over to the Senate, but given 

that ihe Senafe’s cn recess unl Jan 19 (ihe day before President-elect Joe Biden's inauguration), the plans rney lay 

clormant for a while. Read: a few months. 

What's the holdup? 

House Maiorky Whip Jarnes ClyBurr: (D-SC) said the House could wail until Biden's first 106 days are over, so ae io dive the 

new presitient lime to get the bal rolling on his agenda. Hf would be an unprecedented mave: never has a prasident fecad an 

impeachment trial after leaving office. Nor has one been impeached twice. If found quilty, the Senate could disqualify Trump 

  

  

Americans believe Trump should be rernoved from office. Bul House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) said fhat 

irmmeaching Frum with less than fwo weeks in office would “orily cividle our country more.” Repuiticar: Sens. Pat Taorney 

{PA} and Lisa Murkowski (AX) are urging Trump to resign, saying he’s caused enough damage. Meanwhile, Trump nas   

reportediy talked about trying tc pardon himself. 

theSkinm 

There are nine days left in Trump's term. But that is not stopping lawmakers fram nursuing accountability far what happened 

last week from the highest levels of US gavernrment: the president hirnse¥, 

Uniollow 
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Social media companies heve temporarily or permanently banned @realfionakiTrump. Following the vielen attack an the   

nm 
US Caniict last week, Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Pinterest, Shopify, Snapchat, TikTok, Twich, and Discord have restricted 

President Trump's account or accounts and nashiags affilated with violence and pro-Trump conspiracies like 

Free speech...Some people are asking about #. Hera's what you neacd ic know: The First Amendment generally aggias 

wher the gov restricts a persari's freedom cf speech. in this case, private cornnanies (hink: Twitter ancl Facebook) have the 

iberty ta set their own cules and guidelines, and have a right! to Ait ‘mute’ on any accounts on their platforms nat following 

T&C. Now, corapanies that once exerapled warid leaders ike Trursp are saying ‘a line's heen crossed.’ But some critics are 

     osts. Others are concerned about what this means 

Parler... fhe relatively new social media platforrn has sozred in pogularity among corservalives whe've seen greater 

restrictions an FB and Twiker. Mostly because, unlike Twiter and Facebook, ifs got lax content moderation and doesn't 

prohibit hate speech or disinformation. But after some users encouraged viclence anc crime (some even called fer vidience 

ahead of inauguration Day}, Apple and Google cut off the service. And Amazon — which hosts the server for Parier ~ alsa 

banned it for His violation of company rules. Now, Parlier appears to nave gone dark as if lacks for another hast. 

And Also... This 
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Where peopie are mourning... 

Ing 

  

  ig. Over the weekend, a passenger iet carrying 62 peapie crashed into the Java Sea minutes after takeoff. The 

cause is stil under investigation but the 26-year-okt Soeing plane was flying arnid heavy rain when if lost over 10.006 feet in 

altitude in less than 80 seconds. Authorities have located the black boxes and are continuing with search and rescue 

operaticns. This is the first maior crash to affect indonesia since the Lion Air crash in 2018 - wren 189 passengers and 

crew of the Boeing 737 Mex were killed. And if raises furfher scrutiny around the country's aviation sector, which has been   

Where there are coronavirus updates... 

The US. Last week, H recarded aver 21,006 coronavirus-reiaied deaths ~ tha deadliest week to dafe. Gne analysis shaws that 

America nas bean averaging over 2,700 daily deaths and has seen hospializaions top more than 137,0G0. The aurmbers 

come amid the nation’s largest ever vaccinaton efor, which has faced criticism for its jess-than-warp speed.   

Africa. it has topped 3 milion confirrred COVID-19 cases. South Africa reportedly accounts far mare than 32% of the 

continents total infections {over 1.2 milfori cases) and is currently dealing with a more cortagious variant of the virus. And 

while ihe high nurnhers could be because of the country's high testing rate compared fo other African counties, the 

cresident is weighing acddifionail restrictians as the country awaiis ihe first 1.5 milion closes of the AstraZeneca vaccine iater 

this month. 
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What'l have people geeking out... 

next-gen fiiness equirrient, arid robois that'll hela you cack dinner, among cther fech. Code us in. 

What's prompting backlash... 

Vogua. 

Who's planning their return... 

You coutin't nelp but worder... 
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Here we are. 71 days tnia 7021. Whether you're a resolution fan ar not, H's never a had idea % check in an your habits. 

And do everything you can to set yourself up for success. So we partnered with WY (Weigh! Waichers Reimagined) io 

share a few fips. Drurnrol, please... 

N 
be 

Start small. You dortt nave to make ive-star, three-caurse gourmet meals every night just beacause you're trying fo 

cook more, Set manageable milestones, anc build up to the kinda chef you wanna be. 

Remove friction, if youre irying to rnake a behavior a Habit, you want to create 4 situation where i's as easy as 

nossidie to do that behaviar. Trying fo eat more fruit and veg? Chap some peppers and wash your berries 

beforehand so they're ready when you are, 

Keep tabs. Tracking your progress carn help you siay organized — and motivated. The WW apn makes it easy wih 

heir action plan and progress report feaiures. Take the new persoriadl assessment to get a custam weliness olan. 
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fs week two of our 21-day How to Skimm Your Life Cnallenge. brought fo you by Bank of America, Blie Apron, and 

Today's chatenge: Trim some ohane contacts. Because your ex-boyfriend’s uncle probably doesri't seed to he in there 

anymore. Dart just phoria this one in. Take 70 minutes to delete peaple you no longer, well, cantact. [f you nave an iPhone, 

lag onto Cloud to mass delete. Hit the cornmand key anc nald it down fo select all the pecole you want to kiss goadoye. Hit 

the gear icon in the dctiorn ieft and select "delete." Bye, bye, bye. 
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Here are our favorile picks fo help you lake a break today... 

4. 75 products that'll heim you live your smartest ife in 2021. Out with ine ald, in with the new. We've gat a budgeting 

journal, reusadie produce bags, and a powerful nathroom scrudber, Let us upgrade ya. 

2. Coloriul cookware straight out of a fancy magazine. Le Creusat's cast iran dutch oven ts ideal for braising, roasting,   

frying...basically anytning you do in the kiicher:. And ifs made to last. Oh, anc now it cames in Ageve, a beautiful combe of 

lush Green arid striking tue. Get cocking * 

3. 73 productivity hacks TikTokers swear by. Turns oui the aop thai gave us weird cocking ideas and viral dance 

challenges aiso hanpens to have some incredible work hacks. Thanks far everything, TikTok. 

PS: Want more? Sign uo to get weekly recs in your inbox. 

“PS: This i8 2 gocnscred gost 
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For when you're trying to cut back on sugary coffee and ensray drinks... 

Try this one instead. i's a tasty, healthy alternatve with 10 grarns of pratein and just 80 cals oer bottle. Pest... Skimm'rs get 

25% OF pius free shinping on any variety pack. Bottoms up.* 

For when you actually need to get dressed... 

Ease into it with a pair of skinny jeans frorn this cornpany. They're made from premiurn deriim and tie sare shdf used in 

leggings. Basically, the perfect mix of supnort and stretch. Look and feel good.* 

For when you're thinking ‘new year, new language’... 

  

That's defirdtely haw the saying goes. | 

And uses speech recagnition tech to help you pronounce iham juuust right PS: Skinynrs get up te 60% off. Varnas.” 

“PS: This 13 & SOGtGred post, 

Skinam'rs 

We like to celebrate the wins, big and small. Let us know how your frends, neighbors, coworkers (and yes, even vou) 

are making career moves, checking off goals, or making an impact in the community. 

  

Rising together. an inclusive Delias-Fort Worth- b6 -4 
bic -4       

based organization designed tc emnower women working toward their personai and arofessianal qoais. More here. 

  

Read all ahout i... Afler har NYC events business closed Cown due to fhe pandemic, she's pivoted its sife. 
      

  

iSome)} Birthdays...theSkimars 
  

      

“Paging ali members of theSikimm. Reach out here for a chance ic be featured. 
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Skinm Share 

Skinen H's keeping mental heaith top of rind. Share theSkinwn with your friend who's al about henering "me" dime. 

   V
i
d
i
,
 

  

Or use this referral ink theskinyr.comy?r=Sd 524 
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Fronk Budletin inteligence 

Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAH ] - FBI Public Affairs News Briefing Monday, January 17, 2021 
: | | b7E -3 

Sent: January 4, 2021 6:28 AM {BTC-$5:00) 

  

  

Mobie version and searchable archives available at | 

  
ies sy ws x NK eyeene es © A yg . = ey vy m soy “<< 
YY ¥ & &® YRS PVs & NY S$ €§ NF Qe S$ ¥ a ¥ § 

sy Sy YOR © Se NW PY ~ x yy M33 x x Ww y S$ > ss x $ ~ gs x SS X YT S$ SW YF SX BA y XS NYA RK Y XS & x & s & $ RNS , x 
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« FRY Offers $50K Reward For Information On DC Pipe Bombs. 
_# Schumer Urges FBE To Be Vigilant Of Further Th ¢ Of Violence. 

  

« FRE mrobing W Whether Same Rioters Intended Harm To Leqisiatars. 

e FRE Warned Capitol Police Of Possibility OF Violence Before Riot. 

«US Officiais Reportedly Open Murder Frebe nto Beatin OF Cz ‘apito! Paice Officer. 

'# Police Denartments Nationwide investiga 

é Whie Bulk OF America: 

‘Least Empathizes With What Occurred.” 

  

  

    

  

s Feel Attack On Cai     

    

   

    

    

ure With Aiding 201 

Fight Against Yerrariam May Not Be Re 

a ® Bo: ston Marethon Bom er Sues over Treatment in Prison. 

stement Warning Public Not Yo Disrunt Flights With “Unruly Passenger Behavior, 

8 Pompeo To Designate Yemen’s Houthis A Fao arrorist Orgerization. 

   
a    

  

         ie Experts: Foreig ance Officiais Likel 

8 DONT Ombudsman: Adrrinistrati 

di Capitol Bul st 

: Paliticized Sammie » Intallig ance Reaarding Fo 

   
y Interference in     

2020 Elections 

| *s Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Fawell Far 1.38. 

Da Try mo Fis Pardon Vy 

Nunes Asks Ratciiffa To Lack Tate Coronavirus Origins, Wuhnen Lab Theory. 

s Directecdl In Spending BH To Reveal Knowledge Of UFOs, 

= CIA Redesigns Web 

-e Kim Jeng Un Ti 

  

    

® ikiLeaks’ Assange, 

  

e       

  

@ inte! Agence! 

  

site With New, Maddern frmeges. 

    

atens To Expa: xd Nuclear Arsenal, 

i@ Denounce Pornpeo’s Lifting Of Restrictions On Contact Between US And Teiwan 
      

  

      » Fort Bliss Doi ides r Charged Over AY 

Deed, 

' Colorado Attorney General’s Office Launches Grand dury Probe Into McClain’s Daath, 

PEE Releases Video OF Armored Car Courier Being Robbad At North Miami Beach ATM. 

Former Michigan Police OFF 

Texas Man Pleads bentenced tn Fake ID Scheme To Get Free 

Fugitive Convicted OF Chicago Murder Captured After More 

Onia Resident Facing Gruag, Firearm Charges. 

Fi Raids Homes, O as OF Tennessee S 

investigation in Georgie Leads To Meth $ 

Pannsyivania Judge Orders Detention Of Former University Of P 

Texas Man Suspected OF Murder Commits Suicide, 

Former Federal Agent Qne OF Four indictad In Pain 

Convicted Sex Offender Arrasted In Utah. 

* Las Yeges FBI Task Force Arrasts Pair Over 50 

e Arizona identifies Body, 

DOL Sues To Void Local 98 Leadershio Rlection In Pennsylvania, 

aged Sexual Assault OF Private First Class Subsequently Discoverad 

% 

  

® 

   % var Pleads Guilty Ta Civil Ridnts Charge OF Excessive Force, 

    

® 

  

% 
® 

  

% 

  

® 

  

% tesburgh Studant Over FBi Threats. 

  

   

® 

  

ars Case. % 
® 

rion Of Minars. 

  

® 

: 

   
   
      

ion To Settle Foreign Bribery Violations. 

  

ced For Mail Frau, 

ans With COVID-19 Loan Fraud. 

rowa Public ® 
eg US Charges Two Oregon! 
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SelarWinds Tans Krebs, Stamos To Loak into Company's Practices Following Hack. 

FRE Alert Warns Of Grawing Egredor Ransomware Threat. 

New Zealand Central Bank Reports Date System Was Hacked. 

   

    

Experts: US Government’s ABHHYy To Protect Against Russian Hackers Has Gotten Worse. 

uS Gavernment Spent Billions To Step Cyberattacks In FY2O. 

WPast Profiles Be 

  

  

  

gear Investigative Collaborative 

  

&$2 Partners With Ulinois On Yask Force To Tackle Unemployment Freud, 

     spremie Court To Rule On Whether Americans Can Keen Phone Pa 

  

Barrett: FRE Cantinues To Set The Standard Far Government Transparency. 

WRast: Garland Cen Fix 00%. 

Comey To Publish New Book Ahead Of The [neucurati 

iugge Orders Pretriei Release OF Accused 

FSi Sacramento 0 Ope ns Appiications far Oniine Citizans Academy. 

Fi Safe Streets Task Force Leading Ooerations In Carnecticut. 

  

      

       co-Saboteur josepn Dibee, 

  

Democrats Move Toward Secend Trump i ‘mpea’ “hment. 

Biden StH Planning To Take Oath Of Office On Canital Stens. 

Trump Bienounces Twitter After Accounts Are e Permanently Suspended. 

Repubi: cans Who Opposed Electoral Certification “Denounced By Critics” At Hame. 

Attending Physician Warns Lawmakers Were Potentially Exooesed To COVID. 

Warner Telis Facebook Ta Freserve DH 

  

         

vital Evidence. 

  

  

Warnock Uses Post-Election Sermon To Condemin Canitol Riot, 

talimache. 

   

  

   
   

Trams 

Violence Shows Dander OF “Disinfarmation.” 

  

ien ce, Urges US Leaders Ta Framate Cain. 

f Per Day Average U5 CO ay. 

Siow COVID Vac 

Hospitais, Pharmacists Claim Vials 3 OF pfiz ver Vac! 

Chicago Public Schools To Reonen Monday Over Teachers Union’s Criticism. 

: Senate Contra: Democrats To Reverse Seme Tri 

Staterood Bid. 

sional Waiver Far Austin Not Eypected Until After Inauquratian. 

   

   
anges Of Decentralized Distribution Man. 

  

ine Contain More Doses Than Expected. 

WSilourna 

  

mo Policies.     

  

DC Presses 

  

Congres % 

    

2s Fecing Econ Over coe x 

akes © 

Chount 

NYTimes 

     

    

      

        

Ansiyeje: £ 
Ansiysis: K   

WSs ~IOL 

Pompeo £ 

uS Ambassador To f al Re fe 

uS Ambassador Announces First § Step Yow     uiate in Western Sahera. 
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& Ss
 “im Elected General Secretary Of North Korea's Warkers’ Party. 

:@ Indonesia Says it Has Located Biack Boxes Of jetliner That Crashed Saturday. 

'¢ Japarov Elected President Of Kyrayzstan. 

ie Egypt, Ethiopia, And Sudan Fall To Progress During Negotiations On Blue Nie Bam. 

'¢ Honduran President Accused Of Drug Trafficking To US. 

  

| US Files Dozens Of Charges In Wake Of Capital Siege. 

Poday (1/16, Penzenstadier, Philtps, Voyles Pulver, 12.7M\i reports, “Federal authoriti 

icantinued Sunday fo round un peanie following 2 deadly insurrection at the U.S. Capitol this week 

'~ including two men accused of carrying plastic restraints and others who allegedly carried 

“weapons or stele fram the building. At least 58 people have been arrested and charged for 

incidents in or near the Capito! on Wednesday. Those arrested have come from 24 states and the 
District of Colurnbia.” The Justice Department “has filed more than 55 criminal cases related fo the | 

riot that left five 2 dead.” 
The & mes (1/9, Wright, 26.6M} reports that the number of arrests “is expected to 

Grow Quic Ki y as investigators scrutinize saciel media to identify the protesters, and sorne 

participa could § ace more serious charges.” 
ag #, SE 21M) reports, “An Alabama man allegedly parked a pickup truck 

packed i with 3 i homemade bombs, an assault rifle and s handgun two Blocks fram the US Capito! 

building on Wednesday for hours before authorities ever noticed, according te federat prosecutors. 

‘Another man allegedly shawed up in the nation’s capital with an assault rifle and h hundreds of 
rounds of ammunition and told acquaintances that he wanted to shoot or run over House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi, prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsettling 

'Getails federal prosecutors have made public this week as they detail the oxen of the arsenal 

avaiable to aid pro-Trump rioters whe stormed the Capitol. Other individuals have been accused 

_of taking guns and ammunition onto Capitol grounds and more charges are opened | fo come as a 

'wide-rangi rg i investigation unfurts.” 

Ie 8 (1/10, 3.57M) reports Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO), citing Armry Secretary Ryan 
‘McCarthy, said Sunday that “at least 25 domestic terrorisra cases have been opened after 

Wednesday's S assault on the U.S. oe , {is 3 she al) FepOrs Crow “said a McCarthy told 

: sin the days 

up fo and it sud ing the # iY ‘auguration oF Democ: ‘atic iC Presi sidertt- elect Toe Biden an Jan. 20. “Lon 
guns, Molotov cocktails, axplosi ve devices and vip tlas were recovered, which suqqests a greater 

disaster was narrowly averted,’ Crow, a former Army Ranger, said in a summary of his call with 

'MeCarthy. McCarthy assured him the Pentagon was wor king with local and federal law 
e enforces ent ta coordi inate Security preparatio nS > after whet he described as ‘deficient law 

    
  

  

    

  

       

   

  

      

  

   

    

     

     

  

   
    

    

    

“Re    

  

: U8 s. ‘Bric a} repot res, Actin +3 Attor ney. Genera: Jaffrey Rosen ennoaunced the FB] 

would team uD with Weshington’s police department tc icintly investi igate the death of Canitel 

‘Police Officer Brian Sicknick, who was injured whe te defending the U.S. Caenitcl on Wednesday. 

because you ve lef the D.C. region, you can stil expect a knock on the door if we find out you 

were pert of the criminal activity att the © ae toi,’ Steven D’artuono, the FRE ¥ Washington Figid 

Hee % assistant direc “tor in charge, told reporters in a telephone news briefing. 

s £4/8, Gold fran, Isrmay, Fuchs, 20.6M} repol ts, “The sweeping 

investigatio 90k shape afer a security breakdown two days earller alowed hundreds of peanle 

backing President Trump’s efforts to overturn the election results ta rush into the Cepitcl ina 
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deadly rampage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the firings of top officials wha 

“were entrusted with protecting lawrnakers, Dozens have been arrested, including 13 who face 
‘federal chat "ges. “The Tires adds, “Law enfarcement officials also backed of a suggestion thet Mr. 

“Trump could face criminal charges for inciting the riot after a top prosecutor had said a day earlier 
that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘rot only’ the rioters. ‘Don't expect any 

charges of that neture,’ Ken Kohl, a top prosecutor in the U.S. atterney’s office in Washington, to oid 

reporters ing & tel ep one briefing on Friday.” 
: at BOIS, AL, Gurman, Viswanatha, § Subscr ption Pu ublic ‘ation, § &. ae My 

    

       

  

        
   

43 

  

eports an its i 

jegi members 3 of fe pro- Ture Q mob who stormed the hal 

fi/S, Hsu, 10.52M) ) Feports the Justice Denartrient and FBI “anounced charges Friday 

iageinse” Derrick Evans, “a freshmen West Virgiria lawmaker,” Richard Barnett, “an Arkansas men 

who told the media he posed for photos on @ desk in” House Speaker Pelosi's office, and Lonnie 

‘Leroy Coffman, “an Alabama man whose truck ai legedly carried Pi moictoyv cocktails anda 

“semiautomatic rifie to this week's U.S, Capital riots.” The Past adds that “aise charged with 
unlawful entry was Nawal Pr oud Boys founder end unsuccessfis state ROUSE candicate Scholes 5 

  

ave 

        

   

c _    

   
“The ¢ 50/8 Seidel, 970K) reports that Barnett “has become one of the most | 

notorious fig e who broke into the Capitol Wednesday, after ohotagraphs surfaced _ 

cof hum with his “feet ¢ on Pel Osis 5 desk, Prosecutors cited those photographs ina statement of facts 

‘filed as part of the case agzinst him. They said they aiso viewed video surveillance and # video- 

recorded interview Barnett gave.” Prosecutors “seid Barnett was asked about en envelope he was 

holding featuring Pelosi's signature, Barnett aliegedly said, ‘I did not steal it. I bled on it because 
they were mecing me and I couldn't f---ing see so tT flaured T am in her office. I got bload an her 

office, T put t2 quarter on her desk even though she ain’t f--rng warth if And 7 left her a note on 

her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you bee." Barnett “is being held in the Washington 

‘County (Ark.} jail after he was charged by federal prosecutors with three counts for storming the 

US. Capito! on Wednesday.” 
Fhe AS C1/9, Calahan)} reports, “A Floride man accused of making off with Pelosi's lectern 

during the chaos § Wés arrested Friday right on a federal warrant and was being heid meereay 

without ball in aias County, Florida. Jail records do nat show if Adam Johrison, 36, “arrish, 

Florida, has an attorney. Johnsen was charged Saturday with theft, viclent entry and disorder ly 

“conduct on Capito! grounds.” 
Fhe § ({2/8, Deleon, 647K) reports from Bradenton, Florida, that Johnse 

arrested by F I Marshals and booked into the Pinellas County jall shortly after 9 p.m. Friday 

He has been charged with one count of knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted burding 

oF srounds without : fawful authority: cone count of theft of gavernment property; end one count of 

violent entry and disorderiy conduct on Capitol grounds, according to a federai complaint. A 

warrant was issued on Friday and Johnson was charged in federal court in D.C. on Saturday.” 

'Pelasi’s lectern “had been stored in her suite, under a staircase to the third floor on the House side 

“of the Capital buliding, before the Capitol was breached, her staff f auenis. The lecter 

valued at more then $1,000 according to the House curator - was found by enate staff on 

Thursday in the Red corridor of the Senate wing off the Rotunda in the Capitoi, 

On NS ty News: {i/S, story 3, 3:04, Holt, 5.57M}, Tom Costello reported “some 

suspects have id entified themselves, as weil, Josiah Coit whe climbed down from the Senate 
balcony then sat in Vice President Pence’s chair says he was ‘caught up in the mament.‘iIna 

statement to KBOT-TV, he sa YS. “My actions have brought share upon myself, my farnidy and 

ifriends and beautiful country. I I beg for forgiveness from Arnerica and fram my horne state of 

iidahe.” Former Midiand, Texas maycra! candidate Jenny Cudd posted her own video: ‘We did 

break dawn the Nancy Pelosi's office door. And somebody stole her gavel.’ Nationwide, hundreds 

of federal agents are pursuing riot suspects. Among the felony charges they could face, felany 

‘figting, Federal assault and ri ne urder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruchon of congressional 

doe uments, corsnpirecy and insurrection.” 
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Fhe AS (1/9, Hollingsworth) reports, "An Lowa man was jalied early Saturday on charges 

accusing him of taki ng part in the riot at the OLS. Capitol by supporters of President enaid 

Trump.” The AF adds, “Des Moines Police Sgt. Paul Parizek suid officers assisted the FBT in 
arresting 41-year-o id Doug Jensen on Friday night af his hare on the south side of the cy. Jensen 

was booked into the Polk County Je early Saturday on five federal charges, including trespassing 

and disorderly conduct counts, accarding ta news releases from the FBI's feid office in Gmana, 

Nebraska and the courty sherif’s office.” Ac cord: ing to the AP, OV} Kec » poste ed online during tre 

the Capitol on Wednesday showed @ man who appears to be Jensen, who is white, 

pursuing < @ Black officer up an interior flight of stairs. A racb of pecpie trails several steps nehi ad. 

AL several poi ints, the officer says ‘get back," to no avail.” 

nas (1/8, Goldman, 20.5M} reports prosecutors an Thursday “filed a criminal | 
complaint accusing a man named Merk J. Leffingwell of punching a Capitol Police officer repeatedly | 

inthe head and chest, before apologizing,” and they “unsealed charges against a Maryland 

resident, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of illegally carrying a 9-mHHmeter pistoi at the rict.” 

'Mearwhile, Noombers (2/8, MeGrath, 3.57M} reparts Cogensia, a rmarketi ng firm near Chicago, 

has fired CEO Brad Rukstales, a Republican donor to President Trump, who “was arrested by ULS. 

Canital Police an Wednesdéy” after “being part of the moh that proke into the U.S, Cantal.” 

In the isad story for S$ ( {4/8, 3.86M), Savannah Guthrie said there have heer 

“rore than 80 arrests so far, and inv ests gators ‘this riorning, they are poring thir ough Videos ¢ and 

images casting about for leads, They want to identify more suspects.” On NSe 

(1/8, story 9, 1:43, Holt, 5.57M}, Gabe Gutierrez reported, “One pro-Trumip rioter in face paint 

and @ horned hat confronted law enforc ement ho @ spear, Fhe rian now identificd as Jake 

‘Angeli toid NBC News, ‘The fact that he had @ bunch of our traitors in office hunkered down putt on 

their gas masks and retreat inte the underground bunker, I consider that a win.’ Police say Angell 

ig a known tolower oF OAnon, e far right extremist Group. . 

| Gn ARC Waris News Tauicahye (1/8, story 3, 2:05, Muir, 6.G5M)}. Chief Justice Correspondent 
Pierre: thom. 1aS reported that fe der ai authorities “are deferrnined to leave no stone unturned, 

ramp 8 “P efforts to bring all the Trump supporters who desecrated the Capitol to hustice.” On 

. MOF sp (1/8, 3.14M), Marthe Reddatz reported that on Wednesday, 

‘despite the O58 OF life and the desecration of the Capitol, those ricters were alawed te just leave 

(me building. they ingered on the plaza for hours triumphant, giving one another high-fives with 

prriorning the acting US attorney for the District of Colurribpla said the fe 3 
e cid 

{i/8, 2.28M} alse \ 

  

     

    

   

   

    

    

  

    

  

    
   

     

  

  

    

YE     

  

          

      

      
, to arrest more 2 people leis making his job harder adding, ‘I can’t answer why the Capito: | Pp 

: : x 
         

   

  

not vip tie These peonie as they were leaving the Capitol.” 

covered the search fer protes tet 'S BOCU sed Gf committing crime 2GNnG 

if ; (3/9, lead story, 3: 48, Diaz-Balart, 5.93M} segment, Tom 

tele reported on the arrests, while on the - LOWS: (2/8, stery 4, 1:52, Diaz, 

and Diaz reported, "Roughly 100 people have been arrested for We ednesday's attack,” 

Washi z st (1/6, Weiner, Hsu, 10.52M) reparts 15 people “have been charged in 

LULS. District Court for the District of Colurnbla with crimes related to the storming of the Capital 

including amen who admuited to stealing a document from Pelosi’s office, Forty others face 

charges in B.C. Sunerior C “ourt." “The Post calls these federal cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 

invest! we ion” since they are “peanie wha either identified thamselves in online postings or were 

i death ine ed oy othe: vs Who saw the images and recognized ¢ the individuais.” The ¥ 

bication, S.4iM), AP (1/9, Callahan 9, McKay), 2 Sohficg 

5, Provide similar 

  

So    

  

     

    

    

    

    

       

        

         

  

    
MY 

(2/9, Lonas, 5.65), _ among ‘nthe . raat ys f 

severag age 2 oft the new arrests. 

  
: > 2:3 = \ ingaat taAsiny So yee (1/8, story 2, 2:3 31. Karl, 6. 6.95M), Chief White HOUSE 

  

DC Attorney Generai Karl Racine (D} has “seid hel 
responsible for inciting the riot,” and he also “mentioned Rudy Gi HATH who said this a at the 1 ral 
‘Let's § have trial by combat!’ And the President's son, Don Jr, who posted @ since-removed video 

taken backstage at the rally before the rict. The President and é his children watching the crawds 
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-gather. Don dr’s girlfriend Kimberly dancing as the Trumps celebrated. This was Don 2's message 

to Trump supporters before they stormed the capital: ‘TP you're doing to be the zero and not the 

here, we're coming for you.’ . 

: Plarre Thomas sale oF ASC Wear wo Toman (41/8, story 4, 0:38, Muir, 695M) that the 
DG's current focus “is on the pecpie whe broke into the Capitol, but the vestigation is in the 

early stages and questi ons about [Frump’s roi fe) in a the] | inciiement wil likely be for the incoming 

attorney genera! Merrick Garland.” On % (2/8, 2.37M}, Ben Tracy said that 
'Trurno‘’s comments “before the assault on the may be wvestigate d by Us attorneys for 

leading to the violence.” 

However, an ASS Warld News Yordght | (4/9, stary 4, 2:31, Le AMAS, 839K}, an Saturday 

night, fom Llamas reported,” re is now a nationwide rianhunt under way for every noter 

breaching the Capitol building.” Kenneth Mcton added a se ice Department official on 

Saturday seid “no incitement charges are expected against any...soeakers” at the rally prior to the | 
unrest, including Tru inp. 

OWT Fy w 

          

    

   
   

      

  

            

      

    

    
ss      gy Asass S Meanwhile, the Ss f4/8, | 

Benner, Schrnitt, 20.6M} ) repor rte intern US Attorn ay ‘Mic hal Sherwin on Saturday announced that 

his office “is leading investigations into the deaths of a woman who entered the Capital bullding 

with a crowd of rioters on Jan. 6 and an officer who was kilied while trying to police the violent 

mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civii Rights division “opened a formal, federal 

“excessive force case inte the shoating death of Ashi Babbitt, who was shot by e Capitol Pa 
officer as she and a group of President Trump’s supporters swarmed the budding,” though 

lnvesti gation inte Ms. Babbith’s shooting is ‘routine, standard procedure whenever an offi icear 

Gepioys lethal force,’ a Justice Department spokeswoman said.” The Times adds the office “aise 

opened a federal homicide investigation into the death of Srian D. Sicknick, a Capltel Hill police 

OF Fo who ded after oro-Trume rioters struck him with a fire extinguisher.” 

gon Post (1/G, 10. 52M) reports it has obtained two video cHos that “shed new 

Hone or the fatal : shooting by po! ice of Trump supporter and Air rorce veteran Ashi Babbitt as she 

and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol.” The Past seys Gabbitt “and others were attempting to 

breach a barricaded door inside the Capito! building on Wednesday afternoon, angrily demanding 

that three U.S, Capitol Police officers who were quarding the door step aside, one of the clips 

shows.” The Fost ades the officers “moved awey as colleagues in tactical gear arrived behind the 
ters, according to the clip and other video posted online. Roughly 35 secorvis after the officers 

moved away, as she ci timbed up toward a broken section of the unquarded door, Babbitt was shot 

by an officer on the other side,” as she was “trying to get into the Speaker's Lobby, a hallway that 

would have given therm access ta the House of Representatives chamber.” According to the | 

{ i is, Safdar, & iworth, Seetharaman, Subscription Publication, 8.41Mé), five seaple 
“¢ 

  

BS ATS 

      

   

    

      
    

      

  

       

    

  

    

   

  

  

   

      

: Bs : 8 \ ‘ i (1/8, Setter} reports a laptor 

was stole: en ce dur ng the stor ming of the U5. Capitol on We ednesday, one of her 

aides said on Fr day." * Reuters adds Sen. Jef Merkley (D-OR} “said on Twitter that a laptop was 

taken from nis office,” and Acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin an Thursday “sald thet some of the 

thefts richt have pote nuiglly jeopardized what he described as ‘national security ecnuities.” 

According fo Reuters, “Fhe theft of electronic devices from congress! inal offices has been a 

persi stent worry folowing the invasian by pro-Trump followers.” 

S {2/S, 4.91M} reports, “At least three Democrats in Congress said that the oro- 

Trump rs whe stormed the Capitel an Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising 

cybersecurity concerns.” Speaker Pelosi" “had a laptop stolen, as did Sen. Jeff Merkiey, D-Ore., 

whe tweeted ebout the theft. It wasn’t immediately clear what protect: Gns were on those devices, 

-thouch Congress generally legs behind the federal goverment in implementing cybersecurity 

‘measures. Not all Senate computers automatically encrypt their hard drives or require a password | 

to log in if they‘re unused for a few minutes. Eralis were visible an a desktop cornouter left 
funni ag in Pel asi’s office.” 

   

  

     

   

      

  

   
  

    
For Trump who was 
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” 
outside the Capito! during the siege by Trurr y SUD sorte rs Wednesday and posted video of himself, | 

leading Phiadeiphia prosecutors to request his ball be revoked.” Ti says Macias “and Antano | 

‘LaMotta, 61, were arrested in Philadelphia on Nov. 5 near the Phiadeiphia Convention Center, 

  

“Free on bail after appearing outside 4 Phiadels shia siection center with a concealed handgun, was 

i 

re Post 

    

where the presidential election vote was being counted,” because they were carrying firearms 

without perm 

    

remalin 
cand disorderiy conduct on Capital grounds.” The WwW 
Bye ns “chr onic’ ied the riot Wednesday on Face book Live, capt 
Ob nthe € Capitoi’s doors and he crossed the threshold,” 

ng in 1 any restr! ected buil vilding or grounds wi thout    
   

  

ie awe i authority, ang one fe for violent onery 

: § Cu /3, Kornfield, 1O.52M) reports 

PPG 3 the migment the orc ow crac od 

     
    

    

+ (2/8, Donaghue, 5.39M)} reports, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, 

Ken Ko i, principal assistant U.S. Attorney for D.C... sald om a press call.” CBS News adds, “Ing 

criminal complaint released Friday, an FBI agent wrote he identified Evans as the person in the 

live-strearned video by comparing fhe voice to the lawmaker’s voice ina campaign video. In 

addi gion, the agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last namie in the video recording 

  

    4 

  

ews (1/8, Harvey} reports, “Evans, who was elected to the House of Dele 2gai tes in 

miber and was sworn-in Dec. 14, posted multiple videos of himself te social media showing 
hi im er tering the Capitol aionaside Fell ow supporters of President Donald Trump. “Derrick Evans is 

“Re can be neat rd saying riultiple times in e since-deleted video.” 

SPIT Masy rage fsy SSage. 4 number of fone! News oudets covered the 

their areas. Far example, the &: mens News (1/8, Benscoter, 
56 67K) reports, “& Dennsy! vané man who was charg ad toy ¢ Cc apitol P Police for taking part in the 

attack on the Us . Capitol on Wednesday aso | was charged with feders Poffenses, officigis at the 

U.S. Department of Justice announced Friday.” Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was 

one of 13 peapie charged federally.” Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in 

any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority; or knowingly, with intent to impede 

“government business or officiel functions, engaging in disarderiy conduct on Capita! grounds.” FAI 

‘Director Wray said in a staternent, "To be clear, what took place that dey was mot First 

Amendment-protected activity, but rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, along with our 
local, state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that justice is served. We will continue 

ta aggressi vel y investigate each and every individual who chose to ignore the law and instead 

incite vici fence, destray property, ang rm ure others." 

   

   

  

     
  

     
         

     

     

  

  

    
   

  

    J Metropettan Sch 008 Db: strict t employee. 
1G resignation jetter to the | 

district, and after authorities posted a picture that raised questions as ta whether she partici pated 

‘ina riot at the U.S. Capitol ied by supporters of outgoing President Dongid Trurns.” Agents "we 
“present for several hours at a house on East 365th Street in suburban Willoughby. The 49-year- “al 

former Cleveland schools employee, who worked for the ci strict .a$ an occupational therapist, i 

listed as the home's owner, Clever and, comm and The Plain Dealer are not identifying her because 

: she has Sot 

    

     

  

     ss &: ¥ ‘ © TMay Mas. N (2/16, 88.21M) reports on Hs 

te, “A rioter who stormed the us Ca ital Wee nesday wearing @ sweatshirt emblazoned with 

the of rase ‘Camp Auschwite’ has been identified as Robert Keith Packer of V Arginis, according €& 

three sources. ... One Virginia resident, who spoke to CNN on nthe condition of anonymily due to 

the sensitivity of the matter, described Packer as a fong-tirne extrernist who has had run-ins with 

ithe law. 

  

   

a 

{i/8, Eddy, 26.6M) reports on how the irnage from the day of “a 

ck hoodie emblazoned with ‘Carin Auschwite’” has hed “particular 
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resonance as anti-Semitiem and far-right nationalism are on the rise worldwide. And for people 
who survived the Nazi death camp...there was added pain with the realization that later 
generations may not have learned the lessons of the Holocaust.” 

  

F FEI Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. 

Mil (1/9, $.690M} reports, “The FBI has out up what appear to be electronic posters in 

Jashington, ‘D.C. 36 g inforrnation on anyone who particioated in the Capitol breach an 

Wednesday a The HH adds, “Photas of bus stops shared by journalists an social media say, 

Se Gry and include pictures of sume of rioters inside the LS. Canitol The pasters 

-aiso share a phone number to contact the FBI's Washington, D.C., office. ‘DC bus steps new 

feature signs posted by the FBI seeking information about parti cipants in the Cenital insurrection,’ 

CNN reporter 3 im Acosta tweeted along with a photo of a poster taken af night.” 
g ii 8 U8, Onibada) reports, “As nart of the ongoing investigation ta identify key 

“perpetrators, the FRY shared a me 5200 OnHne apnealhng for information on individuals yv Who. 

participated and insti igated the vioience. ‘We are accepting tips and digital media depicting ricting 

or violence in and around the U.S. Capitol on January 6,’ said the official Twitter account for the 

FBI.” BuzzFeed News edds, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which 

quickly turned | to trolling, Several people online pointed ta the numerous social media posts, 
interviews, and open planning thet had gone toward Wednesday’ S attack, It was suggested that 

there were more quahfied figures whe were up to the task.’ 

38 Gy ‘8, Barnett} reports, “As a riotous reob of Trump supporters filled the U.S. 

Capttor b buiding Wednesday, many lefi plum digital Footprints federal law enforcement agenci 

cart easily use to track thern down and charge thern.” The FBI “hes sarne of the mast powerful 

‘facial recogmition systerns in the country, according to outside experts,” and “because few arrests 

were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcernent officials will now have to deneru on thet 

technology to speed up the process of tracking apparer we riminals through the many videos, 

‘images and other digital “fingerprints” they ieft behind, Pgired with the reams of apen source 

information, the FBI has the technology to easily ident sty possible criminais, rather than having to 

manually connect the dots, a former FRE official told FedScoop, ° For most people [that were] there, 

itis not going to be very hard tot 
: SN OR Ss ~ =< “SF s NS 
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e " Participation Ss 8 
| Kunzeiman, FIgccus, Mustian) Fe , Phe insurrect 

behest and stormed the U.S. Capitol was overwhei gly made up OF longtime Trump suaporters, 

‘including Republican Pa: sticlais, {SOP political donors, 1 Far right militants, white supremacists, 

and adherents of the QAnon my yth that the government is secretiy controlled by a cehal of Satan- 

worshiping pedophile cannibais 0 Tne AP * ‘rey! iewed Soci ‘al media posts, voter registrations, court 

‘files end other public records for more than 126 people either Facing criminal charges related to 
the Jan. 6 unrest or who, going maskless arid the pandemic, were 2 later identified through 

photographs and videos teken during the melee.” Steven D’Antuono, “the assistant di rector ip 

charge of the FRI’s Washington field office, fold reporters that investigators had seen ‘ne ind: 

-antifa activists were disguised as Trump supporters in Wednesday's riot.” 

, 8 (2/8, 4.91M)} reports, “Despite suggestions from conservative pundits and some 
Republican members of Congress, there is na evidence that anti-fascist activists were involved in 
‘the pro-fTrume Capitol riots,” D'Antuana “said an a cali with reporters Friday. ‘We have Oo 

‘indication of that, at this time,’ D’Antuono said when asked whether antifa activists had disquised 

‘thernselves as Trump supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five 

-peapie died, including Capitel Police oficer Brian Sicknick,” 

* (1/9, Usero, 10.52M)} reports, “Ta date, no evidence supports the claim 
that individuais « @ canmections formed part of the riots that took place on Ce 4 grounds. 

The FRY has said it t doe $ not believe antifa or any of ifs associates are responsinie cle 
ut leashed, Wednesday’ s events were widely documented, via videos, tweets and live-streams 

from reporters already covering the day's events, Video and photos cenfirm that many of the 

rioters were supporters, and individuals with right- wing and extremist balers. The usuei antifa 

tactics such as wearing masks and face caverings to avoid detection were uncamrron armrong 
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SYN LV SG    /iG, Blesecker, 

Showed | up at the presi ident’s 
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BtiOn OFrocess ar easier task. 

(1/8, Mordock, 626K} reports that the FBI's announcerrient “debunks 

: cle ned forward by some right-wing pundits and pollticians that the enarchist movernent’s 

supporters ¥ were part of the angry mob that stormed the Capital,” D’Antuono’s statement ° “Supports | 

comments made Faursday 5 y Acting U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Michael Sherwin, 

Mr, Sherwis %} : $aiC he also saw | no evidence Antifa was invelved in the riot.’ 
ES (1/9, J Alba, 26.4M) reports, “Since Wednesday, far-right activists and 

alles of the president have riade the cigin, offen whe presenting casily disprovad evidence, that 

the rioters were made up of antifa supporters, not backers of President Trump. Among those 

pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt meetz, 3 Fierida Republican, who said while 

objecting to the electoral votes for Mr. Biden that people in the mob were ‘in fact members of the 
violent terrorist group antifa.’ Ken Paxton, the attorney general 6 of Fexas, aisa said antifa was 

involved.” Yhe Times adds, "n analysis by the media insights company Zilgnal Labs found that the 

unfounded rumor had been mentioned 421,099 times across cable television, social media, and in 

print and online news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. If was by far the most widely shared 

false or misleading claim about the Capitol Hill mob, Zignal said.” 

; 3 (2/8, Sty ferinian) reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday night after the 

et? cHhed a Washington Tries article that claimed a facial recognifian coninany 

had iden fa members among the crewd at the Capital, That story was re: moved by 

the outlet after GurzFeed News reported that the facial recagnition company said # i 

false.’ The paper feter published a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had iden 

“neo-Nazis and other extremists’ ~ not antifa members.” 

SAyys EREPCITERE WeHVgas Measses Sy : SEN 81/8, Hessen, Parker, 
Cooke, Harte} reports, “As the nation recoiled in horror at scenes of rloting and chaos inthe U.S. 

Capital on Wednesday, some right-wing end anti-coverrunent extremists saw the vioi ence asthe | 

‘fulfilment of a patrictic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda. Among the Inspired was Mike | 

‘Dunn, @ 20-year-old follower of the ‘boogalan’ anti-government movement, whase adherents 
anticipate a revolution toppling the federal government or a second U.S. civ# war.” Dunn, “who 

ives in Virginia, said three or four groups of loyalists under his command helped storm the Capito: 

this week emid a motiey rnix of rioters who supported President Donald Frurrp’s attempts to 

“overturn the results oF the November presidentie! electian, While most ‘boogaicos’ are libertarians 

who largely opeose Trump, Dunn said the group embraced the mornent to strike against the 

“government.” 
Fre \ $ (1/38, Blake, 626K) says Proud Boys Chgirman Henry “Enrique” Tarrio 

on Thursday promised to raise money and secure lege! representati ion for “supporters of... Frump 

facing charges for storming the Caaitel building during the deadiy PASUE rection the day befare.“ in 
addition, & {2/8, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte} renorts Terrio “would not broadly denounce 

‘people who entered the Capitol BUN 8 Geen riots a day earlier, calling it’a farm: of protest.” 

Reuters says that even as “most Americans t ecolled in horror at scenes of rioting ard chaas inthe | 

US. Capitol,” some right-wing and pti-government extremists “saw the violence es the fulfilment: 

of a patriotic duty or opportunity fo advance their agenda.” 

| On | yf (1/8, 2.85M}, Gabe Gutierrez said, “Wecnesday’s storming of the Capital 

by Trump suppor 2S inc Juded many followers of cons piracy theory groups fike QAnan, Now there | 

are growing concerns about the President's connect: ons to these groups and their plans te continue © 

‘inciting chaes in the wake of his election defeat.” According to Gutierrez, “QOAnon is a far-right 

o extre em ist group a among other o outlandish things believed Democrats gre running a satanic 

rioters, making identifica 
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SHesss st (1/8, 

ris that since U apitol on Wednesday without 

sieuths” have “had | Aun que » apportunity to easiy | ‘identify them. And many made 

‘jt even easier - hey Hve-streamied thelr participation end later bragced about thelr escapades.” 

According fo the Post, an “untold” number of Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly 

working...to ID and name the participants who stormed down the halis of the Capitol, ransacking 

Jawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 
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Fhe \ 

  

st (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 16.92M} aisa reports federal officials 

“ooking fo prosecute the mob of Trurnp supporters who overran the U.S. Capito! on Wednesday 
stand to get powerful help from celishone records, facial recognition tools an dd other technologies 

to assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.” The Past highlights thet the 

Capital “has a vast cellular and wireless data infrastructure of its own to make communications 
efficient ina Dull iding meade largely of stone and that extends deen underground and has packets of 

'shisided areas,’ ’ and fas such “phone records make determining the owners of these devines 
sf trivially easy. 

The Washington Post (2/10, Kiernko, 16.52} reports, “Before a mob of Trurmp supporters 

staged a riot in the U.S. Capitol and thousands of Americans became amateur detectives working 
to identify the culprits, a loosely connected group ofs seasoned ontine sleuths were ringing alarm 

bells and picking off extrernists aniline, one by one.” The Post adds, “For a nationwide network of 

left-wing activists who seek out and publish the identities of those thes V bel eve to be viglent 
‘fascists,’ same investigations can take months, years even. Gr it can take 10 minutes,” and “that’s | 

how much the Maly Conger spent on her laptop last month searching for the man who used the 

right-wing sacial media site Parier to share that he was a police officer and pledge surport toa 

irmember of es Praud Boys axtremist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief 

“Justice John Re OREHES 3 dre. Pur nS out the men was @ Prince Willarn County sheriff's 

. Igy Px sh eG i/ 10, 10.52} runs @ feature titled‘ 
fusionment” about some af i 
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| FBI Offers $50K Reward For information On OC Pipe Bombs. 

rey 
§ (2/8) reported, “The FRI is offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information on the 

Pindiv is responsisle for piaci sq pipe bombs in the committees headguarters of the key ULS. 

political parties | in the capital, the agency said.” ews (2/8, Siese, 5.29M) reports the FBI 

“release photos via social media of what appeers te be someone ina gray hooded jacket, biack 

gloves, and black pants, clutching an ohiect in one hand.” Metis :{1/8, Kenney, 28K} reports, 

“Auth i aS cide’t say how the FW. run fhe phate is connected to the pipe bomb incidents.” 

or, 89. 21M) } and the (CY ‘3, Nieto, 37 

S Sag Voyve SQy The 

: e pipe 2 bos mbs * found an Wednes day afternoon outsid 
| Demeoc rati iC and Re puri can party neadguarters, Blocks frarn the Capitol, cantained crude 

rnecharical es, according to an official famillar with their initial exarrinatian, 

suggesting tt ¥ Were interided fo be detonated.” However, the Times adeds i “was not clear when 

they were meant to expicde, but thousands of pecple were in the area that afternocn as a mob 

encouraged by... Trump stormed the Capital, where lawmekers had convened to certify... Jaeseph 

-R, Biden Jr.’s election, leaving ave people dead. TE was also not cleer whether the bombs were 

“connected to the siege. 
Fhe \ "g © (4/8, Glantelh, SS8K}3 reported, “The bumbs were «ech ehout i2 

inches long by en inch and a half wide.” The ewiens were “made with a battery, steel wool, and an: 

unknown explosive powder. Gne of them was found with @ celichone that may have been meant te. 

detonate it.” 
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, Schurrer Urges FRI Ta Be Vigiant Of Further Trreats Of Viclence. 

N83 (2/20, Coburn, Hernandez, 776K) reports, “Ser. Chuck Schumer (D-NY, } on 

‘Sundey expres sed concern more political violence coidd folow the rach attack Wednesday on the 

US. Capito! in Washington, D.C., by supporters of President Donald Trump.” Schumer “said he 

pressed” FBI Director Wray “in a conversation Saturday to track down those invelved In 

. Wednesdays siege on Congress, in which five peaple died, and to be aon the glert for further 
wiolence. ‘The threat of violent extremist groups remains high and the next few weeks are crit! 

‘in our democratic proc "Schunier seid ina stetermant, noting President-clact Joe Biden wv 
‘ingugurated Jen. 20. ‘Given that the sare incendiary, dangerous rhetoric oniine that occurred 

before Jenuary 6, which proved to be a warning of the insurrectionist attack, has only escalated 
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  since, } : imps essed upon ¢ Hrector § Wray i the vitainess oft the FRI ito WOrk with other | federal and state | 

“agenci 
a G ie, staf) rep sorts, “In a stater nent, Schur yer sa id he nad spoken OP Saturday 

  

   fOr 

‘Sy IE Vase Liseast § Sas . 8. The 

Timber< G, Harwel, Lang, “16.8 &2M3 reports he pl anning “for Wednesday‘s 

Dassault on the U.S. Capitol heéopened largely in plain view, with chatters in far-right forurns 

vexplicitly discussing ho vk starm the bullding, handcuff lawmakers with zip thes and disrupt the 

certification of Joe Biden’ S eiection - in what they partrayed as responding to orders fram 

President Trump,” and Twitter on Friday “said it wes particularly concerned about contributing to } 

possibie ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol end state gove: rnment Facilities the weekend of Jan. 
16-17.” According te the Past, “Concerns about more violent Ineicents appear to be well-founded.” 

The Post adds demonstrations “are scheduled to culminate with what or genizers have dubbed a 
“Million MHitig March’ on Jan. 2G as Biden and Vice P president-elect Kamala OD. Harris are to be 
sworn In on the same Capitol grounds that rioters overran on Wednesday.“ 

in a more than 2,200-weard front-page articie, the : (3/9, At, Miler, Jaffa, 

'Nakhiawi, £06.52M} says “the temporary seizure of a Global seat af power was, at its core, an 
stgrowth of delusional and destructive fa: Wiivated online and unleashed by the president.” 

iina nearly 3,20G-werd front-page articie, the : mes (1/S, Al, Barry, Mcintire, 

‘Rosenberg, 20.6M} casts the unsuccessful “insurrection” as “the culmination of a sustained assault 

bye the ® president and fis S enable ers Gn fact: ‘based reality, one that began long before the November 

vertainty of Mr. Trurnp’s defeat salidiwied.” 4 ¥ 
wane! 4) 8, bS ex} hous, ‘pals Ho, Restuccia, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) articie 

ad “Truro And His Alles Set The Stage For Rot Well Before January 6” provides similar 

coverage, while an nA (2/9, Woodwai ‘d, Riechmann} gnalysis states that the occupation of the 

Capita: came as “no surprise” as Trump * lef many cues he wouldn't go quietly.” 

in Ris Past (1/8, PO.5SM@) colurnn, David Van Drehle also asserted that “a 

ons, delusions and outright hes galvanized a mob of thousands to storm the 

“Capitol in a brief but deadly insurrection.” Von Drehle added, “This unprecedented event was 

‘fomented inside a digitally networked community in which extraordinary claims are widely 

accepted on the b Sis of the wispiast nonsense.” 
sok : Ys SSX 
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    sy Yr : xs 4 See Neyer Yoyy oe etsarsos Fogo egsar ess . s NSS STL THNLELISe s& Qs         

gS wey 19, Feuer, 20. 6M) reports that in the wake of Wednesday’ § violence, Bis fF Columbia 

sowser (9) “issued an urgent appedi i to start orenar 1g immediately far more 

‘potent igivi Holenc ce before, during and after” next week’s presidential inguguraticn. Bowser called 

on DHS “to move up te Monday t the implementation of heightened security measures that are 

otherwise set to begin on Jan. 1. . Bowser told ay (2/20, 2.92M}, “Given the 

events oF last week, Gg sto be diffe rent than eny other 

        

  

    

   

      
Kenneth Moston ¢ said on SBS We : ews Tomant GF 19, story Ye 3:08 

“3 senior official telif[s? ABC News there’s SUF EY & : 

_dornestic terrorism for the inauguration, pos ssibi iy bri Gi ing extensive vigience.” The 

{2/iG, Levy, Kendall, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports law enforc erent age: 

@ preparing for more marches by Trump supparters in eign end elsewhere, The Sea 

i TO, i i BOM) reports Trurnip supporters rallied in Glymnia, Washington, on Sunday under 

    

    

    

   

  

   
        t £4 /8, Sy ren Rat rowd d where « some carr ried f lag IG 

“pro-police symbol that ort cs ain also stands for white supr emacy ¢ ‘and oppositi on to the Black 

Lives Matter rmavement - and shirts adorned with ‘Blue Lives Matter,” a tide of anger and 

' frustration rose as officers pushed them back” frarn the Capitol, and “nearly three hours after the 

‘bullding was breached, police cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to 

confront the mob.” The Past adds “sore promised to return with weapons, ready to fight if 

“necessary,” while one man “repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the 

=
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“inguguration of... Biden.” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this souring sentiment may 
lead i to More vigence i the months a she ad.” 

   

  

sSar & sassy SWV'sps8 VNOIVS 

House Speaker Pe! iOS i *gaid Saturday 

of the | " S. Capi tol on Wednesday chose their 
“came after Pelosi! acknowledged the 

which were records 

       : rioters ¥ ho to part | int 
whiteness” aver democracy.” The Hill adds t her remark 
ruumiber of peapie who dieg of COVID-19 on Wednesday end Thursday, both of 

for single-day coronavirus deaths in the United States. 

However, Grent Staples, a merber of the New York Tires editorial board, writes at the Ney 

eg (1/8, 26.6M} that US history “is rfe with episodes of political violence far blaodier end 

structive than the untry sen incited at the Capitol,” and remarks by public officials and 

     

   

  

    
       

  

     

‘more de 

OWRO We are’ as @ people,” are “ak angerous Ong var: nety Of counts. For starters, it aHowed many 

Americans to view the president's insistence that he had wor en ei nwhich he was actually 
trounced, and his simultaneous embrace of right-wing extremism, as political theater that will pass 
unevent tFully from t the stage when...Biden is ingugurated.” He conciudes, “Fhe mob assault an the 

apmitol was an outgrowth of what came kefore.” 

    
   

   

: FSI Probing Whether Some Rioters Intended Harm To Legislators. 
Wim? 

(1/8, Barrett, Hsu, Zapotesky, 1G.52M)} reports, “FBT agents are trying to 

‘determine whether some who stormed the US. Capito! on Wednes sday intended to do more than 
cause havoc and disrupt the certification of President-elect Joe Biden’s victery, and are sifting 

through evidence to see whether anyones wented to Xf or capture lawrrakers or their staffers, 

act cording to people farniliar with the investigation.” The Past adds that “inveshgetors aiso are 

working to determine the motivations and larger goals, any, of those who had weapons or other 

‘gear suggesting they planned te do physical harrr:. Some rioters, for instance, were photographed 

carrying zip ties, a plastic version of handcuffs, and one men was arrested allegedly carrying a 

pista on the Canitol graunds, ‘We're nat loaking at this as a grand conspiracy, bur we are 

din learning what people would do with things lke 2:5 tes,’ said a lew enforcement 

: others Ss, spoke on the condition of anonym By to discuss the investiqation. ° 

. (1/9, Levenson, 20.5M) reports, "A man who had an assault rifle was 
charged with threatening Nancy Pelosi, the House soea Ker, efter he traveled to Washington for the | 

Prov Frum f rally on Wedneaday end sent @ text message saving he would put ‘a bullet in her 

'rioggin on Live FY,’ the federal authorities said.” The Times adds, “Federal agents said the man, 

Cleveland ¢ Grover Meredith dr., had been staying ata Holiday Inn in Washington and had weapons 

‘in his cemper-styie trailer, including 8 Glock hendgun, 2 Fustol, : Tavor X$5 assault rifle and 

hundreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was charged with transi mieeg a threat in interstate 

commerce, poss SeSsian ofan unregistered firearm and unlawful passession of ammumnitian, 

according to court record 3." 

  

    

         

   
          

    

  

   

       

    

s €2/18, story 2, 2:25, Snow, 3.76M} reported that “at least two more 

Heqedly involved in the attack On the Capit Qi were arrested” on Surday. NGC’s Ron Allen said 

iLarry Rundeli Brock of Texas and Eric Gaveiek Munchel of Tennessee are “both charged with 
viclesty¢ enter ring the C Cap ital and disarderiy canduct.” 

The Was $(2/10, Hsu, iG. 52M) reports that Brock, “a retired Aw Force Heutenant 

colonel, w Was arrested in Texas and charged with one count of knowingly entering a restricted 

building and one count of violent entry ard disorderly conduct, prosecutors said. Brock iden 

himself toe the New Yorker last week as the man photographed in the weil of the Senate chamber 

wearing a Green combat heimet, tactical vest, and black and carno jacket. The phote shows the 

man holding @ white flex cuff, used by palice by restrain subjects, crosecutors said. 
A Yoday (2/15, Cannally, Maéceraeg, Stephenson, Dorman, Wegner, i 4} reports, 

was being held ina Nashville jall Sunday on a federal warrant, online records show, 

~ Foi spokesperson, Samantha Shero, confirmed the arrest. The federal prosecutor's office in 

‘Washington is handling the case. ‘ Photos depicting his presence show a person who appears to be 

'Munchel carry: ng e Hastic restraints, an item in a heister on his right hin, and a cell phone mounted 
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on his chest with the carnera facing outward, ostensibly to record everits that day,’ the office said 

‘ine news release. ° 
Fhe Ney 83 (1/10, Goldman, Benner, 20.5M) reports the dusthice Department “said 

that photographs of a person who appeared to be Mr. Muncheil showed him ‘carrying plastic 

restraints, an itern in a holster on his right hip, 2 ‘eH phone mounted on his chest with the 

camera facing cutwerd, ostensibly to recard events that day.'” DO) said irnages of a person who 

“appeared to be Brock showed him: “clad in‘a green helmet, green tactical vest with patches, black 

Hhite flex cuff, which is used by lew enforcernent to 

S 9s (4/10, 772K} reports Brock, “a retired 

New Yorker magazine that he was involved in 

fees | f{4/16, story 2, 1:45, Duncan, 

    

    
   

         

    

  

and camo jacket, and beige pants holding a w 

restrain and/or detain subiects.’” The | ; 

Air Force Heutenant colonel, confirmed to The 

‘Wednesday’s breach of the Capitel.” The ¢ 
13.72M) aiso covers the arrests. 

; £{1/16, 363K} re: 5 also arrested” Brock, “who lives in Texas, saying he 

appeared to be holding ‘a white flex cuff, which is used by lew enforcement to restrain and/or 

‘detain subjects.” Fhe FBI “also seid the photos of hirn appeared to show ‘an iterr in a hal ster aon 

his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensib 
record events that day.’ Both men are arses with one caunt of knowingly entering or remaining 

in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority, and one court of viclent entry and 

disorderly conduct on Capito! grounds.” 
Ag ews (1/8, Meek, 2.44M) reports, “Federal agents and detectives frorn the D.f. 

Metropo! ifan Police Department have launched a bread and muliprenged invest! an ion i 
mayhem and death Wednesday at the United States Capito!, that sources tell ARC News includes 
‘an effort to determine the motives of a perarmiitary faction of the mob that invaded the heart of 

“American government. ‘We're talking about a very complex investigation,’ said Robert Boyce, a 

35-year veteran and former chief of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort 

involves scanning volurnes of social rnedia pasts, reviewing hours of security camera footage, and 

“combing through mountains of celishone data to determine exactly what occurred, investigators 

told ABC News ” 

    
  

     

   

   
      

      

  

    

  

      

      

      

cS thy dS. x fever % Sey myn Fy ay Sy Foy ed “ 
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ae ara 
4, ranron, OF z aces” Hy 

the Capitol “for iethai devices thet can be activated later, by 2 a remote t "iadg such asa calls phe ene, 
or by a vibration-sensitive device like the one thet sets off a car alarm when t a vehicle rumbles Dy 

or honks. Or somebody & coud id Rave stuc *K a Handgun inside a vase or hallow lamp or behing a 

toilet, a la Michael Cort *, intending to return later as a tour ist, recialm the qun and 

assassinate some lawmeker. ‘Tox dears Lo-by-ES foot office, would take four barb techs all day,’ 

‘Dave Willlanis, e former FBI bornb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City bombing, the World 

Trade Center bombing and other ettacks, told SpyTaik. ‘They’d Rave to lack under carpets, ata 

the fire alarms, | Hight switches, lamps, even ight bulbs. A light bulb can be moadHied so when you 

turn fon, i explodes. if you have a five-drawer file cabinet, each drawer should be apened 
remotely.’ 

     Pigg s 
      

  

    

  

    

    

| PRI Warned Capitol Police Of Possibility Of Viclence Before Riot. 

8 {1/18, Dianian, 4.91M} reports, “The FBI and the New York K Gay Pou 

' passed information to U.S. Capitol Police about the sossibilit 
“Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral College vote, and the FBI even visited more than 

a dozen extremists already under investigation to urge thern net to travel to Washington, senior 

aw enforcernent officials said.” NBC News adds, “The previously unreported details undercut the 

assertion by a top F&I official that officials 5 had no indication that violence was a possibility, ang 
they add to questions about what inteligence authorities had reviewed before the Capital rict, 

Pwhich lee fo the death of an officer and four other people, including a rioter who was shot and 

aHed b a. Socal mecha is qust part of a full intelligence picture, and whe there was First 

_ammendment-protected activity on social rnedia to inchide some peanle making threats, to thus 

point, investigaters have not found that there was an organized pict to access = the Capitol,’ a senior. 

FBI official said.” 

      ce Department 
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10, Long, Balsarno, Mascaro) renorts, “Desnite ample warnings ahout pro-Trump 

    

  
  

  

  

demonstrations in Washington, U.S. Capitol Police did not bolster staffing on Wednesday and mede - 
NO preparations for the pussiblity that the planned protests could escalate Inka massive Vvighent 

riots, according to several peome briefed on law enforcement’s response.” According te the AP, 

       “Phe revelations shed new Hight on why Capitol Paice were so quickly overrun by rioters. The 
department had the same nurnber of officers in place as or @ routine day. While some of those 

‘officers were outfitted with squinrrient for a (protest, they were not steffed or equinped for a riot. 

“Yt ey ware ieff naved,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Callfornia. said of the pohce in an interview with 

AP, She had raised security concerns ina Dec. 28 meeting cf House Dernocrats and grilied Steven 

(Sund, the Capito? Police chief, during an hourlong private cali on New Year's Eve, ‘it turns auf it 

was the worst Ki ad of norm-security anybody could ever imagine.” 

Fhe & 1/8, Z20uU, 3.37M) reports, “Officers at a U.S. Capital perimeter fence 

tried fo hold their hne 2 Dut falied as intruders overturned the barrier. Officers at another gate, 

seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders passed by. Another lone officer 

tried to held back an advancing group before fleeing through the halls of Cengress. In many cases, 
the officers were in normai uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear 

'5$een during other recent events, including Black Lives Matter protests.” The Times adds, “The 

unning collapse of national secur ty lefh rriarry oF the nation’s leaders cawering behind benches 

:and fearing for their Hves,” but “by Thursday, much of their shock had been supplanted by anger - 

with leading lawmakers cemand ing resignations fram the Canital’s tan security officials and callin 

for broad investigatians into the array of tactical failures under their watch.” 

S Bs /3, Calvert, Youss Gurman, Subscription Publication, 841M) 

Cai and federal agencies hindered a forceful 

      

   

   

  

   

  

     
   
     § 
   

  

$2
 

       

  

     
   sponse to the riot. 

Pete Wikiams reported 1/10, story 3, 2:10, Snow, 3.7O5M) thet the 

‘New York Police Departrrs ent notified the US Canitol P Glce about the pass / Of vicience during 

last week’s electoral vote count. Law enforcament officials say the NYPD’s intelligence unit sent a 

packet of information to police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the threats 

of SOCcIRE mecha, wilh ¢ separate renort sent directly toe Ci aoitol Police. And & serigr FRY  offtcs al says 

agents contacted more than a dozer suspected extrernists. These gre people who were already 

under FRE surveillance, and who indicated a desire to come to Washingten las week. w. Prese 

disclosures do add te the questions about why the Capito! Pollce were not better prepared when 

the rioters 's stormed ihe a nd why there wasn't greeter sense of urgency throughout the federal 

ty that the Canitol was é target.” The ¥ $ (4/18, Fen, 

10. S2M) } reports * “ey nbattle eed"? Capito’ PoHce Chief steven Sund © “stepped down from his post on 

Friday, days earier than he said he would.” On Fhursday, Sund said his resignation would be 

effective 3 January 16. 
iS: fay (4/10, Bohan, Fritze, Brook, 12.7M} reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R} “said 

Sunday i took nearly two hours for the Pentagon to give authorization for his stete to send its 
National Guard into Washington to Relp protect the US. Canitol as it came under atfack.” Hogan 

said on CNN'S s ; — (2/16, 1.21M), “Gur Guard mobilized and was ready, but we 

cou fdn’t Selly cress over the 

         
       

  

  

  

      

   
    

  

   
  

    

    

  

   
  

  

border inte OC without the okey. And that was quite some time. ... 

  

     

      

i can’t speak es to what was going on the other end of the line back at the Pentagon or in the 

‘White Hause. ... AI know is that we were trying fo get answers and we weren't getting answers.” 

| Sen. Gary Peters (O-MI} on MSNSC's f s Nation (1/10, 825K} said, “Gne thing that! | 
think is particul jarly serie ing is the low f number of arrests, Here you have videos of folks engaged in | 

criminal behavior, and the nurnber of arrests is very small. That’s unacceptabie.” Paters added 

    

i “We Rave to send a stron @ signal to those foiks who were engaged in this acticn, that they « 

-sGught out, they wil be ru unished, and anyone elise who tries to do this in the future is going tc 

certainly face a very different result than whet we saw this fest week” 

Rep. Hank Johnson (D-GA) an NSNAC Ss eg Nation (41/10, 825K) said, “Had it not been 
for the gunshot o of the one shot flred by that plain 40! HES offic ner inthe Speaker's Lobby right behind | 

the House gallery, right there, if those people hed been able to get through, they would have had 

us who were in the gallery upon the third floor trapped...and i have ne doubt some of us who look 

FBI(2icv558)-2697 

      

       

  

  

 



fike me would have been hanging fram the railings of the third floor oritiea the House floor swinging 

Pike: fruib.”   

   

    

      

     
   

  

1?)
 (1/8, Cornwe ait, So, Beren: °S, Janu ita, fan} reports ¢ G “the hi storic c securi rity bt ‘each a 

(te iconic some buliding that houses the U.S, House and Senate, lawmakers tol a harrow ie tales 
apes from grave danger in the deadly rab assault t ince 

Trurnp,” and “severai told Reuters that ton Capltol security d assured them they would 

be safe ahead of the planned protests and thet everything was under contro” In interviews wilh 

‘Reuters “and in public statements, lawrnakers furned over the failure of the Capital Police - a 

-2,000-member force dedicated to quarding the Capitel Grounds ~ and other agencies.” The 

(1/8, Marcos, 5.69M) reports Rep. Tim Ryan (D- OH), the chairman of the House Appropriations 
subcommittee thet overse aplto! Police funding, “sald Friday he’s asked the police chief to 

provide all communications during the oro-Trump riots that unfoided this week and will investigate | 

whether any officers assisted rioters.” 
Meanwhile, (1/8, Al, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M) interviewed several current and 

former police leaders about “the logistics of Non 4% oreparation for a major raly or oratest t typically 

“works - end why Wednesday's preparation was such a disrnaying contrast to typical practice.” Ina | 

nearly 2,000-word article, Suites (1/8, 6.73M) says “the successfil storming of the LS, Capitol by 

-pre-Frump rioters.. even sents perhaps the greatest policing failure in American history.“ 

According to Politico, “Minute by minute, individuel officers sornetimes acted bravely, but hour by 

hour, Wednesday's $ ey rents demonstrated a top-to-bottom failure by a key federal law-enforcement | 

agency. The crisis can’t even be called @ failure of imagination, as 9/11 is soemetirnes seen, 

because in many ways the idea that the pro-Trump mob might march on Capital to disrupt the 

“proceedings inside seemed all but cbvious. Nor was this en incident that just slinped under the 
radar. The joint session inside was the single biggest news event in the United States that day, and. 

the ricters had been planning disruptive protest for weeks in the open.” 

The Wa Past (1/8, 10.52M) says in an editorial, “FOP law enforcement officials and 
key members of Congress have said t piainty what Americans could sea - that the events 

Wedne lIgy were enabled by a failure of law enforcerrient and a colapse of security.” The Post 

adds, “Fo prevent ancther such falure, on Inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 

robust investigation of the causes for evident shortcomings in leadership, olanning, intelligence, 

coordination and tactics.” The Post calls for the implernentation of long-term security J measures, 

concluding the Capitol building “rnust rerngin the neople’s house - but one that is secure fram 
insurrection.” 

. ° - rex S: syd SMe ony oo oo, y 3 o asso iS ss BIEN TN SIVS Nassasyay & 
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© KLSeasy O: 

ia ‘ & “ny Secretary Rya i the é dor) j that Defense 

Depart nent “are reviewing restrict ons on the use of # force by Nat S members 

and would BHOW troo ns fo carry batons or guns in Washington, D.C., as they brace for more 

protests and possible violence S ground the Jan. 20 inaugural.” in particular, McCarthy “fold Fhe 

AP. thet any changes will be determined by the intel ligence gathered i in the coming deys about 

potential threats. But he said they are looking at avowing troops ta carry their M-4 rifles or 9 mm 

 Berettas, and he wi i know more ing é & day | or two," 

%
 

              

      
   

   
   

    

   

    

   

  

   

SY. 

i he befens 52 Depart : 

neton on Wednesday did not immediately respond when a pr oT urn mob 5 stormed the. 

‘Capital because of a lack of a prier planning with Capitol Police over haw it might be depicyed, 

Pentagon officials said.” A “timeline of events that the Pentagon released Friday night” indicates 

that the force was at “Joint Base Andrews aryiand and authorized for use by acting defanse 

secretary Christopher C. Miler ‘i additiona! support is requested by civil authorities.” The Post 

adds, “Sut e senior defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity because of the 

sensitivity of the issue, said the Defense Department and Capito! Police hadn't reached an 
agreement or settied on @ comment of operation ahead ¢ of tire.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly 3,700-ward front-page 

   

  

         

   

   
. CYS, Al, Dermurfian, Leonnig, 
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‘Kane, Devis, 10.52M) article chronicles how Capito! police “rast cantro:” of the situation even 

though Capita! Police Chief Steven Sund hed previously “assured meribers of Congress that his 

‘force of 2,006 officers $s could handle the fare: ¢ expected crowds, according fo multiple people who 

spoke with Sund in the Gays | ieG sding up to the siege.’ 

However, the § (1/9, 3.37} reports the atteck on the US Capito! “has 
spurred congressional leade rs to demand a ‘robust’ inquiry inte the ‘rnind-baagling’ failure of 

‘national security,” but they don‘t have to “look far for accountability. Congress Hself is both cHent 

and overseer of the U.S Capito! Police ~ a secretive agency whose procedures and actions have 

been kept under wrans for decades by lawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers’ Committee 

for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith said, “fhe Capitol Police is 

uniquely opaque, even among federal law enforcernent.” The Times adds that not much is known 

“regarding “how the Cagital Police aperate.” Congress “hes exempted the agency frorn the 
Freed Poe oF informat on Act, preventing the buble frarn requesting records - unlike with other 

s the FEL 

   

     eet 

    

  

    

      

   

            

a re 

hat tat ‘i cal dlecie sions Ry some “Capitol solic e ficers worsened Wednesday's ‘riots and 

sd the possibility that fhe pro-Frurnp mob that stormed gthe ULS. Capitol rr: qht have head 

outside help.” Videos have core to light "showing a srnali nurnber of officers pulling down 

barricades fer the ricters and, in another instance, stopping for e phote with one of them.” Palitice 

adds, “Some of those incidents were raised on a 3.5-hour caucus cali by House Democrats on 

Friday, demanding ar actigation not only inte the decisions by the Capital Police leadership but 

by some rank-and-file officers caught on carnera.” However, the legislators additionally Brought up 

“general concerns that the rioters had same sort cf outside help not necessarily attributable to the 

& anor S pores § COFpS. ” _Rep. Steve Horsford (D-SC} “tcid his ccleaques he theught the riots were 

wo o lawmakers an the call.” 

  

     

    

   

   
    

  

“ Shates TS 

AP CUS, Lig at), | i 

“pron sted governors and tas venakers in se vel oral states to heighten security at their owt 

‘buildings as they gather emid a pandernic for legislative sessions and inaugurai ceremon} es,” The 

AP reports that state legistatures @re concerned that if "the U.S. Capitol - a shining syrmbel o 

_dermecracy with a dedicated police farce ~ can be overrun by @ viclent mob, could state capitals be. 

next?” 

    
       

  

     Hin Ap sanded entry 
Le at Us tn! Some of the pratestors, swearing « camourte rat IQUEeS Wi with sere rigutoratic 

over their snouie® warcnes oOmingusiy { 

calected officiais did their work.” On 4 Wacnesday, as the US ‘Capitol WRS s breached, Mi * 

Sen, Sylvia Santana iD} said, “Michigan was the precursor fer what happened,” 4° 

(1/9, 10.52M) article neadlined’ “After Trial Runs At Statehouses Last Year, The Far-right’s Violant 

Tactics Erupted At The ® Capital” provides similar coverage. 

: a piece for MSNSCS (1/9, 8 823M), Frank Fighuzzi, who was the 

igence at the FEI, writes, in the aftermath of the insurrection at 
the US. Capitol on Jan. 7, be resignations, hearings and inquiries at the Canitcl Pclice 

department, the respective i nd Senate sergeant-at-arms offices, and other iaw 

enforcemer ent Ce miltary entities. The Warning Signs ang inteligence were there - they were just 
‘ignored, But let's be clear - what happened to our democracy that day was not an intellicence 

‘failur @: if was @ fadure fo act upon available intelligence.” rialiuez’ adds, “Fhe fiqhts are binking 

red, and they wii continue to signal our vulnerability for the final two weeks of this leaderiess 

administration, Qur edversaries are watching. Whether or not they act on the available intellicenc e 

depends on our capacity to see what they see: a soft target that needs te secure far more than the | 

building on Canitel Hil,” 
ira piece for USS) 

  

         

    

      
    
     

      Dassistart chrector for cou 

    

    
  

     

    

ay (L/B, 27M) , Fodd Gitlin writes, “For months, supporters of 
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President Donald Trurmp have mounted acts end threats of violent insurrection against federal and 

state governments. in September, FRI and Homeland Security officials warned a Senate 

cormpTiifae of the “high lethality” of white supreniacist groups.” Githn adds, “ins: arrectionary 

activity hasta en place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene en investigative commission 

     
    

  

  

      

  

   toa get answers to questions including...which officiais in the FSi, Homeland Security, and other 

~agencies were aware ofv vie dent preparer HORS in the rureup to the congressional vote yasterday to 

   

    

count and affirrn t S,” and “which white suprernacist graoums were under 

S after the FBI g anc Homeland See uriiy warned of ‘high lethality’.” 

co (1/8, 6.73M}, Garrett M. Graff writes, “Fhe successfui storming of the 

U.S. Capital by pro-Trump rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest palicing fadure 

in American nistary, a catastrophic collapse that may well end up costing one Cap tol Police officer 

his fife and the entire security leadership of the Capitol their jobs.” Politica adds, “With both houses - 
_of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Cani itol’s outer fence 
were no larger then the department deals with routinely. Yet within riinutes, the cuter fence lines 

had collapsed and officers were in full-blown retreat.” Graff adds, “Through the afternoon 
_ Wednesday and through Thursday ¥, Cur vrent and former mgior city po ice chiefs traded puzzied end 

“warrfed calls, a} amazed at the essauilf on ~ and stunningly sasy fall of ~ one of the world’s 

supposedly most secure buddings.” 

      

      

  

   
    

   

  

US Officials Reportedly Gpen Murder Probe Into Death Of Capito! Police Officer. 

AP (1/8, Mascaro, Daly) reports Capitol Police Officer Brian DB. Sicknick “has died frorn injuries 

SU fered as President Donald Trump’ $ SuBbpoOrters stormed the Capitol.” The US Capitol Police “said 

| tatement that. euch tured ‘while ohysically engaging with protesters’ during the 

Wednesday rot,” mmeking him “the fifth person fo die because of the Capitol protest and violence.” 

SICETIER'S farmily releused a statement reading: “Many detaus regarding Wadnesday's events and 

iy asks the public an 2 Oress 

§ passing a political issue.” On (2/8, | 

™) }, Jeff Pegues sald Sicknick, was “a 12-year veteran who served in the first responders unit.” | 

(1/8, Singh, Heavey, Holland) reports a law en forcement official taid CNN that 

“utors “are opening a murder in vestigati on” into Sicknick’s death. On the ; 

2/8, story 4, 2:11, O'Donnell, 4.08M), Jeff Peques said investigators are “s 

nvest igation, but, obvi ously, theyre gong to use cell phone data ane Video 

responsible,” On ¢ 

5 (i/ 83 2. 14M), Pierre Thomas Sai nalice “ want “to know if he was ass 

Hayed @ role in his death. Was H murderr” 
3 (1/8, Sentora, Specie, 20.6) reports that “ii was unclear where Mr, 

| Sicknick’s encounter with the rioters tock ple tphotos and @ video posted by @ local reparter 

during the right of chaos showed a man spra ng a fire extinguisher outside the senate chamber, 

>. (2/8, 

   

  

   
   

    

    
    

  

    ithe direct causes of Brign’s injuries rernain unknown, and aur fam 

f! respect our wishes in not making Brian 
27 

       

           

    

   

   

   

        
    

   

ed and if that 

  

    

  

with & srnali number of noice officers overlooking the gree on a nearby stairway.’ 

Lynch, Brice) has more POF the investigatic on into Sicknick’s death. 
tye 

& front-page | (2/8, Al, Hermann, Weiner, Heim, Fackrnan, 1G.52M) article 
‘reports a White House spokesrnan “said 7 Prump and hi i$ adrrinistration ‘extend aur prayers to 

Car sito: Polos Officer Brian Sicknick’s family as we all grieve the loss of this American hero,” 

‘House Speaker Pelosi “erdered flags at the U.S. Canitai to be flown at haif-staff,” and “Th ursday 

“night, officers lined up in ron oF the Capital in sence to honor their fallen colleague.” On the lead 

DASE W 8 Ves , ead story, 4:22, Muir, 6.95M} segment, Chief White House 

‘Cor respondent J Jas onathan Kar. said Vice President Pence “offered his candolences, and the White 
‘House put aut a statement from a deputy press Sen retary | bu fe nothing from the President hiviself 

Trump suisted than ever, remained hehi , atridst 

“growing cails for him to resign.” Meanwhile, § 3 SY 1g, § HH funnicutt) voports Joe ‘Biden ae Friday 

“expres sed sympathy to the family of the U.S, Capital Police officer killed In Wednesday's invasion 

of “Congress by pro~Trurmp supporters, and said those responsible would be held accountable.” 

sponsible should be held accountanle, and they will be.” 

  

VW ihihe 

   
     

     
   

(Biden said, “Fhe people re 
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i (1/9, Natter, Laing, 3.57. va reparts thet aside fram Sicknick and Babbitt, three 

ed Wednesday when thousands of pro- Trump supporters forced their way into the US. 
in Washington, srriashing windows an d ransacking offices.” Moanwhlie, a front-page 

$ (1/8, Al, Jamison, Natanson, Wocdrew Cox, Horten, 1G.52M)} articie chronicles 

ney from » capital guar roi an’ to Invade Or, 
y sed M8F ogy 

S g8sssy 

  

    
ASS, 8 AES, Mais; reports Capitol 

fram the 
      

  

    

  

Police offic cf 
Sen rate c GP + FY 

video * ‘getting ¢ Voters Sto move aviay from t the Senate 2S 5 police raced te secure the chamber.“ The 

¥ (2/10, Brown, 7.45M)} reports an aysis s of the video “shows that he held them back 

'for almost a rninute - at the exact time as a half-dozen ermed officers were inside the chamber 

desperately trying to secure it.” 

Officer Who Was On Duty Wednesday Dies ? Tf} Apparent Suicide. The New 

(1/18, Sblendorio, 2.51M} reports Noward Liebengcad, “a longtime officer ¥ with U.S. Capital 

Police,” died Saturday while off duty ° “EH what's s heing described as en apparent suicide. Capitol 

Police did not revegi a cause of death for Liebengood In its announcement Sunday,” but two 

Sources, Sad it was 5 suicide, and “3 colleague with Capita! Police aiso referred to i ebangoo od’s death | 

    

    

   
    

  

: . NC iif 10, 85, 2M reports on ts website that President Trurip “ordered that the flag flying | 

above the White House be iewered te half-staff on Sunday to honor US Capitol Police officers Bran 

Sickni ck and fLieb engood], who were both on duty when a mob of Trump’s supparters stormed the | 

     

  

       3 (8, Moz ‘doc ck, KY repor ts pOHCe 

ul urons mati onwid Ge Hi uppart Mr, Frump ahead | of whe DY -esidentiai 

je@lection,” but “nolice uni ions ‘that, once bia sted Mr. Biden for his tepid denunciation of rioters, say 

they are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supperters ta march to the Capitol.” 

, Police Separtments Nationwide Investigating If Their Officers Stormed Capitol. 

OTR (2/9, Mackerauhar, 20.6M} reports police depertrients nahonwide Rave 

cusp 3 s or referred them to interna! reviews for attending the events on Jan. 6 
We fashi ington trat it Gevolv ed into an assault on the U.S. Capital.” Accarding ta the Times, “The 

HIS involved in the cases in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, YFexas and 

Hie the officers attended as private citizens, the question of 

  

   

          

whe ther they broke the law would be i ; 
BR (2/16, Caspantl reports that “police departments in Virginia and wasningion state 

have placed officers on leave as authorities examine whether they took part in uniawful acts while 

off-duty.” Ret ters ads, “Fire departments in Florida and New York City heve alse said they 

‘reported to federai authorities allegations that same of their members may have peer present 

when the mob broke inte the Capitol as Congress met te certify the results of the Nov 
presidential election. The pclice departrnent in the small town of Racky Mount, Virginia, ‘said on 

Sunday it had placed two officers on administrative leave after it learned they attended an ‘event’ 

in Washington, B. c. on Wednesday while off-duty.” 
The SN Sast (1/9, Edelman, 7.45M) reports, “The PBL is investigating whether active or. 

retire’ ED! NY firefighters tock partin the siege at the US Capitol, The Post has learned. The 

_departrnent issued a statement Saturday in response to questions about a photo posted to Twitter 

of a man weering a jacket marked ‘FDNY Squad 252° on the back, standing neer the entrance to 

‘the Capito! and carrying an American flag. ‘The department received anonymous allegations that 

active ar retired MaMBers were presert at the events at the United States Capitol on January § 

cand, as required, hes provided that information to the F#i," the statement said.” 

  

     

   

  

   

  

      

   

     
    

, While Bulk Of Americans Feel Attack On Capito! Was Unacceptable, “Large Portion Of 

The County At Least Empathizes With What Occurred.” 

, & iW {i/9, 10.52M} analysis says that “while most Americens also think that the 
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uv 
actions of the mob" who attacked the Capitol on Wednesday “were unaccentabie, a large portico on of: 

the country at isast empathives with what occurred or, in some cases, actualy appr "Oves," 

MH UffPPost DOH released on Friday which was carried out by YouGov indicates that roughly “three- 

oS OF the country EXpi ressed disappr ovei of what the mob head done.” Meanwhile, a 

which was carried out by Marist College asked whether 

5 respondents bee cked what happen Gd atthe Capitol. The Post adds, “Even more expressed 

° However, the HuffPost paling indicates that one third af Trumn 
Capital represent peaple ike tham or represent Frurrnip 

    

     

  

    

   
     

   
sMIg's Lac Ss “Mean while, & a rel, om 

i at the? ‘vio! tent mio’ inspired by. Tram p ‘smashing i Wes “a 

shoe tH ing Spe ctacie” that “nighiighted one of the most dangerous parts of | Mr “teu p's legacy: the 

disbelief in der: acracy that has metastasized among meny of his supporters.” The Times adds that 

while the “turmoil... has divided Republican officials,” some of the voters whe Yervently back” 
'Trurna in interviews “expressed sympathy with what they said were the motives of the mob - to 

stop the counting of Electoral College results in Congress, umder the false orermise that widespread | 

‘fraud Rad deprived the president of re-election.” According fo the Times, this stance “suggests that | 

  

    

ia core part of the Republican Party, both voters and some officiais, is dead-set cn reiecting the 

Hlegitimacy of eny poltics cr party bub their own.” 

  

‘Three Sri Lankan Nationals Charged In Federai Court With Aiding 2015 Bombings. 

The Le as (2/8, Ormseth, 3.37M) reports, ee Sri Lanken nationals were charged 
Friday in federal court in Los Angeles with supporting an isis sell that xlled hundreds of peaple in 

'@ string of coordinated suicide bombings thet shook Sri Lanka in 2019.” Mohamed Naufar, 

Mohamed Anwar Moharned Riskan end Ahamed Minan Havathu Moahmed are “accused of 

conspiring to provide materiai support to ISIS.” Naufar and Milhan ere “also charged with aiding 

and abetting the receipt of military training from ISIS.” 
Fhe AS (1/8) reports, “The men nave no Calfornia connection but the FE Bivied | Joint Terrorism 

Yas Force that headed the investigation is based in Los Angeles, according to the U.S. attorney’s 

office.” They were “being held in Sr Lanka and it wasn’t immediately dear whether “they had 

attorneys whe could speak for thern.” Nick Hanna, U.S. attorney for the Centra! District of 

'Cailfornia, said in a statement, “This case clearly demonstrates that the United States wii take 

decisive action ta ensure terrorists face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. - 

YS comp faint t makes clear that we stand ready with these charges in the event the defendants 

        

  

  

    

    
    

    

     
   

        

   

  

Jacobsen: Biometric Evidence Used In Fight Against Terrorism May Not Be Reliable. 

in an essay adapted from her upcoming book “First Piatcon’ for the | " as (2/9, 20.0M)}, | 
epee? and BL EROF Annie 3ac ncobsen 8 WHI tes | Presigent Trump pardoned Clint rae ‘an Army first -      

   

  

     

    

   
ng two G oft them,” oer “being shown biometric data - _ Ringe vr ints and DNA + ‘that 

leged the “afghan men kHied were Taliban bornb makers, not civiltans.” Ieccbsen writes that 

“blornetric evidence is at the heart“ in the case of Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, who “neaded quilty tc 

ing 6 Afghan villagers in cold blood.” Bales’ “appeal rests, in part, on data provided by a 
5 expert named WHhar Carney - who also worked on the Lorannce case. "Jacobsen 

Ww Ws et rat “these efforts are buHE upon ne cantury-Old law enforcerrient notion that ‘fingerprints 

‘don’t lie.’” However, “In the nascent worid of Defense Department biometrics, I learned, 

‘fingerprint evidence can be manipulated and misconstrued.” 

     

  

  

    
     

        

, Boston Marathon Bomber Sues Over Treatment in Prisen. 
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    - (1/8, Woods, 7.45) en ‘Boston Maratho or bomber Dh 

: igevernment for g2h 50, 880 0 finside the Colorado supermax 
prison where he is serving a life sentence — clair gt iS s bas shall cap was confiscated and ne as 

been restricted to arly three showers a week, accarding tc a ew report.” In the su Ht, Fsaerngeev 

“accused guards and the warden at the Fe nde ral | Corrections ai Camplex Florence — called the 

‘Alcatraz of the Rockies’ - of being * & and discriminatory,’ The Boston Heraid | 
'reported,” Tsarnaev “ceimed that prison quérds 5 conti SC ated his baseball can and bandana 

because, by weari Wi the capi, Twas ‘disresps acting’ the FRE and the victinis’ of the Apri 25, 2633, 

-bornbing, according to the report.” His treatment, he clairned, “has made him so anxious that it js 

contributing to his ‘mental and physical decline.” 

cakher Tsarnaev is: 

  

       

  

  

    

, FAA Chief Issues Statement Warning Public Not To Disrupt Flights With “Unruly 

Passenger Behavior.” 

  

   

  

if
 

ra (1/9, Levin, $.57M} reports Fede: 8 Aviston Administration Administrator Ste scones 

Dickson reieas sed | statement Saturday yowin “strong enforcement action agai 

endangers the safety of a flight, with penait ies: ranging from monetary fines to ja me, “ Dicks son's | 

_staternent followed “a spate of incidents” last week “involving supporters of P resident | Donaid 

Trump disrupting flights and refusing to wear face masks.” Bickson added that FAA Keeps | tabs Qn 

‘flight safety viclations such as “unruly passenger behavior, whic distract, disrupt, an 

threaten crew members’ ability to conduct their key safety functions.” 

: (7/8, ane pardson} reports Dickson stated, “I expect all passengers ta folicw crew 

member instructions, which are in olece for their safety and the sefety of flaht.” The story reports 

' Alaska Airlines has “banned : 4 passengers from future travel with the carrier after ‘unacceptanie’ 

behavior on @ flight fram Washington to Seattle.” According to the story, FAA has “cpened more 

than i, 300 enforcement actions against unruly passengers during the past decade,” 

& (1/9, Josephs, 7.34M)} reports last week, one “American Aldines rlict ona Was 

to- Phoent x Fight warned travelers he would ‘put this alane down and dump people off in the 

   

          

  

  

       

  

    

    

   

  

    

  

    
   
      

middle 0 of Kensas’ to corvince passengers ta ‘behave’ an board.” There was “another flight” where 

aS ee attendants turned up the Jights ard ordered passengers to their seats 

Hand | CU ised each othe tr. 

738) re ports S, “Capital SOCUT 

ES é airports after | mul @ incidents iy YW Pach 

  

vat the ee > regional airports”. - “Reagal Taternat ordi, Dules internat ional, and | Balti 

'Wash ngton MARR aan nal - “through Inauguration Day to ‘assist with security coordination.’” The 

vaction was taken “after the confrontation of many lawmakers in D.C. airports, inchiding Sen 
Lindsay Graham fR-S.C.3." Uniike Graham, “many lawmakers, particul lary in the House, do not” 

    troyee~ 

fs 
have a dedicated security detail with them when they travel, and “Several as Vitiakers have 
‘Privately been raising concerns that they could be not just confronted verbally, but threatened in 

more dramatic fashion in the coming days and weeks. ” 
So Worish News Yo: - (4/5, story 5, 0:30, Llamas, 839K) broadcast USCE “wil be 

teaming up w th other author ities, including US Air Marshais, to provide protection for members of | 

Congres ress. , (3/10, Mee, Lozane, 492M) reports online the Washington Metropelitan 
CUS é Ne Marsh: qals “ill increase security for congressianal travel to and fram 

nm, Mitt Romney (R-UP) and Rep. Lou Correa (D-CA) were 

; home last week, 

        AS 

  

   

       

      

  Washington.” | 
also “heckled” 

, Pompeo To Designate Yemen’s Houthis A Foreign Terrorist Organization. 

‘The W 

    

i {1/1G, Hudson, Ryan, 16.52M} reports, “The Trump edministration has 

   
decided ta designate Yemen's Houthi rebels as a foreign terrorist organization,” accarding to 

: unnamed sources. Fhe Post says “a as groups and several senior U.S. officials worry” the decision 
       
'“couid worsen ¢ hurnanitarian crisis.” In a mernoa obtained by the outlet, Secretary of Stete 

“Pompeo * amnounced his intention fo bi acklist the group and add three cf its top officials to a list of 
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i-Houthi.” An officiel “said the 

including re s mnissite atiack of 

    

y Designated Glabal T error ists, inchiding isader Abdul Maik a 

de was based on the group’s involvement in terrorist activities, 

2 Saudi airport in 2029 and another one Saudi od distribution station in 2020." Porrines said, “The 

designations are intended to hoid Ansarallah accountable for its terrorist acts, including crass- 

border attacks threatening cen pop eee, infrastructure, and commercial shipping.* 

B23, Michael) reports, “A leading aid organization on Monday warned that LS. 
' Secretary of ¢ State | Mike Pormpeo’s move to designate Yemen’s lran-packed Houthi rebels as 4 

foreign terrorist organization would deal another ‘devastating blow’ te the impoverished ard war- 

‘torn nation.” The | vorwegie an Refugee Counc “said the designation and Pempeo's panned 

“sanctions on the Houthis ‘wil hamstring the abiity of aid agencies to respond’ to the Rurnanitarian 

needs of milflons of Yernenis.” The council, along with other humanitarian agencies active in 

-Yernen, “have jong warned that sanctions could prove catastrophic for efforts to help starving 

Yereni cis is caught in fhe conflict between the Houthis and the Yemeni government, backed by 

@ Saudi-led caaliticn which has been waging war agai e rebels,” 

   
   

   
   

  

       

   

  

     

  

    

      ? 

  

    

  

     

, Experts: Foreign intelligence Officials Likely Entered Capitel Building. 
Det. 
DX 

| Analyst Katrina ! M 

   

  

£ S fish} (2/20, Haddon} reports that forrner ODNIT National Securify Policy 

gan “said the possibility that ¢ bad ac tor could Rave gotten into the Capital 

build! ng” ‘during its assault fast week “is ‘rnore than plausibie’ 2 end ‘has alrrast certainly occurred, _ 
Mulligan estimates there to be “over 300,000 foreign intelligence officiais believed to be living 

‘the ¥ Wash gton, D.C. area.” Mulligan said last week's events are “exact y the Kind of situatio n that 
2 foreign intelligence fe Official would be seeking to exp foit £ for these sorts cf purposes,” Former 

Depu ity sistant DHS Secretary for Counterterrorism Policy Tam Warrick seid foreian adversaries 

“dort have te go after the most cles fled secrets ~ they can go after cell phones, laptops, papers 

left on desks as people are evacuated. 

    

  

   

  

   

  

   

  

DNI Ombudsman: Administration Politicized Seme Intelligence Regarding Foreign 

‘Interference In 2026 Elections. 

The | xX ;{3/8, Barnes, Savage, Gcidman, 20.6M} says that Barry Zulauf, the aneiytic 
ombudsman int Office of the THrector of Natianal intelligence, has “conchided” in a new report 
submitted to Congress on Thursday that the Administration pole zed the intelligence around 

foreign election interference in 2020, resulting in significant errars in # ast year to 

‘Congress and the pub Analysts “bolleved thet the classified doc ufrient - after interventions by 

John Ratcliffe, the current director of national intelligence, to edd the warning about China - was 
an ‘outrageous misrepresentation of their analysis,” according to Zulauf. The angiysts “belleved 

that during a drawn- out review process, serior leaders had “watered down” their conciusions 

about Russia to make it sound ‘not too controversial’ while diverting attention to China by 

bolstering the perception af its threat.” 
The ¥ : ¢ (4/8, Nakashima, 1G.52M) says Zulauf “describled] an intelligence 

“cormmunity afflicted by a wi despread perception in the workforce about polticization’ of enalysis 

‘on the tonic of foreign election influence ~ one that he says threatens the leg 

agencies’ work.” According to the Post, “Fhe dispute Hhustrates the task faced by t he f HCO 

administration, with senior advisers to...Joe Biden saying they went to end what they descri 

a toxic political environment in the intelligence community and produce the best information for 

policymakers. ” 

     

      

  

      

   

      
   

tt 
    Nee 

   

   

   

  

       

| Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Skiney Powell Far $1.38. 

   
2 CU/8, Cummings, £2.7M) reports, “Dominion Voting Systems filled a defarnation lawsunt 

st attorney Sidney Powell over" clainis relating te the 2020 election. Powell has “variously 

iraplicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, the CIA and Chinese carnmmunists 

‘ina plot to rig the election against Trump.” The lawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto 
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for the purpose of creating a fully auditable paper-based vote systern that would empower neaple 

with disabilities to vote independently on verifiable pa yer ballots.” The company “says her cigins 

are not rooted in any factual basis but instead rely on ‘declarati ions froin a motiey crew of 
onspdracy theorists, con n artists, armchair ‘ex xperts, | Cand Wd BNGNY MOUS SGurces who were hudicialy 

> j SS ; £(1/8, Coarse, Subscriotion 

    

  
  

ty
 

  

Eterm mined ta be wholly unreliable.‘” The 

ublcation, $.41M)} provides similar coverage. 

    

o
S
 

‘Trump F; Faces Calis To Pardon WikiLeaks’ Assange. 

The (2/16, Vogel, 20.6} reports WikiLeaks founder Juan Assange’s allles “have 

ramped up e push fora last-minute pardon frora President Trurnp, enlisting a lobbyist with 

connections to the administration, trying to rally supporters across the poltical spectrum and 
a Gemency petition with the White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes ata 
delicate moment for Mr. Assange and during a period of tension between the United States an 
Br tain over a case that his supporters say has substantial inplications for press freedorrs.’ 

    

      

   

  

, Nunes Asks Ratchife To Look Inte Coronavirus Origins, Wuhan Lab Theory. 

i (4/20 20, Dunte avy, 8S&E} reports thet Rep. Bevin Nunes (R-CA}, the 

Higence Coenumittes, caled on DNI Ratci He 2 “to provide detais 

ne origins c of ihe coronavirus in China, including intel igeance cormurity information related 

to whether COVID-19 may have escaped from a leb in V Nuhan In a two-page letter, Nunes said 
the Republicans in his committee “have conducted a iong-standing investigation into the rise of 

‘China as our forernast national Securl ity threat,” and “as part of that probe, we ere investigating 

the outbreak of the coronavirus.” He “asked Ratcliffe to provide the intelligence with a classified 
“notification on Chinese virology research, including ‘an explanation of significant changes in 

intelligence Community analysis, or the evolution of such analysis, related to fie origin of SARS- 

/COV-2, research activ ities im Wuhan labs, efforts by China to block Hiternational investigations of a 

possibic iab ieak, and actions taken by Chinese authorities that increased COVID-19 worldwide 

lethality and economic disruptions.” 

    
  

    

      
  
   

     

    

    

  

  

intet Agencies Directed In Spending BHI Te Reveal Knowledge Of UFOs. 

    

  

        

N (1/10, Kaur, 89.21M) reports that follawing the signing of the coronavirus relief and 

government spending bil in December, DNI and the ¢ Secretar y of Defense have 180 days “to 

itrovide the congressional inteligence and arrnad service TimMitt hen unclassified rena: provide the congressional intelligence and arrned services committees with an unclassified report 
aout “unidentified aera! phenomena a.” The IC report "must contain detailed angiyses of UFO data 

Office of Nava: Inte igence, the Unidertified Aerial Phenamena 

teligence cammittee’s directive.” It should also 

: : agency process for ensuring timely deta collection and centralized analysis of ah 

unidentified aerial phenomena reporting for the Federal Gavernment,” said the report. IL must 

“designate an official responsible for that process” and “identify any potential national security 
threats posed by UFGs and assess whether eny of the nation’s adversaries could be behind such 

activity.” 
: 2 20; TovSocsy mtiey? Pla 
RESAS tisgs Sats 

     
    

    

         ss {1/10, Manning, 123K} renorts, “Congress iS inferasts 

rious videos as Pentagon released in B Apr " FRey sh vo she 

    

, CTA Redesigns | Website With New, Modern Images. 

: The {    
    

   

  

1/8, Miranda, 3. 37M) reports that last week the CIA announces * 

   

had tra ded its old sife ic cratic harmony Of blue and beige} in favor of a sise 

ook,” Visitors to the site now * rencounter an all-black background with bold white headlines: We 
are the Nation’s First Line of Defense.'” The agency's seal “denicting an eagle and a shieid, 

generally rendered in re sd, white, yellaw and blue, has been transformed into stark black and 

iwhite.” Additionally, “Cosmic-looking circular glyphs serve as navigatianal symbois. Scattered 

throughout the site are mages of cerebral-yet-stylish individuais with blue-stee! glares ~ of the 

sort you might find on the faculty sage for SCI-Arc.” The Times says the redesign “draws attention | 
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to the lack of good graphic design eisewhere in government.’ 
 2G.6M} also repurts. 

  

x Kim Jong Un Threatens To Expand Nuclear Arsenal. 

  

SP {4/S, Kim} reports, “North Korean leader Kim Jong Un threatened to expand his nuciear 

end develop more sophisticated efomic weapons systems, saying the fate of relations with 

    

rited States depends an whether i abandons its hostile policy, state media reported 
ae 

  

   

      

& 8 1/8, Kirn) reports, “North Korean leader Kim Jong Un cal . 

‘biggest enemy’ and said Washington's hostile policy toward North Korea would not chance 

regardiess of who occupies the White House, state media reported on Saturday.” 

i {2/S, 89.21M) reports that Kim “said North Korea is pushing ahead with the armaments 

‘ta deter the United States, cormments that appear toa show President Donaid Trurno’s strateay of 

high-level engagement with Pyongyang...failed to convince Pyongyang fo stop its pursuit of a 

modern nuclear arsenal.” The North Korean leader “said ‘multipnle-warheed guidance technology’ is | 

‘in the final stage, while studies in hypersonic fight that could be applied to new ballistic missiles 

are 2 complete , with North Korea ‘making preparatians for their test and production.” 

The 4 < (4/8, Bernyer, 19. eM reparts that Kirn said, “There is no more foolish 

at not reinforcing our own forces while claarhy seeing development of stata- 

of-the-art weapons of our enemies.” In the speech, “Kim vowed te develcp solid-fuel ICBMs that 

can be launched from land and sea.” Ne aisc “called for more research and development into 
advanced military equiprnent, including say satellites, hypersonic weapons and reconnaissance 

drones and said research had nearly heen completed on a muciear submarine.” 

Fhe s 3 £1/8, Thoe, 20.0M} reports that the speech “marked his first offical 

2 reaction to the election of Mr. Biden to replace Mr. Yrumn.” 

The AS Ci/ “P 

     

   

  

   
  

  

     
    

       
       

      

{2/16, Kirn} reports senerately, “North Ecrean leader Kim Jong Un was given the tHi 

of general secretary of the 11 uling | ¥ vorkers Party former! iy held by his late father and grandfather, 

state media reported M Monday.” The added title is a “mave annparentiy almed at boistering his 

author: Hy amd growing ec fanomic ¢ “challenges” At the meeting, Kim aise “vowed to bu: id A riore 

icafed nuclear weapons, disclosed economic developmental goals and reshilfie 

   

  

     

  

(2/5, $.69M} alsa reports. 

‘Chinese State Media Denounce Pompeo‘'s Lifting Of Restrictions Gn Contact Between US 

And Taiwan Officiais. 

The S€ (2/10, Moritsugu) reports, ° § state media lashed out at the latest move on Falwan by — 
the de epart! ng Trump administration, accusing U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pornneo of ‘seeking ta 

Mali icicusly inflict a long-lasting scar on China-U.S. tes.’" A commentary for the Xinhua News 

Agency stated “that the lifting of longstanding res strictions on nu. S. government conta: cts with 

Taiwanese counterp parts oroves that Pompeo ‘: 

confrontations, and has no interest in worid peace.’ ” ”f car Nc COM sntary ‘cated Dom 30'S 

“announcement ‘a cowardiy act of sabotage’ of the next US, sarnini stration.” Taiwan's Prernier Su 

‘Tseng-chang said, "We ere expressing cur gratitude toward the U.S. for speaking out and 

“supporting Taiwan.” 
Reuters (1/16, Al, Brunnstrom) reports on Saturday, Secretary of State Porrines “said he 

was 1g restrictions om contacts between U.S. officiais and their Taiwanese counter ‘parts, a move | 
likely tc anger China and increase tensions between Beijing and Washington.” The restrictions 
were, said Pompeo, selfirnposed, and lifting them, according to Reuters, “appeared te be ancther 

part of an effort...te iock In a tough approach to China.” 
The SN 3 (1/8, Barnes, Qin, Z20.6M) renorts, “A set of cormpiex guidelines meant 

to make it difficult for American officials to visit with Taiwan's officials was put in place after the 

adoption of the ‘One China policy’ in 1979, which recognized the conimunist government in Belling 

and removed recognition of the nationalist government that ruled Taiwan,” Pampec said, 

“Executive branch agencies shauid cansider all ‘contact quidelines’ regarding relations with Taiwan 
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“previously issued by the Department of State under authorities delegated to the secretary of state 

‘to be nil and void.” The Times also reports, “A Biden transition official sald Mr. Biden remained 

commited to the One China policy, as well as the Taiwan Relations Act.” 

   

  

, Fort Biss Selder Charged Over Alleged Sexual Assault Of Private First Class 

‘Subsequently Discovered Dead. 

  

  AES (1/9, stery 12, & a8, Ligmas, BB9K) reported that the Army “says # 

Fort Bliss sgidier has been charged for the aleged sexual assault of ancther soldier who was later 
found dead on hase. e, Privete First Class Asia G graham was found unres sponsive in her barracks on 
New Year's Eve. She reportedly accused the soidier charged of sexual assault before her death.” 

  

, Colorade Attorney General’s Office Launches Grand Jury Probe into MecClain’s Death. 

  

= (1/8, Castronuove, 5.69M) reports, “The Colorade attorney general's off 

announced that it has launched a grand jury Investigation inte the 
year-old Black man whe died after Aurora police put him ina chokehol Gin 2619." Weiser said 

‘release that his office has commenced “a grand jury investigation,’ in order toe ‘cormpel vestitmony 

from witnesses and require ee of Boe uments and other relevant inforrmetion that would 

ibe thorough, quided by the facts and 

@ on Fride 
e death of E Ehjah McClain, a: Z3- 

“rk ina 

    

      
   

PP 

iotherwise be unavailable.” He said, * investigation wil 

aw, and wat thy oF the pub ” 

      

NS 

  

y Ay Seess Ws Ves Sas CY: SF MSVEN 

that ais ports on the grand jury probe into McClain’s U/8, Slevin, Nieberg) 
reports, “Suburban Denver scHce officers won't be charued ; after detaining four Black girls by 

gunpoint ths summer ard handecuffing two of them after wrongly suspecting they were riding in a 

stolen car, prosecutors said Friday.” The August incident aiso involved personnel from the Aurora 

Police Department. 

sges © ina story      

  

  

FBI Releases Video Of Armored Car Courier Being Robbed At North Miami Beach ATM. 

i i (41/9, Cohen, marke reported, “An armored car courfer servicing an ATM ata 

Fargo benk branch in North Miami Beach was robbed by a rnan driving a blue Honda Civic on | 
Friday afternoon, the F&I said.” The 

    

  

    w ed      
© FBT has “released video of an exchange between the rabber 

and the courier — who fired @ shot at the robber — end an image of the car’s rear and license 
plate.” According to FRI agent Michael Leverock, the robbery “happened at about 4 5.m. Prigay 

‘near en ATM behind a Wells Farge bank branch ét 147th Street and Biscayne Boulevard.” 

wi Miami (1/83 reported, “Authorities said the suspect fled the area in nis car with en 
ff 

ned amount of money.” 

    
undeterm 

| Former Michigan Police Officer Pleads Guilty To Civil Rights Charge Of Excessive Force. 

The i ¥    
       

3 (1/8, Ab del- -Bagii, 2.16M)} reported, "A former Hamtramck pohce officer 

    who 5 d two civilians in ZO14 and | He about hin police reports oleaded quilty to a civil 

  

               ghts charge of ¢ excessive force : PULS. Gistrict Court in     i Detroit on Prgay Ry Van Mctnerney 

vadmitted that on the night of June 22, 2014, he stopped 2 ran in his vehicie, ordered him to put 

“his hands up, and wi ithout justifica tion, pistai-whipped him several times in the face, according to 

‘the. Department oF Jusuce. vA HaQWwS release from the DO] said, “As a result of the assault, the 

Wi ictim j fed in court documents only as D.M,., suffered broker on facial bones and lacerations : 
mS, Among other induries, D, M. cid not present a danger to the defendant, and there - 

reason for the pistoi-whipging,” 

    

      

   

      

  

  

  was 0 lawful 

, Texas Man Pleads Sentenced In Fake ID Scheme Te Get Free Flights. 

The Ww ost (1/8, 16.52M)} reported, "A Houston man who U.S. attorneys say 

manufactured, used and sold fraudulent airline-empioyee ID cards ta gain free-fight orivieges on 

Spirit Airlines was sentenced on Wednesday to 30 monti prison by @ U.S. district judge in 
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nA “Hubbard Beil, 32, “a farrner Mesa A 
iH Aurdines fight pr veges as a work benefit unt! 2045 oe alleged uly started the s SCT “after Mesa 

Airlines terrnineted Rum in 2015, " According to the article, the fake ID ring ran fromm early 2016 to 

date 2017, and it resulted in 1,953 known fight bookings reserved for someone whose name did 

not match the Mesa A AR Ss employee used to book the free fight.” 

       
      

    

, Fugitive Cenvicted Of FChicage Murder Captured After More Than 20 Years At Large 

23 La f Northavest } ma (1/9, Orth, 254) reported, “Gn Tuesday the PB: Gang g Respense 

iE ve Team rae scaived a tp that o : fugit: ve named Joseph Talk 
Lake St ati on, said Chris Bavender of the FEI Ind! fananols office.” That same day,” “agents a arr rrested 
the man at a park at Liverpooi Road and Decatur Street, which was near his residence, Bavender 
said.” Tailios, “who fled mid-trial, was convicted in absentia of the murder of his brother-in-law 
and related arsan in June 2997, according ta @ 2998 articie Fram the Chicaga Tribune.” 

  

      

‘Ohio Resident t Facing Drug, Firearm Charges. 

The Your POMS scator (1/8, 35K} reported that a recently Hed criminal cornplaint 
: ACCLSES > Youngstown resident Raphae! Ortiz “of possessing drugs with intent to distribute them and 

being a felan in possession of a firearm.” The Vindicator added, “Fhe charges stem from @ search” 
operation that involved the FAY and other law enforcement organizations. 

   
    

FBI Raids Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. 

; (3/8, 4.91M} rencrted, “Federal authorities raided hornes and offices of several 

Tennessee iawmaekers on Friday, including the property cf former state House Speaker Glen 

Casada, officials said.” FRI agents searched properties with “addresses associated with Casada, 

fellow GOP state Reps. Rabin Smith and Todd Warner and Casada’s farrner chief of staff, Cade 

Co said David Boling, @ spokesman for the U.S. Attorney's Office in Nasi . Casade 

resigned from “hus leadership role in surmmer 2019, after he admitted to sending a series of 
sexually in@pEH ‘Oprigte and racist text mes SSaGES. * 

The As U/8, Kruesi, Mattise} reports U.S. Attorney’s Office for Middie Tennessee spokesman 

‘David Boling “said FBI agents searched the horres and offices of state lawmakers” on friday. The 

searches “included the hames of former GOP House Sneaker Glen Casada and state Rep. Rabin 

Smith,” Sut Boling “declined to provide any further information regarding the nature of the 

searches and how many lawmakers were involved.” 

: WSN =3 {i/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K) reports Tennessee House Speaker 

‘Cameron Sexton seid ina state ment, a3 have been, and | wil continue to be in full cooperation 
'with the authorities as their irrvestigatia: ritinues, On the advice of math Ethics and Legal 

Counsel, Lam placing everyone that v Was subject fo the execution of tadey’s search warrants on 

administrative feave urtil further notice.” : 3 (2/8, 5.39M@)} reports Republican Governor Bi 

Lee “told reporters Friday that he had spoken te current House Speaker Cameron Sexton about 

the searches, des escribing them as ‘FBI raiés.’ 

  

    

    
         

“stispe 20 art, 

      

  

   
  

           

    

     
       

     

   

  

  

believe th at the raids f ocus “could be on the contre oversiat 

voucher 5H” Critics * ‘charged at the time thel various promises to fund pet projects at nd t take other 

actions were &x xtended by GOP lawmakers to pass fellow Repukdican Lee's , voucher DHE” 

Py Nashville, FN (2/8, Finley, 230K} reports former Speaker of the House ‘Glenn 

has aiso “been ernbraied in cantroversy over racist and sexist text messages as wel 

is stepping down as House Speaker.” 

wey, 1B, G45K}, Ye wean (1/108, 645K), 

, iN (1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K}. 

20 49 vassoae of Gov, ‘Bill | 88'S SC choo!   

  

   Casada 
additional allegations of mis 

Also reporting a: 
645K), and \ 

     

    
    

  

| Investigation In Georgia | Leads To Meth Seizure. 

Macon, GA (1/8, Hel} reported, “Fhe Butts County Sheriff's 

its of a months-londg” investigation that targeted an aleged 
ng ring. The DEA and the FBI were involved with the investigation, 
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Office 

  

    

  

    
& coverage, 

annaunced the 

iyneti mphetarnine traflick: 

      



which fed 9 the seizure of “aimost 10 pounds of meth with en estirnated street value of over 
6 $225,000, alon g WILR handquns, assault rflas, vehicles, stolen _ propery, and over $40,000 i 

cash.” The Jacks S Mus C1/E, Stanford, PUK} and the MS Atlanta €1/8, o 4 ae ae ~ &Y 

Evans, 315K} website aiso covered this story. 

   

, 

       

‘Pennsylvania Judge Orders Detention Of Former University Of Pittsburgh Student Over 

FBI Threats. 
The 8 e (1/8, 426K) reports U 
i rday} that Khal ed Mish, 3 7, wl remain in cus 

risk,” FBE agents “said Mr, ae holds Islamic extremist views and had been watching FRI agents 

who were investigating “They aiso “said he used a Twitter account to post threatening 

messages to P Pittsbu irgh agents and at one point watched an agent's residence,” 

The Sifts sview (1/8, Ward, 245K) reports Lanzilla sald in his ruling, “Anyone 
wilfur fhe defendant's orbit. becornes subject fo his surveillance and 

“scruti ny, " He a ded, “This is all with e backdrop of fascination with terrorism and terrorists that 

cannot be exolgined by academic interest.” 

     hy Pas .S. Magistrate Judge Richard Langzilo “ruled 

tody 85 4 danger to the cornmmruruiv and a fight 

  

teshk Sy: agent 
   

    

   

   

  

  

we
ed

 

   
  

coy 
Has { u/s o, 3 7a) reports Hervert Nixon Flores, who “was being tracked by the FBI 

“in connec ton to the murder of an ex-qilfriend, “shot 

3 vehicte *e$ approached him“ in Irving, 

The Las i (7/8, 3.37M) reports that Flores’ death “brought an end te a manhunt | 

that began the morning of Jan. 6, when, police say, Flores shot his former girlfriend te death in the | 

9008 block af B: ein Pacoima.” 

  

     

   

  

himself as mo 

  

, Former Federal Agent One Of Four Indicted In Painkillers Case. 

ii (1/9, 547K} reported that Albericoe Ahias Crespo, a former US Department of 

ith at iman Services agent, and three others were recently indicted “on charges of dealing 

painkillers in Miami-Dade County.” The Heraid highlighted the FBI’s involvement with the 

investic gation of this case. 

   

  

‘Convicted Sex Offender Arrested In Utah. 

,(E/8, Lidk) reports Craig Thomes Defa, who “pleaded gubty to four counts of 

sexual exploitation of a minor and uniawful conduct with a 16- or 17-year-old” in November 2019. 
“has been arrested again in an online undercover investigation by police.” He “showed up to meet 
whom he thought was @ Lsyear-ol ld girl," and he “was sti wearing e GPS ranitor on his ankie 

issued by a judge in his current case.” The FBI supmarted the sting. 

   
        

  

   

      
   

  

, Las Vegas FBI Task Force Arrests Pair Over Solicitation Of Minors. 

The |. gai (3/8, 272K} reports that the Las Vegas Valley's Child Exploitation 

Task Force arrested Holens Collmon end jose Calderan-Moler on charges of “attempting to pay a 
15-year-old ¢ girl for sex as part of an undercover law enforcement SsuAg H in vas fegas.” A task force 

officer “received communications from twe separate callers respond ing t the ad,” and they 
“informed the callers thet the girl being offered for prostitution was 18 "and in gach case, the 

callers were stil willing to meet.” 

   
Bs Ve 2885 Review 

  

      

  

‘Arizona Identifies Body. 

The AP (1/8} reports that the Yavapai County Sheriff's Office announced Friday the identification of 

  

  
Shane Roliman’s body, which was “found in a dry creekbed near interstate 17 on New Year’s Day.” 

DRoliman’s car “had been found abandoned about two miles away ata highway rest area an Sept. 
: “yy 

, DOL Sues To Void Local 48 Leadership Election In Pennsylvania. 
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          recent election of the city’ $ politic € Hy ‘powerful ai iC B's t urHon I Friday, sayin 

John J. Dougherty and his allies had threatened those who had considered challenging thern for 

leadership positions.” Government lawyers “asked a judge to ferce Local $8 of the Internationa! 

Brotherhood of Slectrical Workers ta hold a new vote for several top posts” after a raid conducted 

ast Gcteber, when agents “sought evidence of similer claims that the union‘s top officiais hed 
‘intimidated rivais who a juestionec Rougherty’s leadershin after his 2019 indictment on brikery and 

embezzlement charges.” 

    ng igbor leader TXT 

  

    

  

    
   

    

, Deutsche Bank Agrees To Pay $125 Milion To Settle Foreign Bribery Violations. 

  The | (2/8, Goldstein, Enrich, 20.8M) reports, “Reutsche Bank agreed on Friday to 

pay $125 million to settie a foreign bribery investigation by federal authorities into the bank’s 

attempts to win business in several countries including Saudi Arabla by making improper payments | 
to polticaly connected peopie.” The (1/8, Ramey, Patrick, Subscription | 

Pubheation, B.41M) provides similar coverage. 

      

     

    

‘Former Iowa Public Official Sentenced For Mail Fraud. 

The AP (1/8) reports farmer Lowa trash cel lechion official Jeffrey Dworek “was sentenced eye to 

$7 months in prison after pleading guilty iast August to one count of federal mai fraud.” "was 

arrested in 2019 and indicted on 10 mai | oud counts,” and prasecutors “say ne set up a shel    
“company purported to provide services to Metre Waste Authority, then paid out company funds for - 

‘tus Own use between 2042 and 2OG47." 

| US Charges Two Oregonians With COVID-19 Loan Fraud. 

The, AB (1/8) reports from Portland, Oregon, "Two men are eccused of converting for personal use 

wore than $2.2 million in loans rearnt to help small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic,” 

Andrew Agron Li 50, of Lebanon, and Russell &. Schort, 38, of Myrtle Creek, “are charged with 

wire fraud, bank fraud and money laundering in federal court in Eugene. The FRI investigated after 

receiving information that the ren fraudulently obtained Paycheck Protection Program loans, 

which were authori zed by the federal Coronavirus Ald, Rehef and Economic Security Act.” The AP 

adds, “Between Apri 7 and May 8, financiai recards showed both applied for and received at least 

three loan payments using thres different entities, totaling rnore thar $2.2 million, according to a 

criminal cornplaint fled inc 

    

  

       

        
   

   

  

  

   

    

‘SolarWinds Taps Krens, Stamos To Look Into company” & Practices Following Hack. 

ra. (i/8, Sebenius, 3. mM re ports SclarWinds “hes tapped prominent security experts 

CRIS Krebs and / MEX Stamo 5 to review HS practices after suspected Russi an hackers compromised 

the cornpany’s software and condus ucted & a sprawling hack acrass the U.S. government and private 

sector.” Krebs previously headed the US Cybersecurity and Infr astructure Security Agency “and 

was known for instilling confidence in the integrity of the 2020 elections unt he wes fired by 

President Donald Trump in November.” Sloomberg adds that Stamos “served as chief security 

Officer at F Facebook une 2018 and is currently director of the e Stanford internet Observatery.” 
TRE We ag (1/8, Biake, 626K} reports thet Stamos said, "We have giready 

“engaged in helping und erstand and recover from what iooks to be one of the most serious foreign 

inkr usiGN campaigns in history, and we wil be helping others learn 0 fro yin this attack.” Moanwihlle, 

Krebs “workec as Microsoft's rector for cybersect urity policy before foirung CISA, a pert of the 

U.S. Department of Horneland Security, as the agency's firs ‘t director beginning in fate 2021S.” The 

agency was “charge of securing the nation’s election infrastructure when millions of Americans 

-yoted in the recent White House race decisively wor py President-elect Jaseph R. Biden,’ 
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REPOrting § 

Whittaker, 502K). 

  

     S New Eger X vi Fund, 89 22M} 

reports that on Frida : USsiat Kea h d the SolarWinds 
breach “gave themselves tep administrative pris vileges, allowing , them to spy on their targets with 

impunity.” The DHS advisory “represents the agency's most detailed explanation yet of how the 

vattackers were abie to manitor high-value intelligence targets undetected for manths,” revealing 

“that invest: gators are increasingly focused on the attackers’ use of Microsoft products fo hide in 

pisin sight.” Experts and officiais “have said for weeks that the attackers Hkely abused credentials 

_and impersonated legitimate users to conduct their spying campaign.” Now CISA “has confirmed 
that happened, Geset ribing g step- by-step how the BEACKerS fe G their t racks,” 

~ Sages 

     &
,
 

  

      

    

sy o! oe . 

8F SOYSs         

  

s Mags S : 

3ross, BSK} reports that the US Cy ibe iv - Unified 

:. = that it had identified f fewer than 10 agencies 
affec ted ¢ by the SolarWind dsi cyberattack,” though “investigators are sti working te determine the | 

scope of the darnage.” The group “ ae not list the affected agencies, but naws reports have 
“Suggested the U.S. departments of Treasury, Commerc 'e, State, Energy, and Homeland Security 

were victims of the attack,“ ft Sale the attack originated fram an advanced attacker, likely 
| Russian in ori gin.” "UC include neies such as 5 the FEB and CISA, 

  

e 

  

     

     
   

  

   

  

     

  

Sy Nesacyes Ly Sar ysyiyosx Nes 

The online fling system used by the 

  

" TRe 
2? 

SYS is hack, suspected to be orchestrated 6 by Russia. 

: Admi instr -rati ive OF = of the Us Courts * ac avealed an ‘apparent corripromise of fhe confidentia of: 

its case management and electronic case files system ‘duce to these discovered vulnerabilities’ and 
said this week that if was ‘under investigation.’” The agency is working with DNS “on a ‘security 

@udit' related to the cyberattacks that ‘greatly risk compromising highly sensitive non-public 

‘documents .. _ particularty ¥ seaied filings’ stored on the online systern, adding that ‘due to the nature | 

| of the attacks, the review of this matter and its impact is onqong.’” 

    

   

  

| FBI Alert Warns Of Growing Egregor Ransoemware Threat. 

         

IER 
ty (1/8, Ferguson} reports, “The FSi issued @ private industry warning this week 

ING threat f trom the oper rators beni nd t the e Eg regor ransom ware variant and other 
    

        the growir 

  

Over 

    

      
coun int ies.” They } have dem nanded asm ich | as $4 mifion, according to a Group HB re port. The group 

Soperates in @ service model, which includes the operators of the actus! ransomwaere as well as 

‘afitiated cybercriminais that cerry out their own attacks and receive a percentage of the ransom if 

  

cor 
the money is paid by the victim,” according to the FBI. The FBI giert says, “Eqregor ransomware 

es midtiple mechanisris to compramise business netwarks, inchuding targeting business 

NehWwork an dh employee personal accounts that share access with Business networks or devices.” 

        

  

| New Zealand Central Bank Reports Data Systern Was Hacked. 

The Ai “New Zegiand’s central bank said Sunday thet one of is data systems } he 

‘been E breached ¢ by an unid entitied Racker who ootentially accessed commerc cially and personally 

“sensitive information.” The preach involved a “third party fle shari y the Reserv 

Bank of New Zealand te share and store sensitive information.” The | ban k's S governor / Adrian Orr 
said, “We are working closely with domestic and international cybersecurity experts and other 

relevant authorities as part of our investigation and response to this malicious attack.” Orr added, 
“The nature and extent of information that has heen potentigy accessed is sti} being determined, 

Ou it it may include same corimercially and persanelly sensitive information.” Ailsa reporting is 

  

o 
> 

    

    

  

   

  

| Experts: US Government’s Ability To Protect Against Russian Hackers Has Gotten 

Worse. 
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The W: ££1/8, Riley, 10.52M)} reparts, “The LS 

‘frorn Russian hackers has gt otter 3 WOPSS, Paccoruing to 63% 

  

“of more than 100 cybersecurity experts who participate ino GLE “ongoing i informal surve ey." the 

'SolarWinds hack targeted “fewer than 10 federal agencies including the Justice, Home eland 
Security, end Treasury departments as well as the companies around the globe who were also 

arts of f network management company Solar Winds, " Acc cording G to the experts, the carnpalgn 

“Man Scoyac 

vice 2 oF resident ; and i che ir OF the « oY yber: SOC “unity and date privacy practice Norma Krayer 

said, “How if is that seven years - after the (Office of Personnel Management] attack the U. 3. 

1 varnment’s systems are sti not able te identity and protect itself against sophisticated 

ackers is unfathomable.” 

  

   

    

ASSOC ints 

  

w
u
 

Y)
 

, US Government Spent Billions To Step Cyberattacks In FY290. 

“The | * (3/8, Hukeri, 375K) reports that the LO“ formally / blamed Russia” for the atteck on | 
'SolarWinds and federal agencies in a statement iast week, inc t hackers had been 
launching attacks on federal networks for nearly nine months before first being detected.” 
‘According to the New York Times, “SolarWinds seid 33,006 of its customers used the program and 

: around half dowrlcaded the malicious code.” The government was subjected ta the attack “far 
months before software cornpany SclarWinds discovered im December ther information technology 

“program Oricn ~- used by government agencies - had been comprorni ised.” According to Deiltek, 
“Roughly $18.7 billion in federal spending was allocated fer cybersecurity itiat! ives in fiscal year 
2620" ~ almost haif of which “went to the Pentagon and agencies under its oversight” such as DIA 

and NSA, 

   
     

  

   

  

   

“ WPost Profiles Bellingcat Envestigative ¢ Collaborative. 

    

         “The investigative cotlabo: -ative - whic ‘ ch r ‘relies on both paid “and volunteer 

researchers combing through ‘open-source’ digital data availabie to anyone with the mght 

searching skills ~ has been responsible far several eye-popping scoops: pinning the crash of a 
' Malaysian airhner in Ukraine toa Russ! ian missle, unmnasking spies supposedly behind the 

poisoning of a Russian double agent in England and dissecting the racist molives of the 

i Christchurch, New Zealand, rrasque mass shacter.” However, “Sellingcet’s occasional use of what 
His essentially a Black market for date raises questions fer American newsrcoms.” 

    

  

  

   

  

FBI Partners With Illinois On Task Force To Tackie Unempioyment Fraud. 

The CNC Sune: (2/8 8, Jimenez, oe 03M} wane TAS reports of unemploy ment insu vance 

‘fraud continues to rise, f# 

the issue.” Attorney Genera: Kwarnie © Raoul on : Friday announced “the launch of the task force, 

which includes the state’s bepn ‘trent of Emifoyment Securify, State Police and Department of 

‘Revenue, 8 weil as the U.S. Desertment of Labor Office of Inspector General and the IRS." The 
task force will “allow federal, state and local law enforcement to share resources 4s the state | IGOKS | 

to address widespread fraud, Kwame said in a Friday news release.” 

    

  

   

  

, Groups Request Supreme Court To Rule On Whether Arericans Can Xeep Prone 

| Passcodes Secret. 

  

   

  

    
i , ine) (7/8, Subscription Pubhcation, 641M} renorts that a pair of 

i civi-Hberties organizations filed a petition requesting the US Supreme Court to rule on the 

“question of whether Americans ere constitutiongily permitted to keep their passcodes secret. The 

“petition was flied on Thursday by the American Civil Liberties Union and the Electronic Frontier 
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Foundation. 

  

, Barrett: FBI Continues To Set The Standard For Government Transparency. 

    
iY sas 

  

‘Ina piece for the \ fF, Barrett, £0.52), Devlin Barrett argues that whe recent 

books authored by former FEST officiais “have fencdec to be about hard mien in dark suits, 

whispering worriedly about Russians, President Trurnp and existential threats to democracy,“ the 

FBI “still sets a gold standard for excellence and ethics that shauid be followed more widely.” 

    

Barrett examines Frank FigHuzzi’s new book, ‘The FBI Way: Inside the Bureau’s Code of 
a whic “is ir the : sort of ea@rler tames that combine federal-agent tradecraft with a 

Gash of self-imiproverient advice.” 

-WPost: Garland Can Fix DOJ. 

¢ £2/20, 16.52M} editorial argues Appeals Court Judge Merrick Garland, Joe 
S nominee for attorney general, is an “unusual choice” for the position as he is @ sittine 

ge, pub the decision is“ an inspired one for perheos the mast important iob in the next 

cadministration, ” According to the Post, Gar fand’s nomination “sends an emphatic message thet Mr. : 

‘Biden does not want what president Trump desired in an attorney general: a lackey who will serve | 

as the president's persenal attorney. Instead, Mr. Biden chose an apolitical judge whe wii serve 

with the independance and credibility befitting the nation’s top lawyer.” The Past adds the dustice 

| Department “needs that - badiy.” 

    

    

     
   

       

  

  

‘Comey To Publish New Book Ahead Of The Inauguration. 

The 3 = CU/?, Jurecic, 10.52M)} reports former FRI Director James Comey wil publish 

next week his new book, “Saving Justice,” and his is “frarafing] the book as part of a larger proj feck 

of rebuilding American institutions In Trump's wake.” The latest work “is more of a user's manual 
for the justice systern, whose independence and integrity Trump has done his best to undermine,” 

as opposed fo a memoir, 

   

       

‘Judge Orders Pretrial Release Of Accused Eco-Saboteur Joseph Dibee. 

The 3 :{1/8, 1.02M} reports U.S. District Judge Ann Aiken “ordered the pretrial release of 

(eco-sabo ur Joseph M, Dibee @8 soon as he tests negative for COVID-16.” Aiken “said she was 
‘really disturbed’ by the medical issues at the jall, considering that she had received weekly status 

‘reports that no one in the jail had cantracted coronavirus, and learned only of Dinese’s pasitive test 

| when she orderad he be tested after his lawyer requested if." 

  

      

  

    

  

FBI Sacramento Opens Agpplhcations For Online Citizens Academy. 

The Waosiand ¢ yy rer (1/8, 19K} reparts that the FBI Sacramento Field Office “Is 

encouraging civil, Bus INES, and relgious community leaders to compiete an oniine application to 

    

  

         

  

  
attend its virtual FBI Citlzens Academy.” The Academy’ s Spring 2021 courses wHi “be offered 
varntirely online, enabling leaders from ragions located far from FBI fleld ofhces toa ttend,” and they | 

“provide community leaders with a view into how the FRI Sacrarnente Field Office serves 

  

communities within its 24-county regicn in Callfernia.” 

    

  

FBI Safe Streets Task Force Leading Operations In Connecticut. 

SATN Hartford, CT (1/8, 2) 

ing to’ keen COMMUTES safe BY AUGFESSING SEroUs and VIO 

  

ZK} reports that the Connecticut FRY Safe Streets Taskforce is 

t crinies” throughout Hartford, 

    

‘New Haven, and Bridgeport. The article profiles the efforts of task force mernbers throughout the 

state. 
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, Democrats Move Toward Second Trump Tmpeachiment. 

    Tom Ligmas said in the lead story cn ARC We News Tosa (1/16, lead story, 4:30, 4. 76M) 

that in “faliout from the deadly siege on the Ca apitol, " House Democrats ere “on the path ta 
‘impeach President Trump for a second time though he has just 16 days feft in office, Democrats 

say he must be heid accountable for his wards. The charge: incitement of insurrection. 0. As 

‘Congress heads towards impeachment, 2 growing number of Republicans are calling for the 

President to resign.” ABC's Rachel Scott reported House Speeker Pelosi is telling her party te get 

ready to corne back to Washingtan, the single [impeachment] article charging Trump with 

_inciternent of insurrection. He predicted the day would ‘ne wild,’ pressuring his loyal Vice Presi sident 

to undo the wil of the peonle.” Trump: "Mike Pence is going to have to come through for us.’ 

Scott: “But when he didn’t, rioters were later heard chanting, ‘Nang Mike Pence.’ ... With immer 

circle now shrinking, the President is hunkered down inside the White House, trying to assemble a 

defense team...as a growing number of Republicans and former allies condemn him.” Former New 

‘Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R}: “Wheat we had wes an incitement to riot at the United States 

Capitol.” ABC’s George Stephanopoulos: “So you think tf wus an unpeachable offense?” Christie: 

“Oh, sure. Yeah. f think if inciting to insurrection isn’t, then I don’t know what is.” 

Jericka Duncan said in opening the | ' (4/18, lead story, 3:05, 23 
“Fonight, Preside: it Trump faces a fa ‘d reckoning | with histor’ ¥, In the wake of the ASSAL Ito on the 

US Capit 
' charges,” cas’ Nikole KHHonm: “Ag he enters his is Final fll week i in » off ice, presi ident Trump Di vi i try ta 

share up his legacy. Senior edvisors tai CBS News he is expected ta daliver rernarks Monday and 

iwigke a trip te the border Tuesday, But calls for the Pr oresident fo resign now are growing frorn 

within his own party.“ Sen. Pat roome / (R-PA}: “The bast way for qur country to heal is for the 

President to resign end go away, as soon as possibie.” 

| Kate Snow opened § ws (1/16, lead stary, 3:16, 3.76M) with the “growing 
icalis for the President of the United States t to either resiqn ar be. impeached by Cangress - and not 

dust from Dernocrats, but some Republicans now calling on hirn fo steo aside. The President fis] 

not even speaking to his own Vice President at thus point. We're also seeung new video torught of 

igust what happened on Wednesday at the Capitol. And we're learning security warnings ehead of 

that day were ignored.” NBC's Key O'Donnell: “With Joe Biden scon to take office, senior 

'Dernocrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could complete House impeachrnent but delay sending the 

article ta the Senate for trial, giving the new Ad ministration breathing roam.” House Maiority Whin | 

Ciyburn: “One hundred deys he needs to aet his agenda off and running, and maybe we'll send the 

articles sume time after that.” Chyburn said on Eg . 3/20, 1.08M}, “The Senate 

determines quilt or innocence and that hes to de re schedule, Now, the House has ta 

do its business. We call ourselves the peopie’s house, the vast majority of the Amer ican peonla - I 

saw the pol ee this morning - Say this s man should be removed from office.” 

| Toomey, é 4 i , (1/20, 1.21M}, said, “i think the President dic 

commit mperiche nle offenses, ‘le doubt in my mind ebout that. I don’t know asa 

practical ratte ritis » Actually A possible to do an impeachment in the handful of days that ere left... 

fara also not at a all clear that if is constitutionally permissible to impeach someone after they heve 

left office. So there may not be a viable impeachment raute at this point. But certainly, he cowdd | 

resign and that would be a very good aL teome ” Or MS 4 8 lone tor 2.8M), Toomey 
sald, “fhe President has disquailied hims @ for office ever 
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again because of the outrageous behavior in the post ra ection Peri od." The : 

'{3/10, Macdet} reports Toomey “remarked that he doesn’t think the ‘unhe vable behavior of 
Wednesday .. COuld've been reasonably expected,’ and that Trump’s actions are ‘widiy different 

‘frorn the offensive tweets that were common during his presidency.” 

ones (32/10, 2.93M}, Sen, Chris Coons (D-BE) said, “i understand the 

concerns that just as President Biden takes over responsibilty fer leading our nation through this 

tragic pandemic, that we might be distracted by weeks in the Senate by a Senate trial, That’s why 

T’ve called for President Trunip to do the right He thing fin aby and resign or for Vice President Pence 

ure the next 10 days through the 25f Amendrnent.” 

  

Viner J    
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sen. joe Manchin (D-W¥), g 
' doubt ebout it: He shoud be ipeached. 6 : 

‘We have two paths to go. We are ready to! HY a ew 90% vernm nent. Tf _ Yas Joe f Fe ide an, e ¢ want 

to put my government together and put conti dence back into the American peop @ that we car 

govern ourselves and be the beacon of light for the | whole counts y and the whole waorid,” 

Rep, Hakeern Jeffries (D-NY), on} fag Y s (4/16, 2.9M)}, said, “The assault on 
the capitcl was a viclent insurrection that was incited and encourages by Donald Trump. ft wes an 
Payee attack on the Congress, an attack on the co untry, and ¢ an attack K on} the COnstiEURION. .. That's why | 

  

          

    

      

      

   
    

  

   

    

  

     

    
      

    
    {41/10, B12), Rep. ident THUS ist be “impeached and 

oremoved, and anything less t : of C ongress® "constitution ral responsibilty to 
be ac check on the executive branch n and fo 9 protect the American peonle from a very CANGErOUs, 

unhinged, lawless chief executive.” Rep, Alexandria Ocesio-Certez (D-NY), on A 3 HK. 

(1/18, 2.9 2M), aid, “Our main os iarity is to ensure the removal of Donald Trump asi 

the United S tates, Every minute and every hour that he’s in office rer resents a clear and present 
danger, not just to the United States Congress, but frankly to the country.’ 

However, $ some Republicans expressed skepticism: Sen. Roy diunt (R- MO}, orf 

{i/i0, 2.9LM}, said, “To remove in from office clearly is not going tg 3 rapper between 

  

   

    

: }, Se 

now and the lest day he’s in office.” Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL}, on 

f{t/13), said, “it’s unfortunate chat instead of unifying us right now, Biden, he Democrats, 

Rave chosen to use this to talk about ridiculaus things about impeaching } Presi dent who isn't 

going to be in office in ehout nine days.” Rep. Jim Jardan (R-OH), on aye iQ 

' {4/16, £.38M), said, “The Democrats are going to try fo remove ‘the Presi dent from 

just seven days before he is set to leave anyway. I do mot sae how that unifies the COUNEDY. ° 

TRe 8b CL/10, Supervitie, Fram, Jaloruck) reports Pelosi said Sunday that the House wii 
‘preceed with impeachrnent “as she pushes the vice president and Cabinet to inveke constitutional 

authority to force him out warning that Trump is a threat to democracy after the deadly assault | 

on the Capitol. "¢ : weer 9. BMF showed Pelosi saying, “I like the 25th Amendment | 
because it gets . there is strong suit in the Congress for impeach! Ng 
the President a second time. Thi iS preside igri is gu uilty of inciting insurrection.” The \ 

(2/16, Restuccia, Kendall, Hughes, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports Vic arasident 

isnE expected to move forward with a 25th Amendment process, people familiar with his 
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3 (1/10, Levin, 20.5M) reports, “Momenturn for imoeaching [Trump] a 

Nas Growing rapidly aver the weekend armong rank-and-file Demacrats and sore 

Republicans, setting the stage for a final showdown that would test the boundaries of pelitics, 

accountability ar id the Constitution.” in additicn to Tcarney, Sen. Ben Sasse {R-NE} has expressed 

“Openness tol impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowsk: (R-AK) hes called on Trump to resign. 

wday (2/10, Fritze, 12.7M} reports Trump “begins one of the most perllous weeks of his 

pr esidency Mand lay as momentum for @ second iripeachment saared aver the weekend end a 

nber of Republicans broke ranks to openly cal for Als removal” Trump “has only days 

ming in his terin - @ point supporters noted - bul the debate over how Congress should 

respond is focused largely on his legacy and his abliity to control the GOP” after leaving office. 

Fhe isl $ (1/10, 10.52M} reports, “Tensions are breaking aut among Democrats 

“over how agaressvely § to push” for ire peachment, ' ‘aware ¢ that wnany voters 8 hope © Cangress wil 

     second time v 

  

    

   
    

     
     

&    

    

in immed! ate action on the coronavirus 15 pandemic 2 ved a  falterin ng ‘econorn ¥. Some Democrats said 
£ vately that they are wary afi impeachment bul unsure how to siow its momentum given the 
int Ring passions against t Fre amp. * 

: LAG, , 23.99M) reports on its weksite that Rep. Ted L feu (D- oe sai i 
3 ticle oF Hes: neg echme ne has 195 ¢ ec sponse ese S At 
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SSW SS yi Ge Sassy & ery 10, 89. 21M) 

its Website t at the potenti: scond i iripeachment “s starts iat pular thar any 

other removal process of a presigent in recent American history, Removing ve mp from office 

cremains quite unpopular arnong Republicans, however, A look across polis conducted since riots a 

the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear plurality of Americans overall want Trurnp out of 

office, ... An average écrass polls since Wednesday {in which no polister is counted more than 

once) shows that 50% of Americans w ant 7 Frusno to either he impeached, for the 25th Amendment 

to be invoked or for Tr urap to resign from office.” 

(3/10, Mastrangelo, 5.69M) reports that an ABC News/ipses poll of 570 adults { 
oy 

   

    

      
  

  

    op 

2 

und that 57% want Trump removed fram office, with 67% saying Trump “deserves a ‘gcod 
ishington, O.C. last week.” 

N SYs, The AS (1/0, Colvir} reports Fragnp “anters the last 

HS pre isola ted and shunned by farmer allies and members of his own 
faces & second impeachment and growing calls for his resignation.” But Trump, “cut off from the 

social media channels that have been me iff PRIS presi dancy,” onetheless try to go on: 

offense in his last 16 days, with no plans of resignirig. (4/210, 3.57M)} reparts Tru Mp 
“and & dwindling carcie of advisers plan a defiant Angi week ¢ », ALCO ‘ding to people famHiar 

with the matter. "Tne President is “preparing af least ane more round of pardons, and wil try a 

‘final time te advance his administration’s effort te bring "Big Tach to heel, the pecpie seid, though it 

isn’t ¢ clear what he may de.” 
, ‘ 3 (1/10, Heberman, 20.6M} writes that “even without Twitter, and even 

under a new £ t of impead Shrnent, Mr. Tru: mp rem ains unt Jan. 26 the most powerful rman in 

the world, with eccess to the White House briefing room, the hast Roorn and the Oval Office to 

“communicate his thoughts. Ne has # press office devoted to issuin nis statements end a cadre of 

reporters assigned to caver what he Says ang dees,” St, the \ (1/10, Rucker, 
'20.52M)} writes, Trump “is now destined to sink out of the WW erably diminished 

from the strapping, fearsome force he and his advisers imagined ie would be im his post- 

presidency.” 
The § $ (2/19, 772K) reports, “Elcht days before reiuct tantly eaving office, 

{frumo] w in South Texas on Tuesday te tout partial co: 

wall he promi ised to deliver ~ far more than eritics wanted, far less than he ware and Prone c 

funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, Re . sort i 
ast iurches veoea? his final days, current and former officials sald, 

staffers “are upset and embarrassed by the turn cr eve nis, end are ¢ eager tot MOVE GN. 

SINT SEINE WMD 'S “Kaige Mirrareed Mig Goeyss Qhaartic Gise. * Bob Schieffer said on | 
(1/10, story 75 ncan, 13 78), “It is ending as it began: in 

sy, and CONFUSION, a is ign 1 irrored his own chaotic life. He furched frem one 
: crisi s to another, fram financial + ‘rupicies, frorm tabiaid scandais to audacious fies. 
He introduced us to é Myarre cast ¢ of chara acters, from: porn stars to the crackpots and clowns who 

inhebit the dark fringes of American politics. ... As we sew in those awful scenes unfolding in the 

‘Capital, we came to understand that the man who had a manic desire for power had no real 

understanding of the power he possessed or what ha aPpens when if is misused. He will be gone 

S068, But Re showed us America was not o roke: en. He was. 

  4/9) fo 
AMOUrt of the blame & for { the riots in We 
: Se Hy WT ey yyee Doe .              
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3. Savage, 20. 6M) Fe 3 

HWS SU pporters just before they attacked tho Capitol | iB st week iS 2 

f him for inciting ‘the 

    

    

     

   

  

     

deliver red co} 
5 House Democrats prepare an article of impeachment agai 

the Times says, Frum “repeated many of his { haods about how 

fen, ‘then dispatched the marchers to the Capitol.” The Trries aiso says if was 

eet ire: agery and calls to fight harder than before,” whie “he made only a passing 

est shouid ber nonvidie; ih” 
soy Fay SS Sys Qs SIV 

£ C9, Al, Ge 
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“President Trume urged Geargia’s lead elections investigator to ‘find the fraud’ in a lengthy 

Gecenther phone call, saying the official would be a ‘national hera,’ accord! ing hG a individual 

farnillar with the call who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the 

“conversation.” The President “placed the call to the investigations chief for the Georgia secretary of 

State's office shortly before Christmas - while the individual wes leading an inquiry into allegations | 

of ballot fraud in Cobb County, in the suburbs of Atlanta, according to peapie famillar with the 

'enisods.” Additionally, : York J 3 (2/9, Fausset, Benner, 20.6M} reports that at the time, | 

Geol gle Secretary of State Brad Rafi ens sperder’s “office wes con ducting ar guct of more than 

15,000 ballots in Cobb County,” which “appeared toa be an effort to placate Mr. Trump and his 

allies, who repeatedly, end beselessly, ar GueG that he lost the election in Georgia by around 

412,006 votes because of @ rigged syst stem. 

  

     

  

        NS hs ye SS 2 <sss” we x S 

atha, CHEE nan, McWhirter, Subser iption Pes ication, "8 aiM) reports White 

ficiais pushed US Attorney Byung Pak in Atlanta to resign before 2 tne Seorgi ig SLnGit 

élections because Trump was unhappy with Pak for not launching ani into his claims of | 

‘lection fraud, according to people familiar with the matter, Ags : " (41/9, story | 

3, 0:45, Liames, 839K} provided simHar coverage in a brief broadcast, 

    

2/9, Viswai 

   
  

‘Biden Still Planning ¥o Take Oath Of Office On Capitol Steps. 

The § Ses (1/9, Davies, Viser, 10.52M) reports Biden “still plans to be sworn inion the 

steps of the U.S. Capitclon Jan, 20, exactly two weeks after a pre-Trurap mob with rioters 

wielding Confederate flags stormed the bullding to attack the very nation Biden was elected te 

lead.” According te the Past, “The Bi iden administration hes the added weight of showing strength 

and stability to the rest of the world, which watched in horror as Arnerican democracy wavered 

from the exact place where he is is sto take the oath of office.” 

in her Washi ££1/8, PO.52M) colunin, Ruth Marcus Says Bicen’s response to the 
SOIT 

        

   
            

g of the carmtal provides ~ ‘ourdds for ortiraism,” as he “rose to the terrible occasion” on 

Wednesday, in contrast to Trump, who “refused to accept, no less candemn, the canseguences of 

his reckless wards.” Marcus adds Biden ‘is the presidentiai voice the country needs.” 

‘Trump Denounces Twitter After Accounts Are Permanently Suspended. 

     

The (2/8, AL, Conger, isaac, 20.6M} reports on its frant page that Twitter “said on» 

Friday that it had narinanenty banned President Trump from its service ‘due fo the risk of further 

incitement of violence,’ effectively cutting him off frarn his favorite megaphane for reaching the 

Hc and capoing a series of actions by mainstream sites to imi his online reach.” The 

Post (1/8, AL, Rarmm, 16.52M}3 renarts on HS fF ‘ont page that Twitter’s action 
ted to a historic rebuke for s president who had used the i“ igi-eneiworking site to fuel his 

rise to political prominence.” Fhe Past adds that a Sdefiant” Trump “lashed Gut in response late 

Friday, accusing Twitter in a staternent of having ‘coordinated with the Democrats and the Radicai 

Left’ to remove his account,” and he “threatened regulation, promising @ ‘big announcement’ to 

come, end said he is isoking ‘at the possibilities of building out our awn platform in the near 

future’? 
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; o (2/8, Lima, 673M}, Twitter “rrugzzied the president of the United States 

three times ina matter of hours: First, # pe ermanentiy suspended his personal eccount, 

'GregzidonaldTrume, saying his use of It posed an unacceptable risk of vicience. Then, it remaved al 

iSeries of Tremp 5 tweets an the White House’s official Q@POTUS account, where he a had iashecd out | 

Pat Twitter’s ion Friday night and vowed, “We will not be SILENCED! And when the identical 

“messages mopped iup later on Trump's campaign Twitter account, the cempany perrnanentiy 

suspended that accaunt tac.” 

        

  

   

   

  

Earker in the day, the } cif (8, Boyer, 626K} repo rts Trump hed “said...nis 

followers will be a political force fo: o come.” The President hed tweeted, “The 75 080, G00 
great American Patriots who voted for rne, AMERICA FIRST, and MAKE AMERICAS GREAT AGAIN, 

wil have a GIANT VOICE long into the future, hey will not be disrespected or treated unfairly in 

‘ 3 (3/8, 6.58M} senior staff writer Michael any way, shape or formili® However, © 
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‘Kruse highlights that without access to Twitter on Wednesday, Trump “wasn’t able ta employ his 

preferred methed of communication to stoke or incite supporters. He wasn’t able to | faURCH fr at 

leaders of his party his usual mob-boss ioyalty tests. And he wasn’t able to distract and divert and 

defend himself in the telita: i@ Ways tO Whi h Americans have Grown so accustomed.” 
Meanwhile, Si 3 (4/8, Wagner, 57M} aiso reports Fwitter “SUSPENGed several high- 

“profile supporters ¢ LETD, including former National Security Adviser Michael Fiynn an 

attorney Sidney Powell, as part of an effort to remave accounts linked ta the OAnon conspiracy 

group prominent et Wednesday's storming of the U.S “ 5 (£78, Venwat, Cullford, 

Paul} report Twitter “giso suspended Ron Watkins, the ninistrator of fringe rressage board 

/8kur :, which effect, ively serves as hame base for the SAnan conspiracy moverient,” and the 

cf {2/S, Lavelace, 625K} reports “prominent conservative commentators,” 

including actor James Woods and #WelkAwey movernent leader Brandon Straka, “are clafrming 

that they are losing Twitter followers in droves, with some asserting that Twitter is deleting their 

following.” The Times adds that when asked about the claim, a spokesperson for Twitter “pointed 

to thelr approach to fighting accounts engaged in platform manipulation and spam.” 

ina} (2/8, 10.52M)} op-ed, Graham Lempa, Director of Dighail 
Communications at the Atlantic Counc and a forrmer State Depertment official during the Obama 

and Trump AGTHRSU HONS, argues that as the @ realdonaldTrump account was used to “announce 

official decisions,” if ; shoul d be given fo the government after vere. leaves offic ce, 

  

  

  

        

   

   

  

         

   

    

       
         

   

  

          

    

   

Uf , Ory, “ppm an, Navye 

ions,” but “ew seerned to ire as muc h D sereonal joy és hi iS Twitter fend,’ ” and * 

And, then, fe fost his mind.” A senior Ad ministration official characterize 

President as “ballistic” and said that Trurmp wes “scrambling to figure out what his options ere. 

Politico aiso reports the President in a White House statement “said he'd been ‘negatiating with 

various other sites’ while | we also lock at the possibilities of building out cur own platform in the 
near future,'” but aides “did not reveal whet clans were in the works.” The AP (1/9, Bajak) reparts 

‘that while he has been “deprived of his big online mequphanes, Trump does have alternative 

2 ont ons of much smater reach. * 

an the ¢ (2/9, lead story, 2:2 0 Diez, 577K}, Paule Reid described 

Satur day asa et day. vat the White House, and it’s 5 part! y because we have not 

heard from... Trump on Twitter.” Reid added Twitter “panned the Presi dent cue t to the risk < Of 

further incitement of violence,” and Rachel! scot tt Noone on as el New 
stary 2, 0:39, Scott, 839K} that sources “tell A 

now he’s lost his blagest political tool.” Both 2 44/9, Mad hani, ‘Col vir and | S 

Robertson, 6.73M) analyses eulogize the G@realdonaldTrump account and loo back on 

tweets. 
Meanwhile, Jo Ling Kent reported on 

-§,98M) that since the ban, the President has’ 
accounts, triggering a game of whack-a-mole with Twitter quickly taki 

(1/9, Lonas, 5-698) reports Pwitter on Saturday “pb anned.. .Trump’s official campaign an. ount and 

“his digitai director £ for atterrinting to use their accounts to give the president a platform to speak on 

Twitter after he was permanently § suspended Friday.” A spokesperson far the company told The 

MH, “As stated in cur ban eyasiee policy, # his clear that another account is being used far the 

Bu rposes of ev ac ng @ ban, , is ise subject te 0 Suspension. “ 
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MGhE, he lost it. 
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¥ s 6(2/S, story 2, 2:38, Dlaz-Batart, 

tried to tweet fram other cam paign a and staf? 

ing down his posts.” | 
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acebook, Reddif, TikTok, Sna BC at, pi nterest, Google, and A Apole? ‘Wes & striking display of the 

tech industry’s power to shape the fate of even the president of the United States. And it comes 
fter years of efforts by both Dermocrats and Republicans in Washington to cut SHicon Valeyv down 

size ~ inciuding iawsilts thet Trump’s antitrust enforcers have filed in recent months again 

Pacebook and Google, plus efforts on both the right and left to challange Section 230, the or ovision 
in comrnunications jaw that Hrnits online platforms’ lability for what users post to them.” 
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A fror- page § as (1/9, Al, Roose, 20. 6M) article says “Trump's muzzling 

proves a clarifying jesson in where power resides in our digital society ~ not just in the precedent — 

_of iaw or the checks and balances of government, vit inthe ability to deny access to the platforrns | 
‘that: shape Gur public discourse.” The Time edds Twitter CEG Jack Dorsey and Facebook CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg “have never appeared on @ balict. But they have a kind of authority that no elected 
official on earth can claim. This power appears mostiy in subtle and unspoken ways ~ like the 

eerily cal m, Menage is 8 ViGeG Mr. Frunip filmed on Thursday, hours after Twitter and Facehack 

   

  

« 

ms | §.68M)} colunin, founding editcr ichn F. Harris describes 
Twitter’s ban o signa! moment ~ @ historic move, even before we know the 

“consequences that WH How from it.” Harris adds the ban “represents an effort to reassert the 

“notion that filters have a place in political commiurucation and thet some voices have iost their 
claim on public legitimacy ~ even when thet voice has 89 million followers and is just two months 

“past receiving the second-highest number of votes in U.S. election histery.” However, he says the 

question “seems unavoidable: Are you sure about this? 

Meanwhile Re s {2/S, 6.6SM)} senior media a writer Jack Shafer expresses 

' skenticisrr at Prommg’s £ Fo bul id a “rnedia empire” wi rcceed, Schafer adds that if the 

; President does “start a cable channel,” Fox News “will savage hen when he poses a threat to Hs 

viewership ond revenues. The same goes for the Frump-lovers at NewsMax and OAN,” 

In addition, : § (2/8, 20.6} opinion writer at large Charhe Warzel questions if 

'“a disgraced president addicted to outrage end innately governed by the same forces es the 

attention economy survive without his primary ouklet.! ° Per Warzel, “YT think it all Gepends On é 
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   whether Mr. Trump is, hu as sore of the pacers he uses 7 

st. (1/9, Roram, Dawsey, “46. 52M } repo: ts witter’s ban of the President has 
“sparked a flerce political back! ash among his most fervent allies on Saturday, sending some of his» 
supporters ~ and the White House itself - scrambling to find another potent tool to communicate 
confine.” According to the Past, “Many pronmunent conservatives ~ including Brad Parscala, Trump's 

former cz arripaidn manager, and Rush Limbaugh, the leading voice in right-wing radio ~ reacted to 

'Trumip’s suspension by blasting Twitter, quitting the site outright ar encouraging the president's 

foyal foul lowing ta turn to alternative services.” 
: (1/S, Lanas, 5.G9M} reports Secretary of State Pornmeo as well as Sens. Marco Ruhio 

if Ted Crug (2-TX} “expressed their diapieasure with Twitter’s decision,” as did Rep, 
Laurer Boebe t(R-COS, Ken Buck {R-CO}, Beth Van Duyne (R- TX}, and Dan Crenshaw (RPO. Fhe | 
A (2/9, Boyer, 626K) reports Donald Trump Ir. “said Saturday that Big Tech’s ban | 
_of President Trump is ‘sick and sad,’ ang he urged followers to sign up for his web site in 
anticipation that he will alse be benned.” 

in addition, the (1/8, Lavelace, G2Z6K} says that although the American 

“Civil Liberties Union “has repeatediy locked harns with Mr. Trurin and Ais administration,” fhe 

“ACLU on Friday raised “concerns about social media platforms banning users, in the aftermath of 

Twitter’s decision to permanently suspend” him. 

However, the New York Yi Ss ¢1/9, Liptak, 26.6M} renorts that although the hans on Trump 

“may have been urnvise, scholars who study ¢ the First Armendmertt said...they were perfectly 

lewis ” be AUSe the First Arendment “prohibits gover eet censors Shp ang 1G Sees nota BBP iv to 

     

  

   

  

   

    

  

     

    

    

   
     

      
      

  

    

  

evelopments, which underscored the enorrous power of a i sadéull of s social i media companies 

that are largely insulated fram accountability and may change positions on what speech is 

acceptable as executives come and go.’ 

in fus 3 . £1/9, 30.52} colurnn, Fred Hiett similarly argued that whie the 

President and his ’ng” that his “free- spe ech rights are being squeiched by the 

fiberai cancel culture,” they are “wrong” because Twitter “is a private company, and it has ne 

obligation to distribute Trump's Hes or provocations.” 
Meanwhile, a bere (1/9, Frier, 3.57M) article headlined “Twi 

Necessary, Derided As Long ¢ Over due” says that the ban urizely foi 

     

  

  

   

  

   

   
   tter’s Trump Ban Deemed 

t Twitter off the hook after 
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FEN 
Bigg berg andes ; the company “ig “already Facing ot iti icism From ‘Demoer ret + polity fie ians 

FULS. Cong ess and the bresidenc yi rn gss WO wee ks." 

  

, reality. 
wll take contral 0       

      
    

    

the prospect sesh new i regu fati ons itty Washington, as nol ; 

' Congress pledges to take fresh aim at Silicon Valley for Hs role in stoke ing the deadly y riots 3 at the 

ULS. Capito Hs week.” According to the Post, “The violent mob that stormed the House and 

Senate, ing the two charbers in lockdown, hes er:bolidened party lawmakers who say thet 

social media sites failed to heed their repeated warnings - an then did too ittie, foo late, in 

response to... Trump and his incendiary online rhetoric.’ " Fhe Post says “some Democrats now are 

promising to use their powerful new serches...to proffer the con of tough new flaws and other 

punishrrents thet tech giants have successfilly fended off for years.” AS (2/8, Paul, 

'Cuiliford) analysis says that although saciai media companies “took action ag ast users and 
groups spurring an the siege of Capitol HH! this week, culminating in the suspension of... Trump’s 

      

    
     

site 
     

     

3 * Jaspuy ff 
accounts, if was tao tel ie £00 fate, 

Ka sass Sass Tess Sarsesy. The 3 (2/8, Isaac, 20.6M) reparts Redd 

  

     
   

  

“banned a forum dedicated to discussing QQ... Trurip frorn its site on Friday, £ the latest 

_of the major technology platforms te diminish Mr. Trump digitally after his supporters steced en 

assault on the U.S, Capitol on Wednesday.” The Time says the r/donaidtrump subredait “had tens 
_of thousands of subscribers before it was rermoved, and was considered one of a few highly visible 

places 5 on ne v here Trump supporters could gather and expres president.” 
SSE AgGon 4 Xg gasinst Sas NSS, _ The. A i Horwitz, 

$4 ban from its Apo 
5, 69M) “also $ says Goosi eon Fri riday suspended the social media 

company “from its : app store O wi le }OnNG g Appice in caling on the platform to ughten ifs content 

mode ration rules oF risk permanent removal, 

  

    

           
   

    

   

  

  

    

    

   

    

   

   

  

CNS : “Ware Sway’ Ssges. The 
; 3, tf 5 Fae ebook OF Fr rick ay suspended the He OFC al account | 

é state Sen. Are nada Chase, Re ‘Chesterfield , days after the self-described “Trump in 

‘heels’ praised ricters who stormed the U.S. Capito! as ‘patriots’ while aise suggesting that lef- 
wing! ‘antifa or BLM agents of destruction’ were really to blame.” The Post says that Chase, who 

“spoke to the crowd of...Trump’s supporters in Washington on Wednesday put hofore they 

crashed through Capitol security, cannot post or comment for seven days, or post live video fer 60 | 

‘days on her official Senate page, accerding tc 8 written notice.” #ithcugh her personal Facebook 

page ° ‘Was Not affected.” Mean whe ia, the Washing 3 43/8, Zantow, 625K} reports that 

Virgi ma stele © penate Demote ts “ar 'e cena Cc 2,8 Re public an qubernatoriai hopeful, 

é mob stormed the bullding.” 

: L/S, Ernst, 626K) ¢ reports $ that Brandon Straka, the 

founder of the “Walk Away” movement, on Friday revealed that “his team, and his 330,G0Q-strong 
Facebook page with citizens who abandoned the Democratic Party were purged from the site this 

week.” ” 

  

   
    

      

  

      

    

    

     

  

   

    

   

  

{ ty 8, Brown 
: sere ms iS week rai 

f Dive * 

Times 5 adds the 

us of far-ri ght nigures on Facebook, 

as now moved beyond alternative sacial- 
” According to the Times, “Fhat shift: 

Instagra m, Snapchet and Twitch 
lednesday's S¥i Violen ce and Clamped down an other 

    

    

     

   

         
limited | PY resident 7 Frump’s accounts f 

“right- wing personalities. . 
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“nok the case 

red the sense of reality 
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‘that F "Ox News bears $ sole rasponsibility for



  

of sa many Trump supporters. ee . 5 urNquestionably the case that the network, shaws like ‘Fox & 

Fr fenes" ane the pr me tine * ope Hines upc Contributer a ts if 

RSS ote S SEX May gg anys . 

S (4/8, } reports 2 IGE 
ere, scrambled wednesday t. to document the att: tack on the Capi ito] bY z a pro-7 rump mob. 

incited by the president, they say @ curious edict ¢ came down from management: to avoid calling 
the rioters “Trump supporters’ in Web headlines and to change stories and phote ceptions to say 

ithat others mi waived in the vicience.” According to the Past, “Fhe journalists’ concerns 
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ae 

     

  

”     

‘intensified on Thursday when Susan Block, wife of the chairrnan of Biock Communications, 2 

caps Fecebock rant in support of the 
wet 

    

    

  

family-owned company thet owns the Blade, posted en ai 
‘mob and calling V ice President-elact Kamal ia D. Harris BNWeeee, 

     
: 1/3, Jenkins Dut rube ¢ on Fri “pUuHe 
strate! st Stephen bat Man's “War Room’ podess st channe: i from HS D iatfort m” aver “false ¢ election 

Claims,” which { i {1/9, Tyko, 12.7M} reports came after Trump‘s personal attorney Rudy 

Giuliani ap pea red an 4 the podcast. However, USA Today adds Giullani “stil had a Twitter account as» 

of Saturday.” 

    

. Nagy Cyssay Caves vows ‘ss 

: rurip lawyer’ L. Lin Wocd, 

ff Fwitter,“ confirmed on Satu urday that he had * some of his pasts 

“yanked. from rival social med: ig S@rvice Parley, ne Free speech haven poput far among 

‘felle ow conservatives,” afte r he “called for ¢ Mike Pence 
Meanwhie, * Tr) 5.69} renorts Apple @ on Saturdey * ‘suSper ded the social media 

ntatfor ‘mm Parier from the App Store for what i deems the cormpany’s lack of moderation of threats | 

of violence.” In a statement, Apple told The HIH, “We have always supported diverse points of view | 

being represented on the App Store, but there is no place on our platform for threats of violence 
vand Hiegal activity.” Apple added, “Parler has not taken adequate measures to address the 

proliferation of these threats to pe ume’s safety. We have suspended Parlier frorn the App Stare 

until they resolve these i SS} * According to The HHL, Google “susserided Perier from Google Play 

‘in wake of the riot, due to ‘cor ti nued posting’ in the app that ‘seeks to incife ongcing viclence in 

the U.S." 
Tn addition, the Wi on, 8.4 AM) reports 

Amazon on Saturday halted cloud computs ing servic 2S for Parier, APD, Folus, 5.G9M} 

hat Ariazon Web Services “Is the latest fach giant to take steps to limit the socia! 

g DP favored by conservatives and right-wing grouns for lack of content moderatic 

(1/3, Day, 3.57M} reports Amazon employees earlier Saturday had “cated for the 

i 5 cloud unit to cut tles with Parier after reports that the social media network was used 

byt those who planned Wednesday's riot at the U 1S. Capitol, 
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MY reports 5 the “imminent end of the e Trump presi idency has 

nge to the enarmausly popular, enormously profitable Fox News ~ the crown 

Wel : of Rupe av * Murdoch's Arerican empire - whose right-wi ing stars yoked themsel yes to Mr, 

‘Trump more tightly than any other mainstream PURAES C over § the | st four years.” Fhe Tires adds 

Fox News executives are “unfazed by the lamentations , but the defection of 
conservative viewers te fringier ore-Teurnp outlets like Newsrnay Was more concerning,“ and so 

the network iS focused on Tinding a ope forward: _aympatnie with the grievances of a Frump- 

n. Become @ MAGA safe space.” 
: SIN, Ri fE/9, Lonas, 5.69M} reports 

‘3 lay gnar ng fest rer users, "Ras recorded “a spike in 

website traffic and growth after the Capitol g attacks and... Trump’s suspension from Twitter this 

week.” Gab CEO Andrew Tarbe “said that the platform saw a 46 percent increase in traffic during 

the rict that killed five peopie, and resulted in ‘dozens of arrests, accarding 6 } 
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| Republicans Whe Gpposed Electoral Certification “Denounced Sy Critics” At Home. 

| FBI(21cv558)-2721



    

  

   ns} reports, “Republican meribers of Congress who voted against certifying Joe 

1's 's presidential victory, even after @ mob broke into the Capitul, are being denounced by 

critics in their home distr iets who demand that they resiqn or be ousted. Protesters, newspaper 

editcrial boards and iocal-leve! Democrats have urged the iawmakers fo step down or for their 

colleagues” to expe! them. 

  

   

     

  

    
     

: (1/5, 1.05M)} reports that pro-Trump election protest organizer All 

“Alexander said in an ordine video that Reps. Andy Biags (R-AZ3 and Paul Gosar (R-AZ) “heinfed] 

make Wednesday S pr ee 3 ering in Washingto meek ars. Eb: ags strenuos us y Geni es any 

   
   

: SLOT Yves SSNS ‘ 
Cy 19, O: utay) reports, “Businesses are rethi ink! 
Capitol siege.” Mar 

ftiden’s} election.” 
ASSOC isticn is 

    

        

im DO: ical ‘contributi ions in a the wake of the dee 

rote is “stopning danations to the i4? Repunlicans wha opposed certifying 
ini    5 (41/10, Shepardson, DINapoll) reports the 

Riss suspending donations tc lawmaekers who vated agah 
~ sey 

we Cross Blue Shicicd 

ist certification. The 

¥ (2/18, Frankel, Stein, iG.52M} reports Commerce Bank “also said in a stefement 

that its PAC has ‘suspended all support fer officials who have impeded the peaceful transfer of 

power,” 

The Ww L€i/id, Ghiver, Francs, Cutter, Subseristion Publication, B.42M) 

‘reports Citigroup and JPMargen Chase announced they are * halting PAC donations to all 

: (1/10, Allassan, 1.26M) also — 

   

     

  

   

   

   

  

key y candidates in the caring months. § 
irerort. 

      a¢ Fane ‘ 
auss, “tg. SM) 1 reports, Me ure the AY SC Choe 

Sad -ty BANE GSY e ff 2MO } ta fun 

‘ansition af power 

uderets have Si gned a DG titi jon’ “xalling for Sens. Fed Ct uz { if 

disbarred over whet they s say "were their’ 
after a tree and fair electi on.” 

   

  

       

On CNN's State OF Ths Ss (2/10, 1.21M}, Sen. Pat Toomey (R-PA} said of Cruz and 
Hawley, “I r think they are going to pay a big price far this. I think their reputations heve been 

ares 

Daffected.” On § 

  

   
(1/15, 1.58M)}, Toomey said, “Fhey‘re going to héve a int of 

soul-seare “hing fo ae, Fre prablem | is they were complicit inthe big lie, this big le thak Donal 

Trum ip war the tion in a fandslide and twas all stolen. They compounded that with this notion 

that sornehow this could all be reversed in the final imoments of the congressional proceedings. So 

that’s going to haunt them fer a very long t time.’ 

| Sen, Chris Coons (O-DE} ah (2/10, 2.91M}, said, “I’ve called for 
them to resign, and what 14 be HOGI ing for in the com ing days and weeks is 3 whethe er they take any 

vaccountabilitv, whether they take any actions that will actually persuade sore of their rary 

voters and supporters and constituents that they know what they did was wrong. 

      

    
     

, Attending Physician Warns Lawmakers Were Potentially Expased Te COVID. 
| The y Fe x, 

down together for 

     

     
(1/18, Wang, Firoz, DeBonis, 10.52M) reports lawmakers who “hunkered 

vaety while | a pro- em moh a attacked t tne US C8 spitol ¢ on Beene sey may 

“gecordine ne & to the Office « of Attending Physict ian” tn an vemail on ‘Sond fay, § Brian Monahan, ‘the 

attend: 2g ohysicign to Congress, said, “Gn Wednesday lanuary 6, many members of the House 

community were in protective isolation in room jocated in a large cormmittee hearing space.” 

Monahan added, “The time in this room was several hours for some and briefer fer others, During 

this time, indi ividuals may have been exposed to another occupant with coronavirus infectian.” 

| According t te the AS (1/10, Mascaro), “Dozens of lawmakers were whisked to the secure 
location after pro-Trump insurrection! sts $ sto: ‘med the Capital that day, breaking throu! 

barricades to roar the halls and offices and ransacking the but » (3/23, Tamborrino, 

673M} reports “several” Republicans “were seen wi thout Masks Ww he crowded room, 
‘despite heing offered extras by Democrats.” In addition, th 2 (4/10, Cochrane, 

20.6M) reports that “before the mob breached the Cap: ol,” House Spek “elosi, overseeing the 

certification of Joe Biden’s “victory and dehate over a Renublican effort fo subvert those results in 

FBI(2 icv558)-2722 

  

  
  

    

   

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

         

 



certain states, admonished Republicans for having too many people on the foar and for sore 

objectors refusing to wear masks as they spoke.” 

  

1 

  

, Warner Tells Facebook To Preserve Digital Evidence. 

    :Y (1/9, Castronucve, 3 ate reports Sen, Mark Warner (D-VA}, the ranking member of the 

Senate Intelligence Committee, “is calling on mobile carriers and socia! media companies to 

“preserve content and data connected with Wednesday's pro-Trump riot at the Canital.” The Hil 

says Warner’s affice on Saturday “announced that the Senete Dernocrat sent letters to CEOs of £1 
_compan! eS, rPicducd 8S BERT, Verizon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Fwitter and Parler, telling them fo 

‘iramediately preserve content and associated meta-data connected te Wednesday’s insurrection: ist 
attack on the United States Capitol.” 

  

       

, Warnock Uses Post-Election Sermon Ta Condemn Capital Riot. 
4 “The AP (1/10, Morrison} renarts Sen.-elect Raphael Warnock (D-GA) on $ sunday focused “his first 

Sernon ‘since being geciared a winner in Georgia's U.S. Senate runcif election” on “last week's 
deadly Capitol HiH riot that all but overs shadowed his historic victory.” Warnock said, "We saw the 
crude, the angry, the disrespectful, and the viclent break their way inte the pecple’s house - seme | 

carrying Confederate flags, signs and symbols of an aid world order passing away.” The 4 

i ution (2/20, Judd, 1.46M} reports that aktthough Warnock "referred | to Fre 

: : unent of the White House,” other pastors who spoke on Sunday “more direc 

criticized Trurnan’s raie in the Capital assault, which iefi five people, including a police officer, 
a 

    

  

    

   

    

      

esd, aS 

| Schwarzeneeger eens Capitei Riot To Kristailnacht. 

: (4/10, WHus, 12. 7M} reports former Cal forn a Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger {R} on 

day “came out swinging his ‘Conan the Harbariar’ sword against” President Trump “2 and t he 

“spinelessness’ of Rep slican politicians,” while the &8 ey , Calvan}: eports Schwarzenegger 
“compared the rriob that stormed the U.S. Capital to the A jazis and called... frump a failed leader 

who ‘will go down in history as the worst president ever,” 

Fhe New York 3 (4/10, Fuchs, 26.6M} renoarts Schwarzenegger “compared the riot af the 

. Capitol last week to Kristalinacht, a rarnipage in Germany in 1938 in which Nazi- robs 

burned synagogues and destroyed Jewish-oawned shops.” The Times adds thet he * wove his 

experiences growing up in Austria after Workd Wer Tl to what he was witnessing in the Uh hited 

States.” Meanwhile, the W: 3 Bost (i/ 1G, Bair, we reports Schwarzenegger “argued 

that Trump “sought a Coup | by misieacing peop: @ with f es” in 3 his h BSC! ess outer to averturn the 

s of the presidenti Schwerzenegger 

/prechcted Trunip CS down # HY + hist ory as ‘the worst pr asident ever? rand’ ‘s00r WHE De as 

| irrelevant as an oid tweet.” 
: ce nite ‘ ; . 
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(1/18, Wiggieswerth, 3.37M} aiso reports Schwerzeneader “said that 
iS WhO Stood behind iTrump] are ‘complicit with those who carried the flag of self | 

: Fig nea insurrection into the Capitel.’” The Tirnes adds that he “called for elected representatives | 

and citizens te lock past their political parties and personal disagreements, | put democracy first and. 

work together toward healing by accepting... Biden as the country’s next leader and wishing Rim 

success.” The San o Chronicle (2/1iG, Hwang, 2.44M} notes Schwarzenegger “took over 

from Trump as the hos é ‘of “the Celebrity Apprentice’ after Trump’s 2616 election, but said he 

‘would not return after ane season, citing Trurno’s continued involvernent as executive producer. 

    

      
ya 

Apple, Googie, Amazon Shut Down Parler. 

‘The AP (1/18, Balak, Ortutay) reports, “Presidant Donald Trump has been Kicked off cf roast 

“mainstream secial media platforms * and “it remains to be seen how fast or where - if 2 anywhere - 
ibe able to reach his followers.” The AP adds that what it calls “the far right- 

‘endl ; Parier had been the leading candidete...unth Googie and Apple removed it from th if ap 

S ard Amezon decided fu boot it off its web hosting service,” which the company said “could 

Keio ei it offline for a wees, though thet might prove optimistic,” and “without a smartphone apn, 
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it’s hard to imagine Perier gaining mainstream success.” The AP also reports that Parler, which if 

calls a “magnet for the far right claims more than 12 rnillion users” compared to “the 89 million 
followers Trump had on Twitter.” Parlier CEO John Matve said the moves by Google, Apple, ang 

Amazon are “3 coordinated attack by the tech giants ta Hi competitien in the marketplace.” 

jay (4/10, Menton, Tyke, 12.7} reports, “Far right-friendly Parier...reportediy 
removed @ past py pro-Trurmp lawyer Lin Woad, where ne threatened vicience against Vice 

' President Mike Pence.” Wood wrote in response, “The use of rhetorical hymerhoie is NOT urdawful, 

USAT ‘oday adds thet “losing access to the gop stores of Google and Apple ~ whose operatiy 

systems power hundreds of millions of smartphones - severely lirrits Parler’s reach, though owe 

continue to be accessible via web brawser.” 

: Fhe XN : ; (1/10, Nicas, Alba, 20.6M) reports, “Parler’s plight immediately draw 

condemnation frorn those on the right,” and “Parler has now become a test case in a renewed 
nahonal debate over fres Speech hon the shernet and whether tech giants such as Facehouk, 

Google, Apple and Arnazon have too much pawer.” Ti 

   

  

     

  = 
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Fhe Times says that “for years, Facebook and 

“Twitter had defended peoole’s ability to speak freely on their sites, while Amazon, Appie, Google 

and others had stayed mostly hands-off with apps Hke Parier” and “thet allowed misinformation 
Pand faisehoods to flaw écrass ontine networks.” American Civi Liberties Union lawyer Ben Wizner 

“said Parler’s situation was troubling.” He said, “I think we should recognize the iriportance of 

“neutrality when we're talking about the infrastructure of the internet.” The Times aiso reports that 

| miany “right-wing personalities” wit "sti have emote followings on Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube.” 

Fhe \ E/2O, Romm, Lerman, £0.52M) reports thet Amazon’s 

“rove. .thre Ken the site indefinitely after its users glorified the recent riot at the U.S. 

Capitol.” Parler, adds the Post, “has emerged as a haven for conservative users who have fled 

more mainstream Silicon Valley sites that crack down on harmful, viral falsehoods online. 
#ep, Bevin Nunes (R-CA}, on Fox New iQ! aves (1/10), said, “Fhe effect of | 

this is that there‘’s no ianger a free and open social media company or site for any American to get | 
on any longer because these big companies ~ Apple, Amazon, Googie ~ they have just destroyed 

Parler. ... If you don’t want to be FeQU lated by ieft-wingers, they qet to decide what's vinient and 

not viok ent, it’s preposterous. ... This is clearly a violation of antitrust, civ rights, the RICO 

statute, there should be 2 racketeer ng i investigation on all the peapie who cocrdinated this attack 
an not only @ company but oral of those fike us.” 

: f1/iG, 1.26M} cites Nunes’ eppearance on Fox, in which he “called an the 

Separtment of Justice to launch an investigation inte tech companies’ efforts to remove Parlier asa | 
platform fram the internet.” Nunes said, “these big companies, Apple, Amazon, Gocgie, , they neve 

just destroyed a ~ what was likely A- Pa rer iS Hhely a DHlion- colle ar company. Poof, i's $ gone 

Parier CEO John Matas, on Sox News ay Fadures (1/10), said, “it’s devastating, | 
iitis what itis. It’s an assault on ev rybody. They all work together ta make sure at the same time | 

we would lose access to not Gnly our gops bub they are actually shutting ah of our servers off 

‘tonight, off the internet. mey made an attempt to not only Kit he apo, but actually destroy the 

entire company and it's not just these three companies, every vendor from text message services 

to e-mail providers to our lawyers, afl ditched us too on the same day and they are trying to 

falsely ci faim that we were e Somehow resporisibie for the events that occurred on the sixth. ... 
every vendor we talked fo say they won’t work with us because if Appie dowsn’t approve or Goog 

‘doesn’t approve, they won't. They have given us no 3 le mate remedy. ” 

; a f u/48, man, S78) Prepon tS u rae epee & stated, “Parlier hes not upheld its 

nce and 
: 7 er CEO Maetze 

sos ‘Apple & Wi ise e ban * gP ‘al Boe, d invasive 

potic es like Tw tter and t 
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FAN” NS s NSN SWF MQs NENG ys Ver SEoe SIQIUIN 

SS. Subscription Pe ibHCcAat : EM) in an editor iat says that the 

  

tech 1} giants are : 
bam goproach si 

right-wing panpulism through Parier, adding thet Parier is taking 

HEH-miedia companies a few years ado, and that it recently 
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tye ears and st such actions wi it only 

» action ney be in violation of antitrust 

  

intensif y opposition. The} Bier: ur nei fur ther says} that the ese 
imag : le WS. 

| Some US Diplomats Write Cabies Condemning Trump. 

The AP (4/10) reports, “In @ highly unusual move, American diplomats have drafted two cables 

“condemning President Donaid Trump’s inciternent of the deadiy assault on the -apitol a and calling 
for administration officials to possi ily. support nvoxuig the 2 25th Arnendment to remiove hin from 
Office.” The cables were drafted in the State Department’s “dissent channel.” The AP calls them “an. 
extraordinary protest against a sitting U.S. president by American diplomats.” Meanwhile, 

Secretary of State Pormpeo “candemned the violence at the Capitol but has pointedly not 

addressed the role Trump played in encouraging his supporters who stormed the building.” 

  

  

     

   

  

  

, EU Foreign Policy Chief Says Capitol Violence Shows Danger Of “Disinformation.” 

E/iG, Abnett) reports that EU foreign oclcy chief Josep Borrelli cn Sunday said “thet iast 

week's siege of the U.S. Capitel exposed the dangers of allowing the degradati on of democratic 

Values to go unchecked and disinformation to soread on socia medi ia.” Borrell calied it “a wake-up 

call for democracy advocates.” Borrell giso said, “the even ‘sin Washington eiso show that 

disinformation constitutes a real threat for dermocracies.” 
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‘Pepe Offers Prayers For Victims Of Violence, Urges US Leaders Ta Pramote Caim. 

Tr we AP LL 48, DErdio} reports on Sunday, Pope Francis said “that he is rraying for those who 

died in the U.S. Capito! rioting and has appealed for caim to prevali in the Un 

sald, “Yt exhort the authorities of the state and the entire ponulation to mairt, 

responsibility with the ain of calming souls, pr omotin WG national recomchation 

democratic values reoted in American society. 

NPR (2/16, Schwartz, 3.69M} enor’ on its wens ite that the Pope “offered prevers Sunday for. 

these whe lost their fives during the siege at the U.S. Capitol - and encouraged Americens to come. 

together in @ spirit of reconciliation.” : 

AS    

    

     

    ited stat es,” Francis 

  

    

“Average US COVIB Death Tor Exceeding - 3,000 Per Day. 

(1/10, story 4, 2:05, 4. 76M}, Tom Ligmas said, “As bad as the 

Ge ig! axpected to get eve i worse, with the ¢ effect of the holdays.” ABC's 

'Zohreen Shah added that frontline medicai workers are “desperately racing to save lives as the 

average daily death toil i soars above 3,000." Gn the CES Wee : £3/20, story 4, 2:05, 

-13.72M}, Jericka Duncan said, “The raging COVID c i breaking records. For a second 

straight day, the US renorted a recerd ee of cases on Saturday, with more then 278,006 new 

“infec ti ons, More than 3,600 people died.” Lila Lucianne added Los Angeles County “is smashing 

COVIG records with $00,000 infected an ai :2, 000 deaths, Right now, about 206 Angelenos a day 

are dying fram COVID, more than from all other causes combined,” Meagan Fitzgeraid reported on» 

. (4/18, story 4, 2:56, Snow, 3.76M} that in Los Angeles County, “more peore | 

Pare dying from the VIPS than all other causes combined. A similar scene at some hospitais in 

“neighboring Arizona.” 
Meanwhile, the AS (1/16, Thorn pson) t reports Cali 

workers,” But “almost no help is coming from a volunteer progr far” that Gav. Gavin Newsom (D3 

Se reate Gd at the start of the pandemic.’ " "According to the AP, . An army of 95,000 initially raised 

‘their hands, and dust 24 ere new working in the field.” The “Very few volunteers actually 

met qualifications for the Califernia Health Cerps, and only a “tiny sliver have the high-level 

experience needed to helo with the most serious virus cases that are stretching intensive care 

UNITS | 

    

  

  
    
   
   

        

  

    

fornia * ‘desperate ay needs more medical      

  

     ae 

    

    

  

(1/10, Meta, 3.37M)} alse reports on the dies mma Facing hospital 

is in Cahfornia fHi um with pathents with COVID. Accarding ta the 
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“Times, these workers are trying “to free up beds in dangerously full hospiteis confronting a deluge | 

DoF" COVED patients, which requires tham to “luga@le familly preferences, nealitncare plans end intake : 

ictions at mur sing homes whe trying to free up beds.” 

    

  

ges DPM 

Slow COVID Vaccine Rollout In US Highlights Challenges Of Decentralized Distribution 

Plan. 
“The We mith, Subscription Publication, $.41iM) renorts that a siow rollaut 

of COVID vaccines ac TOSS the US demonstrates ‘the challenges of a dec entralizes distribution plan 
that relies on states and localities to handie the complicated last-mile logistics of getting shots into 

chain experts say.“ 
‘{3/20, Ball, £2.7M)} reports, “Anger and frustration are surging across the country 

as the federal government leaves states to handle the distribution of COVID-19 vace nes. Through 
Friday, states had received 22.1 million doses of the vaccines.’ a OF those doses, “about 6.7 million 

+ fess ird ~ nad been administered.” On ASC W * {U/iG, story 3, 
(2:35, Liamas, 4.76M}, Trevor Ault sirniary reported the vaccine t rollout nationwide “hes gotten off 

to a Sluggish start, OF the 22 mon doses distributed, less than seven millon shots have been 

administered so far,” 
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CNN (2/28, Waldrop, 89.21M} reports on its website that NIAID Director Fauci ci Sto! d 

‘Newsday's Randi Marshall this week in 4 virtual event: ‘It got off to a siaw start and we need to da         
  

  

    

    

better at avery ‘evel , but T believe that we wi pick up tmomenturn as we get beyond the hahday 

season into the first coupie of weeks in January.’ Fauci “warned against jumping to conclusions 

ut the pace of the vaccine rollout in such a short time period, saying ‘we just sterted.’” 

Accords ng t to the AS (1/10, Chon, “Public health officiais suns the alarm for months, 
“complaining thet they did not have enough support ar rioney to get COVID- 19 vaccines quickly 

into arms. Now the slower: ‘than- ~expected start to the largest vaccination effort in U.S. history is 

“proving them right.” On of : ne (if 16, 217M), former FOA Comrrissioner Scot 

Gottheb said, “it's a distribution issue now, and fo wWH be supnly issu in a few weeks. The feds say 

it is with the states, and the states say it is with the feds. You have 46 million doses an the 

“sheives. We have SG milion Americans above the ege of 65. We have supply to push it out to thet 

ulation. We need to use the bi gt SOX stores, end the federal sites that the administration is 

ing about. We need t Hpution points. A lot of senior 

rans are not going to want to got tG G stadium to get an inoculation. They want to go to 2 loca! 

harmacy ora doctor’s office, But we need tc get them out more aggressively, Tr will become 3 

ply issue once we get the fagistics down right. And we don’t have if right now. We aren't doing 
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& good jek g to patients. 
Cee COIVIS oe 
SSS ng stories 

  

a Ne w York medical pravic ers saying that * ‘they nad b been Forced | to threw out Peco PCOVID? 

JJoceine doses because of difficulties findin «gp tients who matched precisely with the state's strict 

vaccination quideiines,” state health officiais on Saturday loosened eligibility quidelines. The FmMeas 

adds, “Now, medical providers can administer ¢ the \ coine to any of their employees WhO frieract 

with the public if there are extra doses in a vial sf} CON COME 
in before ‘the doses expire,’ the new guidelines rez imiwe days 

that Gov. Andrew M. ome administration has loosened ‘the restrictions.” 
Meanwhile, Rs § (2/10, Caspani} reports that two mass COVID vaccination sites opened in 

'New York City on Sunday, one at Brackiyn Army Terrminai vengs the other at Bathgate Contract 

Postal Station in the borough of the Bronx, The two sites “were apen for part of the day on Sunday 

before they start operating round the clock, seven days a week on Monday as part of New York 

‘City Mayor BH de Blasio’s push te set up 250 vaccination iecations te meet the ambitious goal of 

-ince:fating 1 milion New Yorkers by the ene of the month.” Reuters adds, “Three other smaller 

sites also opened on Sunday in Brooklyn, the Bronx and in Queens.” Separately, the CDC “has sai id 

Hiheare workers and nursing home residents and staff should hove priority for the imited 

supply of vaccines.” 

     
   

  

    

    

    

    

     

Ey SY oy Sy eg Saw ow 8 ~ Soy; SS Sac Sey SS SF co Sey ax od Aeyeazt : ag - Lg s \ Magas SEsasisgs Weceisasary SSeareey Sar Masvians. M land G Larry Bi R} Sagas GQegsawyg Yaecesssatsyas Sveategy Sas Sasysass. Maryland Gov, Larry Nogen di 
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® {1/16, 1.23M), discussed the vaccination strategy for the state, 
specifically whether ¢ doses should be he ad it reserve, Hogan said, “We @ are > having ¢ CISCUSSIONS with 

both the Biden tearn, and femorrow we have a mee ting with the coronavirus tearm at the Whilk 

House. I mieton Friday with FCDC Ere ctor? Robert Redfieid. T talked with e number of other 

governors. There is en argument on both sides, jock, we want to make sure we don't run out of 

the second dose. But itis ¢ gray area as to where can we ramp up the production. Right now we 

aren ROT Se etting them Sut fast enough inta people's arms. T just want to make sure we get as many 

Rout endangering a with eae to the secand dose. ifisa 

my 
yh vat y = Se 

    

     

    

a ‘ ! 8M) reports “Fi orida is in an alarming new 

upward spiral” amid its COVID outbreak, “with ne early 26,006 cases of the virus reported on Friday | 

and more than 15,906 on Saturday.” However, its “well-intended effort to thraw open the doors of | 
the vaccine program to everyat Ye 65 and older has led ta long Hines, confusion and 

di osappemnen ant.* “The Tunes acG 5 the state, “which has already prioritized a large swath of its 

ine, Hustrates the challenges of expand ng @ vaccinetion program 
eed : ang with | imi ted federal assist 

    

     

   

  

     

Ln 
&
 

sv Sy WS NINN ss & says WSer8 Yes 
Say THe US A; IWF SQUPS NST S83 

  

eS SEN 

re (2/10, Mandavill, 

’ hospi tais” in the US have bequn vacci nating. emp ploy Ges who #re > not 

pare of high- pri or nity grou Ips. For examipie, at Columbia University, Harvard, end Vandertsit, 

“workers who have nothing to de with patient cere, and who are not 75 or older, have been 

offered the shots.” While federal wVve Said that some states are adhering too closely ta 
DriGriizes Grous 

  

eiSis 
    

    

  

‘guidance about priority groups, FDA Commissioner Hahn said states should oti 

that “yn ake sense, 

i, ene Patterson ; said that As merica’s 

correctional racilities, ¢ CO VID may} nave its hi ighest form of ve freedom.” Patterson added, “Fhe COVID 
case rate | is 5 1/2 times hi gher far incarcerated people compared to the genera! public. So far, 

niore than 325,000 inmates have contracted the virus, with nearly 75,060 staff mernhers getting 

: SICK, Nearly 2,000 inmates have died” He continued, “Advocates say incarcerated people should 
be among the first prioritized to receive @ vaccine. Arquing our jails are overcrowded, filled with 

aging populations and ore-existing conditions, and several outbreaks started in jai ended up 

nirculat ing outside,” 

           

          

  

   

    
  

  

ISIS s3ey 
TFS Ws 

  

s Ps ha sey SPas o sy STS VW YS ang 
SF VAS L SSS Less   arssasy S 3 g 0, Crary} reports, ‘Ina 

gre wing ¢ “OFS Asensus, refigrous leaders at the forefront of the ant abortion ovement in the United 

‘States 2 "2 fe telling their followers that the leading vaccines available to combat COViID-19 are 

acceptable to take, given their remote and indirect connection to lines of cells derived from 

aborted “recuse.” 

    

  

‘Hospitais, Pharmacists Claim Vials Of Pfizer Vaccine Contain More Doses Than Expected. 

Q (2/10, luthi, Rouben, 6.73M): reports sore hospitals threw away “doses of Pfizer’s 

navir us vaccine because the federsi government is giving sorme of the facilities syringes that 

can only extract five doses from viais that often contain more.” Pharmacists in the US have found | 
“that the standard five-dose viais of the vaccine from Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech often | 

'cortained enough m ateria: for six or even seven shots.” In response, “requiators in the LS. an 
Eure Ope agread to : ¥ use of those ‘overfill’ doses ta maximize the reach of coronavirus vaccines 

amid the raging nandemie,” 

      
   

  

“coronz 

  

    
   

     
      

  

‘Chicago Public Schools To Reopen Monday Over Teachers Union’s Criticism. 

(1/10, Reiss, 1G. 52M} reported, ° ‘Chi nego Public Schoois wii reopen for Soma 

is the first thie since last spring arrid an escéiating clash between chy officiais, 

Ww ho are threaten! ing fo withhold pay from teachers w ho d do not show up, and the powerful Chicago | 

'Yeachers Uruon, which contends that schocis are not properly outfitted te cornhat the coronavirus.” | 
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'Chicage Mayor Lori Li ¢ 
phased return to fy person jeat ning, “and that city ; » officials & are doing everything we can to place 

safety i i this pandemic at front and canter.’” Teachers, however, “se: d they found conditions 

unacceptable and called the demand for then ro o start teaching | ‘hear ™ 

Meenwhile, the 3 ’ : }.52@} separa tely reports, “Scores of 

nurses in the Chicago | #5 distri eric fh Wave “objected to officiais’ plans ta begin bringing 

‘students back ta Classrooms On Monday, seying they do nott think it is safe to do so.” The Post 

adds, “A staternent signed by 147 schoo! nurses.. SAYS: Many of us are CPS parents Gurseives, 

and ali wish to be back in school bulldings, but the s imple fact is thet mot safe te da 

this.” 

      

   SS. 

    

       
    

    

WSJournal Analysis: Senate Centro! Will Alow Democrats To Reverse Some Trump 

Poficies. 

AM gat w f2/1G, Kiernan, Hackman, Subscription Publication, S.21M) analysis says that 

‘in taking contro} of the Senate, Democrats will fing it “easier for thern to reverse parts of outgoing | 

President Trump’s agenda, adding to the Biden administration's toolbox @ Httle-known 

“congressional procedure to erase executive-branch requiat! ons. ” 

| Sen. Joe Manchin (D-WV), on CNN's ‘ y {2/16, 1.23M}, discussed his 
“upcoming role as the swing vote inthe © senate, and his position on a number of potential issues, 

‘When asked about $2, GOO: reef chacks, Manchin said, “Tf theyre targeted.” On eliminating the 

‘filibuster: “I’m basicaily for making this lace work : « tagether, T want to make if work.” 

& Te Me F ; 9 (4/10, Cadelaga, 6.73M) reports the 
vice @ presi idential portfolio” of Se “Kamae 8 Harris S {D- CA)" was nehulous before last week. But 

thanks to Dernccrats’ upset victories in two Georgi a Senete run-offs, Harris has unexpectedly 

ios CU/EG, Kiaht, 126M} says the role “has the potential 

  

  

eat yy 

      

   

       s.3 Ne a WegrmSssyes dys ~Sreagsn BY VWs 

  

i
 Sh 

Ro ah
s 

  

    

earned a new tite: Senate tle breaker.” 2 
‘to define her as vice president - and @s sa poss sible 2024 pr esidentiai contender,” 

  

DC Presses Statehood Bid. 

The | & (2/16, Wines, 20.6M} reports the day “after a mob rampaged through the 
halls of Congress,” District ‘of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) “heaped praise on the 

Metropolitan Police Departrnent officers who had rushed ta restore order after the Capitai’s police 

‘force was overwhelmed,” and she “saw mo sn all amount of irony in their role.” According to the 

‘Times, “Wednesday's riot, in which 56 city police officers were injured, hes becorme Example One 

in a renewed and deci ded! yo uBpRH effart to change the legislators’ minds” on statehocs, and 

“DRC e Dernocratic Party’s cantrol of Congress and the White House to 

“hood legislation that Republicans have iong batted up.” 

   

  

      

    

       
Congressional Waiver For Austin Not Expected Until After Inauguration. 

The | {23/40, Steinhauer, 20.6M} reports Joe Biden “is facing an arduous struggle to 

get hi is choice for secretary of defense in olece ‘by Inauguration Day, a senior national security 

“position that all but one president in modern history has secured by Dey 1," which “stems from the 

need of the nornines, Lloyd J. Austin 1, a retired four-star Army general, to obtain a 

“congressional exemption from a law that bars rec en iy retired active-duty officers from serving in 

   

         

    

the top Pentagon ich.” The Times adds that whil e “onl y the Senate votes to confirm the secretary, 

i House approval of General Austin’s waiver is hon regiired. The House Armed Services Compnittes 

'WH not be holding a hearing on the matter unt 

  

the day after Mr. Biden is sworn in.” 

  

| Countries Facing Economic Crises Qver COVID Responses. 

   
    

Tre | $ (4/10, AL, Wroughton, 10.52M) reports that the pandernic “is hurtling heevil 

averaged notions into en economic danger zone, threatening to bankrupt the worst-affected,” 

such as Coste Rica, as worldwide, “the sandernc is racking up a mind-blowing Bilt trillions of 
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dollars in lost tax revenue, ramped-up spending and new borrowing set to burden the next 
generation with record levels of debt. In the direst cases ~ low- and rhedle-income COURTIES, : 
mostly in Africa and Latin America, that are already saddied with backbreaking debt ~ covering the | 

ing costs is transforming into a high-stakes test of national solvency.” The # Post adds anatysts 

a ‘debt tsunami: Natianal accounts are sinking into the red at a record pace.” 

  

     

      
    ‘ce 

, NYTimes Analysis: Chine ignores Mistakes Of COVID Response. 

2/10, Gin, Hernandez, 20.6M) reports that C hi née has opened a “sprawling 

: uf in Wuhan thet “parts a stirring tal e of how the city’s sacrifices in a bruts 

76-day iockdown led to triurmph over the coronavirus and, ultimately. rebirth,“ alfhough if is 

“striking for what is not included.” According to the Times, “There is no mention of the whistie- 
blowing role of Ai Fen, one of the first doctors te sound the alarm in Wuhan, where the virus is 

‘belleved to have originated, or the decision by Zhang Yonazhen, é Shanghai doctar, ta share its 

ge With the wo rid against official orders.” The Times adds the Crunese Comnunist Party's 

efforts to “snin the narrative” about the pandemic “have taken on new urgency as the Jan. 23 

anniversary of Wuhan’s lockdown draws closer.” 

  

      
      

   

  

       

  

‘Africa Exceeds 3M COVID Cases. 

8 (3/13, Meidrurn) reports Africa “passed the milestone of 3 millon confirmed cases COVID- 

nm Sunday, inchuding miore than 72,006 deaths, according to the Africe Centers FOr Disease 

'Contral and Prevention.” The AP adds South Africa, “with rore than £.2 million reported cases, 

‘including 32,824 deaths, accounts for racre than 30% of the total fer the camtinent of 54 countries 

and 1.3 billion peoale.” Per the AP, “The high proportion of cases in South Africa, could be because 

the country carries out more tests then many other African countries.” 

        
    

    

: UK Government Faces New Criticism For Surge In COVID Cases. 
    

The AP (2/10, Lawless) reports, “The U.K. is the epicenter of Europe's COVED-19 outbreak once 

more, and Prime Minister Boris Johnson‘s Conservati ve government is facing questions, and anger, 

as people demand to know how the country has ended up here - again.” The AP adds a ict “of the 

blame for Britain’s poor performance has been falc at tthe door of Johnson, wha came down with 
the virus in the spring and ended " According to the AP, critics Gaim “his 
government’s slow f puns sas he : siratory v virus emerged from China was the first ina 
: 7 my chi String af lethal mistakes.“ 

  

     

  

      

‘WSiIournal Analysis: Israel's Successful Vaccine Effort Offers Lessons For US. 

i £8/40, Schwertz, Subscription Publication, 8.41M)} analysis argues the US 

should learn fram Israe H 3 COVID v vaccination campaign, which has helped the country vaccinate 
Bimost one-fifth of its papuiation in three weeks. 

     

        

  

| Pompeo Expected Te Declare Houthi Rebels A Foreign Terrorist Organization. 

The New York Times (4/16, Jakes, 20.6M) reports Secretary of State Pompeo “will designate the 
Houth ne Yemen a8 2 foreign terrorist organization...at the risk of exace erbating a farnine in 

one of the warid'’s poorest nations.” The result of the declaration would be “thet fighters within the 

tively decentralized movernent wil be cut off frorn financial suppart an i. other materia: 

resources that are routed through U.S, banks or other American institutions.” That, says the 
‘Times, may y AOL affect thern rruch, buf “experts said ic would chit h vanite arian efforts to donate 

food and “ie Heine fo Houthi-controlied areas in northern and western Yemen,” where, according 
to the UN, about 86% of the population depends an food assistance. 

    
   

  

  

  

    
    

   

US Ambassador To Israel Refiects On Tenure. 

‘ (2/16, Halbfinger, 20.6M) reports on US Ambassador to israel David 

z i complete his tour of duty in Israei this month having etched his name in 
hi story as one of America’s most influential envoys.” Friedman “drove the redical overhaul of 
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White House policy toward the Israeil-Palestinian conflict, dreaming up the seemingly endiess list 

Of political giveaways that President Trump bestowed upon Prime Minister Beniamin Netanyahu 
ard his si upporters on the Tsrasl right.’ 

able te do.“ 

      

‘Friedman said, “There's no going beck on what we've been» 

US Ambassador Announces First Step Towards Consulate In Western Sahara. 

“The AP (1/10, Elshamy) reports US Ambassador to Morocca David Fischer “took part in a cerernany 

‘Sundey in Dakhla, the first forrnal step to open a consulate” in Western Sahara, which “recogni iZES 

:Morocee’s authority over the land ~ in exchange for Morocco normalizing relations ¥ W sith israel’ 

  

  

     

      

Kim Elected General Secretary Of North Korea‘’s Workers’ Party. 

eer ons) ) Feports North Korean leader Kim Jong-un “hes been elected es genera! 
Workers’ Party during its ongoing congress, taking over “the © tithe fram his 

° it Was “announced on state media KCNA Monday. It aiso announced that Kim Yo Jong, 

Kim's ‘ 5 sister, “remained a member of the Cantre: Committee but was not included in its politburo.” 
   

, Indonesia Says 3 Et Has Located Black Boxes Of Jetliner That Crashed Saturday. 

~ ass £3 (1/10, story 5, 6:25, Ligmas, 4.76M) reparted that in Indonesia, 

investigators fare! on the scene of that deva stating plane crash, They have located the biack 

boxes and wil retrieve them when the sun comes up. Underwater footage showing divers 
'5earching the bottom of the Java Sea, where pieces of the pi ane came to rest. One impartant clue 

giready recovered, | wi rat | is bell@ved to be ane of the engines.’ 

Fre Cas (1/10, story 6, G:15, Bunean, 13.72M} reported, “Divers have 

found parts of the wreckage of @ jetliner that crashed into the sea shor tly after takeot ff iSeturday] 

in Jakerta, Indonesia. The aircraft, an cider mode! Boeing 737. There were 62 peopie on beard, 

“and no survivors.” 

g VAS exy or   

    

  

  

  

     

  

   
  

  

   
   

  

X (1/10, story 5, 1:25, 5 , 3. 76M) reported, “We're getting aur first 

took at the wreckage scattered under i the Sea. We “have an important update invalving the plane's 

black boxes.” NBC’s Matt Bradley added, “As Navy divers hunt for clues scattered on the ocean 
floor, others working late info the night to recover debris, like airplane parts, luggage, clothing, 

-arxi corpses. This is not @ rescue mission, Au 62 people on board the Boe! ng 737 500. inchuding if 

cnleren, § were Kited.” NBC also reported, “The plane‘s Black boxes hev been located, but not yet 
"” 

    

nt
 Yarigan} reports, “The head of Indonesia’s National Search and Rescue 

“Agency, Baqus puruhite, said officigis helave they identified the location of the fight data recorder 

and cocknit voice recorder. -because emergency signals transmitted by the devices were defected 

by a navy ship’s soner system.‘ 
RSUIAITS Au iG, Nangoy, Christina} reports the Pee WES neaded ona domestic fight fo 

aK in | West Kalmmanten on Saturday.” 2/20, 3.57M) reports, “adonesien 
investi igators $ oo irmed the plane was intact when if: brick the 3 Jave Sea.” The 

(1/18, B Beach, Sunartone, 2O.6M) reports the captain was “e former indon 

was widely admired and had more than 30 years of fying experience. © 

-12.7M3, (2/16, Mellen, 10.52M), and Wal 

-Singgih, Subserintion Publication, 8.4M) also cover the news. 

      

         

        

  

   

   
  

Japarov Elected Preskient OF Kyrgyzstan. 
   

      

et? 
The Ne {2/20, Nechepurenke, 20.5M) renerts, "A populist politician end convicted 

kidnapper won a landslide victor ye on Sunday in a snap presidential election in Kyrgyzstan.” Sadyr 

Japarov get nearly 80% of the vote in “the enly democracy in Central Asia.” Japarov said, “I call 
unite: the minority ; shoud ad submit to the majority.” The Wath: v3 

( (4/19, Grove, Subscription Publication, &.41M} reports that voters also approved constitutional 

Mendes to Increase the president’ 'S powers. 

  

   

  

On ai OD AONE OTS te 
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Egypt, Ethiopia, And Sudan Fall To Pregress During Negotiations On Bhie Nie Dam. 

= ea /29) reports, “Eoypt, Sudan and Ethionia failed to achieve a breakthrou ithe African 

sq talks to revolve their years-long dispute aver the controversial dam that Ethiapia is 

: bu ‘din ng on the Biue Nile.” Officials “of the three nations met online for the secand time in a week 
in efforts to find an agreed approach to resume their talks focused on the filling and 

the Grand ethiopia Renaissance Darn.” 

       
     

  

       

  

‘Honduran President Accused Of Drug Trafficking To US. 

TANS ws Taniaht  { (1/198, story B, 0:20, Liames, 4.76M} reported, “The President of 

‘Honduras has been accused of helping treffic cocaine to the United States. Prosecutors “citing 3uan 
(Orlando He Hemander . asa CO-CORS Spi irator in @ drug trafficking case. They allege he took millions oF 
dollar ary to pratect ac caine horetories and shinrients, He hag: 

sega ons.” 
GH 10, § Subs cription Publication, &. 42M} reports that federal 

rade the elegations. 

     

  

   

          

   

    

, Headlines Fram Today's Front Pages. 

Ws We a street Journal: 
Me 
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‘Story Lineup From Last Night’s Network News: 
if ABC. £ Capit ital 

Man On Shoe 
Burning Truck; St. Louls-Fan 
CBS) Cape tol Siege-Falicut; § lege islence; Siege-Woridwide Perception; COVID; Chicagc-Man On 

Shooting Spree; Indonesia-Piane Crash; Winter Storm: Policing Double Standards; Educators 

~ " i Slege-Faliout; Siege-Viaience; Vaccines; COVID; Indonesia-Plane Crash) Chicego- 

nq Sores; Winter © Storr; Honduras-Drug Trafficking; EMT Rescues Man From 

iy Time Capsule. 

   
   

‘Adapt Lesson Plans; Wornan’s Basketball; Reflections On Tr fame Prasidency. 

NBC: Capitol Siege-Fallout; Slege-Vicience; Slege-¢ Capita: | ce: COVID; indonesia-Flane Crash: 

Vaccines; California-Prisoners Escape; Powerball) Shipping F ‘nis; 25 Yoar Old Creates Charity 

in Need Shoes, 

  

      
‘Network TV At A Glance: 
'Canital Siege-Faliout ~ 14 minutes, 45 seconds 

-Slege-Violence ~ 7 minutes, LG seconds 
COVID ~ 7 minutes, G secands 

‘indonesia-Plene Crash - 2 minutes, 5 seconds 

  

Story bi bineup Fram This Marning’s Radia News Broadcasts: 

ABC: Pelosi-Tmpeachment; Siege-Violence; PGA-Moving Venue From Trump Golf Club; COVID. 

CBS: Pelosi-Impeachmant, Frurnp-Sociai N fed ia Bens; Parler Bans; Siege-Violence; Siege-Canitol 

Police; COVED; Chicago-Man On Shooting Spree. : 
FOX: Siege-Cap! tol Police; Slege-Violence: Par ler Bans; Businesses Suspend Poltical Cantributions. - 
> NER: Peio “impeachment; ” Frump- Social Media Bans; PGA-Moving Venue Fram trump Golf Club; 

‘Siege-Violence; Vaccines. 

    

      

      

'Today’s Events In Washington. 

White House: 
. @ President Trump — WHI work from early in the morning untl late in the evening. He will make 

  

many calis and have many t meetings, ; 

| @ Vice President Pence -- Leads a White House Coronavirus Task Force meeting. 

(US Senate: 
' # Senate on recess fram 7 Jan - 19 Jan 

US House: 
 @ House meets in oro forma session ~ House of Reoresentatives meets in ore forma session 7 

Charcber on recess fror: 8 Jan- 18 Jan 

Location: U.S. Capital, Washington, OC; 12:00 AM 

‘Cabinet Officers: 
| @ Transpartation Secretary Cheo resigns following U.S. Capitol riots ~ Secretary of 

Transportation Elaine Chao resiunation affective, announced last week inthe wake of the 

attacks on the U.S. Capitol following a protest rally addressed by President Donaid Frump, 

which her resignation letter cated °a traumatic and entirely avoidable event’ and said that they 

had ‘deeply troubled her in a way that she simply cannot set aside’ * Secretary of Education 

Betsy DeVos alse announced her resiqnatian an the seme day, effective last week, telling 

ant Friump bi her letter that there was ‘no mistaking the im: hs rhetoric hadonthe 

fuation. However, critics have suggested that both could be avoid idcipating in potantia! 

Cabinet responsibilities in declaring that President Trurnp was ‘unable to dischar ge the powers 
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énd duties of the office’ and invoking the 25th Amendment, which would rernove hirn fram 

office 

| Visitors: 
_ & No visitors scheduled. 
‘This Town: 

8 US, sunKame Court releases an arier list: 9-30 AM 
e US. Supreme Court hearing ~ LS. Supreme Court heari 7G ve teleconference: ‘Phem v. 

Gueman Chavez’ GVhether the deter inition OF an allan who is eck tO a remstated removal 

order and who is pursuing withholding or deferral of removal is governed iby? Title 8 Section 

i231 or Section 1226 of the United Stetes Cade?)}; 1G:00 A AM 

¢ Annual ‘Roadmap to State Highwey Sefety Laws’ released - Advocates for Highway and Auta 

Safety unvel "2025 Roadman of State Highway Safety Laws’ report - ranking all 50 states and 

the District of Columivda on the passage of 16 ‘essential’ traffic safety laws, with cach si 

GiVEN a green, yelHow or red reting bas sed on the number of optimal safety iaws enacted; the 

est and wor st states named; and ae i @ac state's traffic nae ia ws dent Hed, 

  

  

  

         

    

     
C hase: DEHTIOC! vatie Rep. # i aja ‘Krishnamoorthi: Ne Ww Yor k state Sen. David Cas luce: Tripact 

Jeen Drivers (Callfornia} Education Qutreach Coardinater Ivette Chaidez; New Jersey state 

AS ssemolyman | Nicholas Chiaravaliotl Medical College of Wisconsin Comprehensive Iniury 

Center CHrector Stephen Hargarten: and State Ferm Insurance Federal Affairs Vice President 

and Counsel Alan Maness; ££:G0 4M 

6 U.S. Chamber of Commerce co-hosts webinar on ‘Arts & Entertainment in the Pandemic Era’ - | 

‘Starring Role: Arts & Entertainment in the Pandernic Era’ webinar hosted by the U.S. Chamber | 

of Commerce Global innovation Policy Center in collaboration with Americans for the Arts, the 

Natio onal Assembly of State Arts Agencies, and the | National Endowrrent for the Arts, ta 

spotianht the economic and cultural contributions m ace oy those in the arts and entertain ene 

sectors, and the challenges and opportunities they face in the pandernic era. Speakers include 

actor Annette Bening; LS. Chamber of Commerce Pres! dent Suranne Clark and Strategic 

Allances and Gutreach Senior Vice President Rick Wade; Musician verdine White; National 

Assembly of State Arts Agencies President and CEG Parn Breau: The Actors Fund President 

and CEO Josech Benincasa; National Endowment for the Arts Chairman Mary Anne Carter; and 

Recording industry Association of America Chairman and CeO Mich Glazier) 3:CQ PM 

# 2029 Lew Enforcement Officer catalities report released ~ Law Enforcement Officer Fetahty 

Report reisased by National Law Enforcement Officers Mernorial Fund, providing office 

data for 2020. Report deteiis the nurnber of officers killed in flrearrrs-reiated and traf 

incidents, as wall as deaths due toe other causes, ans WHER preliminary data showing 

circuHTistances of fatal shootings, trends in traffic-reiated fatalties, detaiis of deaths due ta 

causes other then traffic and frearms, and other demographic end jurisdictional deta points 

¢ Surface Navy Association 33rd annual Netional Symposium {virtual ~ Surface Navy Association | 

33rd annual National Symposium, Agenda iciudes keynotes from Chief of Naval Operatio 

Aarn. Michael Glday end Deputy Chief for Manpower, Personnel, Training and Education (NL) 

Vice Adm. John Nowe Jr., Under Secretary of the Navy Gregory Slavonic, Southern Command 
Commander Adm, Craig Faller, Indo-Paciic Commend Commander Adm. Phi Devidsen, and 

Fleet Farces Command Commender Adm. Christonner Grady, and other speakers inciuding 

U.S. Coast Guard Commandant Adm. Karl Schultz, and bipartisan Reps. Joe Courtney and Rob 

Wittman * Takes plece virtually due fo the coronavirus (COVID-19} pandemic 
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i be -4 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - (DC NEWS) WASH FCST - Outgoing Capitol Police chief House, Senate security officials harnstrung efforts to call in National Guard b7c -4 
Ta: DC-news 
Sent: January 11. 2021 6 35 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Outgoing Capitol Police chief: 
House, Senate security officials 
hamstrung efforts to call in 
National Guard 

  

Capital Police Chief Steven Sund testifies before House lawmakers in July 2019. (Cangressional Quarteriy'CQ Rail Cailf AP} 

   
Jan. 10, 2021 at 11:38 p.m. EST 

Two days before Congress was set to formalize President-elect Joe Biden’s victory, Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund was growing increasingly 

wouried about the size of the pro-Trump crowds expected to stream into Washington in protest. 

To be on the safe side, Sund asked House and Senate security officials for permission to request that the D.C. National Guard be placed on standby 

in case he needed quick backup. 

But, Sund said Sunday, they turned him down. 

In his first interview since pro-Trump rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol last week, Sund, who has since resigned his post, said his supervisors were 
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reluctant to take formal steps to put the Guard on call even as police intelligence suggested that the crowd President Trump had invited to 

Washington to protest his defeat probably would be much larger than earlier demonstrations. 

House Sergeant at Arms Paul Irving said he wasn’t comfortable with the “optics” of formally declaring an emergency ahead of the demonstration, 

Sund said. Meanwhile, Senate Sergeant at Arms Michael Stenger suggested that Sund should informally seek out his Guard contacts, asking them 

to “lean forward” and be on alert in case Capitol Police needed their help. 

  

Irving could not be reached for comment. A cellphone number listed in his name has not accepted messages since Wednesday. Messages left at a 

residence he owns in Nevada were not immediately retumed, and there was no answer Sunday evening at a Watergate apartment listed in his 

name. A neighbor said he had recently moved out. 

Stenger declined Sunday to comment when a reporter visited his Virginia home. “I really don’t want to talk about it,” he said. 

It was the first of six times Sund’s request for help was rejected or delayed, he said. Two days later on Wednesday afternoon, his forces already in 

the midst of crisis, Sund said he pleaded for help five more times as a scene far more dire than he had ever imagined unfolded on the historic 

Capitol grounds. 

An army of 8,000 pro-Trump demonstrators streamed down Pennsylvania Avenue after hearing Trump speak near the White House. Sund’s outer 

perimeter on the Capitol’s west side was breached within 15 minutes. With 1,400 Capital Police officers on duty, his forces were quickly overrun. 

“If we would have had the National Guard we could have held them at bay longer, until more officers from our partner agencies could arrive,” he 

said. 

fusi before 2 p.m., the pro-Trump mob entered the Capitol, sending lawmakers and staff scrambling for safety. 

D.C. police had quickly dispatched tnendreds of officers to the scene. But it wasn't enough. At 2:26 p.m., Sund said, 

he joined a conference call to the Pentagon to plead for additional backup. 

“I am making an urgent, urgent immediate request for National Guard assistance,” Sund recalled saying. “I have got to get boots on the ground.” 

On the call were several officials from the D.C. government, as well as officials from the Pentagon, including Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, director of 

the Army Staff. The D.C. contingent was flabbergasted to hear Piatt say that he could not recommend that his boss, Army Secretary Ryan 

McCarthy, approve the request. 

“I don’t like the visual of the National Guard standing a police line with the Capitol in the background,” Piatt said, according to Sund and others on 

the call. 

Again and again, Sund said, “The situation is dire,” recalled Jolin Falcicchio, the chief of staff for D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser. “Literally, this guy 

is on the phone, I mean, crying out for help. It’s burned in my memories.” 

Pentagon officials have emphasized that the Capitol Police did not ask for D.C. Guard backup ahead of the event or request to put a riot 

contingency plan in place with guardsmen at the ready, and then made an urgent request as rioters were about to breach the building, even though 

the Guard isn’t set up to be a quick-reaction force like the police. 

“We rely on Capitol Police and federal law enforcement to provice an assessment of the situation,” Pentagon spokesman Jonathan Hoffman said 

during a news conference last week. “And based on that assessment that they had, they believed they had sufficient personnel and did not make a 

request.” 

Despite Sund’s pleas, the first National Guard personnel didn’t arrive at the Capitol until 5:40 p.m. — after four people had died and the worst was 

long over. 
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Sund, 55, offered his resignation the next day, telling friends he felt he had let his officers down. Many lawmakers, infuriated by the breach and 

angry that they had been unable to reach Sund at the height of the crisis, were only too happy to accept it. 

Under pressure from lawmakers, Stenger and Irving also resigned. 

Ina wide-ranging interview, Sund sought to defend his officers, who, he said, had fought valiantly. And with threats of violence looming ahead of 

Biden’s Jan. 20 inauguration, he said he remains worried. 

“My concern is if they don’t get their act together with physical security, it’s going to happen again,” he said. 

As he prepared for last week’s demonstrations, Sund drew on decades of experience. Hired as chief in 2019, two years after joining the Capitol 

Police, he worked for 23 years on the D.C. police force, leaving as commander of the Special Operations Division. Widely respected in the District 

and among leaders of U.S. Secret Service and Park Police, he had helped to run 12 national security events, including Barack 

Obama’s 2013 inauguration. He also served as incident commander during the 2013 Navy Yard shooting. 

Last Monday, Sund said, he began to worry about the Jan. 6 demonstration. 

“We knew it would be bigger,” Sund said. “We looked at the intelligence. We knew we would have large crowds, the potential for some violent 

altercations. I had nothing indicating we would have a large mob seize the Capitol.” 

Sure, there were claims that alt-right instigators had discussed storming the building and targeting lawmakers. But Sund said such threats had 

surfaced in the past. 

“You might see rhetoric on social media. We had seen that many times before,” he said. “People say a lot of things online.” 

Still, he decided to call Irving and Stenger to ask for permission to request that the National Guard be put on emergency standby. Irving didn’t like 

the idea, Sund said; he said it would look bad because it would communicate that they presumed an emergency. He said he’d have to ask House 

leaders. 

On the way home that evening, Sund did as Stenger suggested, calling Maj. Gen. William J. Walker, the head of the 1,000-member D.C. National 

suard, to tell him that he might call on him for help. “If we can get you leaning forward,” Sund said, “how long do you think it would take to get us 

assistance?” 

Walker said he thought he could send 125 personnel fairly quickly. Over the weekend, Sund had also conferred with B.C. Police Chief Robert J. 

Contee III, who also had offered to lend a hand if trouble arose. 

On Tuesday, Sund said he briefed Irving and Stenger, who said that backup seemed sufficient. 

Just before noon Wednesday, Sund was monitoring Trump’s speech to the crowd on the Ellipse when he was called away. There were reports of 

two pipe bombs near the Capitol grounds. So Sund dicin’t hear the president call on protesters to “fight” against lawmakers preparing to confirm 

Biden’s victory. 

Nor did he hear Trump’s personal attorney, Rudolph W. Giuliani, urging the crowd to engage in “trial by combat,” an eerie reference to battles to 

the death in the series, “Game of Thrones.” Sund said he now suspects that the pipe bombs were an intentional effort to draw officers away from 

the Capitol perimeter. 

The first wave of protesters arrived at the Capitol about 12:40 p.m. 

“As soon as they hit the fence line, the fight was on,” Sund said. “Violent confrontations from the start. They came with riot helmets, gas masks, 

shields, pepper spray, fireworks, climbing gear — clunbing gear! — explosives, metal pipes, baseball bats. 1 have never seen anything like it in 30 

years of events in Washington.” 

Using video footage from the Capitol and radio transmissions from his incident commanders, Sund could see his officers trying to hold the line. 
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But the rioters immediately yanked the barricade fence out of the way and threw it at lis officers’ heads. 

*T realized at 1 p.n., things aren’t going well,” he said. “I’m watching my people getting slammed.” 

Sund immediately called Contee, who sent 100 officers to the scene, with some arriving within 19 minutes. But at 1:09 p.m., Sund said he called 

Irving and Stenger, telling them it was time to call in the Guard. He wanted an emergency declaration. Both men said they would “run it up the 

chain” and get back to him, he said. 

Minutes later, aides to the top congressional leaders were called to Stenger’s office for an update on the situation — and were infuriated to learn 

that the sergeants at arms had not yet called in the National Guard or any other reinforcements, as was their responsibility to do without seeking 

approval from leaders. 

“What do you mean that there’s no National Guard, that there’s no reinforcements coming?” aides demanded to know. “Why haven’t you ordered 

them, why aren’t they already here?” 

Sund said he called Irving twice more and Stenger once to check on their progress. At 1:50 p.m. — nine minutes before the Capitol was breached — 

Sund said he was losing patience. He called Walker to tell him to get ready to bring the Guard. Irving called back with formal approval at 2:10 p.m. 

By then, plainclothes Capitol Police agents were barricading the door to the Speaker's Lobby just off the House chamber to keep the marauders 

from charging in. 

Sund finally had approval to call the National Guard. But that would prove to be just the beginning of a bureaucratic nightmare to get soldiers on 

the scene. 

At 2:26 p.m., Sund joined a conference call organized by D.C’s homeland security director, Chris Rodriguez. Among those on the screen were the 

District’s police chief, mayor and Walker. 

Unlike anywhere else in the country, the D.C. Guard does not report to a governor, but to the president, so Walker patched in the office of the 

Secretary of the Army, noting that he would need authorization from the Pentagon to order soldiers to the Capital. 

Piatt noted the Pentagon still needed authorization from Capitol Police to step foot on Capital grounds. Sund ticked through details on the severity 

of the breach, but the call got noisy with crosstalk as officials asked more questions. 

Contee sought to quiet the din. “Wait, wait,” he said, and then directed attention to Sund. “Steve, are you requesting National Guard assistance at 

the Capitol?” 

Sund said he replied: “I am making urgent, urgent, immediate request for National Guard assistance.” 

But Piatt, dialed in from across the river at the Pentagon, pushed back, according to Sund, saying he would prefer to have Guard soldiers take up 

posts around Washington, relieving D.C. police, so that they could respond to the Capitol instead of guardsmen. Sund’s account is supported by 

four D.C. officials on the call, including Bowser. 

Bowser told The Washington Post that Sund had “made it perfectly clear that they needed extraordinary help, including the National Guard. There 

was some concern from the Army of what it would look like to have armed military personnel on the grounds of the Capitol.” 

Falcicchio said that once Contee confirmed that Sund wanted the National Guard, D.C. officials echoed his request. 

“Contee was definitely — I hate to use this term, but there’s no other term for it. He was pleading,” Falcicchio said. “He was pleading with them to 

fulfill the request that Capitol Police was making.” 

But the entire discussion was in vain. Only McCarthy, the secretary, could order the Guard deployed — and only with the approval of the Pentagon 

chief. McCarthy has since said that, at the time of the call, he was busy taking the requests to activate more Guard to acting defense secretary 

Christopher C. Miller. 
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At one point, according to a defense official, Contee said, “Let me be clear, are you denying this?” To which Piatt responded that he wasn’t denying 

the request; he simply didn’t have the authority to approve it. 

“It was clear that it was a dire situation,” the defense official said. “He didn’t want to commit to anything without getting approval.” 

At 3:45 p.m., Stenger told Sund that he would ask his boss, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), for help getting the National Guard 

authorized more quickly. Sund never leamed the result. More of Contee’s officers had arrived and were helping remove rioters from the grounds. 

Capital Police worked with other federal authorities, including the Secret Service, the Park Police and the FBI, to secure lawmakers, eject rioters 

and sweep the building so lawmakers could return to finish counting the electoral college votes that would allow them to formally recognize 

Biden’s victory later that night. 

   
According to a > the Defense Department published Friday, Miller verbally authorized the activation of the entire D.C. Guard at 3:04 p.m. It 

would take two more hours for most of the citizen soldiers to leave their jobs and homes, and pick up gear from the D.C. Armory. 

Sund, who was officially replaced as chief Friday, said he is left feeling that America’s bastions of democracy need far more security. He said the 

violent crowd that mobbed the Capitol was unlike anything he has ever seen. 

“They were extremely dangerous and they were extremely prepared. I have a hard time calling this a demonstration,” he said. 

“I’m a firm supporter of First Amendment. This was none of that,” he added. “This was criminal riotous activity.” 

Sund blamed Trump for putting his officers at risk, saying “the crowd left that rally and had been incited by some of the words the president said.” 

Sund said he fears what may come next. 

On Sunday, the Capitol’s rolling green lawn was ringed by high black fencing and patrolled by personnel in green camouflage keeping the public at 

bay. 

“This is the people’s house. Congress members have always prided themselves on having an open campus,” Sund said. But now, “I’m not sure that 

will continue to be defensible.” 

LC] 
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Secretary, Washington, D.C. Chapter 
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Fron: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 

    
  

  

Subject: FW: 
To: Laycook, Stephen C. (IB) (FBI) be -1 
Ce: b7c -1 

Sent: January 11, 2027 7-35 AM {UTC-05:00) bIE -1,2,5 

Boss: 

  

Please see the below reference some activity| 
  

Also, we released basic information to the DSAC and InfraGard portals alerting our partners that we will keep them 

updated with any relevant information that affects the private sector] 

[| 
| have two separate DSAC leadership meetings this week and will let you know if any concerns are raised during those 

meetings. 

  

Just wanted you to know that we are monitoring and looking for any private sector nexus in case your leaders ask 

YOU... Mike 

  

From} 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 4:06 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI) 
  

  

  

  
  

    
  

Ced 1 L 

[Joe, Erin M. (1B) (FBI) | 
bS -1 

° b6 -1 
Subject] BIC -1 

b7D -2 
Good afiernoon Sir, b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

In light of the horrible events earlier this week, I have been working closely with | 
  

      

  

Feel free to contact me on my cell } if you would like to discuss further. If you concur with these 
proposed actions, we will move forward accordingly. 

SC Joe, | would love to brief you more fully during our call tomorrow morning. 
      

Kind regards 
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From: The IACP 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [BULK] IACP’s The Lead: More US Unrest Reportedly Planned For January 16-20 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 20271 7:41 AM (UTC-05:00} 
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(llinois Lawmakers Debate Police Reform Proposals 
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Missouri Lawmakers Optimistic On Proposal To Ban Police Chokeholds 
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The recording of the webinar, The COVID-19 Vaccine and Law Enforcement: A Discussion with Or. Anthany Fauci, is 

now available for free to all police professionals on iACPinarn. Log in using your [ACP member/customer crede: 

  

create an account today ta view the rscording, We encourage you fo share this discussion brogdily within your agency x MMS 

  

ang with others in the police community, 

' in this virtual discuesion, Or. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National institute of 4uergy and infectious Diseases, 

answered (ACP rnembers’ questions regarding COVID-19 vaccine guidance and health and safety concerns. 

Folowing the discussion with Or. Fauci, a panel of esteemed palice leaders discussed operational and isgal issues 

associated with the COVID-19 yaccine distribution, 

    

Connect with the IACP online: » “8 IACP Event Calendar: | 
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Raid Operation In New York State Leads To Recovery Of Marijuana, Guns 
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Subscriber Tasis 

  

The Lead is a daily news briefing selected from thousands of sources by the editors of Bulletin Media. Neither Bulletin Media nor the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police is liable for the use of or reliance on any information contained in this briefing. The presence of articles and/or 

advertising does not endorse, nor imply endorsement of, any products or services by the IACP. 

This complimentary copy of The Lead was sent of sis a member benefit. b7E -3 

Your personal data may be used to improve content delivery within this briefing. 

Do not sell my personal information: if you have a do not sell my information request under the California Consumer Protection Act please go to 

our COPA Brivacy Notin: to see how to contact us. 

  

To see how we protect our data, for any questions on data access, or your rights under the CCPA, including the right to not sell your information, 

please view BulletinMedia'’s privacy oohsy or COPA Privacy Notinn. 

    

For information about other member benefits, please contact the IACP at t: 

Iyteinational Assomatte 

  

Copyright © 2021 by Sulls:tin Media | 12051 Indian Creek Ct | Beltsville, MB 20705 
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Subject: 
To: 

Sent: 
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The IACP 
[EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [BULK] IACP’s The Lead: More US Unrest Reportedly Planned For January 16-20 
Thompson, Regina E. {VSD} (FBI) 
January 11, 20271 7:41 AM (UTC-05:00} 
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(llinois Lawmakers Debate Police Reform Proposals 
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The recording of the webinar, The COVID-19 Vaccine and Law Enforcement: A Discussion with Or. Anthany Fauci, is 

now available for free to all police professionals on iACPinarn. Log in using your [ACP member/customer crede: 

  

create an account today ta view the rscording, We encourage you fo share this discussion brogdily within your agency x MMS 

  

ang with others in the police community, 

' in this virtual discuesion, Or. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National institute of 4uergy and infectious Diseases, 

answered (ACP rnembers’ questions regarding COVID-19 vaccine guidance and health and safety concerns. 

Folowing the discussion with Or. Fauci, a panel of esteemed palice leaders discussed operational and isgal issues 

associated with the COVID-19 yaccine distribution, 
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Raid Operation In New York State Leads To Recovery Of Marijuana, Guns 
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Subscriber Tasis 

  

The Lead is a daily news briefing selected from thousands of sources by the editors of Bulletin Media. Neither Bulletin Media nor the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police is liable for the use of or reliance on any information contained in this briefing. The presence of articles and/or 

advertising does not endorse, nor imply endorsement of, any products or services by the IACP. 

This complimentary copy of The Lead was sent iq Sis a member benefit. bTE -3 

Your personal data may be used to improve content delivery within this briefing. 

Do not sell my personal information: if you have a do not sell my information request under the California Consumer Protection Act please go to 

our COPA Brivacy Notin: to see how to contact us. 

  

To see how we protect our data, for any questions on data access, or your rights under the CCPA, including the right to not sell your information, 

please view BulletinMedia'’s privacy oohsy or COPA Privacy Notinn. 

    

For information about other member benefits, please contact the IACP at t: 

Iyteinational Assomatte 

  

Copyright © 2021 by Sulls:tin Media | 12051 Indian Creek Ct | Beltsville, MB 20705 
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From: | BIE -1,5 

  

Subject: NCITE: SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests. 
To: 
Sent: January 11, 2021 8:Q5. AM ¢LTC-05-09) 

Attached: Jan10ope-FINAL.pdf     

Trusted partners, 

Attached is the Strategic Information & Operations Center (SIOC} 10 January 2021 National Crisis 

Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the viclence associated with lawful protests. This SITREP 

contains relevant information from 9 and 10 January 2021. 

Please note that this document is Unclassified //LawbefercenrentSensitive (U/ALES}. The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat. 

  

  

b7E -1 

  
  

Sincerely, 

National Counterintelligence Task Force 

J. Edgar Hoover Buildingy | b7E -5,13 

& 
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From: | | 
  

  

  

  

  

Subject: EW: FBI DAILY SITREP (U/AFES} 

To: | | 

Sent: January 11, 2021 8:40 AM {UTC-05:00) 
Attached: Jan10ope-FINAL.pdf| | b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,3,5 
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The Domestic Security Alliance Council 

InfraGard: S880 Ff 3 rsh    
    
  

  

  

  

FBI Resources for Business: § y SEL gov rags 

b6 -1,4,5,6 

From b7C -1,4,5,6 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 8:06 PM DIE -3,5,13 
To: Cooper, Laural |; Wagner, Kimberly <KWagner @mcsheriffs.com>] 
  | 
  

|Lewis, Kwame (DI} {FBI} |   

    
$ Talucci, Vince| | 

}; Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} (FBI}] 
| Cunningham, Terry (IACP} 

  

  
  

| Thompson, Jonathan 
  

  
  

| Grever, Louis | Acevedo, Art Chief   
  

        Carrall, 

Jeffery W.(M PD) | 

| 
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b6é -1 
on, Pamela {D1} (FBI} b7c -1 

b7E -3,5,13 

    
    

  

   

  

     
Carlisle, Travis D. (DI 

H. (DI} {FBI 
        

orales 

  

   
      CTD} {FBI 

  

Sanborn, J 

    
    ect: FB] DAILY SITREP {U 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 10 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

viclence associated with lawful protests. This SITREP contains relevant information from 9 and 10 January 

2021. 

Please note that this document is Unclassified/Araw-ErfereemtentSensitive-(U/f+4S}. The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat. 

b7E -1 

  

    
  
Thank you. 

be6 -1 

b7c¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 
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From: | | b6 -1 

Subject: EW: CIRG'S DAILY SITREP b7c -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 9:05 AM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: FBIDirBriefing2101 11.doc 

Good Morning|___| 
Happy Monday — Hope everyone’s weekend was awesome! 

From:siocL_ BIE -3,5 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 6:03 AM 

Toy 

Ce: SIOC| 

Subject: CIRG'S DAILY SITREP 

  

NF SN ANSE SET PLE SLE AEE SND Sr Dye SM yer SE, 

SSE SSNS FRIES    
b7E -5      

  

   
b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -5 
  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

bITE -5 

    

    

7E -5,8 
= | kupport 

efforts for Preventing Viclence and Criminal Activity (PVCA} in the National Capital Region. | 

= The NC3 will serve in a supportive role and will be comprised of FBIHQ Divisions as well as federal, state, and local 

partners. 
  

  

b7E -5 
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b3 -1 
b7A -1 
b7E -1,2,5,8,9__ 
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b7A -1 

b7E -1,2,5,8,9 

b6 -1 

    

  

b7E -5,13 

    
ee oo = 

= Please see the attache pending requests. 
ETE -5,8 
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bITE -5,8 
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  b7E -1 

  
  

WEATHER FOR TODAY 

NCR — Cloudy, with a high/low of 44°/29° 

There are no active watches, warnings or advisories. 

Richmond, VA —A chance of sprinkles after lpm. Mostly cloudy, with a high/low of 50°/31° 

There are no active watches, warnings or advisories. 

  

MES IAS MIEN T SS INTERNAL ANE MAY NO EASED OY Sf TN 

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 || | b6 -1 

Emergency Action Specialist{ || Watch Commander: SSA | | b7c -1 
b7E -3 

The FBI Strategic Information and Operations Center (SIOC} produced this message and any attachments for situational 

awareness which may be subject to change. 

This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not 

disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

TIFPSSENSY AL PYVASEN SSP D ATEN AS 
PNAS AL PMS TSS PSS 
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FBI Public Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing 

MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 2021 4:00 AM EST 

US Files Dozens Of Charges In Wake Of Capital Siege. USA Today (1/10, Penzenstadler, Phillips, Voyles Pulver, 
{2.7M} reports, “Federal authorities continued Sunday to round up people following a deadly insurrection at the U.S. Capitol this 
week — including two men accused of carrying plastic restraints and others who allegedly carried weapons or stole from the 
building. At least 58 people have been arrested and charged for incidents in or near the Capitol on Wednesday. Those arrested 
have come from 24 states and the District of Columbia.” The Justice Department “has filed more than 55 criminal cases related 
to the riot that left five dead.” 

scrutinize social media to identify the protesters, and some participants could face more serious charges.” 
CNN (1/8, Scannell, 89.21M) reports, “An Alabama man allegedly parked a pickup truck packed with 11 homemade 

bombs, an assault rifle and a handgun two blocks from the US Capitol building on Wednesday for hours before authorities ever 
noticed, according to federal prosecutors. Another man allegedly showed up in the nation’s capital with an assault rifle and 
hundreds of rounds of ammunition and fold acquaintances that he wanted to shoot or run over House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, 
prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsettling details federal prosecutors have made public this 
week as they detail the extent of the arsenal available to aid pro-Trump rioters who stormed the Capitol. Other individuals have 
been accused of taking guns and ammunition onto Capitol grounds and more charges are expected to come as a wide-+anging 
investigation unfurls.” 

Sicomberg (1/10, 3.57M) reports Rep. Jason Crow {D-CO), citing Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy, said Sunday that “at   

reports Crow “said McCarthy told him the Pentagon was aware of ‘further possible threats posed by would-be terrorists’ in the 
days up to and including the inauguration of Democratic President-elect Joe Biden on Jan. 20. ‘Long guns, Molotov cocktails, 
explosive devices and zip ties were recovered, which suggests a greater disaster was narrowly averted,’ Crow, a former Army 
Ranger, said in a summary of his call with McCarthy. McCarthy assured him the Pentagon was working with local and federal law 
enforcement fo coordinate security preparations after what he described as ‘deficient law enforcement threat reporting’ ahead of 
last Wednesday.” 

Reuters (1/8, Brice) reports, “Acting Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen announced the FBI would team up with Washington’s 
police department to jointly investigate the death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick, who was injured while defending the 
U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. ‘Just because you've left the D.C. region, you can still expect a knock on the door if we find out you 
were part of the criminal activity at the Capitol,’ Steven D’antuono, the FBI Washington Field Office’s assistant director in charge, 
told reporters in a telephone news briefing.” 

breakdown two days earlier allowed hundreds of people backing President Trump’s efforts to overturn the election results to rush 
into the Capitol in a deadly rampage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the firings of top officials who were 
entrusted with protecting lawmakers. Dozens have been arrested, including 13 who face federal charges.” The Times adds, “Law 
enforcement officials also backed off a suggestion that Mr. Trump could face criminal charges for inciting the riot after a top 
prosecutor had said a day earlier that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘not only’ the rioters. ‘Don't expect any 
charges of that nature,’ Ken Kohl, a top prosecutor in the U.S. attorney's office in Washington, told reporters in a telephone 
briefing on Friday.” 

federal prosecutors on Friday announced charges against at least 13 “alleged members of the pro-Trump mob who stormed the 
halls of Congress.” The ¥Yashigion Post (1/8, Hsu, 10.52M)} reports the Justice Department and FBI “announced charges Friday 
against’ Derrick Evans, “a freshman West Virginia lawmaker,” Richard Barnett, “an Arkansas man who told the media he posed 
for photos on a desk in” House Speaker Pelosi's office, and Lonnie Leroy Coffman, “an Alabama man whose truck allegedly 
carried 11 molotov cocktails and a semiautomatic rifle to this week’s U.S. Capitol riots.” The Post adds that “also charged with 
unlawful entry was Hawaii Proud Boys founder and unsuccessful state house candidate Nicholas Robert Ochs, who gave media 
interviews saying he participated in the break-in, an FBI arrest affidavit unsealed Friday alleged.” 

   

those who broke into the Capitol Wednesday, after photographs surfaced of him with his feet on Pelosi’s desk. Prosecutors cited 
those photographs in a statement of facts filed as part of the case against him. They said they also viewed video surveillance and 
a video-recorded interview Barnett gave.” Prosecutors “said Barnett was asked about an envelope he was holding featuring 

rey 
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Pelosi’s signature. Barnett allegedly said, ‘I did not steal it. | bled on it because they were macing me and | couldn't f-ing see so 
I figured | am in her office. | got blood on her office. | put a quarter on her desk even though she ain’t f-ing worth it. And | left her 
a note on her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you b----.”” Barnett “is being held in the Washington County (Ark.} jail after 
he was charged by federal prosecutors with three counts for storming the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday.” 

Friday night on a federal warrant and was being held Saturday without bail in Pinellas County, Florida. Jail records do not show if 
Adam Johnson, 36, of Parrish, Florida, has an attorney. Johnson was charged Saturday with theft, violent entry and disorderly 
conduct on Capitol grounds.” 

and booked into the Pinellas County jail shortly after $ p.m. Friday. He has been charged with one count of knowingly entering or 
remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority; one count of theft of government property; and one count 
of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds, according to a federal complaint. A warrant was issued on Friday and 
Johnson was charged in federal court in D.C. on Saturday.” Pelosi’s lectern “had been stored in her suite, under a staircase to 
the third floor on the House side of the Capitol building, before the Capitol was breached, her staff told FBI agents. The lectern — 
valued at more than $1,000 according tc the House curator — was found by Senate staff on Thursday in the Red corridor of the 
Senate wing off the Rotunda in the Capitol.” 

as well. Josiah Colt who climbed down from the Senate balcony then sat in Vice President Pence’s chair says he was ‘caught up 
in the moment.’ In a statement to KBOI-TV, he says, ‘My actions have brought shame upon myself, my family and friends and 
beautiful country. | beg for forgiveness from America and from my home state of Idaho.’ Former Midland, Texas mayoral 
candidate Jenny Cudd posted her own video: ‘We did break down the Nancy Pelosi's office door. And somebody stole her gavel.’ 
Nationwide, hundreds of federal agents are pursuing riot suspects. Among the felony charges they could face, felony rioting, 
federal assault and murder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruction of congressional documents, conspiracy and 
insurrection.” 

riot at the U.S. Capitol by supporters of President Donald Trump.” The AP adds, “Des Moines Police Sgt. Paul Parizek said 
officers assisted the FBI in arresting 41-year-old Doug Jensen on Friday night at his home on the south side of the city. Jensen 
was booked into the Polk County Jail early Saturday on five federal charges, including trespassing and disorderly conduct 
counts, according to news releases from the FBI's field office in Omaha, Nebraska and the county sheriffs office.” According to 
the AP, “Video posted online during the storming of the Capitol on Wednesday showed a man who appears to be Jensen, who is 
white, pursuing a Black officer up an interior flight of stairs. A mob of people trails several steps behind. At several points, the 
officer says ‘get back,’ to no avail.” 

named Mark J. Leffingwell of punching a Capitol Police officer repeatedly in the head and chest, before apologizing,” and they 
“unsealed charges against a Maryland resident, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of illegally carrying a 9-millimeter pistol at the 
riot.” Meanwhile, Bisemberg (1/8, McGrath, 3.57M) reports Cogensia, a marketing firm near Chicago, has fired CEO Brad 
Rukstales, a Republican donor to President Trump, who “was arrested by U.S. Capitol Police on Wednesday” after “being part of 
the mob that broke into the U.S. Capitol.” 

In the lead story for NBC's Today (1/8, 2.86M), Savannah Guthrie said there have been “more than 80 arrests so far, and 
investigators this morning, they are poring through videos and images casting about for leads. They want to identify more 

  

and a horned hat confronted law enforcement holding a spear. The man now identified as Jake Angeli told NBC News, ‘The fact 
that he had a bunch of our traitors in office hunkered down putt on their gas masks and retreat into the underground bunker, | 
consider that a win.’ Police say Angeli is a known follower of QAnon, a far right extremist group.” 

federal authorities “are determined to leave no stone untumed, ramping up efforts to bring all the Trump supporters who 
desecrated the Capitol to justice.” On ABC's Good Morning America (1/8, 3.14M), Martha Raddatz reported that on Wednesday, 
“despite the loss of life and the desecration of the Capitol, those rioters were allowed fo just leave the building. They lingered on 
the plaza for hours triumphant, giving one another high-fives with no consequences. This morning the acting US attorney for the 
District of Columbia said the failure to arrest more people is making his job harder adding, ‘I can’t answer why the Capitol Police 
did not zip tie these people as they were leaving the Capitol.” CSS This Merning (1/8, 2.28M) also covered the search for 
protesters accused of committing crimes on Wednesday. 

  

  

rey 
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arrested for Wednesday’s attack.” 
The Washington Post (1/8, Weiner, Hsu, 10.52M) reports 16 people “have been charged in U.S. District Court for the 

District of Columbia with crimes related to the storming of the Capitol, including a man who admitted to stealing a document from 
Pelosi’s office. Forty others face charges in D.C. Superior Court.” The Post calls these federal cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 
investigation” since they are “people who either identified themselves in online postings or were quickly identified by others who 
saw the images and recognized the individuals.” The vail Seest Joumal (1/9, Subscription Publication, 8.41M), AP (1/4, 

  

similar coverage of the new arrests. 
President Could Be investigated For “Inciting” Riot. On ABC Works News Tanicht (1/8, story 2, 2:31, Karl, 6.95M)}, 

Chief White House Correspondent Jonathan Karl reported that DC Attorney General Karl Racine {D) has “said he'll investigate 
whether the President is legally responsible for inciting the riot,” and he also “mentioned Rudy Giuliani who said this at the rally: 
‘Let's have trial by combat!’ And the Presidents son, Don Jr, who posted a since-removed video taken backstage at the rally 
before the riot. The President and his children watching the crowds gather. Don Jr's girlfriend Kimberly dancing as the Trumps 
celebrated. This was Don Jr’s message to Trump supporters before they stormed the capital: ‘If you’re going fo be the zero and 
not the hero, we’re coming for you.” 

people who broke into the Capitol, but the investigation is in the early stages and questions about [Trump’s role in the] incitement 
will likely be for the incoming attorney general Merrick Garland.” On 8S Tris Moriya (1/8, 2.37M), Ben Tracy said that Trump’s 
comments “before the assault on the Capitol may be investigated by US attorneys for leading to the violence.” 

However, on A&C Word News Toricht (1/9, story 4, 2:31, Llamas, 839K}, on Saturday night, Tom Llamas reported, “There 
is now a nationwide manhunt under way for every ricter breaching the Capitol building.” Kenneth Moton added a senior Justice 
Department official on Saturday said “no incitement charges are expected against any...speakers” at the rally prior to the unrest, 
including Trump. 

    

interim US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Saturday announced that his office “is leading investigations into the deaths of a woman 
who entered the Capitol building with a crowd of rioters on Jan. 6 and an officer who was killed while trying fo police the violent 
mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civil Rights division “opened a formal, federal excessive force case into the 
shooting death of Ashli Babbitt, who was shot by a Capitol Police officer as she and a group of President Trump's supporters 
swarmed the building,” though “the investigation into Ms. Babbitt’s shooting is ‘outine, standard procedure whenever an officer 
deploys lethal force,’ a Justice Department spokeswoman said.” The Times adds the office “also opened a federal homicide 
investigation into the death of Brian D. Sicknick, a Capitol Hill police officer who died after pro-Trump rioters struck him with a fire 
extinguisher.” 

The Washiigion Posi (1/8, 10.52M) reports it has obtained two video clips that “shed new light on the fatal shooting by 
police of Trump supporter and Air Force veteran Ashli Babbitt as she and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol.” The Post says 
Babbitt “and others were attempting to breach a barricaded door inside the Capitol building on Wednesday afternoon, angrily 
demanding that three U.S. Capitol Police officers who were guarding the door step aside, one of the clips shows.” The Post adds 
the officers “moved away as colleagues in tactical gear arrived behind the rioters, according to the clip and other video posted 
online. Roughly 35 seconds after the officers moved away, as she climbed up toward a broken section of the unguarded door, 
Babbitt was shot by an officer on the other side,” as she was “trying to get into the Speaker's Lobby, a hallway that would have 
given them access to the House of Representatives chamber.” According fo the Wali sircet Journai (1/8, Safdar, Ailworth, 
Seetharaman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M}, five people have died in connection to the “Capitol riot.” 

Laptop Stolen From Pelosi’s Office, Aide Says. Reuters (1/8, Satter) reports a laptop was stolen from Pelosi’s office 
“during the storming of the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, one of her aides said on Friday.” Reuters adds Sen. Jeff Merkley {(D-OR} 
“said on Twitter that a laptop was taken from his office,” and Acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Thursday “said that some of 
the thefts might have potentially jeopardized what he described as ‘national security equities.” According to Reuters, “The theft of 
electronic devices from congressional offices has been a persistent worry following the invasion by pro-Trump followers.” 

Capitol on Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising cybersecurity concerns.” Speaker Pelosi “had a laptop stolen, 
as did Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., who tweeted about the theft. It wasn’t immediately clear what protections were on those 
devices, though Congress generally lags behind the federal government in implementing cybersecurity measures. Not all Senate 
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computers automatically encrypt their hard drives or require a password to log in if they’re unused for a few minutes. Emails were 
visible on a desktop computer left running in Pelosi’s office.” 

Prosecutors Seek To Revoke Bail For Vets for Trump Co-Founder. The Weshinaion Past (1/8, Jackman, 10.52M} 
reports Joshua Macias, 42, a co-founder of Vets for Trump who was “free on bail after appearing outside a Philadelphia election 
center with a concealed handgun, was outside the Capitol during the siege by Trump supporters Wednesday and posted video 
of himself, leading Philadelphia prosecutors fo request his bail be revoked.” The Post says Macias “and Antonio LaMotta, 61, 
were arrested in Philadelphia on Nov. 5 near the Philadelphia Convention Center, where the presidential election vote was being 
counted,” because they were carrying firearms without permits. 

West Virginia Lawmaker Who Participated in Storming Capitol Resigns. The New Yor, Tires (1/9, 20.6M) reports 
West Virginia state Del. Derrick Evans (R} “resigned on Saturday after participating in the storming of the United States Capitol.” 
The Times says the resignation, effective immediately, comes as he “faces two federal charges: one for knowingly entering or 
remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority, and one for violent entry and disorderly conduct on 

Live, capturing the moment the crowd cracked open the Capitol’s doors and he crossed the threshold.” 
CBS News (1/8, Donaghue, 5.39M) reports, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, Ken Kohl, principal assistant 

U.S. Attorney for D.C., said on a press call.” CBS News adds, “In a criminal complaint released Friday, an FBI agent wrote he 
identified Evans as the person in the live-streamed video by comparing the voice to the lawmaker’s voice in a campaign video. In 
addition, the agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last name in the video recording the offense.” 

WiVNews (1/8, Harvey} reports, “Evans, who was elected to the House of Delegates in November and was sworn-in Dec. 
14, posted multiple videos of himself to social media showing him entering the Capitol alongside fellow supporters of President 
Donald Trump. ‘Derrick Evans is in the Capitol,’ he can be heard saying multiple times in a since-deleted video.” 

Pennsylvania Man Charged in Siege. A number of local news outlets covered the arrests of those from their areas. For 
example, the Harishurg {PA} Patriot-News (1/8, Benscoter, 567K) reports, “A Pennsylvania man who was charged by Capitol 
Police for taking part in the attack on the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday also was charged with federal offenses, officials at the U.S. 
Department of Justice announced Friday.” Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was one of 13 people charged federally.” 
Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority; or 
knowingly, with intent to impede government business or official functions, engaging in disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.” 
FBI Director Wray said in a statement, “To be clear, what took place that day was not First Amendment-protected activity, but 
rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, along with our local, state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that 
justice is served. We will continue to aggressively investigate each and every individual who chose to ignore the law and instead 
incite violence, destroy property, and injure others.” 

Similarly, the Cleveland Piain Oeaier (1/9, Heisig, 1.22M)} reports from Cleveland, Ohio, “FBI agents late Friday raided the 
home of a former Cleveland Metropolitan Schoo! District employee. The move came a day after she submitted a conspiracy 
theory-referencing resignation letter to the district, and after authorities posted a picture that raised questions as to whether she 
participated in a riot at the U.S. Capitol led by supporters of outgoing President Donald Trump.” Agents “were present for several 
hours at a house on East 365th Street in suburban Willoughby. The 49-year-old former Cleveland schools employee, who 
worked for the district as an occupational therapist, is listed as the home’s owner. Cleveland.com and The Plain Dealer are not 
identifying her because she has not been charged with a crime.” 

Man in “Camp Auschwitz” Sweatshirt identified. CNN (1/10, 89.21M) reports on its website, “A rioter who stormed the 
US Capitol Wednesday wearing a sweatshirt emblazoned with the phrase ‘Camp Auschwitz’ has been identified as Robert Keith 
Packer of Virginia, according to three sources. ... One Virginia resident, who spoke to CNN on the condition of anonymity due to 
the sensitivity of the matter, described Packer as a long-time extremist who has had run-ins with the law.” 

The New York fares (1/8, Eddy, 20.6M) reports on how the image from the day of “a bearded man wearing a black hoodie 
emblazoned with ‘Camp Auschwitz” has had “particular resonance as anti-Semitism and far-right nationalism are on the rise 
worldwide. And for people who survived the Nazi death camp...there was added pain with the realization that later generations 
may not have learned the lessons of the Holocaust.” 

  

  

FBI Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. The Hi (1/9, 5.69M) reports, “The FBI has put up what appear fo be 
electronic posters in Washington, D.C., seeking information on anyone who participated in the Capitol breach on Wednesday.” 
The Hill adds, “Photos of bus stops shared by journalists on social media say, ‘Seeking Information’ and include pictures of some 
of rioters inside the U.S. Capitol. The posters also share a phone number to contact the FBI’s Washington, D.C., office. ‘DC bus 
stops now feature signs posted by the FBI seeking information about participants in the Capitol insurrection, CNN reporter Jim 
Acosta tweeted along with a photo of a poster taken at night.” 
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message online appealing for information on individuals who participated and instigated the violence. ‘We are accepting tips and 
digital media depicting rioting or violence in and around the U.S. Capitol on January 6,’ said the official Twitter account for the 
FBI.” BuzzFeed News adds, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which quickly turned to trolling. Several 
people online pointed to the numerous social media posts, interviews, and open planning that had gone toward Wednesday's 
attack. It was suggested that there were more qualified figures who were up to the task.” 

FesSooop (1/8, Barnett} reports, “As a riotous mob of Trump supporters filled the U.S. Capitol building Wednesday, many 
left plum digital footprints federal law enforcement agencies can easily use to track them down and charge them.” The FBI “has 
some of the most powerful facial recognition systems in the country, according to outside experts,” and “because few arrests 
were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcement officials will now have to depend on that technology to speed up the 
process of tracking apparent criminals through the many videos, images and other digital “fingerprints” they left behind. Paired 
with the reams of open source information, the FBI has the technology to easily identify possible criminals, rather than having to 
manually connect the dots, a former FBI official told FedScoop. ‘For most people [that were] there, it is not going to be very hard 
to ID them,’ the official said.” 

FBI: No Evidence Of Antifa Participation in Siege. The AP {1/10, Biesecker, Kunzelman, Flaccus, Mustian} reports, 
“The insurrectionist mob that showed up at the president's behest and stormed the U.S. Capitol was overwhelmingly made up of 
longtime Trump supporters, including Republican Party officials, GOP political donors, far-right militants, white supremacists, and 
adherents of the QAnon myth that the government is secretly controlled by a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophile cannibals.” 
The AP “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court files and other public records for more than 120 people either 
facing criminal charges related to the Jan. 6 unrest or who, going maskless amid the pandemic, were later identified through 
photographs and videos taken during the melee.” Steven D’Antuono, “the assistant director in charge of the FBI’s Washington 
field office, told reporters that investigators had seen ‘no indication’ antifa activists were disguised as Trump supporters in 
Wednesday's riot.” 

NSS News (1/8, 4.91M) reports, “Despite suggestions from conservative pundits and some Republican members of 
Congress, there is no evidence that anti-fascist activists were involved in the pro-Trump Capitol riots,” D’Antuono “said on a call 
with reporters Friday. ‘We have no indication of that, at this time,’ D’Antuono said when asked whether antifa activists had 
disguised themselves as Trump supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five people died, including 
Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick.” 

The Washington Post (149, Usero, 10.52M} reports, “To date, no evidence supports the claim that individuals with antifa 
connections formed part of the riots that tock place on Capitol grounds. The FBI has said it does not believe antifa or any of its 
associates are responsible for the violence unleashed. Wednesday’s events were widely documented, via videos, tweets and 
live-streams from reporters already covering the day's events. Video and photos confirm that many of the rioters were 
supporters, and individuals with right-wing and extremist beliefs. The usual antifa tactics such as wearing masks and face 
coverings fo avoid detection were uncommon among rioters, making identification process an easier task.” 

The iWastungion Times (1/8, Mordock, 626K) reports that the FBI’s announcement “debunks claims pushed forward by 
some right-wing pundits and politicians that the anarchist movement's supporters were part of the angry mob that stormed the 
Capitol.” D’Antuono’s statement “supports comments made Thursday by Acting U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Michael 
Sherwin. Mr. Sherwin said he also saw no evidence Antifa was involved in the riot.” 

The New York renes (1/9, Alba, 20.6M) reports, “Since Wednesday, far-right activists and allies of the president have 
made the claim, often while presenting easily disproved evidence, that the rioters were made up of antifa supporters, not backers 
of President Trump. Among those pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt Gaetz, a Florida Republican, who said while 
objecting fo the electoral votes for Mr. Biden that people in the mob were ‘in fact members of the violent terrorist group antifa.’ 
Ken Paxton, the attorney general of Texas, also said antifa was involved.” The Times adds, “n analysis by the media insights 
company Zignal Labs found that the unfounded rumor had been mentioned 411,099 times across cable television, social media, 
and in print and online news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. It was by far the most widely shared false or misleading claim 
about the Capitol Hill mob, Zignal said.” 

Bugzreed News (1/9, Silverman) reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday night after the attempted coup, Gaetz cited 
a Washington Times article that claimed a facial recognition company had identified two antifa members among the crowd at the 
Capitol. That story was removed by the outlet after BuzzFeed News reported that the facial recognition company said it was 
‘outright false.’ The paper later published a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had identified ‘neo-Nazis and other 
extremists’ — not antifa members.” 

Some Extremist Groups Pleased By Chaotic Siege. Resuiers (1/8, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte) reports, “As the 
nation recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting and chaos in the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, some right-wing and anti-government 
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extremists saw the violence as the fulfillment of a patriotic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda. Among the inspired was 
Mike Dunn, a 20-year-old follower of the ‘boogaloo’ anti-government movement, whose adherents anticipate a revolution toppling 
the federal government or a second U.S. civil war.” Dunn, “who lives in Virginia, said three or four groups of loyalists under his 
command helped storm the Capitol this week amid a motley mix of rioters who supported President Donald Trump’s attempts to 
overtum the results of the November presidential election. While most ‘boogaloos’ are libertarians who largely oppose Trump, 
Dunn said the group embraced the moment to strike against the government.” 

The iWastingtor: fares (1/8, Blake, 626K) says Proud Boys Chairman Henry “Enrique” Tarrio on Thursday promised to 
raise money and secure legal representation for * Supports of... Trump facing charges for storming the Capitol building during 

broadly denounce people who entered the Capitol bui ‘ding dur ing riots a day earlier, ‘call ing it a form of protest.” Reuters says 
that even as “most Americans recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting and chaos in the U.S. Capitol,” some right-wing and anti- 
FEE extremists ® saw the violence as the fulfillment of a patriotic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda.” 

many followers “Of o conspiracy theory groups like QAnon. Now there are growing concerns about the President's connections to 
these groups and their plans to continue inciting chaos in the wake of his election defeat.” According to Gutierrez, “QAnon is a 
farstight extremist group that among other outlandish things believed Democrats are running a satanic pedophile ring out of a DC 
pizza parlor.” 

Trump rioters” stormed the Capitol on Wednesday without masks, “ntornat sleuthe? have ‘had a ‘unique opportunity to easily 
identify them. And many made it even easier — they live-streamed their participation and later bragged about their escapades.” 
According to the Post, an “untold” number of Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly working...to ID and name the 
partici pants who stormed down the halls of the Capitol, ransacking lawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 

ashington Posi (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 10.52M) also reports federal officials “looking to prosecute the mob of 
Trump supporters who overran the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday stand to get powerful help from cellphone records, facial 
recognition tools and other technologies to assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.” The Post highlights that 
the Capitol “has a vast cellular and wireless data infrastructure of its own to make communications efficient in a building made 
largely of stone and that extends deep underground and has pockets of shielded areas,” and as such “phone records make 
determining | the owners of these devices trivially easy.” 

  

and thousands of Ameri icans as became amateur detectives worki ing to identify the culprits, a loosely connected group of seasoned 
online sleuths were ringing alarm bells and picking off extremists online, one by one.” The Post adds, “For a nationwide network 
of left-wing activists who seek out and publish the identities of those they believe to be violent ‘fascists,’ some investigations can 
take months, years even. Or it can take 10 minutes,” and “that’s how much time Molly Conger spent on her laptop last month 
searching for the man who used the right-wing social media site Parler to share that he was a police officer and pledge support to 
a member of the Proud Boys extremist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.. 
Turns out the man was a Prince ae cay sheriffs deputy.” 

Grievances And Disillusionment ‘about & some of those involved i in the riot and their motivations. 

FBI Offers $50K Reward For Information On DC Pipe Bombs. Reuters (1/8) reported, “The FBI is offering a 
reward of up to $50,000 for information on the individuals responsible for placing pipe bombs in the committee headquarters of 
the key U.S. political parties in the capital, the agency said.” CSS News (1/8, Siese, 5.39M} reports the FBI “released photos via 
social media of what appears to be someone in a gray hooded jacket, black gloves, and black pants, clutching an object in one 
hand.” MeCigteny (1/8, Kenney, 29K) reports, “Authorities didn't say how the person in the photo is connected to the pipe bomb 
incidents.” 

Also reporting are CNN (1/8, Walton, 89.21M) and the ie S33 

  

dy cae (1/8, Nieto, sre 

the pipe bombs “found on Wednesday afternoon outside the ‘Democratic and Republi can pay headauerters, blocks from the 
Capitol, contained crude mechanical timing devices, according to an official familiar with their initial examination, suggesting they 
were intended to be detonated.” However, the Times adds it “was not clear when they were meant to explode, but thousands of 
people were in the area that afternoon as a mob encouraged by... Trump stormed the Capitol, where lawmakers had convened to 

certify... Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s election, leaving five people dead. It was also not clear whether the bombs were connected to the 
siege.” 
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half wide.” The devices were “made with a battery, steel wool, and an unknown explosive powder. One of them was found with a 
cellphone that may have been meant fo detonate it.” 

Hernandez, 776K) reports, “Sen. Chuck Schumer {D-N.Y.) on Sunday expressed concern more political violence could follow the 
mob attack Wednesday on the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C., by supporters of President Donald Trump.” Schumer “said he 
pressed” FBI Director Wray “in a conversation Saturday to track down those involved in Wednesday's siege on Congress, in 
which five people died, and to be on the alert for further violence. ‘The threat of violent extremist groups remains high and the 
next few weeks are critical in our democratic process,’ Schumer said in a statement, noting President-elect Joe Biden will be 
inaugurated Jan. 20. ‘Given that the same incendiary, dangerous rhetoric online that occurred before January 6, which proved to 
be a warning of the insurrectionist attack, has only escalated since, | impressed upon Director Wray the vitalness of the FBI to 
work with other federal and state agencies to remain highly proactive and extremely vigilant to defend our democracy.” Reuiers 
(1/10, Staff} reports, “In a statement, Schumer said he had spoken on Saturday with FBI Director Christopher Wray to urge him 
to ‘relentlessly pursue’ the attackers.” 

Schumer Urges FBI To Be Vigilant Of Further Threats Of Violence. Newsday {N¥} (140, Coburn, 

Lang, 10.52M) reports the planning “for Wednesday’s assault on the U.S. Capitol happened largely in plain view, with chatters in 
fartight forums explicitly discussing how to storm the building, handcuff lawmakers with zip ties and disrupt the certification of 
Joe Biden’s election - in what they portrayed as responding to orders from President Trump,” and Twitter on Friday “said it was 
particularly concerned about contributing to a possible ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol and state government facilities the 
weekend of Jan. 16-17.” According to the Post, “Concerns about more violent incidents appear to be well-founded.” The Post 
adds demonstrations “are scheduled to culminate with what organizers have dubbed a ‘Million Militia March’ on Jan. 20 as Biden 
and Vice President-elect Kamala D. Harris are to be sworn in on the same Capitol grounds that rioters overran on Wednesday.” 

In a more than 2,200-word front-page article, the Vashingion Posi (1/9, A1, Miller, Jaffe, Nakhlawi, 10.52M) says “the 

temporary seizure of a global seat of power was, at its core, an outgrowth of delusional and destructive forces cultivated online 
and unleashed by the president.” In a nearly 3,100-word front-page article, the New York Tires (1/8, Al, Barry, Mclntire, 
Rosenberg, 20.6M) casts the unsuccessful “insurrection” as “the culmination of a sustained assault by the president and his 
enablers on fact-based reality, one that began long before the November election but tock on a fevered urgency as the certainty 
of Mr. Trump’s defeat solidified.” A Wail Steet Journal (1/8, Ballhaus, Palazzolo, Restuccia, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} 
article headlined “Trump And His Allies Set The Stage For Riot Well Before January 6” provides similar coverage, while an AF 
(1/9, Woodward, Riechmann} analysis states that the occupation of the Capitol came as “no surprise” as Trump “left many clues 
he wouldn't go quietly.” 

In his ‘astingtor: Fost (1/8, 10.52M) column, David Von Drehle also asserted that “a collection of distortions, delusions 

and outright lies galvanized a mob of thousands to storm the Capitol in a brief but deadly insurrection.” Von Drehle added, “This 
unprecedented event was fomented inside a digitally networked community in which extraordinary claims are widely accepted on 
the basis of the wispiest nonsense.” 

that in the wake of Wednesday's violence, District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser {D) “issued an urgent appeal to start 
preparing immediately for more potential violence before, during and after” next week’s presidential inauguration. Bowser called 
on DHS “to move up to Monday the implementation of heightened security measures that are otherwise set fo begin on Jan. 19.” 
Bowser fold GSS" Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M}, “Given the events of last week, that this inauguration preparation has to be 
different than any other inauguration with only 10 days to go.” 

Kenneth Moton said on ASG World News Tonight (1/10, story 2, 3:00, Llamas, 4.76M) that “a senior official tell[s] ABC 
News there’s a very serious national security concern for more domestic terrorism for the inauguration, possibly bringing 
extensive violence.” The iall Sreei Jounal (1/10, Levy, Kendall, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports law enforcement 
agencies are preparing for more marches by Trump supporters in Washington and elsewhere. The Seatie Tynes (1/10, 1.19M)} 
reports Trump supporters rallied in Olympia, Washington, on Sunday under heavy security. 

in a “crowd where some carried flags bearing a thin blue line - a pro-police symbol that critics claim also stands for white 
supremacy and opposition to the Black Lives Matter movement — and shirts adorned with ‘Blue Lives Matter,’ a tide of anger and 
frustration rose as officers pushed them back” from the Capitol, and “nearly three hours after the building was breached, police 
cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to confront the mob.” The Post adds “some promised to return with 
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weapons, ready to fight if necessary,” while one man “repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the inauguration 
of...Biden.” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this souring sentiment may lead to more violence in the months ahead.” 

Pelosi Says Trump’s Supporters Who Siormed Capitol Chose Their “Whiteness” Over Democracy. The Hil (1/9, 
Williams, 5.69M} reports House Speaker Pelosi “said Saturday that the rioters who took part in the breach of the U.S. Capitol on 
Wednesday chose their ‘whiteness’ over democracy.” The Hill adds her remark “came after Pelosi acknowledged the number of 
people who died of COVID-19 on Wednesday and Thursday, both of which were records for single-day coronavirus deaths in the 
United States.” 

However, Brent Staples, a member of the New York Times editorial board, writes at the New York Himes (1/8, 20.6M} that 
US history “is rife with episodes of political violence far bloodier and more destructive than the one... Trump incited at the Capitol,” 
and remarks by public officials and commentators fo “tell the country again and again that the carnage was an aberration and 
‘not who we are’ as a people,” are “dangerous on a variety of counts. For starters, it allowed many Americans to view the 
president’s insistence that he had won an election in which he was actually trounced, and his simultaneous embrace of right-wing 
extremism, as political theater that will pass uneventfully from the stage when...Biden is inaugurated.” He concludes, “The mob 
assault on the Capitol was an outgrowth of what came before.” 

FBI Probing Whether Some Rioters Intended Harm To Legislators. The \Washizgion Post (1/8, Barrett, Hsu, 
Zapotosky, 10.52M} reports, “FBI agents are trying to determine whether some who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday 
intended to do more than cause havoc and disrupt the certification of President-elect Joe Biden’s victory, and are sifting through 
evidence to see whether anyone wanted fo kill or capture lawmakers or their staffers, according to people familiar with the 
investigation.” The Post adds that “investigators also are working to determine the motivations and larger goals, if any, of those 
who had weapons or other gear suggesting they planned to do physical harm. Some rioters, for instance, were photographed 
carrying zip ties, a plastic version of handcuffs, and one man was arrested allegedly carrying a pistol on the Capitol grounds. 
‘We're not locking at this as a grand conspiracy, but we are interested in learning what people would do with things like zip ties,’ 
said a law enforcement official, who, like others, spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss the investigation.” 

The New York fares (1/8, Levenson, 20.6M} reports, “A man who had an assault rifle was charged with threatening Nancy 
Pelosi, the House speaker, after he traveled to Washington for the pro-Trump rally on Wednesday and sent a text message 
saying he would put ‘a bullet in her noggin on Live TV,’ the federal authorities said.” The Times adds, “Federal agents said the 
man, Cleveland Grover Meredith Jr., had been staying at a Holiday Inn in Washington and had weapons in his camper-style 
trailer, including a Glock handgun, a pistol, a Tavor X95 assault rifle and hundreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was 
charged with transmitting a threat in interstate commerce, possession of an unregistered firearm and unlawful possession of 
ammunition, eon to court records.” 

  

cee Lee 

the Capitol were srrested" on Sunday. NBC’s Ron Allen said Larry Rundell Brock of Totes and Eri Cavelek Munchel of 
Tennessee are “both oe with violently entering the Capitol and disorderly conduct.” . 

and charged with one count of know! ingly enteri ing a restricted buil ding and one count of violent entry and disorderly conduct, 
prosecutors said. Brock identified himself to the New Yorker last week as the man photographed in the well of the Senate 
chamber wearing a green combat helmet, tactical vest, and black and camo jacket. The photo shows the man holding a white 
flex cuff, used by police by restrain subjects, prosecutors said.” 

USA Today (1/10, Connolly, Macaraeg, Stephenson, Dorman, Wegner, 12.7M) reports, “Munchel, 30, was being held in a 
Nashville jail Sunday on a federal warrant, online records show. An FBI spokesperson, Samantha Shero, confirmed the arrest. 
The federal prosecutor's office in Washington is handling the case. ‘Photos depicting his presence show a person who appears 
to be Munchel carrying plastic restraints, an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on his chest with the 
camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day,’ the office said in a news release.” 

The New York Times (1/10, Goldman, Benner, 20.6M} reports the Justice Department “said that photographs of a person 
who appeared fo be Mr. Munchel showed him ‘carrying plastic restraints, an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone 
mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day.” DOJ said images of a person who 
appeared fo be Brock showed him “clad in ‘a green helmet, green tactical vest with patches, black and camo ao and beige 
pants holding a white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement fo restrain and/or detain subjects.” The itallas Morn: 
(1/10, 772K) reports Brock, “a retired Alt Force leutenant colonel, confirmed to The New Yorker magazine that het was involved 

  

musiPest (1/10, 363K} reports, “Offic iia ais also arested” Brock, “who lives it in Texas, sayi ng he appeared to be holdi ing ‘a 
white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to restrain and/or detain subjects.” The FBI “also said the photos of him 
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appeared to show ‘an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, 
ostensibly to record events that day.’ Both men are charged with one count of knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted 
building or grounds without lawful authority, and one count of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.” 

ABC News (1/8, Meek, 2.44M) reports, “Federal agents and detectives from the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department have 
launched a broad and multipronged investigation into the mayhem and death Wednesday at the United States Capitol, that 
sources tell ABC News includes an effort to determine the motives of a paramilitary faction of the mob that invaded the heart of 
American government. ‘We're talking about a very complex investigation,’ said Robert Boyce, a 35-year veteran and former chief 
of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort involves scanning volumes of social media posts, reviewing hours of 
security camera footage, and combing through mountains of cellphone data to determine exactly what occurred, investigators 
told ABC News.” 

Daily Beast: Lengthy Process To Determine if Booby Traps Were Left Behind. The ally Beast (1/8, Shannon, 933K} 
reports that “there are innumerable potential hiding places’ in the Capitol “for lethal devices that can be activated later, by a 
remote trigger such as a cell phone, or by a vibration-sensitive device like the one that sets off a car alarm when a vehicle 
rumbles by or honks. Or somebody could have stuck a handgun inside a vase or hollow lamp or behind a toilet, a la Michael 
Corleone’s first hit, intending to return later as a tourist, reclaim the gun and assassinate some lawmaker. ‘To clear a 15-by-15 
foot office, would take four bomb techs all day,’ Dave Williams, a former FBI bomb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City 
bombing, the World Trade Center bombing and other attacks, told SpyTalk. ‘They’d have to look under carpets, at all the fire 
alarms, light switches, lamps, even light bulbs. A light bulb can be modified so when you tum it on, it explodes. If you have a five- 
drawer file cabinet, each drawer should be opened remotely.” 

“The FBI and the New York City Police Department passed information to U.S. Capitol Police about the possibility of violence 
during the protests Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral College vote, and the FBI even visited more than a dozen 
extremists already under investigation to urge them not to travel fo Washington, senior law enforcement officials said.” NBC 
News adds, “The previously unreported details undercut the assertion by a top FBI official that officials had no indication that 
violence was a possibility, and they add to questions about what intelligence authorities had reviewed before the Capitol riot, 
which led to the death of an officer and four other people, including a ricter who was shot and killed by police. ‘Social media is 
just part of a full intelligence picture, and while there was First Amendment-protected activity on social media fo include some 
people making threats, to this point, investigators have not found that there was an organized plot to access the Capitol,’ a senior 
FBI official said.” 

Washington, U.S. Capitol Police did not bolster staffing on Wednesday and made no preparations for the possibility that the 
planned protests could escalate into massive violent riots, according to several people briefed on law enforcement’s response.” 
According to the AP, “The revelations shed new light on why Capitol Police were so quickly overrun by rioters. The department 
had the same number of officers in place as on a routine day. While some of those officers were outfitted with equipment for a 
protest, they were not staffed or equipped for a riot. ‘They were left naked,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-California. said of the police 
in an interview with AP. She had raised security concerns in a Dec. 28 meeting of House Democrats and grilled Steven Sund, 
the Capitol Police chief, during an hourlong private call on New Year's Eve. ‘It turns out it was the worst kind of non-security 
anybody could ever imagine.” 

The Los Anasies Tees (1/8, Zou, 3.37M) reports, “Officers at a U.S. Capitol perimeter fence tried to hold their line but 
failed as intruders overtumed the barrier. Officers at another gate, seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders 
passed by. Another lone officer tried to hold back an advancing group before fleeing through the halls of Congress. In many 
cases, the officers were in normal uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear seen during other recent 
events, including Black Lives Matter protests.” The Times adds, “The stunning collapse of national security left many of the 
nation’s leaders cowering behind benches and fearing for their lives,” but “by Thursday, much of their shock had been 
supplanted by anger — with leading lawmakers demanding resignations from the Capitol’s top security officials and calling for 
broad investigations into the array of tactical failures under their watch.” 

The Wai Steet Joursel (1/9, Calvert, Youssef, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 841M} reports that uneven 
communications between local and federal agencies hindered a forceful response fo the riot. 

Pete Williams reported on NEC Nawkiy News (1/10, story 3, 1:10, Snow, 3.76M) that the New York Police Department 
“notified the US Capitol Police about the possibility of violence during last week’s electoral vote count. Law enforcement officials 
say the NYPD’s intelligence unit sent a packet of information to police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the 
threats of social media, with a separate report sent directly to Capitol Police. And a senior FBI official says agents contacted 
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more than a dozen suspected extremists. These are people who were already under FBI surveillance, and who indicated a 
desire fo come to Washington last week. ... These disclosures do add to the questions about why the Capitol Police were not 
better prepared when the rioters stormed in, and why there wasn’t a greater sense of urgency throughout the federal government 
about the possibility that the Capitol was a target.” The Wash:sion Past (1/10, Tan, 10.52M} reports “embattled” Capitol Police 
Chief Steven Sund “stepped down from his post on Friday, days earlier than he said he would.” On Thursday, Sund said his 
resignation would be effective January 16. 

USA Today (1/10, Bohan, Fritze, Brook, 12.7M} reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan {R} “said Sunday it took nearly two 
hours for the Pentagon to give authorization for his state to send its National Guard into Washington to help protect the U.S. 

  

but we couldn’t actually cross over the border into DC without the okay. And that was quite some time. ... ] can’t speak as to what 
was going on the other end of the line back at the Pentagon or in the White House. ... All | know is that we were trying fo get 
answers and we weren't getting answers.” 

low number of arrests. Here you have videos of folks engaged in criminal behavior, and the number of arrests is very small. 
That's unacceptable.” Peters added, “We have to send a strong signal fo those folks who were engaged in this action, that they 
will be sought out, they will be punished, and anyone else who tries to do this in the future is going to certainly face a very 
different result than what we saw this last week.” 

Rep. Hank Johnson {(D-GA} on MSNBC's Paltics Nation (1/10, 825K) said, “Had it not been for the gunshot of the one shot 
fired by that plainclothes officer in the Speaker’s Lobby right behind the House gallery, right there, if those people had been able 
to get through, they would have had us who were in the gallery up on the third floor trapped...and | have no doubt some of us 
who look like me would have been hanging from the railings of the third floor onto the House floor swinging like fruit.” 

Januta, Tanfani} reports that following “the historic security breach of the iconic domed building that houses the U.S. House and 
Senate, lawmakers told harrowing tales of their escapes from grave danger in the deadly mob assault that many say was incited 
by Trump,” and “several told Reuters that top Capitol security officials had assured them they would be safe ahead of the 
planned protests and that everything was under control.” In interviews with Reuters “and in public statements, lawmakers fumed 
over the failure of the Capitol Police - a 2,000-member force dedicated to guarding the Capitol Grounds - and other agencies.” 
The Hil (1/8, Marcos, 5.69M} reports Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH}, the chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee that 
oversees Capitol Police funding, “said Friday he’s asked the police chief to provide all communications during the pro-Trump riots 
that unfolded this week and will investigate whether any officers assisted rioters.” 

Meanwhile, Bioomberg (1/8, Ai, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M} interviewed several current and former police leaders about “the 

logistics of how preparation for a major rally or protest typically works — and why Wednesday's preparation was such a dismaying 

  

by pro-Trump rioters....represents perhaps the greatest policing failure in American history.” According to Politico, “Minute by 
minute, individual officers sometimes acted bravely, but hour by hour, Wednesday’s events demonstrated a top-to-bottom failure 
by a key federal law-enforcement agency. The crisis can’t even be called a failure of imagination, as 9/11 is sometimes seen, 
because in many ways the idea that the pro-Trump mob might march on the Capitol to disrupt the proceedings inside seemed all 
but obvious. Nor was this an incident that just slipped under the radar. The joint session inside was the single biggest news event 
in the United States that day, and the rioters had been planning disruptive protest for weeks, in the open.” 

The Washingion Post (1/8, 10.52M) says in an editorial, “Top law enforcement officials and key members of Congress 
have said plainly what Americans could see - that the events Wednesday were enabled by a failure of law enforcement and a 
collapse of security.” The Post adds, “To prevent another such failure, on Inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 
robust investigation of the causes for evident shortcomings in leadership, planning, intelligence, coordination and tactics.” The 
Post calls for the implementation of long-term security measures, concluding the Capitol building “must remain the people’s 
house — but one that is secure from insurrection.” 

McCarthy Says National Guard Could Be Permitted To Carry Guns in DC Ahead Of inauguration. Army Secretary 
Ryan McCarthy on Friday told the AP (1/8, Baldor} that Defense Department officials “are reviewing restrictions on the use of 
force by National Guard members and could allow troops to carry batons or guns in Washington, D.C., as they brace for more 
protests and possible violence around the Jan. 20 inaugural.” In particular, McCarthy “told The AP...that any changes will be 
determined by the intelligence gathered in the coming days about potential threats. But he said they are locking at allowing 
troops to carry their M-4 rifles or $ mm Berettas, and he will know more in a day or two.” 

Pentagon Officials: Quick-Reaction Force Was Not Deployed When Capitol Was Stormed Due To Lack Of 
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assist if needed during protests in Washington on Wednesday did not immediately respond when a pro-Trump mob stormed the 
Capitol because of a lack of a prior planning with Capitol Police over how it might be deployed, Pentagon officials said.” A 
“timeline of events that the Pentagon released Friday night’ indicates that the force was at “Joint Base Andrews in Maryland and 
authorized for use by acting defense secretary Christopher C. Miller ‘if additional support is requested by civil authorities.” The 
Post adds, “But a senior defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue, said the 
Defense Department and Capitol Police hadn’t reached an agreement or settled on a concept of operation ahead of time.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly 3,700-word front-page \Washingion Posi (1/9, A1, Demirjian, Leonnig, Kane, Davis, 10.52M) article 
chronicles how Capitol police “lost control” of the situation even though Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund had previously 
“assured members of Congress that his force of 2,000 officers could handle the large expected crowds, according to multiple 
people who spoke with Sund in the days leading up fo the siege.” 

However, the Los Angeias Tunes (1/9, 3.37M) reports the attack on the US Capitol “has spurred congressional leaders to 
demand a ‘robust inquiry into the ‘mind-boggling’ failure of national security,” but they don’t have to “look far for accountability. 
Congress itself is both client and overseer of the U.S Capitol Police - a secretive agency whose procedures and actions have 
been kept under wraps for decades by lawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban 
Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith said, “The Capitol Police is uniquely opaque, even among federal law enforcement.” 
The Times adds that not much is known regarding “how the Capitol Police operate.” Congress “has exempted the agency from 
the Freedom of Information Act, preventing the public from requesting records — unlike with other agencies, such as the FBI.” 

  

Lopez, 6.73M} reports more House Democrats “say they're concerned that tactical decisions by some Capitol Police officers 
worsened Wednesday's riots and have raised the possibility that the pro-Trump mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol might have 
had outside help.” Videos have come to light “showing a small number of officers pulling down barricades for the rioters and, in 
another instance, stopping for a photo with one of them.” Politico adds, “Some of those incidents were raised on a 3.5-hour 
caucus call by House Democrats on Friday, demanding an investigation not only into the decisions by the Capitol Police 
leadership but by some rank-and-file officers caught on camera.” However, the legislators additionally brought up “general 
concems that the rioters had some sort of outside help not necessarily attributable to the Capitcl’s police corps.” Rep. Steve 
Horsford {D-SC} “told his colleagues he thought the riots were “an inside job,’ according to two lawmakers on the call.” 

Statehouses Nationwide Heighten Security After US Capitof “Overrun.” According to the AP (1/8, Lieb}, “The 
insurrection by supporters of... Trump at the U.S. Capitol this week has prompted governors and lawmakers in several states to 
heighten security at their own capitol buildings as they gather amid a pandemic for legislative sessions and inaugural 
ceremonies.” The AP reports that state legislatures are concerned that if “the U.S. Capitol — a shining symbol of democracy with 
a dedicated police force - can be overrun by a violent mob, could state capitols be next?” 

Armed Protestors Used Michigan State Capito! Siege Like A Dry Run For Wednesday Attack. The New York Times 
(1/9, Gray, 20.6M) says protestors with guns rushed Michigan’s State Capitol in April and “demanded entry into the House of 
Representatives’ chamber, chanting ‘Let Us In.” Some of the protestors, “wearing camouflage fatigues with semiautomatic rifles 
slung over their shoulders, watched ominously from the gallery above the Senate chamber as the elected officials did their work.” 
On Wednesday, as the US Capitol was breached, Michigan State Sen. Sylvia Santana {D) said, “Michigan was the precursor for 
what happened.” A Washington Post (1/9, 10.52M) article headlined “After Trial Runs At Statehouses Last Year, The Far-ight’s 
Violent Tactics Erupted At The Capitol’ provides similar coverage. 

More Commentary. In a piece for MSNSC (1/9, 8.1M), Frank Figliuzzi, who was the assistant director for 
counterintelligence at the FBI, writes, “In the aftermath of the insurrection atthe U.S. Capitol on Jan. 7, there will be resignations, 
hearings and inquiries at the Capitol Police department, the respective House and Senate sergeant-at-arms offices, and other 
law enforcement or military entities. The warning signs and intelligence were there — they were just ignored. But lef’s be clear — 
what happened to our democracy that day was not an intelligence failure; it was a failure to act upon available intelligence.” 
Figliuzzi adds, “The lights are blinking red, and they will continue to signal our vulnerability for the final two weeks of this 
leaderless administration. Our adversaries are watching. Whether or not they act on the available intelligence depends on our 
capacity to see what they see: a soft target that needs to secure far more than the building on Capitol Hill.” 

In a piece for USA Feday (1/8, 12.7M) , Todd Gitlin writes, “For months, supporters of President Donald Trump have 
mounted acts and threats of violent insurrection against federal and state governments. In September, FBI and Homeland 
Security officials warned a Senate committee of the “high lethality” of white supremacist groups.” Gitlin adds, “Insurrectionary 
activity has taken place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene an investigative commission to get answers to questions 
including...which officials in the FBI, Homeland Security, and other agencies were aware of violent preparations in the run-up to 
the congressional vote yesterday to count and affirm the states’ election results,” and “which white supremacist groups were 
under surveillance after the FBI and Homeland Security warned of ‘high lethality’. 
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rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest policing failure in American history, a catastrophic collapse that may well 
end up costing one Capitol Police officer his life and the entire security leadership of the Capitol their jobs.” Politico adds, “With 
both houses of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Capitol’s outer fence were no larger than 
the department deals with routinely. Yet within minutes, the outer fence lines had collapsed and officers were in full-blown 
retreat.” Graff adds, “Through the afternoon Wednesday and through Thursday, current and former major city police chiefs 
traded puzzled and worried calls, all amazed at the assault on - and stunningly easy fall of - one of the world’s supposedly most 
secure buildings.” 

Daly) reports Capitol Police Officer Brian D. Sicknick “has died from injuries suffered as President Donald Trump’s supporters 
stormed the Capitol.” The US Capitol Police “said in a statement that...Sicknick was injured ‘while physically engaging with 
protesters’ during the Wednesday riot,” making him “the fifth person to die because of the Capitol protest and violence.” 
Sicknick’s family released a statement reading: “Many details regarding Wednesday's events and the direct causes of Brian’s 
injuries remain unknown, and our family asks the public and the press fo respect our wishes in not making Brian’s passing a 

responders unit.” 
Reuters (1/8, Singh, Heavey, Holland} reports a law enforcement official told CNN that federal prosecutors “are opening a 

investigators are “still at the beginning of this investigation, but, obviously, they're going to use cell phone data and video from 
inside the Capitol fo try to get the person or persons...responsible.” On ABC's Gond Morning Amernca (1/8, 3.14M), Pierre 
Thomas said police “want to know if he was assaulted and if that mob played a role in his death. Was it murder?” 

  

rioters took place, but photos and a video posted by a local reporter during the night of chaos showed a man spraying a fire 
extinguisher outside the Senate chamber, with a small number of police officers overlooking the area on a nearby stairway.” 
Reuiers (1/8, Lynch, Brice) has more on the investigation into Sicknick’s death. 

spokesman “said Trump and his administration ‘extend our prayers to Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick’s family as we all 
grieve the loss of this American hero,” while House Speaker Pelosi “ordered flags at the U.S. Capitol to be flown at half-staff,” 
and “Thursday night, officers lined up in front of the Capitol in silence to honor their fallen colleague.” On the lead ASC Ward 

Pence “offered his condolences, and the White House put out a statement from a deputy press secretary, but nothing from the 
President himself. Trump, more isolated than ever, remained behind closed doors at the White House today, amidst growing 
Calls for him to resign.” Meanwhile, Refers (1/8, Hunnicutt} reports Joe Biden on Friday “expressed sympathy to the family of the 
U.S. Capitol Police officer killed in Wednesday's invasion of Congress by pro-Trump supporters, and said those responsible 
would be held accountable.” Biden said, “The people responsible should be held accountable, and they will be.” 

Bisomberg (19, Natter, Laing, 3.57M} reports that aside from Sicknick and Babbitt, three others “died Wednesday when 
thousands of pro-Trump supporters forced their way into the U.S. Capitol in Washington, smashing windows and ransacking 
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chronicles “Babbitf's journey from capital ‘guardian’ to invader.” 
Officer Heid Back Rioters For Nearly One Minute. Reite:s (1/10, Hals} reports Capitol Police officer Eugene Goodman 

“is being hailed for his role steering an angry mob away from the Senate chambers in Wednesday's deadly storming” of the 
Capitol. Goodman can be seen in a video “getting rioters to move away from the Senate as police raced to secure the chamber.” 
The New York Fost (1/0, Brown, 7.45M} reports analysis of the video “shows that he held them back for almost a minute — at 
the exact time as a half-dozen armed officers were inside the chamber desperately trying to secure it.” 

Officer Who Was On Duty Wednesday Dies in Apparent Suicide. The New York Daily News (1/10, Sblendorio, 2.51M} 
reports Howard Liebengeod, “a longtime officer with U.S. Capitol Police,” died Saturday while off duty “in what's being described 
as an apparent suicide. Capitol Police did not reveal a cause of death for Liebengood in its announcement Sunday,” but two 
sources said it was suicide, and “a colleague with Capitol Police also referred to Liebengood’s death as a suicide in a Facebook 
post Sunday.” 

  

lowered to half-staff on Sunday to honor US Capitol Police officers Brian Sicknick and [Liebengood], who were both on duty 
when a mob of Trump’s supporters stormed the US Capitol on Wednesday.” 
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Pro-Trump Police Unions “Angry” With President Over Cail For Supporters To March On Capitoi. In an exclusive, 

ahead of the presidential election,” but “police unions that once blasted Mr. Biden for his tepid denunciation of rioters, say they 
are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supporters to march to the Capitol.” 

(1/9, MacFarquhar, 20.6M} reports police departments nationwide have “suspended officers or referred them to internal reviews 
for attending the events on Jan. 6 in Washington that devolved into an assault on the U.S. Capitol.” According to the Times, “The 
commanding officers or officials involved in the cases in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Texas and Washington State stressed 
that while the officers attended as private citizens, the question of whether they broke the law would be investigated.” 

authorities examine whether they took part in unlawful acts while off-duty.” Reuters adds, “Fire departments in Florida and New 
York City have also said they reported to federal authorities allegations that some of their members may have been present 
when the mob broke into the Capitol as Congress met to certify the results of the Nov. 3 presidential election. The police 
department in the small town of Rocky Mount, Virginia, said on Sunday it had placed two officers on administrative leave after it 
learned they attended an ‘event in Washington, D.C. on Wednesday while off-duty.” 

The New York Post (1/9, Edelman, 7.45M} reports, “The FBI is investigating whether active or retired FDNY firefighters 
took part in the siege at the US Capitol, The Post has learned. The department issued a statement Saturday in response to 
questions about a photo posted to Twitter of a man wearing a jacket marked ‘FDNY Squad 252’ on the back, standing near the 
entrance to the Capitol and carrying an American flag. ‘The department received anonymous allegations that active or retired 
members were present at the events at the United States Capitol on January 6 and, as required, has provided that information to 
the FBI,’ the statement said.” 

Haddon} reports that former ODNI National Security Policy Analyst Katrina Mulligan “said the possibility that a bad actor could 
have gotten into the Capitol building” during its assault last week “is ‘more than plausible’ and ‘has almost certainly occurred.” 
Mulligan estimates there to be “over 100,000 foreign intelligence officials believed to be living in the Washington, D.C. area.” 
Mulligan said last week's events are “exactly the kind of situation that a foreign intelligence official would be seeking to exploit for 
these sorts of purposes.” Former Deputy Assistant DHS Secretary for Counterterrorism Policy Tom Warrick said foreign 
adversaries “don’t have to go after the most classified secrets — they can go after cell phones, laptops, papers left on desks as 
people are evacuated.” 

Times (1/8, Ormseth, 3.37M) reports, “Three Sri Lankan nationals were charged Friday in federal court in Los Angeles with 
supporting an ISIS cell that killed hundreds of people in a string of coordinated suicide bombings that shook Sri Lanka in 2019.” 
Mohamed Naufar, Mohamed Anwar Mohamed Riskan and Ahamed Milhan Hayathu Moahmed are “accused of conspiring to 
provide material support to ISIS.” Naufar and Milhan are “also charged with aiding and abetting the receipt of military training 
from ISIS.” 

The AP (1/8) reports, “The men have no California connection but the FBl-led Joint Terrorism Task Force that headed the 
investigation is based in Los Angeles, according to the U.S. attorney’s office.” They were “being held in Sri Lanka and it wasn’t 
immediately clear whether they had attorneys who could speak for them.” Nick Hanna, U.S. attorney for the Central District of 
California, said in a statement, “This case clearly demonstrates that the United States will take decisive action to ensure terrorists 

face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. This complaint makes clear that we stand ready with these 
charges in the event the defendants attempt to evade justice.” 

Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Powell For $1.3B. USa Today (1/8, Cummings, 
12.7M} reports, “Dominion Voting Systems filed a defamation lawsuit against attorney Sidney Powell over” claims relating to the 
2020 election. Powell has “variously implicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, the CIA and Chinese 
communists in a plot to rig the election against Trump.” The lawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto for the purpose of 
creating a fully auditable paper-based vote system that would empower people with disabilities to vote independently on 
verifiable paper ballots.” The company “says her claims are not rooted in any factual basis but instead rely on ‘declarations from 
a motley crew of conspiracy theorists, con artists, armchair ‘experts,’ and anonymous sources who were judicially determined to 
be ‘wholly unreliable.” The Wai Sirset Journal (1/8, Corse, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) provides similar coverage. 
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Trump Faces Calls To Pardon WikiLeaks’ Assange. The New Yerk Times (1/40, Vogel, 20.6M) reports WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange’s allies “have ramped up a push for a last-minute pardon from President Trump, enlisting a lobbyist with 
connections to the administration, trying to rally supporters across the political spectrum and filing a clemency petition with the 
White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes at a delicate moment for M. Assange and during a period of 
tension between the United States and Britain over a case that his supporters say has substantial implications for press 
freedoms.” 

FBI Raids Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. N8C_ News (1/8, 4.91M) reported, “Federal 
authorities raided homes and offices of several Tennessee lawmakers on Friday, including the property of former state House 
Speaker Glen Casada, officials said.” FBI agents searched properties with “addresses associated with Casada, fellow GOP state 
Reps. Robin Smith and Todd Warner and Casada’s former chief of staff, Cade Cothren, said David Boling, a spokesman for the 
U.S. Attorney's Office in Nashville.” Casada resigned from “his leadership role in summer 2019, after he admitted to sending a 
series of sexually inappropriate and racist text messages.” 

The AF (1/8, Kruesi, Mattise) reports U.S. Attorney’s Office for Middle Tennessee spokesman David Boling “said FBI 
agents searched the homes and offices of state lawmakers” on Friday. The searches “included the homes of former GOP House 
Speaker Glen Casada and state Rep. Robin Smith,” but Boling “declined fo provide any further information regarding the nature 
of the searches and how many lawmakers were involved.” 

WOMV-TY Nashville, TN (1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K} reports Tennessee House Speaker Cameron Sexton said in a 
statement, “l have been, and | will continue to be in full cooperation with the authorities as their investigation continues. On the 

advice of both Ethics and Legal Counsel, | am placing everyone that was subject to the execution of today’s search warrants on 
administrative leave until further notice.” 8S News (1/8, 5.39M} reports Republican Governor Bill Lee “told reporters Friday that 
he had spoken to current House Speaker Cameron Sexton about the searches, describing them as ‘FBI raids.” 

The Ghatianooga {TN} Fimes free Press (1/10, 168K} reports that Tennessee legislators believe that the raids focus “could 
be on the controversial 2019 passage of Gov. Bill Lee’s school voucher bill.” Critics “charged at the time that various promises to 
fund pet projects and take other actions were extended by GOP lawmakers to pass fellow Republican Lee’s voucher bill.” 

WOMV-TY Nashville, TN (1/8, Finley, 230K} reports former Speaker of the House Glenn Casada has also “been embroiled 
in controversy over racist and sexist text messages as well as additional allegations of misconduct is stepping down as House 
Speaker.” 

Also reporting are Tenriessean (1/10, 645K), Tennessean (1/10, 645K), fennessean (1/8, 645K), and WSAV-TV Nashville, 
TN (1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K}. 

  

SolarWinds Taps Krebs, Stamos To Look Into Company’s Practices Following Hack. Stoorberg (1/8, 
Sebenius, 3.57M) reports SolarWinds “has tapped prominent security experts Chris Krebs and Alex Stamos to review its 
practices after suspected Russian hackers compromised the company’s software and conducted a sprawling hack across the 
U.S. government and private sector.” Krebs previously headed the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency “and 
was known for instilling confidence in the integrity of the 2020 elections until he was fired by President Donald Trump in 
November.” Bloomberg adds that Stamos “served as chief security officer at Facebook until 2018 and is currently director of the 
Stanford Internet Observatory.” 

The Washinglon Tres (1/8, Blake, 626K) reports that Stamos said, “We have already engaged in helping understand and 
recover from what looks fo be one of the most serious foreign intrusion campaigns in history, and we will be helping others learn 
from this attack.” Meanwhile, Krebs “worked as Microsoft's director for cybersecurity policy before joining CISA, a part of the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, as the agency’s first director beginning in late 2018.” The agency was “charge of securing the 
nation’s election infrastructure when millions of Americans voted in the recent White House race decisively won by President- 
elect Joseph R. Biden.” 

    

  

bulletin found the Russian-linked hackers behind the SolarWinds breach “gave themselves top administrative privileges, allowing 
them to spy on their targets with impunity.” The DHS advisory “represents the agency's most detailed explanation yet of how the 
attackers were able to monitor high-value intelligence targets undetected for months,” revealing “that investigators are 
increasingly focused on the attackers’ use of Microsoft products to hide in plain sight.” Experts and officials “have said for weeks 
that the attackers likely abused credentials and impersonated legitimate users to conduct their spying campaign.” Now CISA “has 
confirmed that happened, describing step-by-step how the attackers hid their tracks.” 
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(1/7, Gross, 888K) reports that the US Cyber Unified Coordination Group (UCG) “announced on Jan. 5 that it had identified fewer 
than 10 agencies affected by the [SolarWinds] cyberattack,” though “investigators are still working to determine the scope of the 
damage.” The group “did not list the affected agencies, but news reports have suggested the U.S. departments of Treasury, 
Commerce, State, Energy, and Homeland Security were victims of the attack.” It “said the attack originated from an advanced 
attacker, likely Russian in origin.” UCG includes agencies such as the FBI and CISA. 

Federal Courts’ Filing System Likely Breached By SolarWinds Hack. The Washington Examiner (1/8, Dunleavy, 
888K) reports, “The online filing system used by the federal court system was likely breached in the SolarWinds hack, suspected 
to be orchestrated by Russia.” The Administrative Office of the US Courts “revealed an ‘apparent compromise of the 
confidentiality’ of its case management and electronic case files system ‘due to these discovered vulnerabilities’ and said this 
week that it was ‘under investigation.” The agency is working with DHS “on a ‘security audit’ related to the cyberattacks that 
‘greatly risk compromising highly sensitive non-public documents ... particularly sealed filings’ stored on the online system, 
adding that ‘due to the nature of the attacks, the review of this matter and its impact is ongoing.” 

    

   FBI Alert Wams Of Growing Egregor Ransomware Threat. Gov info Security (1/9, Ferguson) reports, “The FBI 
issued a private industry warning this week over the growing threat from the operators behind the Egregor ransomware variant 
and other cybercriminal gangs affiliated with the group.” Since September, the group and its affiliates “claim to have 
compromised approximately 150 corporate networks both in the U.S. and other countries.” They have demanded as much as $4 
million, according to a Group-IB report. The group “operates in a service model, which includes the operators of the actual 
ransomware as well as affiliated cybercriminals that carry out their own attacks and receive a percentage of the ransom if the 
money is paid by the victim,” according to the FBI. The FBI alert says, “Egregor ransomware utilizes multiple mechanisms to 
compromise business networks, including targeting business network and employee personal accounts that share access with 
business networks or devices.” 

    

Barrett: FBI Continues To Set The Standard For Government Transparency. In a piece for the 
Washington Post (1/7, Barrett, 10.52M)}, Devlin Barrett argues that while recent bocks authored by former FBI officials “have 
tended to be about hard men in dark suits, whispering worriedly about Russians, President Trump and existential threats fo 
democracy,” the FBI “still sets a gold standard for excellence and ethics that should be followed more widely.” Barrett examines 
Frank Figliuzzi’s new book, “The FBI Way: Inside the Bureau’s Code of Excellence,” which “is in the spirit of earlier tomes that 
combine federal-agent tradecraft with a dash of self-improvement advice.” 

Democrats Move Toward Second Trump Impeachment. Tom Llamas said in the lead story on ASC World News 
Tonight (1/10, lead story, 4:30, 4.76M} that in “fallout from the deadly siege on the Capitol,” House Democrats are “on the path to 
impeach President Trump for a second time though he has just 10 days left in office. Democrats say he must be held 
accountable for his words. The charge: incitement of insurrection. ... As Congress heads towards impeachment, a growing 
number of Republicans are calling for the President to resign.” ABC’s Rachel Scott reported House Speaker Pelosi is “telling her 
party to get ready to come back to Washington, the single [impeachment] article charging Trump with incitement of insurrection. 
He predicted the day would ‘be wild,’ pressuring his loyal Vice President to undo the will of the people.” Trump: “Mike Pence is 
going to have to come through for us.” Scott: “But when he didn't, rioters were later heard chanting, ‘Hang Mike Pence.’ ... With 
his inner circle now shrinking, the President is hunkered down inside the White House, trying to assemble a defense team...as a 
growing number of Republicans and former allies condemn him.” Former New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R): “What we had was 
an incitement to riot at the United States Capitol.” ABC’s George Stephanopoulos: “So you think it was an impeachable offense?” 
Christie: “Oh, sure. Yeah. | think if inciting to insurrection isn’t, then | don’t know what is.” 

a hard reckoning with history. In the wake of the assault on the US Capitol that he incited, Mr. Trump faces a second 
impeachment, perhaps even criminal charges.” CBS’ Nikole Killion: “As he enters his final full week in office, President Trump will 
try to shore up his legacy. Senior advisors tell CBS News he is expected to deliver remarks Monday and make a trip fo the 
border Tuesday. But calls for the President to resign now are growing from within his own party.” Sen. Pat Toomey {R-PA): “The 
best way for our country fo heal is for the President to resign and go away, as soon as possible.” 

Kate Snow opened NC Nightly News (1/10, lead story, 3:10, 3.76M} with the “growing calls for the President of the United 
States to either resign or be impeached by Congress - and not just from Democrats, but some Republicans now calling on him 
to step aside. The President [is] not even speaking to his own Vice President at this point. We're also seeing new video tonight of 
just what happened on Wednesday at the Capitol. And we're learning security warnings ahead of that day were ignored.” NBC’s 
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Kelly O'Donnell: “With Joe Biden soon to take office, senior Democrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could complete House 
impeachment but delay sending the article to the Senate for trial, giving the new Administration breathing room.” House Majority 
Whip Clyburn: “One hundred days he needs to get his agenda off and running, and maybe we'll send the articles some time after 
that.” Clyburn said on Fox News Sunday (1/10, 1.08M), “The Senate determines guilt or innocence and that has to do with the 
Senate schedule. Now, the House has to do its business. We call ourselves the people’s house, the vast majority of the 
American people —| saw the poll results this morning — say this man should be removed from office.” 

Toomey, on CNN's State Of The Urton (1/10, 1.21M), said, “I think the President did commit impeachable offenses. There 
is little doubt in my mind about that. | don’t know as a practical matter it is actually possible to do an impeachment in the handful 
of days that are left. ... | am also not at all clear that it is constitutionally permissible to impeach someone after they have left 
Office. So there may not be a viable impeachment route at this point. But certainly, he could resign and that would be a very good 
outcome.” On NEC's Meat The Press (1/10, 2.9M)}, Toomey said, “The President has disqualified himself. | don’t think he’s a 
viable candidate for office ever again because of the outrageous behavior in the post election period.” The Phuadelphia ingurer 
(140, Madej) reports Toomey “remarked that he doesn’t think the ‘unbelievable behavior of Wednesday...could’ve been 
reasonably expected, and that Trump’s actions are ‘wildly different from the offensive tweets that were common during his 
presidency.” 

On CBS! Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M}, Sen. Chris Coons (D-DE) said, “I understand the concerns that just as President 
Biden takes over responsibility for leading our nation through this tragic pandemic, that we might be distracted by weeks in the 
Senate by a Senate trial. That's why I've called for President Trump to do the right thing finally and resign or for Vice President 
Pence to secure the next 10 days through the 25th Amendment.” 

Sen. Joe Manchin (D-WV}, on CNN's State OF The Union (1/10, 1.23M), said, “There is no doubt about it He should be 
impeached. But you have to be practical about what we are doing. We have two paths to go. We are ready to install a new 
government. If | was Joe Biden, I’d want to put my government together and put confidence back into the American people that 
we can govern ourselves and be the beacon of light for the whole country and the whole world.” 

Rep. Hakeem Jeffries {D-NY}, on NBC's Mest The Press (1/10, 2.9M), said, “The assault on the capitol was a violent 
insurrection that was incited and encouraged by Donald Trump. It was an attack on the Congress, an attack on the country, and 
an attack on the Constitution. ... That's why House Democrats are united in demanding and seeking his immediate removal.” On 
CNN's insite Roltics (1/10, 812K}, Rep. Mondaire Jones {D-NY} said, “This President must be impeached and removed, and 
anything less than that is an abdication of Congress’ constitutional responsibility fo be a check on the executive branch and to 
protect the American people from a very dangerous, unhinged, lawless chief executive.” Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), 
on ABO’s This Week (1/10, 2.99M}, said, “Our main priority is to ensure the removal of Donald Trump as President of the United 
States. Every minute and every hour that he’s in office represents a clear and present danger, not just to the United States 
Congress, but frankly to the country.” 

  

“To remove him from office clearly is not going to happen between now and the last day he’s in office.” Sen. Marco Rubio {R-FL), 
on Fox News’ Sunday Morniia Fuiures (1/10), said, “It’s unfortunate that instead of unifying us right now, Biden, the Democrats, 
have chosen to use this to talk about ridiculous things about impeaching a President who isn’t going fo be in office in about nine 
days.” Rep. Jim Jordan {R-OH)}, on Fox News Sunday Morning Futures (1/10, 1.38M), said, “The Democrats are going to try to 
remove the President from office just seven days before he is set to leave anyway. | do not see how that unifies the country.” 

The AF (1/10, Superville, Fram, Jalonick) reports Pelosi said Sunday that the House will proceed with impeachment “as 
she pushes the vice president and Cabinet to invoke constitutional authority to force him out, warning that Trump is a threat to 

  

Amendment because it gets rid of him. He’s out of office. But there is strong suit in the Congress for impeaching the President a 
second time. This President is guilty of inciting insurrection.” The Wai Steet Jownal (1/10, Restuccia, Kendall, Hughes, 
Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports Vice President Pence “isn’t expected to move forward with a 25th Amendment process, 
people familiar with his thinking said.” 

The New York Times (1/40, Levin, 20.6M) reports, “Momentum for impeaching [Trump] a second time was growing rapidly 
over the weekend among rank-and-file Democrats and some Republicans, setting the stage for a final showdown that would test 
the boundaries of politics, accountability and the Constitution.” In addition to Toomey, Sen. Ben Sasse {R-NE) has expressed 
openness fo impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) has called on Trump to resign. 

USA Today (1/410, Fritze, 12.7M) reports Trump “begins one of the most perilous weeks of his presidency Monday as 
momentum for a second impeachment soared over the weekend and a growing number of Republicans broke ranks fo openly 
call for his removal.” Trump “has only days remaining in his term — a point supporters noted — but the debate over how Congress 
should respond is focused largely on his legacy and his ability to control the GOP” after leaving office. 
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push” for impeachment, “aware that many voters hope Congress will prevent Trump from provoking further violence, but also 
wanting] Biden to be free to take immediate action on the coronavirus pandemic and a faltering economy. Some Democrats said 
privately that they are wary of impeachment but unsure how to slow its momentum given the intensifying passions against 
Trump.” 

  

gales Times (1/10, 3.37M)} says being impeached twice would make Trump “the 
first U.S. president to hold that unwelcome distinction.” Reuters (1/10, Cornwell, Chiacu, Psaledakis), Stomper (1/10, 3.57M), 

  

potential second impeachment “starts out more popular than any other removal process of a president in recent American 
history. Removing Trump from office remains quite unpopular among Republicans, however. A look across polls conducted since 
tiots at the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear plurality of Americans overall want Trump out of office. ... An average 
across polls since Wednesday (in which no pollster is counted more than once} shows that 50% of Americans want Trump to 
either be impeached, for the 25th Amendment to be invoked or for Trump to resign from office.” 

Tne HEE (1/10, Mastrangelo, 5.69M} reports that an ABC News/Ipsos poll of 570 adults (1/8-1/9) found that 57% want 
Trump removed from office, with 67% saying Trump “deserves a ‘good amount’ of the blame for the riots in Washington, D.C. 
last week.” 

Trump Plans “Defiant” Final Week. The AF (1/10, Colvin) reports Trump “enters the last days of his presidency isolated 
and shunned by former allies and members of his own party as he faces a second impeachment and growing calls for his 
resignation.” But Trump, “cut off from the social media channels that have been the lifeblood of his presidency,” will “nonetheless 

circle of advisers plan a defiant final week in office, according to people familiar with the matter.” The President is “preparing at 
least one more round of pardons, and will try a final time to advance his administration’s effort to bring Big Tech to heel, the 
people said, though it isn’t clear what he may do.” 

The New York Times (1/10, Haberman, 20.6M) writes that “even without Twitter, and even under a new threat of 
impeachment, Mr. Trump remains until Jan. 20 the most powerful man in the world, with access to the White House briefing 
room, the East Room and the Oval Office to communicate his thoughts. He has a press office devoted to issuing his statements 

Trump “is now destined to slink out of the White House considerably diminished from the strapping, fearsome force he and his 
advisers imagined he would be in his post-presidency.” 

The Dallas Morning News (1/10, 772K) reports, “Eight days before reluctantly leaving office, [Trump] will visit the border in 
South Texas on Tuesday fo tout partial construction of the massive wall he promised to deliver - far more than critics wanted, far 
less than he wanted, and none it funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, Reufers (1/10, Mason} reports, “his White House is in 
‘meltdown’ as it lurches through his final days, current and former officials said,” and many White House staffers “are upset and 
embarrassed by the turn of events, and are eager fo move on.” 

(1/10, story 11, 1:50, Duncan, 13.72M), “It is ending as it began: in chaos, controversy, and confusion. ... His reign mirrored his 
own chaotic life. He lurched from one crisis to another, from financial windfalls to bankruptcies, from tabloid scandals to 

audacious lies. He introduced us fo a bizarre cast of characters, from porn stars to the crackpots and clowns who inhabit the dark 
fringes of American politics. ... As we saw in those awful scenes unfolding in the Capitol, we came to understand that the man 
who had a manic desire for power had no real understanding of the power he possessed or what happens when it is misused. 
He will be gone soon. But he showed us America was not broken. He was.” 

NYTimes Analysis: Trump Used Violent imagery in Speech To Followers Before Capitof Violence. The New York 

Capitol last week is a central focus as House Democrats prepare an article of impeachment against him for inciting the deadly 
riot.” In the speech, the Times says, Trump “repeated many of his falsehoods about how the election was stolen, then dispatched 
the marchers to the Capitol.” The Times also says it was “riddled with violent imagery and calls to fight harder than before,” while 
“he made only a passing suggestion that the protest should be nonviolent.”     FBI(2 tcv558)-2799
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Indonesia Plane Crash Search Finds Human Remains, Debris 

Authorities believe they have identified the location of the two black boxes of the Boeing 737-500 

Sriwijaya Air jet that crashed into the Java Sea carrying 62 people. 
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Israel's Covid-19 Vaccinations Hold Lessons for U.S. 

The small country has inoculated 20% of its population in three weeks, in the world’s fastest vaccine 

rollout. 

Read Now 
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Nationalist Leader Set to Solidify Power in Kyrgyzstan Election 

Voters in the Central Asian country were on track to elect Sadyr Japarov, who was sprung from jail 

amid unrest last year and has made past calls for nationalizing some of the most valuable assets in 

the country. 

Read Now 
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Agency Communications Hampered Riot Response 

Calls for some reinforcements took hours to approve as police and federal agents tried to squelch 

the storming of the U.S. Capitol by supporters of President Trump. 

Read Now 
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One Trump Fan's Descent Into the U.S. Capitol Mob 

Doug Sweet says he answered the president’s call to show up in Washington. He joined rioters who 

breached the Capitol, where he was eventually arrested. 

Read Now 
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From: Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI) 
  

  

Subject: RE| 
To: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 

Sent: January 11, 2021 9:58 AM (UTC-05:00) bTE -1 
  

FY! | am having a hard copy piece from 

[ft should get in tomorrow am 

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B)(FBNE sd b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 7:35 AM bic -1 
To: Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI) bIE -1,2,3,5 

Cc} | 

Subject: FW] 

  

  

Boss: 

  

Please see the below reference some activity| 

Also, we released basic information to the DSAC and InfraGard portals alerting our nartners that we will keen them 
updated with any relevant information that affects the private sector 

| 
| have two separate DSAC leadership meetings this week and will let you know if any concerns are raised during those 

meetings. 

    

  

      

Just wanted you to know that we are monitoring and looking for any private sector nexus in case your leaders ask 

  

From:| | 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 4:06 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI}| 
  

  

    

    
  

Cc} 

Joe, Erin M. (1B) (FBI | 
| bS -1 

: b6 -1 
Subject] bic -1 

, . b7D -2 
Good afternoon Sir, b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

In light of the horrible events earlier this week, I have been working closely with| | 
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Feel free : om me on my cell[ if you would like to discuss further. If you concur with these bé -1 
proposed actions, we will move forward accordingly.   

SC Joe, | would love to brief you more fully during ouy 
  

call tomorrow morning. 
    

Kind regards, 
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To}| 
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Subject: RE} b7E -1 
To: Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 10:30 AM {UTC-05:00) 

Excellent! Thanks. | look forward to seeing it....Mike 

From: Laycock, Stephen. (IB) {FBT —isd b7E -1,3 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:58 AM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI} 

Subject: RE] 

FYI | am having a hard copy piece from] 

| should get in tomorrow am 

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B} {FBI) 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 7:35 AM 

To: Laycock, Stephen C. (1B) (FBI) 
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Please see the below reference some activity] | 

| | 

Also, we released basic information to the DSAC and InfraGard portals alerting our partners that we will keep them 

updated with any relevant information that affects the private sector.| | 

LC] 
| have two separate DSAC leadership meetings this week and will let you know if any concerns are raised during those 

meetings. 

Just wanted you to know that we are monitoring and looking for any private sector nexus in case your leaders ask 

you.......Mike 
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| Joe, Erin M. (1B) (FBI)] 
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Subject} | 
  

Good afiernoon Sir, 

In light of the horrible events earlier this week, I have been working closely with| 
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Feel free to contact me on my cell 
  

if you would like to discuss further. If you concur with these 
proposed actions, we will move forward accordingly. b5 -1 
SC Joe, I would love to brief you more fully during our] call tomorrow morning, bé -1 

b7¢C -1 

Kind regards, bIE -1,2,3,5,8 
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Developing a Layered Defense to Narden Facility 

SQcurity 

Hardening is an offensive security measure; $ stops the fight before if stars. 
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(WANs Paper] Physical Access Control Key fo a 

Successtul Return to Work Strategy 

Security professicnals have been thrust to the forefront 

of return-to-work planning as the crisis continues to 

create a cornplex set of securily and safely challenges. 

Praparing ike physical workplace rmrioans adapting to 

new requirements, implernenting new procedures, and 

jeveraging technology that alleviates anyiety for siafl. 

Learn how ohysical access control plays a leading role 

inthe strategies to reduce surface touches and person 

to-person caract, 
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4 ways fo Hmiprove your emotional intelligence in 

the new year 
Every year, ke clockwork, rnost of us bean to plan our new year resolutions and write out 

our aoais. Even after a truly unexpecied year ike 2020, | helleve many of us are sti 

quisty comemplaing whal we wart out of our 2027. Sorne af us may have grand plans, 

while others may be hesitant io de so... 
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Earn a rester’s degree in 18 months ora 

graduate certificates in fess than a year in 

Securiiy Management — entirely online at a foo 

OO university! 

Curriculum is based on recommendations from ASIS 

international and sirangthens your skits to protect 

organizations, ernoloyees, custorners, physical asseis, 

and intellectual promerty-——all while maintaining continuity 

of operations. Pursue a masters concenfration or 

certificate in Emergency Planning and Response, 

information Security, or Organizational Security. Apply 

for free! No GRE required for adrression. 
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Chicago is Reopening Schools Against Fierce 
Resistance From Teachers 

Five vaccination centers are opening in New York City. Aarnbularice crews ere struggling to 

keep un with rising cases. Catch up on the latest an the pendernc. 
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US surpasses 4,000 deaths in a single day from 

coronavirus for the ist time 

The US. topped 4,000 coronavirus deaths i é single day for the first lime, nreaking a 

record sel just one dey earlier, with several Sun Bell states driving the surge. 
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A Year After Wuhan, China Telis a Fale of Thumph 

fancd No Mistakes) 

The Chinese Communisi Party's eforts fo hide its missiens have taken an new urgency 

as the arriversary of ine worid’s first Covid-19 inekdown nears. 
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Nong Kong protest-relatec website says users’ 

access blacked 
A Hong Kono websiie thai publishes rnaterial mminy related fo arfi-goverrrnent orafesis in 

#073 sak fs users’ access haci been blocked by the city’s iiernet service providers 
SUENE Ny 
HSPs}. 
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Slack boxes found in Java Sea after plane crash 

with G2 aboard in Indonesia 
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Before Mob stormed the Capitol, Days of Security 

Planning Involved Cabinet Officials and President 

Trump 

    

Presiient Donald Trump met with top riiary officiais and gave his approval fo activate 

the DAC, Nal rd inree days before he encouraged a mob of anory prolesters fo 

take their io the LS. Carital, A Pentagon memo risased Fiday offers inese 

insignis, as wellas the first detailed... 
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Global Events | More Classroom Programs | More 

Webinars 

  

Restarting an Economic Engine 

Even as the coronavirus pancderric cominues its latest 

wave inthe United Stafes, the Las Vegas casino ars 

yaming indusiry works fo reaper responsibly, keeping in 

rind its dudies to guests and... 
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From: The Washington Post 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Post Most: The House could vote later this week on impeaching 

Trump an unprecedented second time 

To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) {FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 2021 11:47 AM {UTC-05:00) 

  

      

  

  

  

  

Siqn up for this newsletter Read online 
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House Democrats introduce article of impeachment 

charging Trump with ‘incitement of insurrection’ 
House Republicans on Monday blocked a measure calling on Vice President Pence and Trump’s 

Cabinet to remove him under the 25th Amendment. 

Live updates « By John Wagner and Paulina Firozie gas mars » 
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Outgoing Capitol Police chief: House, Senate security officials 

hamstrung efforts to call in National Guard 

By Carol D. Leonnig, Aaron C. Davis, Peter Hermann and Karoun Demirfian « Seay mars » 

PGA of America pulls PGA Championship from Trump’s N.J. golf 

course 

By David A. Fahrenthold, Jonathan O'Connell and Barry Svriuga « Seas sors » 
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Talk-radio owner orders conservative hosts to temper election fraud 

rhetoric 

By Paul Farhie Nga sstare 8 

Trump should be impeached. But that alone won’t remove white 

supremacy from America. 

Opinion « By Hillary Rodham Clinton » Seas ayers » 

  

  

      

  

: Se 

The Capitol mob: A.raging collection of grievances and disillusionment 

By Amy Brittain, Julie Zauzmer, Jenn Abelson, David Willman and Nicole Dungca « Sas’ syarg » 
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Video shows Capitol mob dragging a police officer down stairs. One 

rioter beat the officer with an American flag pole 

By Katie Shepherd ¢ Ngai syars » 

MyPillow founder Mike Lindell is now one of Fox’s loudest right-wing 

critics. He’s still one of its biggest advertisers. 

By Jeremy Barre Nea store 3 
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Vogue got too familiar, too fast 

Perspective « By Robin Givhan e Nga more 3 

Vitamin D sales are up. But experts still don’t know whether it can 

prevent or treat covid. 

By Allyson Chiu « Nga’ sore 8 
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CES goes full pandemic with smart masks, stickers to detect covid and 

the biggest WiFi update in years 

By Geoffrey A. Fowler, Heather Kelly, Dalvin Brown and Rachel Lerman e Ssas mars » 

What to know from NFL playoffs first round: Lamar Jackson wins and 

Tom Brady finds a way 

Analysis « By Adam Kilgore « Nga sysarg 8 
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A small group of sleuths had been identifying right-wing extremists long 

before the attack on the Capitol 

By Robert Klemko e Ngas$ s3ass » 

Fox News overhauls daily schedule, moving news anchor Martha 

MacCallum to make way for opinion expansion 

By Jeremy Barre Nea store 3 
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It’s still Donald Trump’s party 

Opinion « By James Downie » Read pisses » 

Pope Francis changes church law to give women slightly larger role — 

but says they still can’t be priests 

By Chico Harlan e Sgass sore 8 

The Biden Agenda 
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Biden vows to heal the nation’s racial wounds, but 

doing so will take more than words 
Scholars warn that the president-elect faces a tough road as he tries to address police reform and 

racism in an increasingly divided nation. 

By Tim Craig, Mark Berman and Amy B Wang e Ssast mays » 
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Biden, a longtime ally of police, will enter White House pushing for 
reform 

By Mark Berman and Tom Jackman e Ssas$ sere » 

Trump’s recognition of white nationalists will loom as Biden confronts 

surge in hate crime 

By Matt Zapotosky « Naas sare s 

  

  We think you’ll like this newsletter 

Check out Niust Reacis for a curated selection of cur best 

journalism in your inbox every Saturday, plus a peek behind 

the scenes into how one story came together. Sign up 
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You received this email because you signed up for The 
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From: 

Subject: RE: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 
To: bIE -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 12:02 PM {UTC-05:00) 

a 

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

  

  

  

        

  

  

  

  

  

  

b7E -1 

On the other side] b7E -1 

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

From:| b6 -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM b7c -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI] | b7E -1,3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly widespread 

anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 

b6 -7 

bic -7 

b7E -1 
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b6 -1,7 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

      

  

b7c -1,7 

From4 b7D -2 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM b7E -1,3,5 

To: DSAC <i vol | 

Ce] | 

Subject: DSAC on Capital viclence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 
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From: The Washington Post 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Daily 202: GOP looks to win back Senate in 2022, as new NRSC 

chairman defends vote to reject Pa. results 

To: Wray, Christopher (DO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 12:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
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GOP looks to win back Senate in 2022, as new NRSC 

chairman defends vote to reject Pa. results 

Democrats taking control of the Senate after winning upsets in both Georgia runoffs 

would have been the biggest political story of any ordinary week, but the seismic 

news was quickly overshadowed when a pro-Trump mob took over the Capitol. 

House Democrats formally introduced an article of impeachment this morning 

against President Trump, charging him with “incitement of insurrection.” The 

House could vote as early as Wednesday. In a brief session, House Republicans 

blocked a measure calling on Vice President Pence and the Cabinet to remove 

Trump under the 25th Amendment, ensuring a vote in the full House on Tuesday. 

On the other side of the Capitol, as Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N_Y.) is gsisesi to realize 

his dream of becoming majority leader after 40 years in Congress, Sen. Rick Scott 

(R-Fla.) takes command today of the National Republican Senatorial Committee. 

More than anyone else, Scott will be responsible for trying to take that title back for 

Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). 
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Scott, 68, takes the helm of the powerful party committee amid Republican divisions 

over the post-Trump future and, more pressingly, intense blowback from the 

business community and other elites over his vote last week to reject President-elect 

vs, and 139    SBEOVED rey yy end 
Sos} WE Syl 
NES SAE TEAR 

  

Joe Biden’s victory in Pennsylvania. Scott was one of ig 

House members, to support at least one objection to counting Biden’s certified votes. 

Many people blame lawmakers in this group for reinforcing the false belief among a 
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wide swath of Republicans voters that the November election was stolen from 

Trump. 

  

    

  

Despite the tempers of the momeng, history favors Republicans in 2022.   
Historically, with a few exceptions like the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, 

the opposition party fares well during any president’s first midterm. With Vice 

President-elect Kamala Harris poised to break the 50-50 tie, the GOP needs to pick 

up just one seat. 

But next year’s map favors Democrats. The GOP must defend 20 seats, compared to 

14 for Democrats, including Florida, Iowa, Wisconsin, North Carolina and 

Pennsylvania. The Republicans incumbents in those last two, Richard Burr and Pat 

Toomey, have already announced that they will retire, and open seats are more 

difficult to defend. 

In a half-hour telephone interview on Sunday afternoon, Scott said Republicans will 

put a heavy focus on defeating Sen.-elect Raphael Warnock (D-Ga.}, who will be on 

the ballot again in 2022 to secure a full six-year term, and Sen. Mark Kelly (D- 

Ariz.), who just won a special election to complete the last two years of the late John 

McCain’s term. 

“T've got my work cut out for me, but I'm excited,” Scott said from Florida. “We'll be 

able to get back the seat that Kelly Loeffler was in if we get our message out. We 

should be able to win back Arizona. I think we just have to, but there's plenty of 

other states where there were close races in 2016 that we have a chance to get back.” 
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Asked about the lessons from Georgia for next year, he said: “What we have to do is, 

number one, we have to have the right candidate. That's the biggest thing. And then 

you have to have a message that resonates.” 
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Scott sought to reject Pennsylvanials 20 electors but opposed the effort to reject 

Arizona’s 11 votes. His argument is that the Keystone State loosened its rules for 

mail-in voting because of the coronavirus in ways that didn’t comply with state law. 

The state’s Supreme Court dismissed a legal challenge on these grounds, and the 

U.S. Supreme Court, despite a 6-to-3 conservative majority, also declined to weigh 

in. 

The senator demurred when I asked whether he reconsidered his vote to reject 

Pennsylvania’s votes after the carnage in the Capitol. “If we just sit here and say, 

‘Oh, we don't ever care about this,’ it's not going to get better, and it's bad for 

everybody that's voting,” he said. “I'm sure everybody has different reasons for why 

they voted the way they did, but I want to get these election laws fixed.” 

Asked whether Trump bears responsibility for inciting the riot, Scott said the 

president “could have responded faster” once the mob made it inside the 

Capitol. “First off, we're all responsible for our own actions,” the senator said. “We're 

not robots. We all have to take this seriously. It is despicable what happened. I don't 

think it's fair to say that he told people to go break into the Capitol. But I think it is 

also fair to say he could have responded quicker to asking these thugs to stop. ... 

“Everybody could have done a better job that day,” he added. “It's a bad day. There's 

no winners. There's all losers. Whether it's a law enforcement officer or anybody else 
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that lost their lives, it's somebody's family. You hate this stuff.” 

Scott called on Trump to reconsider his announcement that he will not attend 

Biden’s inauguration, but he criticized efforts to punish or remove the president nine 

days before he will leave office anyway. This puts him at odds with some of his GOP 

colleagues. Toomey said on the Sunday shows that Trump should resign and go 

away as soon as possible. “I acknowledge that may not be likely, but that would be 

best,” he said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska}, who is up 

for reelection in 2022, also told the Anchorage Daily News that she wants Trump 
bed 

  Scott said “oh, yeah” when I asked whether it was a hard call to formally object to 

Pennsylvania’s results. “You're trying to always figure out ways to do the right thing, 
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and then, also, this stuff was so emotional for people,” he said. “I can't think of 

anything, maybe other than after the Parkland shooting, that people contacted me 

more about, passionately, and they still are.” 

Several editorial boards in Florida’s biggest newspapers have blasted Scott, noting 

that Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) voted to uphold the results. The Tampa Bay Times 

sail: “Scott disgraces himself and embarrasses Florida.” Some House Democrats are 

calling for the expulsion of any member who did not accept the election results. 

Lawmakers who voted to reject electors also face a growing backlash from corporate 

America. Marriott, the world’s largest hotel chain, said Sunday that the chaos at the 

Capitol has prompted a halt to all campaign donations to any lawmaker who voted 

against certifying the electoral college results. “The Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Association said it would do the same. The provider of health insurance to more 

than 100 million people said in a statement that its political action committee was 

suspending contributions ‘to those lawmakers who voted to undermine our 
999 sys } oye 

democracy,” Todd Franke! ari Jeff Stein report. “Commerce Bank also said in a 

statement that its PAC has ‘suspended all support for officials who have impeded 

the peaceful transfer of power.” 

Financial institutions are also suspending donations. “Goldman is still formulating 

its measures that will probably curtail future political giving to the elected leaders 

who fought to overturn the 2020 result,” Sloarriberg News reports. “JPMorgan, the 

largest U.S. bank by assets, said it’s planning a six-month suspension to both 

Republicans and Democrats. Citigroup said it intends to temporarily stop all 

political contributions in the current quarter. ... Morgan Stanley also joined its 

competitors, with pointed scrutiny on all members of Congress who did't vote to 

certify Biden’s win by pausing its contributions to them. ... 

“Stopping short of vowing to suspend donations, Bank of America Corp., Ford Motor 

Co. and AT&T Inc. said they will take recent events into consideration before any 

future donations. CVS Health Corp., Exxon Mobil Corp., Wells Fargo & Co. and 

some other donors said they are reviewing their policies on political giving.” 
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All of this is significant because fundraising is the most important part of the job for 

an NRSC chair. It is unclear whether new corporate policies like Marriott’s will 

apply to the party committees. Rep. Tom Emmer (R-Minn.), the chairman of the 

National Republican Congressional Committee, opposed the electoral college 

challenges, though House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) and Minority 

Whip Steve Scalise (R-La.} joined the objectors. 

Scott’s predecessor as NRSC chairman, Sen. Todd Young (R-Ind.), also opposed the 

election challenge. He was swarmed by Trump supporters as he arrived at work a 

few hours before the mob breached the Capitol. "Opinions don't matter. The law 

matters,” Young told the crowd in a heated back-and-forth. 

Scott told me he will put a heavy emphasis on cultivating small-dollar, grass-roots 

donors to compete with the green tsunami of cash that Democratic candidates have 

raised during the past two cycles. “Here's my definition of success: Ultimately, do we 

get a majority back? That's where I've got to get us to, but the path there is that we 

need to be able to be competitive with ActBlue,” he said. “To do that, we have to 

work on clearly defining the differences.” 

The former hospital company chief executive is one of the richest members of the 

Senate. In as intracuetary video that will go out to NRSC donors later today, Scott 

says he will never ask for any money unless he’s already given more. 

While Burr and Toomey announced last year that they are retiring, Scott said right 

he is trying to convince all the GOP incumbents who are up for reelection in 2022 to 

run again. That includes Iowa Sen. Chuck Grassley, 87, and Wisconsin Sen. Ron 

Johnson, who said in 2016 he would not seek a third term but, more recently, has 

kept the door open to changing his mind. 

Scott said he is calling the state party chair and the two Republican National 

Committee members in each state with a Senate race next year to get their read on 

the lay of the land. “I've talked to Toomey about Pennsylvania, and he's got ideas, 

and Burr clearly has ideas on North Carolina,” said Scott. “We'll find good people.” 

The NRSC has always supported incumbents. But the committee has also become 
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much more aggressive about getting involved in primaries ever since flawed 

Republican candidates like Todd Akin, Christine O’Donnell and Richard Mourdock 

blew winnable general elections. Scott told me he is uneasy with wading into 

primaries. 

“Do I want to? No! I've not done that because, as you remember, I had a really tough 

primary for governor back in 2010, and everybody endorsed my opponent,” Scott 

said. “But I know there's other people in Senate leadership that want to make sure I 

do. So we'll see. This will an interesting experience because you want to make sure 

that you let the voters’ voices be heard. For me personally, that will be a pretty big 

challenge.” 

Scott hopes to unify different factions of the party by keeping the focus on their 

CastadingsfaHoutiidiesbrump going to give us a big opening,” he 
said. “Nancy Pelosi is going to tell you what you're going to be able to get paid, and 

Kamala Harris will tell you how much you get to keep.” 

Scott will be up for a second term in 2024, but he is also keeping the door open to 

running for president instead. “I'm planning to run for reelection,” he said. “A lot of 

people ask me about running for president. What I tell them is that I'm not — right 
b>) 

now. 

Share The Daily 202. 02—~—*—té<“Ct~‘“:*é Listen to the podcast _ 
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More evidence emerges that Trump exerted improper influence 

on Georgia officials. 

Four significant stories came out over the weekend. 

1} White House officials pushed Atianta’s top federal prosecutor to 

resign the day before Georgia's Senate runolis because Trump was upset 

he wasn’t doing enough te “investigate” the president’s unproven claims 

of election frand. “A senior Justice Department official, at the behest of the White 

House, called the Trump-appointed U.S. Attorney Byung J. Pak late on the night of 
eNe sd YA Styex YA QE gS  Pevereyverd searyes etic yy Y x3 os PEWIEMPPVEVT Heyy ryys 

Jan. 3; SSRN0 SPSL USE SIS PREECE SAN x 

2) A federal prosecutor in Savannah, Ga. — whom Trump himself tapped 
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to take over the U.S. attorney’s office in Atlanta — brought to his new 

assignment two assistants previously tasked with monitoring possible 

election fraud. By default, leadership of the Atlanta office was supposed to pass to 

Kurt Erskine, a longtime federal prosecutor who had been Pak’s top deputy. But, 

according to the Justice Department, Bobby Christine was appointed instead “by 

written order” of the eres “The move, seal observers say, is unusual on 

multiple levels,” Matt fapotasky and Amy Gardner report. “Atlanta already has 

more prosecutors than Savannah, including those with experience in election cases, 

so it is unclear why Christine would want additional personnel there. It would be 

atypical for an acting U.S. attorney to initiate an investigation or special assignment 

so close to the end of a presidential administration. ... 

"Trump’s attorneys, meanwhile, seemed to stand down in their efforts to challenge 

election results in Georgia, voluntarily dropping five lawsuits pending against 

[Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger (R}]. But they may have exposed themselves 

to court sanctions by falsely claiming in their filings that the request for dismissal 

was the result of a settlement agreement with Raffensperger — which 

Raffensperger’s attorneys said was not the case.” 

3) Trump urged Georgia’s lead elections investigator to “find the fraud” 

in a lengthy Dec. 23 phone call that had not preousy been reported, 

saying the official would be a “national hero,” Gardser scooped! oy Saturday 

wight. “Trump placed the call ... while the individual was J eading an inquiry into 

allegations of ballot fraud in Cobb County ... The president’s attempts to intervene 

in an ongoing investigation could amount to obstruction of justice or other criminal 

violations, legal experts said.” 

4) Trump told Loeffler before he landed in Georgia for his final rally last 

Monday night that he would “do a number on her” from the stage if she 

didn’t announce support for his electoral college challenges, Washington 

Free Beacon editor-in-chief Eliana Johnson reported Sunday in Pssitics:. Loeffler 

agreed to announce her support for the challenges onstage. Ultimately, after she lost 

and the mob stormed the Capitol, the appointed senator announced that she would 

not vote to reject the results from her own state. 
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PGA pulls 2022 championship from Trump’s Bedminster, N.J., 

course. 

“Jim Richerson, PGA of America’s president, said the group’s board voted Sunday 

night to ‘exercise the right to terminate the agreement’ with Trump’s course,” Pavici 

Pahrenthoatd, Jonathan CYConnel! and Barry Svriuga repent. “The PGA 

Championship is one of the four majors in men’s golf, and therefore it was 

scheduled to be the most prestigious event ever held at a Trump property. ... The 

group made no announcement about a replacement venue. ... 

“Last week’s events have caused other business partners to cut ties. The e-commerce 

firm Shopify said it would no longer host the Trump Organization’s online retail 

store, which sold T-shirts, hats, scented candles and bath bombs with the Trump 

name. That retail site, trumpstore.com, generated about $900,000 in revenue for 

the president’s company in 2019 ... On Friday, real estate brokerage firm JLL said it 

would no longer represent Trump’s company In its efforts to sell the Trump hotel in 

downtown Washington.” The president did not speak publicly on Sunday, and he 

has been barred from Twitter, his preferred communication channe!. 

« Cumulus Media, one of America’s largest talk-radio companies, which employs 

some of the most popular right-leaning talk radio hosts, told its on-air 

personalities to stop suggesting that the election was stolen from Trump — or 

else face termination. (faui Farhi) 

e Stripe announced it will no longer process payments for Trump’s campaign 

website. (VS) 

« Parler CEO John Matze said his company has been dropped by virtually all of 

its business partners after Amazon, Apple and Google cut off the alternative to 

Twitter. @eadtins) 
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As Pelosi vows to forge ahead with impeachment, the debate 

divides and consumes Democrats. 

Most House members remain mad and insist Trump musi face consequences for 

inciting last week’s deadly assault, but Biden has signaled he does not want the 

effort io interfere with his agenda and some key Democrais are quietly looking for a 

way to put the brakes on this. “The train has left the station,” one Democrat said of 

impeachment. “It’s on a track that, while people have reservations, nobody knows 
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how to stop it.” 

"The conflict confronts Biden with his first test on what could be an early, 

incendiary dilemma facing his presen how hard to pursue accountability for 

Trump and those in his orbit,” felicia Sores, Mike OeSonis and Jater Eperin 

repant. "Rep. James E. Clyburn sc) a Biden ally and House leader, proposed 

Sunday that the House vote this week to impeach but wait a few months to submit 

the articles of impeachment to the Senate for a trial. Those comments provoked 

widespread frustration among Democrats, according to multiple aides and 

lawmakers. .. 

"The earliest action on impeachment could come Tuesday in the House 

Rules Committee, which would meet to prepare legislation for the House floor; 

actual votes on impeachment or other items can occur no sooner than Wednesday — 

a week before Biden’s inauguration. As of ee afternoon, a draft impeachment 

resolution {yc} garsered 220 co-spemysays iy fhe House, according to Rep. David N. 

Cicilline (D-RI), one of its authors. ... 

"Others said Congress should censure Trump instead of impeaching him, 

an action that could be taken quickly and possibly attract broader support. Del. 

Eleanor Holmes Norton (D), the District of Columbia’s nonvoting representative In 

the House, said she plans to introduce such a measure Monday, describing it as ‘the 

only way to send a bipartisan, bicameral message without delay to the country and 

the world that the United States is a nation of laws.’ Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-I]1.), a 

frequent Trump critic, also suggested he would back a censure motion. ... 

“White House spokesman Judd Deere said Trump is expected to travel to 

Alamo, Tex., on Tuesday to mark progress on his border wall. ...Speaking on 

‘Fox News Sunday,’ Trump’s former chief of staff, Mick Mulvaney, said that of all of 

the things Trump has done, ‘I could probably defend almost all of them’ until this 

point. But in the riot’s aftermath, he added, he would ‘seriously’ consider voting to 

impeach Trump if he were still a House member. On ABC’s ‘This Week,’ [Chris] 

Christie, a former Trump backer, said he would also vote to impeach if he were in 

Congress. ‘If inciting to insurrection isn’t [an impeachable offense], then I don’t 
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really know what is,’ Christie said. Other Republicans, however, remained wary or 

opposed to impeachment, including most of those currently in office. Sen. Roy Blunt 

(R-Mo.) suggested it was not necessary because there was little chance Trump would 

repeat his dangerous actions.” 

e An AEX News-Yosas pei! published Sunday found that 56 percent of Americans 

think Trump should be removed from office before Jan. 20. Among those who 

say Trump should not be removed immediately, 45 percent nevertheless say his 

actions last week were wrong. Only 13 percent of Republicans support 

removing Trump from officer early. Overall, 67 percent of Americans lay blame 

squarely at Trump's feet for the riot and the Capitol breach. 

e Ina statemert this morning, First Lady Melania Trump offered condolences to 

the families of all six people whose deaths have been connected to the riots but 

then she complained about criticism that she’s been quiet for five days. “I find 

it shameful that surrounding these tragic events there has been salacious 

gossip, unwarranted personal attacks, and false misleading accusations on me 

— from people who are looking to be relevant and have an agenda,” she wrote. 

¢ Ina highly unusual move, American diplomats have drafted two cables 

condemning Trump’s incitement of the assault on the Capitol and calling for 

administration officials to consider invoking the 25th Amendment. (AP) 

¢ Relations between Trump and Pence have collapsed, and Reuters reports the 

two men are no longer on speaking terms. “Pence gave a goodbye pep talk to 

his staff in an emotional meeting on Friday before many of them leave this 

week,” Reuters reports. “He cited a Bible verse that his chief of staff, Marc 

Short, texted him on Thursday morning after Pence formally certified Biden’s 

victory. “We have fought the good fight, we have kept the faith and we finished 

the race,’ Short said.” 

e “Pence has not ruled out an effort to invoke the 25th Amendment and wants to 

preserve the option in case Trump becomes more unstable, a source close to the 

vice president says,” pes CNN. 

e Frank Luntz, a veteran GOP pollster, conducted a focus group the night after 

the Capitol attack with 12 Trump voters from 11 different states. Luntz said that 

when he asked the group of 12 to name their preferred candidate for president 

in 2024, only two said Trump. None said Pence. (fi! Sucker) 

e The day before the riots, an arm of the Republican Attorneys General 

Association sent out robocalls urging supporters to come to D.C. to “fight” 
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Congress on behalf of Trump’s baseless election claims. Now, several GOP 

attorneys general are distancing themselves from the calls, claiming they did 

not know what was done in their names. (Andrea Salcediss) 

e Rep. Peter Meijer (R-Mich.) said some House Republicans who voted to reject 

Biden’s win knew they were lying about election irregularities but did so 

anyway because they are worried about the safety of their own families. 

(Season) 

¢ Three siblings of Rep. Paul Gosar’s (R-Ariz.) reached out to Rep. Rati] Grijalva 

(D-Ariz.) asking for his help to get their brother expelled from Congress. The 

siblings — who recorded a commercial for Gosar’s challenger in 2018 — blame 

their brother for inciting the riots. (Arizona Sepultic) 

* More than 5,000 law school alumni and students have signed a pejition calling 

for Sens. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) and Ted Cruz (R-Tex.} to be disbarro@. (Valeri 
oS 

S 

  

Quote of the day 

_ “if there’s ever any silver lining in an awful, awful, awful day, J think 

   
if’s that this has accelerated the march away from Trummpism,” said 

_ former senator Jeff Flake (R-Ariz). (Maki Viser) 

Law enforcement fallout 
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Outgoing Capitol Police chief says House and Senate security 

Officials blocked efforts to call in National Guard. 

“Two days before Congress was set to formalize Biden’s victory, Capitol Police Chief 
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Steven Sund was growing increasingly worried about the size of the pro-Trump 

crowds expected to stream into Washington in protest. To be on the safe side, Sund 

asked House and Senate security officials for permission to request that the D.C. 

National Guard be placed on standby in in case he needed quick backup. But, Sund 

said Sunday, they turned him down,” Cars Uesarnig, Aarory Davis, Peter Ne 

and Karoun Dewedriian regert. “Sund, who has since resigned his post, said his 

supervisors were reluctant to take forma] steps to put the Guard on call even as 

police intelligence suggested that the crowd Trump had invited to Washington to 

protest his defeat probably would be much larger than earlier demonstrations. 

House Sergeant at Arms Paul Irving said he wasn’t comfortable with the ‘optics’ of 

formally declaring an emergency ahead of the demonstration, Sund said. 

Meanwhile, Senate Sergeant at Arms Michael Stenger suggested that Sund should 

informally seek out his Guard contacts, asking them to ‘lean forward’ and be on alert 

in case Capitol Police needed their help. ... It was the first of six times Sund’s 

request for help was rejected or delayed, he said. 

“Two days later on Wednesday afternoon, his forces already in the midst of crisis, 

Sund said he pleaded for help five more times as a scene far more dire than he had 

ever imagined unfolded on the historic Capitol grounds. ... At 2:26 p.m., Sund said, 

he joined a conference call to the Pentagon to plead for additional backup. ... On the 

call were several officials from the D.C. government, as well as officials from the 

Pentagon, including Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, director of the Army Staff. The D.C. 

contingent was flabbergasted to hear Piatt say that he could not recommend that his 

boss, Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy, approve the request. ‘I don’t like the visual of 

the National Guard standing a police line with the Capitol in the background,’ Piatt 

said ... Again and again, Sund said, “The situation is dire,’ recalled John Falcicchio, 

the chief of staff for D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser. “Literally, this guy Is on the 

phone, I mean, crying out for help. It’s burned in my memories.” 

¢ U.S. Capitol Police on Sunday announced the death of off-duty officer Howard 

Liebengood, 51, who had been on the scene Wednesday. “Its statement did not 

list a cause of death, but two law enforcement officials told The Post that he 

had died by suicide,” Aiiises: Meis and Rebeora Pas rene’. 

« Pelosi said several of her staffers ran into a conference room, barricaded the 
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door, switched off the lights and cowered under a conference table for hours as 

rioters vandalized the speaker's office. Pelosi showed “60 Minutes” where the 

rioters broke down her office door and shattered an antique mirror, scattering 

glass. (Jaclyn Peisey) 

¢ The FBI and NYPD told Capitol Police about the possibility of violence before 

the riot. “The FBI even visited more than a dozen extremists already under 

investigation to urge them not to travel to Washington,” NX? News reports. 

¢ Two Black Capitol Police officers said their leaders left them unprepared for the 

attack. “Management’s inaction left Black police officers especially vulnerable,” 

BaussFeeci News reports. “The [officers] said they were wrong-footed, fighting 

off an invading force that their managers had downplayed and not prepared 

them for. They had all been issued gas masks, for example, but management 

didn’t tell them to bring them in on the day.” 

The Post has identified over 100 members of the Capitol mob. 

Almost all are White. Most are men. 

“Those who made their way to the grounds of the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday hail 

from at least 36 states, along with the District of Columbia and Canada, according 

to a Post list of over 100 people identified as being on the scene of the Capitol. Their 

professions touch nearly every facet of American society: lawyers, local lawmakers, 

real estate agents, law enforcement officers, military veterans, construction workers, 

hair stylists and nurses. Among the crowd were devout Christians who highlighted 

Bible verses, adherents of the QAnon conspiracy theory and members of 

documented hate groups, including white nationalist organizations and militant 

right-wing organizations, such as the Proud Boys,” Amy Britfsin, Julie Sauer, 

Jens Abelson, Dawid Wiiimian and Nicole Dungea report. 

“The list is just a limited cross section of the thousands of people who descended 

upon the area, yet some striking commonalities are hard to ignore. ... About one in 

six were women — also almost all White. Many left extensive social media 

documentation of their passions, ideologies and, in some cases, disillusionment and 

vendettas. ... A handful of the most notorious rioters, including a man who carried a 

Confederate flag over his shoulder though the Capitol, have not yet had their 

identities publicly confirmed by law enforcement. Dozens of people have been 

arrested — some for minor offenses like breaking curfew or unlawful entry, while 
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others face more serious federal charges, including firearm possession, violent entry 

and disorderly conduct at the Capitol building. The count is expected to grow rapidly 

in the coming days. ... Michael Sherwin, the acting U.S. attorney for the District of 

Columbia taisi NFS that his staff is working around-the-clock to sort through 

‘potentially thousands of people that may have information about crimes ... meaning 

there could be hundreds of people charged.” 

¢ Two men who allegedly carried zip ties around the Capitol during the riot are 

being investigated by counterterrorism prosecutors. Larry Rendell Brock, a 

retired Air Force lieutenant colonel, was arrested in Texas and charged with 

one count of knowingly entering a restricted building and one count of violent 

entry and disorderly conduct. Eric Gavelek Munchel, arrested in Tennessee, 

was charged with the same counts, prosecutors said, after being allegedly 

photographed climbing over a railing in the Senate gallery carrying plastic 

restraints. (Spencer Neu, Mery! Sornfield, Paaniina Vitlegas and Dan Larmyws is) 

¢ The U.S. Army is investigating a psychological operations officer who led a 

group of North Carolinians to the D.C. rally. Fort Bragg commanders are 

reviewing Capt. Emily Rainey’s involvement in the events, but she said she 

acted within military regulations and that no one in her group broke the law. 

(A¥) 

¢ Two police officers with the Rocky Mount, Va., police department were placed 

on administrative leave after the town discovered they attended the riot. Gan 

Shaynra) 

e At least two Seattle police officers who were in D.C. during the riot have been 

placed on administrative leave. (Seatiie Times) 

e A Philadelphia police detective from the unit that investigates the backgrounds 

of potential recruits was temporarily reassigned based on a tip that she 

attended Trump’s D.C. rally. @hadefpiia Ynquirer) 

e Video shows the mob dragging a police officer down the stairs. A rioter beat the 

officer with an American flag pole. The outnumbered officer has not been 

identified. (Katie Shepherd) 

« Asmall group of sleuths has been identifying right-wing extremists long before 

the attack. (Rabert Memke) 

e An Idaho man who posted a video of himself on Instagram in the chair Pence 

had sat In moments earlier — after apparently jumping down from the balcony 
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Congress's physician warns lawmakers that they may have been 

exposed to covid. 

ee 

Many members of the House community were in protective isolation in a room 

located in a large committee hearing space,’ Brian Monahan, the attending 

physician to Congress, wrote in an email that was sent to members of Congress on 

Sunday morning. “The time in this room was several hours for some and briefer for 

others,” Santina Flros!, Amy Wang and DeSonis report. “Monahan did not specify 

how large the group of lawmakers in the room was. Two House aides confirmed to 

The Post that Monahan was referring to a room where scores of House members 

were taken to during the riot. ... [Video] showed maskless Republicans — including 

Reps. Andy Biggs (Ariz.}, Michael Cloud (Tex.), Markwayne Mullin (Okla.) and Scott 

Perry (Pa.} — refusing masks offered by Democratic Rep. Lisa Blunt Rochester (Del.) 

while in the room. Monahan’s email advised lawmakers who may have been 

exposed to continue monitoring for symptoms, wearing masks and social 

distancing.” He also recommended that they get tested this week. 

¢ The U.S. reported 1,949 new coronavirus deaths on Sunday, for a total of more 

than 373,000 covid deaths in the United States. More than 228,991 new cases 

were reported as covid-related hospitalizations rose 2.9 percent, per The Fast’s 

tracker. 

¢ Hospitals are throwing out doses of Pfizer’s vaccine because the federal 

government is supplying some facilities with syringes that can only extract five 

doses from vials that often contain more. (Paiitics) 

¢ Medical providers across New York State were forced to throw out precious 

vaccine doses because of difficulties finding patients who precisely matched the 

state’s strict vaccination guidelines. Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) is finally 

loosening the rules, allowing employees who interact with the public, such as a 

pharmacy’s cashiers and delivery staff, to receive the shot. (NYY) 

e As schools in Chicago prepare to reopen, 147 nurses with the city’s public 

school system are warning that reopening the buildings Is still unsafe. (’alerie 

e The vaccine rollout tn Florida has turned into a free-for-all, as the state 

experiences an alarming surge in new cases. Adding to the complications, the 

state announced Sunday that its large testing and vaccination site at Hard 

Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens — the recent scene of long lines of people 
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awaiting vaccination — would shut down for much of today to make way for the 

College Football Playoff national championship game. (N'V"?) 

e The NBA canceled a game between the Boston Celtics and the Miami Heat as 

its covid woes mount. The cancellation came after a Miami player returned an 

inconclusive result for a covid test. (Sen Golliver and Bes Sieler) 

e Vitamin D sales are up, but experts still don’t know whether it prevents or 

treats covid. CAtivsun Chis) 

As spending climbs and revenue falls, the virus threatens even 

stable, middle-income countries. 

“Costa Rica built Latin America’s model society, enacting universal health care and 

spending its way to one of the Western Hemisphere’s highest literacy rates. Now, it’s 

reeling from the financially crushing side effects of the coronavirus, as cratering 

revenue and crisis spending force a reckoning over a massive pile of government 

debt,” Alexander Villegas, Arthorny Faiola ard Lesley Wrought report. “Around 

the globe, the pandemic is racking up a mind-blowing bill: trillions of dollars in lost 

tax revenue, ramped-up spending and new borrowing set to burden the next 

generation with record levels of debt. In the direst cases — low- and middle-income 

countries, mostly in Africa and Latin America, that are already saddled with 

backbreaking debt — covering the rising costs Is transforming into a high-stakes test 

of national solvency. Analysts call it a “debt tsunami’: National accounts are sinking 

into the red at a record pace. ‘I consider the risk to be very high of an emerging- 

market debt crisis where a lot of countries run into problems at once,’ said Harvard 

economist Kenneth Rogoff, former chief economist at the International Monetary 

Fund.” 

¢ Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip were vaccinated. (Caria Acasy) 

¢ Pope Francis said he'll get the vaccine soon, perhaps as early as next week, and 

added that inoculation is a duty for everyone. “I believe that ethically everyone 

needs to receive the vaccine,” Francis told Italy’s TG5. (Chics: Harlan and 

Stefanie Patrefis) 

¢ Support for holding the Olympics in Japan this summer has plummeted. A 

Kyodo News Agency poll shows that roughly 80 percent of people in the 

country want to cancel or reschedule the Games. (Astoria Farsass) 

The Chinese Communist Party is telling a tale of triumph — and 
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no mistakes — a year after Wuhan. 

“At a museum in Wuhan, China, a sprawling exhibition paints a stirring tale of how 

the city’s sacrifices in a brutal 76-day lockdown led to triumph over the coronavirus 

and,-ultimately, rebirth..No.costs.appear to have been.spared for.the.show, which... 

features a hologram of medical staff members moving around a hospital room, 
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¢ Biden plans to nominate career diplomat Bill Burns to run the CIA. (Mavis 

fenaiias) 

e As Trump’s presidency winds down, allies of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange 

have ramped up a push for a last-minute pardon from the president, enlisting a 
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lobbyist with connections to the White House and trying to rally supporters 

across the political spectrum. (NYY) 

¢ Following an internal battle, the Trump administration will declare Yemen’s 

Houthi rebels a foreign terrorist organization, a decision that aid groups and 

several senior U.S. officials worry could worsen a humanitarian crisis. (Joh 

Hucdsan and Missy Ryvas) 

e Investigators located the black box from the Indonesian passenger jet that 

crashed into the Java Sea on Saturday with 62 people on board. No one 

¢ Pope Francis changed church law to give women the right to act as readers and 

altar servers, but he says they still cannot be priests. (Chico Harlan) 

* Nancy Bush, the sister of one Republican president and aunt of another who 

devoted herself to Democratic causes, died at an assisted living facility in 

Massachusetts. She was 94. (NYS) 

Social media speed read 

A mourning cloth draped the entrance of the Capitol Police headquarters: 
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A North Carolina House candidate, who was endorsed by White House chief of staff 

Mark Meadows, touted her attendance at Trump’s D.C. rally in a fundraising email: 
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Meanwhile, Jared Kushner had a party: 

Videos of the day 
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Former California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger (R), an immigrant from Austria, 

compared the Capitol violence to the Kristallnacht destruction by the Nazis: 

  FBI(2icv558)-2904



“The Daily Show” compared what Fox News hosts said about Democrats 

complaining about the 2016 election to what they are saying now: 

    

  We think you'll like this newsletter 

Check out Must Reads for a curated selection of our hest 
journalism in your inbox every Saturday, plus a peek behind 

the scenes into how one story came together. Say up 5 
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GOP looks to win back Senate in 2022, as new NRSC 

chairman defends vote to reject Pa. results 

Democrats taking control of the Senate after winning upsets in both Georgia runoffs 

would have been the biggest political story of any ordinary week, but the seismic 

news was quickly overshadowed when a pro-Trump mob took over the Capitol. 

House Democrats formally introduced an article of impeachment this morning 

against President Trump, charging him with “incitement of insurrection.” The 

House could vote as early as Wednesday. In a brief session, House Republicans 

blocked a measure calling on Vice President Pence and the Cabinet to remove 

Trump under the 25th Amendment, ensuring a vote in the full House on Tuesday. 

On the other side of the Capitol, as Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N_Y.) is gsisesi to realize 

his dream of becoming majority leader after 40 years in Congress, Sen. Rick Scott 

(R-Fla.) takes command today of the National Republican Senatorial Committee. 

More than anyone else, Scott will be responsible for trying to take that title back for 

Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). 
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Scott, 68, takes the helm of the powerful party committee amid Republican divisions 

over the post-Trump future and, more pressingly, intense blowback from the 

business community and other elites over his vote last week to reject President-elect 
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Joe Biden’s victory in Pennsylvania. Scott was one of ig 

House members, to support at least one objection to counting Biden’s certified votes. 

Many people blame lawmakers in this group for reinforcing the false belief among a 
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wide swath of Republicans voters that the November election was stolen from 

Trump. 

  

    

  

Despite the tempers of the momeng, history favors Republicans in 2022.   
Historically, with a few exceptions like the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, 

the opposition party fares well during any president’s first midterm. With Vice 

President-elect Kamala Harris poised to break the 50-50 tie, the GOP needs to pick 

up just one seat. 

But next year’s map favors Democrats. The GOP must defend 20 seats, compared to 

14 for Democrats, including Florida, Iowa, Wisconsin, North Carolina and 

Pennsylvania. The Republicans incumbents in those last two, Richard Burr and Pat 

Toomey, have already announced that they will retire, and open seats are more 

difficult to defend. 

In a half-hour telephone interview on Sunday afternoon, Scott said Republicans will 

put a heavy focus on defeating Sen.-elect Raphael Warnock (D-Ga.}, who will be on 

the ballot again in 2022 to secure a full six-year term, and Sen. Mark Kelly (D- 

Ariz.), who just won a special election to complete the last two years of the late John 

McCain’s term. 

“T've got my work cut out for me, but I'm excited,” Scott said from Florida. “We'll be 

able to get back the seat that Kelly Loeffler was in if we get our message out. We 

should be able to win back Arizona. I think we just have to, but there's plenty of 

other states where there were close races in 2016 that we have a chance to get back.” 
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Asked about the lessons from Georgia for next year, he said: “What we have to do is, 

number one, we have to have the right candidate. That's the biggest thing. And then 

you have to have a message that resonates.” 
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Scott sought to reject Pennsylvanials 20 electors but opposed the effort to reject 

Arizona’s 11 votes. His argument is that the Keystone State loosened its rules for 

mail-in voting because of the coronavirus in ways that didn’t comply with state law. 

The state’s Supreme Court dismissed a legal challenge on these grounds, and the 

U.S. Supreme Court, despite a 6-to-3 conservative majority, also declined to weigh 

in. 

The senator demurred when I asked whether he reconsidered his vote to reject 

Pennsylvania’s votes after the carnage in the Capitol. “If we just sit here and say, 

‘Oh, we don't ever care about this,’ it's not going to get better, and it's bad for 

everybody that's voting,” he said. “I'm sure everybody has different reasons for why 

they voted the way they did, but I want to get these election laws fixed.” 

Asked whether Trump bears responsibility for inciting the riot, Scott said the 

president “could have responded faster” once the mob made it inside the 

Capitol. “First off, we're all responsible for our own actions,” the senator said. “We're 

not robots. We all have to take this seriously. It is despicable what happened. I don't 

think it's fair to say that he told people to go break into the Capitol. But I think it is 

also fair to say he could have responded quicker to asking these thugs to stop. ... 

“Everybody could have done a better job that day,” he added. “It's a bad day. There's 

no winners. There's all losers. Whether it's a law enforcement officer or anybody else 
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that lost their lives, it's somebody's family. You hate this stuff.” 

Scott called on Trump to reconsider his announcement that he will not attend 

Biden’s inauguration, but he criticized efforts to punish or remove the president nine 

days before he will leave office anyway. This puts him at odds with some of his GOP 

colleagues. Toomey said on the Sunday shows that Trump should resign and go 

away as soon as possible. “I acknowledge that may not be likely, but that would be 

best,” he said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska}, who is up 

for reelection in 2022, also told the Anchorage Daily News that she wants Trump 
bed 

  Scott said “oh, yeah” when I asked whether it was a hard call to formally object to 

Pennsylvania’s results. “You're trying to always figure out ways to do the right thing, 
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and then, also, this stuff was so emotional for people,” he said. “I can't think of 

anything, maybe other than after the Parkland shooting, that people contacted me 

more about, passionately, and they still are.” 

Several editorial boards in Florida’s biggest newspapers have blasted Scott, noting 

that Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) voted to uphold the results. The Tampa Bay Times 

sail: “Scott disgraces himself and embarrasses Florida.” Some House Democrats are 

calling for the expulsion of any member who did not accept the election results. 

Lawmakers who voted to reject electors also face a growing backlash from corporate 

America. Marriott, the world’s largest hotel chain, said Sunday that the chaos at the 

Capitol has prompted a halt to all campaign donations to any lawmaker who voted 

against certifying the electoral college results. “The Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Association said it would do the same. The provider of health insurance to more 

than 100 million people said in a statement that its political action committee was 

suspending contributions ‘to those lawmakers who voted to undermine our 
999 sys } oye 

democracy,” Todd Franke! ari Jeff Stein report. “Commerce Bank also said in a 

statement that its PAC has ‘suspended all support for officials who have impeded 

the peaceful transfer of power.” 

Financial institutions are also suspending donations. “Goldman is still formulating 

its measures that will probably curtail future political giving to the elected leaders 

who fought to overturn the 2020 result,” Sloarriberg News reports. “JPMorgan, the 

largest U.S. bank by assets, said it’s planning a six-month suspension to both 

Republicans and Democrats. Citigroup said it intends to temporarily stop all 

political contributions in the current quarter. ... Morgan Stanley also joined its 

competitors, with pointed scrutiny on all members of Congress who did't vote to 

certify Biden’s win by pausing its contributions to them. ... 

“Stopping short of vowing to suspend donations, Bank of America Corp., Ford Motor 

Co. and AT&T Inc. said they will take recent events into consideration before any 

future donations. CVS Health Corp., Exxon Mobil Corp., Wells Fargo & Co. and 

some other donors said they are reviewing their policies on political giving.” 
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All of this is significant because fundraising is the most important part of the job for 

an NRSC chair. It is unclear whether new corporate policies like Marriott’s will 

apply to the party committees. Rep. Tom Emmer (R-Minn.), the chairman of the 

National Republican Congressional Committee, opposed the electoral college 

challenges, though House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) and Minority 

Whip Steve Scalise (R-La.} joined the objectors. 

Scott’s predecessor as NRSC chairman, Sen. Todd Young (R-Ind.), also opposed the 

election challenge. He was swarmed by Trump supporters as he arrived at work a 

few hours before the mob breached the Capitol. "Opinions don't matter. The law 

matters,” Young told the crowd in a heated back-and-forth. 

Scott told me he will put a heavy emphasis on cultivating small-dollar, grass-roots 

donors to compete with the green tsunami of cash that Democratic candidates have 

raised during the past two cycles. “Here's my definition of success: Ultimately, do we 

get a majority back? That's where I've got to get us to, but the path there is that we 

need to be able to be competitive with ActBlue,” he said. “To do that, we have to 

work on clearly defining the differences.” 

The former hospital company chief executive is one of the richest members of the 

Senate. In as intracuetary video that will go out to NRSC donors later today, Scott 

says he will never ask for any money unless he’s already given more. 

While Burr and Toomey announced last year that they are retiring, Scott said right 

he is trying to convince all the GOP incumbents who are up for reelection in 2022 to 

run again. That includes Iowa Sen. Chuck Grassley, 87, and Wisconsin Sen. Ron 

Johnson, who said in 2016 he would not seek a third term but, more recently, has 

kept the door open to changing his mind. 

Scott said he is calling the state party chair and the two Republican National 

Committee members in each state with a Senate race next year to get their read on 

the lay of the land. “I've talked to Toomey about Pennsylvania, and he's got ideas, 

and Burr clearly has ideas on North Carolina,” said Scott. “We'll find good people.” 

The NRSC has always supported incumbents. But the committee has also become 
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much more aggressive about getting involved in primaries ever since flawed 

Republican candidates like Todd Akin, Christine O’Donnell and Richard Mourdock 

blew winnable general elections. Scott told me he is uneasy with wading into 

primaries. 

“Do I want to? No! I've not done that because, as you remember, I had a really tough 

primary for governor back in 2010, and everybody endorsed my opponent,” Scott 

said. “But I know there's other people in Senate leadership that want to make sure I 

do. So we'll see. This will an interesting experience because you want to make sure 

that you let the voters’ voices be heard. For me personally, that will be a pretty big 

challenge.” 

Scott hopes to unify different factions of the party by keeping the focus on their 

CastadingsfaHoutiidiesbrump going to give us a big opening,” he 
said. “Nancy Pelosi is going to tell you what you're going to be able to get paid, and 

Kamala Harris will tell you how much you get to keep.” 

Scott will be up for a second term in 2024, but he is also keeping the door open to 

running for president instead. “I'm planning to run for reelection,” he said. “A lot of 

people ask me about running for president. What I tell them is that I'm not — right 
b>) 

now. 

Share The Daily 202. 02—~—*—té<“Ct~‘“:*é Listen to the podcast _ 
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More evidence emerges that Trump exerted improper influence 

on Georgia officials. 

Four significant stories came out over the weekend. 

1} White House officials pushed Atianta’s top federal prosecutor to 

resign the day before Georgia's Senate runolis because Trump was upset 

he wasn’t doing enough te “investigate” the president’s unproven claims 

of election frand. “A senior Justice Department official, at the behest of the White 

House, called the Trump-appointed U.S. Attorney Byung J. Pak late on the night of 
eNe sd YA Styex YA QE gS  Pevereyverd searyes etic yy Y x3 os PEWIEMPPVEVT Heyy ryys 

Jan. 3; SSRN0 SPSL USE SIS PREECE SAN x 

2) A federal prosecutor in Savannah, Ga. — whom Trump himself tapped 
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to take over the U.S. attorney’s office in Atlanta — brought to his new 

assignment two assistants previously tasked with monitoring possible 

election fraud. By default, leadership of the Atlanta office was supposed to pass to 

Kurt Erskine, a longtime federal prosecutor who had been Pak’s top deputy. But, 

according to the Justice Department, Bobby Christine was appointed instead “by 

written order” of the eres “The move, seal observers say, is unusual on 

multiple levels,” Matt fapotasky and Amy Gardner report. “Atlanta already has 

more prosecutors than Savannah, including those with experience in election cases, 

so it is unclear why Christine would want additional personnel there. It would be 

atypical for an acting U.S. attorney to initiate an investigation or special assignment 

so close to the end of a presidential administration. ... 

"Trump’s attorneys, meanwhile, seemed to stand down in their efforts to challenge 

election results in Georgia, voluntarily dropping five lawsuits pending against 

[Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger (R}]. But they may have exposed themselves 

to court sanctions by falsely claiming in their filings that the request for dismissal 

was the result of a settlement agreement with Raffensperger — which 

Raffensperger’s attorneys said was not the case.” 

3) Trump urged Georgia’s lead elections investigator to “find the fraud” 

in a lengthy Dec. 23 phone call that had not preousy been reported, 

saying the official would be a “national hero,” Gardser scooped! oy Saturday 

wight. “Trump placed the call ... while the individual was J eading an inquiry into 

allegations of ballot fraud in Cobb County ... The president’s attempts to intervene 

in an ongoing investigation could amount to obstruction of justice or other criminal 

violations, legal experts said.” 

4) Trump told Loeffler before he landed in Georgia for his final rally last 

Monday night that he would “do a number on her” from the stage if she 

didn’t announce support for his electoral college challenges, Washington 

Free Beacon editor-in-chief Eliana Johnson reported Sunday in Pssitics:. Loeffler 

agreed to announce her support for the challenges onstage. Ultimately, after she lost 

and the mob stormed the Capitol, the appointed senator announced that she would 

not vote to reject the results from her own state. 
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PGA pulls 2022 championship from Trump’s Bedminster, N.J., 

course. 

“Jim Richerson, PGA of America’s president, said the group’s board voted Sunday 

night to ‘exercise the right to terminate the agreement’ with Trump’s course,” Pavici 

Pahrenthoatd, Jonathan CYConnel! and Barry Svriuga repent. “The PGA 

Championship is one of the four majors in men’s golf, and therefore it was 

scheduled to be the most prestigious event ever held at a Trump property. ... The 

group made no announcement about a replacement venue. ... 

“Last week’s events have caused other business partners to cut ties. The e-commerce 

firm Shopify said it would no longer host the Trump Organization’s online retail 

store, which sold T-shirts, hats, scented candles and bath bombs with the Trump 

name. That retail site, trumpstore.com, generated about $900,000 in revenue for 

the president’s company in 2019 ... On Friday, real estate brokerage firm JLL said it 

would no longer represent Trump’s company In its efforts to sell the Trump hotel in 

downtown Washington.” The president did not speak publicly on Sunday, and he 

has been barred from Twitter, his preferred communication channe!. 

« Cumulus Media, one of America’s largest talk-radio companies, which employs 

some of the most popular right-leaning talk radio hosts, told its on-air 

personalities to stop suggesting that the election was stolen from Trump — or 

else face termination. (faui Farhi) 

e Stripe announced it will no longer process payments for Trump’s campaign 

website. (VS) 

« Parler CEO John Matze said his company has been dropped by virtually all of 

its business partners after Amazon, Apple and Google cut off the alternative to 

Twitter. @eadtins) 
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As Pelosi vows to forge ahead with impeachment, the debate 

divides and consumes Democrats. 

Most House members remain mad and insist Trump musi face consequences for 

inciting last week’s deadly assault, but Biden has signaled he does not want the 

effort io interfere with his agenda and some key Democrais are quietly looking for a 

way to put the brakes on this. “The train has left the station,” one Democrat said of 

impeachment. “It’s on a track that, while people have reservations, nobody knows 
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how to stop it.” 

"The conflict confronts Biden with his first test on what could be an early, 

incendiary dilemma facing his presen how hard to pursue accountability for 

Trump and those in his orbit,” felicia Sores, Mike OeSonis and Jater Eperin 

repant. "Rep. James E. Clyburn sc) a Biden ally and House leader, proposed 

Sunday that the House vote this week to impeach but wait a few months to submit 

the articles of impeachment to the Senate for a trial. Those comments provoked 

widespread frustration among Democrats, according to multiple aides and 

lawmakers. .. 

"The earliest action on impeachment could come Tuesday in the House 

Rules Committee, which would meet to prepare legislation for the House floor; 

actual votes on impeachment or other items can occur no sooner than Wednesday — 

a week before Biden’s inauguration. As of ee afternoon, a draft impeachment 

resolution {yc} garsered 220 co-spemysays iy fhe House, according to Rep. David N. 

Cicilline (D-RI), one of its authors. ... 

"Others said Congress should censure Trump instead of impeaching him, 

an action that could be taken quickly and possibly attract broader support. Del. 

Eleanor Holmes Norton (D), the District of Columbia’s nonvoting representative In 

the House, said she plans to introduce such a measure Monday, describing it as ‘the 

only way to send a bipartisan, bicameral message without delay to the country and 

the world that the United States is a nation of laws.’ Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-I]1.), a 

frequent Trump critic, also suggested he would back a censure motion. ... 

“White House spokesman Judd Deere said Trump is expected to travel to 

Alamo, Tex., on Tuesday to mark progress on his border wall. ...Speaking on 

‘Fox News Sunday,’ Trump’s former chief of staff, Mick Mulvaney, said that of all of 

the things Trump has done, ‘I could probably defend almost all of them’ until this 

point. But in the riot’s aftermath, he added, he would ‘seriously’ consider voting to 

impeach Trump if he were still a House member. On ABC’s ‘This Week,’ [Chris] 

Christie, a former Trump backer, said he would also vote to impeach if he were in 

Congress. ‘If inciting to insurrection isn’t [an impeachable offense], then I don’t 
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really know what is,’ Christie said. Other Republicans, however, remained wary or 

opposed to impeachment, including most of those currently in office. Sen. Roy Blunt 

(R-Mo.) suggested it was not necessary because there was little chance Trump would 

repeat his dangerous actions.” 

e An AEX News-Yosas pei! published Sunday found that 56 percent of Americans 

think Trump should be removed from office before Jan. 20. Among those who 

say Trump should not be removed immediately, 45 percent nevertheless say his 

actions last week were wrong. Only 13 percent of Republicans support 

removing Trump from officer early. Overall, 67 percent of Americans lay blame 

squarely at Trump's feet for the riot and the Capitol breach. 

e Ina statemert this morning, First Lady Melania Trump offered condolences to 

the families of all six people whose deaths have been connected to the riots but 

then she complained about criticism that she’s been quiet for five days. “I find 

it shameful that surrounding these tragic events there has been salacious 

gossip, unwarranted personal attacks, and false misleading accusations on me 

— from people who are looking to be relevant and have an agenda,” she wrote. 

¢ Ina highly unusual move, American diplomats have drafted two cables 

condemning Trump’s incitement of the assault on the Capitol and calling for 

administration officials to consider invoking the 25th Amendment. (AP) 

¢ Relations between Trump and Pence have collapsed, and Reuters reports the 

two men are no longer on speaking terms. “Pence gave a goodbye pep talk to 

his staff in an emotional meeting on Friday before many of them leave this 

week,” Reuters reports. “He cited a Bible verse that his chief of staff, Marc 

Short, texted him on Thursday morning after Pence formally certified Biden’s 

victory. “We have fought the good fight, we have kept the faith and we finished 

the race,’ Short said.” 

e “Pence has not ruled out an effort to invoke the 25th Amendment and wants to 

preserve the option in case Trump becomes more unstable, a source close to the 

vice president says,” pes CNN. 

e Frank Luntz, a veteran GOP pollster, conducted a focus group the night after 

the Capitol attack with 12 Trump voters from 11 different states. Luntz said that 

when he asked the group of 12 to name their preferred candidate for president 

in 2024, only two said Trump. None said Pence. (fi! Sucker) 

e The day before the riots, an arm of the Republican Attorneys General 

Association sent out robocalls urging supporters to come to D.C. to “fight” 
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Congress on behalf of Trump’s baseless election claims. Now, several GOP 

attorneys general are distancing themselves from the calls, claiming they did 

not know what was done in their names. (Andrea Salcediss) 

e Rep. Peter Meijer (R-Mich.) said some House Republicans who voted to reject 

Biden’s win knew they were lying about election irregularities but did so 

anyway because they are worried about the safety of their own families. 

(Season) 

¢ Three siblings of Rep. Paul Gosar’s (R-Ariz.) reached out to Rep. Rati] Grijalva 

(D-Ariz.) asking for his help to get their brother expelled from Congress. The 

siblings — who recorded a commercial for Gosar’s challenger in 2018 — blame 

their brother for inciting the riots. (Arizona Sepultic) 

* More than 5,000 law school alumni and students have signed a pejition calling 

for Sens. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) and Ted Cruz (R-Tex.} to be disbarro@. (Valeri 
oS 

S 

  

Quote of the day 

_ “if there’s ever any silver lining in an awful, awful, awful day, J think 

   
if’s that this has accelerated the march away from Trummpism,” said 

_ former senator Jeff Flake (R-Ariz). (Maki Viser) 

Law enforcement fallout 
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Outgoing Capitol Police chief says House and Senate security 

Officials blocked efforts to call in National Guard. 

“Two days before Congress was set to formalize Biden’s victory, Capitol Police Chief 
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Steven Sund was growing increasingly worried about the size of the pro-Trump 

crowds expected to stream into Washington in protest. To be on the safe side, Sund 

asked House and Senate security officials for permission to request that the D.C. 

National Guard be placed on standby in in case he needed quick backup. But, Sund 

said Sunday, they turned him down,” Cars Uesarnig, Aarory Davis, Peter Ne 

and Karoun Dewedriian regert. “Sund, who has since resigned his post, said his 

supervisors were reluctant to take forma] steps to put the Guard on call even as 

police intelligence suggested that the crowd Trump had invited to Washington to 

protest his defeat probably would be much larger than earlier demonstrations. 

House Sergeant at Arms Paul Irving said he wasn’t comfortable with the ‘optics’ of 

formally declaring an emergency ahead of the demonstration, Sund said. 

Meanwhile, Senate Sergeant at Arms Michael Stenger suggested that Sund should 

informally seek out his Guard contacts, asking them to ‘lean forward’ and be on alert 

in case Capitol Police needed their help. ... It was the first of six times Sund’s 

request for help was rejected or delayed, he said. 

“Two days later on Wednesday afternoon, his forces already in the midst of crisis, 

Sund said he pleaded for help five more times as a scene far more dire than he had 

ever imagined unfolded on the historic Capitol grounds. ... At 2:26 p.m., Sund said, 

he joined a conference call to the Pentagon to plead for additional backup. ... On the 

call were several officials from the D.C. government, as well as officials from the 

Pentagon, including Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, director of the Army Staff. The D.C. 

contingent was flabbergasted to hear Piatt say that he could not recommend that his 

boss, Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy, approve the request. ‘I don’t like the visual of 

the National Guard standing a police line with the Capitol in the background,’ Piatt 

said ... Again and again, Sund said, “The situation is dire,’ recalled John Falcicchio, 

the chief of staff for D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser. “Literally, this guy Is on the 

phone, I mean, crying out for help. It’s burned in my memories.” 

¢ U.S. Capitol Police on Sunday announced the death of off-duty officer Howard 

Liebengood, 51, who had been on the scene Wednesday. “Its statement did not 

list a cause of death, but two law enforcement officials told The Post that he 

had died by suicide,” Aiiises: Meis and Rebeora Pas rene’. 

« Pelosi said several of her staffers ran into a conference room, barricaded the 
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door, switched off the lights and cowered under a conference table for hours as 

rioters vandalized the speaker's office. Pelosi showed “60 Minutes” where the 

rioters broke down her office door and shattered an antique mirror, scattering 

glass. (Jaclyn Peisey) 

¢ The FBI and NYPD told Capitol Police about the possibility of violence before 

the riot. “The FBI even visited more than a dozen extremists already under 

investigation to urge them not to travel to Washington,” NX? News reports. 

¢ Two Black Capitol Police officers said their leaders left them unprepared for the 

attack. “Management’s inaction left Black police officers especially vulnerable,” 

BaussFeeci News reports. “The [officers] said they were wrong-footed, fighting 

off an invading force that their managers had downplayed and not prepared 

them for. They had all been issued gas masks, for example, but management 

didn’t tell them to bring them in on the day.” 

The Post has identified over 100 members of the Capitol mob. 

Almost all are White. Most are men. 

“Those who made their way to the grounds of the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday hail 

from at least 36 states, along with the District of Columbia and Canada, according 

to a Post list of over 100 people identified as being on the scene of the Capitol. Their 

professions touch nearly every facet of American society: lawyers, local lawmakers, 

real estate agents, law enforcement officers, military veterans, construction workers, 

hair stylists and nurses. Among the crowd were devout Christians who highlighted 

Bible verses, adherents of the QAnon conspiracy theory and members of 

documented hate groups, including white nationalist organizations and militant 

right-wing organizations, such as the Proud Boys,” Amy Britfsin, Julie Sauer, 

Jens Abelson, Dawid Wiiimian and Nicole Dungea report. 

“The list is just a limited cross section of the thousands of people who descended 

upon the area, yet some striking commonalities are hard to ignore. ... About one in 

six were women — also almost all White. Many left extensive social media 

documentation of their passions, ideologies and, in some cases, disillusionment and 

vendettas. ... A handful of the most notorious rioters, including a man who carried a 

Confederate flag over his shoulder though the Capitol, have not yet had their 

identities publicly confirmed by law enforcement. Dozens of people have been 

arrested — some for minor offenses like breaking curfew or unlawful entry, while 
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others face more serious federal charges, including firearm possession, violent entry 

and disorderly conduct at the Capitol building. The count is expected to grow rapidly 

in the coming days. ... Michael Sherwin, the acting U.S. attorney for the District of 

Columbia taisi NFS that his staff is working around-the-clock to sort through 

‘potentially thousands of people that may have information about crimes ... meaning 

there could be hundreds of people charged.” 

¢ Two men who allegedly carried zip ties around the Capitol during the riot are 

being investigated by counterterrorism prosecutors. Larry Rendell Brock, a 

retired Air Force lieutenant colonel, was arrested in Texas and charged with 

one count of knowingly entering a restricted building and one count of violent 

entry and disorderly conduct. Eric Gavelek Munchel, arrested in Tennessee, 

was charged with the same counts, prosecutors said, after being allegedly 

photographed climbing over a railing in the Senate gallery carrying plastic 

restraints. (Spencer Neu, Mery! Sornfield, Paaniina Vitlegas and Dan Larmyws is) 

¢ The U.S. Army is investigating a psychological operations officer who led a 

group of North Carolinians to the D.C. rally. Fort Bragg commanders are 

reviewing Capt. Emily Rainey’s involvement in the events, but she said she 

acted within military regulations and that no one in her group broke the law. 

(A¥) 

¢ Two police officers with the Rocky Mount, Va., police department were placed 

on administrative leave after the town discovered they attended the riot. Gan 

Shaynra) 

e At least two Seattle police officers who were in D.C. during the riot have been 

placed on administrative leave. (Seatiie Times) 

e A Philadelphia police detective from the unit that investigates the backgrounds 

of potential recruits was temporarily reassigned based on a tip that she 

attended Trump’s D.C. rally. @hadefpiia Ynquirer) 

e Video shows the mob dragging a police officer down the stairs. A rioter beat the 

officer with an American flag pole. The outnumbered officer has not been 

identified. (Katie Shepherd) 

« Asmall group of sleuths has been identifying right-wing extremists long before 

the attack. (Rabert Memke) 

e An Idaho man who posted a video of himself on Instagram in the chair Pence 

had sat In moments earlier — after apparently jumping down from the balcony 
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Congress's physician warns lawmakers that they may have been 

exposed to covid. 

ee 

Many members of the House community were in protective isolation in a room 

located in a large committee hearing space,’ Brian Monahan, the attending 

physician to Congress, wrote in an email that was sent to members of Congress on 

Sunday morning. “The time in this room was several hours for some and briefer for 

others,” Santina Flros!, Amy Wang and DeSonis report. “Monahan did not specify 

how large the group of lawmakers in the room was. Two House aides confirmed to 

The Post that Monahan was referring to a room where scores of House members 

were taken to during the riot. ... [Video] showed maskless Republicans — including 

Reps. Andy Biggs (Ariz.}, Michael Cloud (Tex.), Markwayne Mullin (Okla.) and Scott 

Perry (Pa.} — refusing masks offered by Democratic Rep. Lisa Blunt Rochester (Del.) 

while in the room. Monahan’s email advised lawmakers who may have been 

exposed to continue monitoring for symptoms, wearing masks and social 

distancing.” He also recommended that they get tested this week. 

¢ The U.S. reported 1,949 new coronavirus deaths on Sunday, for a total of more 

than 373,000 covid deaths in the United States. More than 228,991 new cases 

were reported as covid-related hospitalizations rose 2.9 percent, per The Fast’s 

tracker. 

¢ Hospitals are throwing out doses of Pfizer’s vaccine because the federal 

government is supplying some facilities with syringes that can only extract five 

doses from vials that often contain more. (Paiitics) 

¢ Medical providers across New York State were forced to throw out precious 

vaccine doses because of difficulties finding patients who precisely matched the 

state’s strict vaccination guidelines. Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) is finally 

loosening the rules, allowing employees who interact with the public, such as a 

pharmacy’s cashiers and delivery staff, to receive the shot. (NYY) 

e As schools in Chicago prepare to reopen, 147 nurses with the city’s public 

school system are warning that reopening the buildings Is still unsafe. (’alerie 

e The vaccine rollout tn Florida has turned into a free-for-all, as the state 

experiences an alarming surge in new cases. Adding to the complications, the 

state announced Sunday that its large testing and vaccination site at Hard 

Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens — the recent scene of long lines of people 
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awaiting vaccination — would shut down for much of today to make way for the 

College Football Playoff national championship game. (N'V"?) 

e The NBA canceled a game between the Boston Celtics and the Miami Heat as 

its covid woes mount. The cancellation came after a Miami player returned an 

inconclusive result for a covid test. (Sen Golliver and Bes Sieler) 

e Vitamin D sales are up, but experts still don’t know whether it prevents or 

treats covid. CAtivsun Chis) 

As spending climbs and revenue falls, the virus threatens even 

stable, middle-income countries. 

“Costa Rica built Latin America’s model society, enacting universal health care and 

spending its way to one of the Western Hemisphere’s highest literacy rates. Now, it’s 

reeling from the financially crushing side effects of the coronavirus, as cratering 

revenue and crisis spending force a reckoning over a massive pile of government 

debt,” Alexander Villegas, Arthorny Faiola ard Lesley Wrought report. “Around 

the globe, the pandemic is racking up a mind-blowing bill: trillions of dollars in lost 

tax revenue, ramped-up spending and new borrowing set to burden the next 

generation with record levels of debt. In the direst cases — low- and middle-income 

countries, mostly in Africa and Latin America, that are already saddled with 

backbreaking debt — covering the rising costs Is transforming into a high-stakes test 

of national solvency. Analysts call it a “debt tsunami’: National accounts are sinking 

into the red at a record pace. ‘I consider the risk to be very high of an emerging- 

market debt crisis where a lot of countries run into problems at once,’ said Harvard 

economist Kenneth Rogoff, former chief economist at the International Monetary 

Fund.” 

¢ Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip were vaccinated. (Caria Acasy) 

¢ Pope Francis said he'll get the vaccine soon, perhaps as early as next week, and 

added that inoculation is a duty for everyone. “I believe that ethically everyone 

needs to receive the vaccine,” Francis told Italy’s TG5. (Chics: Harlan and 

Stefanie Patrefis) 

¢ Support for holding the Olympics in Japan this summer has plummeted. A 

Kyodo News Agency poll shows that roughly 80 percent of people in the 

country want to cancel or reschedule the Games. (Astoria Farsass) 

The Chinese Communist Party is telling a tale of triumph — and 
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no mistakes — a year after Wuhan. 

“At a museum in Wuhan, China, a sprawling exhibition paints a stirring tale of how 

the city’s sacrifices in a brutal 76-day lockdown led to triumph over the coronavirus 

and,-ultimately, rebirth..No.costs.appear to have been.spared for.the.show, which... 

features a hologram of medical staff members moving around a hospital room, 
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¢ Biden plans to nominate career diplomat Bill Burns to run the CIA. (Mavis 

fenaiias) 

e As Trump’s presidency winds down, allies of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange 

have ramped up a push for a last-minute pardon from the president, enlisting a 
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lobbyist with connections to the White House and trying to rally supporters 

across the political spectrum. (NYY) 

¢ Following an internal battle, the Trump administration will declare Yemen’s 

Houthi rebels a foreign terrorist organization, a decision that aid groups and 

several senior U.S. officials worry could worsen a humanitarian crisis. (Joh 

Hucdsan and Missy Ryvas) 

e Investigators located the black box from the Indonesian passenger jet that 

crashed into the Java Sea on Saturday with 62 people on board. No one 

¢ Pope Francis changed church law to give women the right to act as readers and 

altar servers, but he says they still cannot be priests. (Chico Harlan) 

* Nancy Bush, the sister of one Republican president and aunt of another who 

devoted herself to Democratic causes, died at an assisted living facility in 

Massachusetts. She was 94. (NYS) 

Social media speed read 

A mourning cloth draped the entrance of the Capitol Police headquarters: 
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A North Carolina House candidate, who was endorsed by White House chief of staff 

Mark Meadows, touted her attendance at Trump’s D.C. rally in a fundraising email: 
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Meanwhile, Jared Kushner had a party: 

Videos of the day 
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Former California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger (R), an immigrant from Austria, 

compared the Capitol violence to the Kristallnacht destruction by the Nazis: 
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“The Daily Show” compared what Fox News hosts said about Democrats 

complaining about the 2016 election to what they are saying now: 

    

  We think you'll like this newsletter 

Check out Must Reads for a curated selection of our hest 
journalism in your inbox every Saturday, plus a peek behind 

the scenes into how one story came together. Say up 5 
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From: | | b6 -1 
Subject: po Be Conaressional Biieline- Questions anc! ooleatialakers— b7c -1 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} FBI){ ] b7E -5 

Sent: January 11, 2021 1:25 PM {UTC-05:00} 
Attached: Oustanding Congressional Questions-WFO-answers draft.docx 

  

  

      

FYI, here’s a working draft of what WFO is kicking around. Not approved by their EM yet, but! wanted to make sure 

you have eyes on. 

  

  

  

  

From4 b6 -1 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:49 AM b7Cc -1 
T bIE -3,5 
o 

Ce] 
  

Subject: FW: Re: Congressional Briefing Questions and potential talkers 

Hi_] 
As we discussed, here are the questions we’re wondering iff has drafted any answers to. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Thank you! 

From4 be -1 
Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 6:24 PM bic -1 
Tol bITE -3,5 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Congressional Briefing Questions and potential talkers 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From| | b6 -1 

Date: Jan 9, 2021 14:58 b7c -1 
Subject: Re: Congressional Briefing Questions and potential talkers BIE -3,5 

To | 
Cc;   
  

- As per your earlier conversation with attached is a list of known pending questions and copies of 

- full letters addressed to FBI Director Wray. Also, for your awareness we have been in communication with 

- multiple committees on this matter. At this time, it is likely that at least SSCI and SJC are confirmed 

| pending a few last minute details we are working to sort out. 

| Should you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

, Regards, 
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From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 
Subject: E: DSAC on Capital viglence and possible follow-up corp impact 
To: b7E -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 1:32 PM {UTC-05:00) 

[ 
Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

  

    
  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

b7E -1 

On the other side] b7E -1 

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

From: Jim Snyder] | b6 -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM bic -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI | ] bIE -1,3 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol viclence and possible follow-up carp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly widespread 

anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 

b6 -7 

bic -7 

b7E -1 
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From: | b6é -1,7 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM bic -1,7 
To: DSAC <sesy by ep] b7D -2 

| : fous 3goy | b7E -1,3,5 

Cc:| 

Subject: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

b6 -7? 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2948



b7E -1 From: 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: DSAC on Capitol viclence and possible follow-up corp impact 

To: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 2021 2:04 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Hi Mike, 

  

  
  

  

  
  

      
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1 

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7TE -1 

On Jan 11, 2021, at 10:31 AM, Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI)] f wrote: BIE -1,3 

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

b7E -1 

| b7E -1 On the other side, 
  

FBI(2icv558)-2951



  

  

b7E -1 

  
  

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

   
  

  

  

  

  

    

  

From:| b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM b7C -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael (1B) {FBI} | bIE -1,3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly 

widespread anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 
<image001.png> 

b6 -7 

b7Cc -7 

b7E -1 

From} | b6 -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM b7c -7 

To: DSAC <i Qy> } P?D -2 
| | b7E -1,3,5 

Cc | 

Subject: DSAT on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

    
  

Thanks, 

b6 -7 

b7¢c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 FBI(2icv558)-2952



  

    
  

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

FBI(2icv558)-2953



From: 

  

  

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

Subject: RE: DSAC on Capital violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

To: 

Bee: Michael Joseph Sullivan; | Joe, Erin M. (1B) (FBI) b6 -1 
Sent: January 11, 2021 2:13 {UTC-05:00} b7c -1 

b7E -1,5 

HiL__] 

| honestly don’t know how to respond to your e-mail. 

bTE -1 

b7TE -1 

|.... Mike 

From4 | b6é -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:04 PM bic -7 
To: Sullivan, Michael (1B) (FB BIE -1,3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: DSAC on Capitol violence and passible follow-up corp impact 

Hi Mike, 

  

  b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1   

  

  
  

      
  

FBI(2icv558)-2956



  

| b7E -1 
  

  

  

  

  

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7E -1 

    

On Jan 11, 2021, at 10:31 AM, Sullivan, Michael (IB){FBI}[ wrote: b7E -1,3 

  

      

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

  

      

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

b7E -1 

On the other side] b7E -1 

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

From:| | b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM b7c -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael (1B) {FBI}| I bye -1,3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly 

widespread anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 

<image001.png> 

b7E -1 

    

FBI(2icv558)-2957



  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

    
  

  

b6 -7 

b7Cc -7 

b7E -1 

From] be -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM bic -7 
To: DSAC <saac Si goud pup 2 

| b7E -1,3,5 

Ce 

Subject: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

bTE -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2958



  

  

b7E -1 

  

      

From: 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: DSAC_on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

To: Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI); 
Sent: January 11, 2021 2:24 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Mike, 

Thanks. Mike. 

  

  

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

D7TE -1 

  
  

  

  
  

Please let me know if {and how} | can help. 

  

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7E -1 

    
  

From: Sullivan, Michael (IB)(FBI[, i b6 -7 

  

  

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:32 PM b7C -7 
To bIE -1,3 

Subject: RE: DSAC on Capitol viclence and possible follow-up carp impact 

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

b7E -1   

  
  

FBI(2icv558)-2959



  

b7E -1 

  
  

  

On the other side,| | b7E -1 
      
  

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

  

  

  

From:| | b6 -7 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM b7C -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI}} | b7E -1,3 
  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly widespread 

anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 
  

    
  

  

  

  

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7E -1 

From4 b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM on > 

To: DSAC <dsax gay>y] eae 1,3,5 

  

  
  

  a : | 
| 

Subject: DSAC on Capital viclence and possible follow-up corp impact 

FBI(2icv558)-2960



  

    

  

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 
b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2961



From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 
Subject: | Capitol violence and possible followup corp impact 

To: 

  

    
  

  

  

  
  

  

      
  

  

  

    
  

b7E -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 2:27 PM {UTC-05:00) 

7 
| honestly don’t know how to respond to your e-mail. 

b7E -1 

Regarding what the FBI wanted,| | b7E -1 

| b7E -1 

}.....Mike 

From;| b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:04 PM bic -7 
To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI) BIE -1,3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Hi Mike, 

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

bTE -1 
  

    
  

  

| 

FBI(2icv558)-2965



  

  

  

  

  

      

On Jan 11, 2021, at 10:31 AM, Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI) _—srote: 

Jim: 

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

  

    

  

On the other side] 
        

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

  

From: Jim Snyder| | 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM 

To: Sullivan, Michael (1B) (FBI}] | | 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly 

widespread anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 

<image001.png> 
  

      

b7E -1 

be -7 

DIC -7 

BITE -1 

b7E -3 

b7E -1 

b7E -1 

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7E -1,3 

b7E -1 

FBI(2icv558)-2966



  

      
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

b6 -7 

b7Cc -7 

b7E -1 

From: b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM bic -7 

To: DSAC <saze Si sou] | b7D -2 
| | b7E -1,3,5 

Ce:] | 

Subject: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2967



From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 

  

    
  

  

    
  

    

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

  

Subject: RE: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 
To: 

b7E -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 2:33 PM {UTC-05:00) 

DIE -1 

| ]...... Mike 

From: b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:24 PM bit -7 
To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI} | | bIE -1,3 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Thanks. Mike. 

b6 -7 

bic -7 

b7E -1 

Please let me know if {and how} | can help. 

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7E -1 

    
  

FBI(2icv558)-2968



  

b7E -1 
  

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B} (FBI fs] b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:32 PM bic -7 
To: 1 b7E -1,3 

Subject: RE: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

[ 
Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

  

  

  

  

    

  

        

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

b7E -1 

On the other side] b7E -1 

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

From:| b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 11:46 AM b7C -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI | | b7E -1,3 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. | wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably representative of fairly widespread 

anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

| am happy to support in way that | can. 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7E -1 

    

FBI(2icv558)-2969



  

b7E -1 

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

From} b6 -7 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 9:30 AM bic -7 
To: DSAC <i >; B7D -2 

b7E -1,3,5 

Ce4 | 

Subject: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2970



  

From: | | b6 -1 
  

Subject: CICC Talking Points bic -1 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} BIE -5 
Ce: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 2:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Sir, 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you 

have any questions at all. 

[ 
if 
  

b5 -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2973



From: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 

Subject: FW: CICC Talking Points 
To: | b6 -1 
Sent: January 11, 2021 2:56 PM (UTC-05:00) bic -1 

b7E -5 

  

  

  

From b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM BIC -1 
To: Beach, George P. {OPE) (FBI) BIE -3,5 
Ce: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) 

Subject: CICC Talking Points 

  

Sir - 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you 

have any questions at all. 

[L 
if 
  

bS -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2974



From: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 

  

  

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

To: | b6 -1 
Ce: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBD b7¢ -1 

Sent: January 11, 2021 2:56 PM (UTC-05:00) bIE -5 

Thanks[ | 

  

From:| b6 -1 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM b7C -1 
To: Beach, George P. {OPE} {FBI} BIE -3,5 

Ce: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) 

Subject: CICC Talking Points 

Sir - 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you 

have any questions at all. 

  

      

if 
  

bS -1 

    
  

FBI(2icv558)-2975



  

From: b6 -1 

Subject: FW: CICC Talking Points b7C -1 

To: Beach, George P.(OPE) (FBI. sd bIE -3,5 
Sent: January 171, 2021 3:00 PM (UTC-05:00} 

  

Received. Thank you very much! 

L 

  

On Jan 11, 2021 2:55 PM, “Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI}" r wrote: 
      

  

From| b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM bic -1 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE} (FBI BIE -3,5 

Ce: Onks, Sherri E. {DO} {FBI} 

Subject: CICC Talking Points 

Sir, 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you have any 

questions at all. 

[ 
Hf 
  

bs -1 

      
FBI(2icv558)-2976



From: Ld bIE -1 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: DSAC on Capitol viclence and possible follow-up corp impact 

To: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 2021 3:36 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Hi Mike, 

I’m not sure I know how to respond to your email. :}) I know we’re both trying to do the right thing to accomplish 
the same goals. I hope you don’t mind if] throw out a few ideas. 

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

      

  

b7E -1 

b7E -1 

b6 -7 

b7c -7 

b7E -1 

On Jan 11, 2021, at 11:27 AM, Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI)| wrote: bIE -3 
  

Hil | b7E -1 

| honestly don’t know how to respond to your e-mail. 

FBI(2icv558)-2980



  b7E -1 

  
    

  

  

  

Regarding what the FBI wanted] b7E -1 

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

From: | | 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:04 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael (1B} {FBI} 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

Hi Mike, 

b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7E -1,3 

  

b6 -1   
  b7C -1 

  b7E -1 

  
  

      
  

  

  
  

  

    

b7E -1 

FBI(2icv558)-2981



  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

      

  

  

  

  
  

b6 -7 

b7IC -7 

bIE -1 

On Jan 11, 2021, at 10:31 AM, Sullivan, Michael (1B} {FBI} wrote: BITE -3 

Jim: 

Thanks. The DSAC team shared it with me. 

b7E -1 

On the other side] BIE -1 

Please call with any questions. Always happy to discuss.......Mike 

From; 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 202111:46 AM b6 -7 

To: Sullivan, Michael (1B} {FBI} b7c -7 

| | b7E -1,3 
  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: DSAC on Capital violence and possible follow-up corp 

impact 

Mike, 

Pre my VM message,. ! wanted you to be aware of this email, which is probably 

representative of fairly widespread anxiety in corporate C-suites. 

1 am happy to support in way that! can. 

<image001.png> 
  

      

FBI(2icv558)-2982



  

      

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

b6 -7 

bic -7 

b7E -1 

From bé -7 
: 5 b7c -7 Sent: Monday, January II, 2027 9:30 AM BID -2 

: K<dsecWeses gove; - fe DSAC <is 1 : bIE -1,3,5 

Cc; | 

Subject: DSAC on Capitol violence and possible follow-up corp impact 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 
b6 -7 

b7C -7 

b7D -2 

b7E -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2983



From: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI 

  

  

  

      

  

  

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 2021 4:09 PM (‘JT-05:00) 
Thanks George] 

Sherri E. Onks bs -1 

Office of the Director bIE -3 

Office 

Cell 

Email 

From: Beach, George P. {OPE} (FBT, =i 66 <1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:56 PM bIc -1 

To:| | b7E -3,5   

Cc: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) 

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

Thanks{___ 
  
  

From4 b6 -1 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM p7c -1 

To: Beach, George P. {OPE} {FBI} bIE -3,5 

Cc: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) 

Subject: CICC Talking Points 

  

Sir, 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you 

have any questions at all. 

[ 
if 
  

bS -1 

      

FBI(2icv558)-2984



  

  

bs -1 

    

FBI(2icv558)-2985



From: Beach, George P. {OPE} {FBI) 

  

  

  

      

  

  

    

  

  

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

To: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) {FBI} 

Sent: January 11, 2021 4:43 PM (UTC-05:00} 

[ _Jis working on this now and will get it back to you ASAP. b6 -1 
b7c -1 

On Jan 11, 2021 4:09 PM, “Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI)}"] lwrote: b5 -1 

Thanks George.| biE -3 

Sherri E. Gnks 

Office of the Director 

Officd 

Cell 

Email 

From: Beach, George P. (OPE} {FBI} b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:56 PM b7c -1 
To: bIE -3,5 

Ce: Onks, Sherri E. 

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

thanks[_] 

From:| b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM b7Cc -1 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI) DIE -3,5 
Ce: Onks, Sherri E. {DO} {FBI} 

Subject: CICC Talking Points 

Sir, 

Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you have any 

questions at all. 

if 
bS -1 

  

      

FBI(2icv558)-2986



  

  

bS -1 

    

FBI(2icv558)-2987
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From: b6 -1,5 

b7c -1,5       

Subject: House Committee BIE -3,5,13 
Leadership Briefing on 

Capitol Riot 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI): 

D‘Antuone, Steven 

Michael {WE} (EBD: 
  

      

Ce: 

| [Dunham, 

ristopher G. (OCA) 
(FBI) 

Sent: January 11, 2021 4:44 
PM (UTC-05:00 

PRESENTER DIAL IN: 

Presenters are asked to connect a minimum of 15 minutes prior to the conference start time. 

When the speakers are connected, the conference specialist will do a brief sound check for your 

line. You will also be asked to review the following items: verify conference title, the first 

speaker’s name and pronunciations of other speakers’ names, Q&A restrictions or priority 

questioners, who will read the safe harbor language, any questions regarding special services or 

requests. 

  

Both calls utilize same call-in information. Should folks staff our execs, that number |] b7E -3,13 

[| Participants should ask to be connected to thd___ call. 
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| | b6 -1 

b7c -1 
  

  

  

  

  

    

  

    

        

  

b7E -5 
Subject: House Committee Leadership Briefing on Capitol Riot 

Location: Telcal 

Start: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 11:30 AM 

End: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: | | 

Required Attendees: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}; D'Antuono, Steven Michael {WF} 

(FBI); | 
Optional Attendees: 

b6 -1,5 
+; Dunham, Christopher G. {OCA} b7C -1,5 

b7E -3,13 

PRESENTER DIALIN:| si 

Presenters are asked to connect a minimum of 15 minutes prior to the conference start time. 

When the speakers are connected, the conference specialist will do a brief sound check for your 

line. You will also be asked to review the following items: verify conference title, the first 

speaker’s name and pronunciations of other speakers’ names, Q&A restrictions or priority 

questioners, who will read the safe harbor language, any questions regarding special services or 

requests. 

Both calls utilize same call-in information. Should folks staff our execs, that number is [| b7E -3,13 

Participants should ask to be connected to the call. 
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From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 

Subject: FW: Vanity Fair 
To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) 

(FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 5:05 PM (UTC-05:00) 

FYI 

  

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA) {FBI} 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 5:03 PM 

To} b6 -1 

Ce: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FB, sd b7C -1 
Subject: Vanity Fair bTE -1,3 

  

CAPITOL ATTACK 

“THE NATIONAL SECURITY APPARATUS IS A BLACK HOLE RIGHT NOW”: AS LAW ENFORCEMENT CLAMS 

UP, JOURNALISTS ARE FILLING THE CAPITOL-SIEGE INFO VACUUM 

News outlets are providing harrowing details from inside the January 6 attack while engaged in a digital 

manhunt, fielding reader tips and mining social media to ID pro-Trump rioters. Meanwhile, says one 

reporter, “there’s almost silence” from government agencies. 

BY JOE POMPEG 

JANUARY 11, 2021 

Image may contain Human Person Crowd Clothing Apparel and Helmet 

BY VICTOR J. BLUE/BLOOMBERG/GETTY IMAGES. 

Five days after a mob of pro-Trump extremists invaded the United States Capitol building, federal law 

enforcement agencies tasked with investigating the historic security breach have failed to adequately 

brief the press. “The national security apparatus is a black hole right now,” said Spencer Ackerman, who 

covers national security for the Daily Beast. “We've yet to get much in the way of substance out of the 

FBI or DHS, and a lot of opacity remains about what exactly happened with the D.C. National Guard.” 

Journalists have helped fill the information vacuum. Deeply reported accounts of the siege have been 

published in major news outlets, providing a flurry of revelations that the situation was even more dire 

and horrifying than initially thought. Reporters and lawmakers have shared stories of hunkering down in 

offices and secure locations while the mob ran wild around them. Harrowing footage of Capitol police 

under attack has been broadcast on cable news and social media. 

But as New York Times national security correspondent Adam Goldman noted Sunday night on Twitter: 

Neither “FBI Director [Christopher] Wray nor David Bowdich, the deputy director in charge of operations 

at the bureau, has held a news conference where reporters could ask questions. Neither has Jeffrey A. 

Rosen, the acting attorney general. Neither has John Demers of DOJ National Security Division.... Two 

prosecutors from DC, including Ken Kohl (of the Flynn case}, spoke with reporters on Friday along with 

the top agent in the FBI Washington Field Office. They answered a few questions for about 30 minutes 

from select reporters. | was not one of them.... At the moment, the face/voice of this crisis appears to be 

Michael Sherwin, acting U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia.” 
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| asked Goldman if the lack of official information was as stunning as it seems. “This is an extraordinary 

moment in American history and a terrifying one,” he said. “The U.S. Capitol was overrun. They were 

more than happy over the summer to come out and talk about rioting” during the Black Lives Matter 

protests, “but here we have an attack on the nation’s capital and there’s almost silence. How is the face 

of this investigation, and | say this with no disrespect to him, an acting U.S. attorney in Washington?” 

Legal experts have also called out the dearth of details from law enforcement. “The silence - the sense 

that there is not even information accountability to the public - gives this moment a true sense of 

authoritarian control,” Sherrilyn Ifill, president and director-counsel of the NAACP’s Legal Defense and 

Educational Fund, tweeted Sunday, adding Monday that “we haven’t even had a briefing from federal 

law enforcement explaining what the hell is going on and how they’re going to protect this country from 

the planned armed marches against state capitols and D.C. between the 17th & 20th.” 

The FBI, to be fair, has been keeping the public abreast as it arrests and charges people who were 

involved in the ragtag putsch, as well as crowdsourcing Twitter to help make identifications. (The FBI 

also issued a bulletin notifying law enforcement agencies about possible armed protests at all 50 state 

Capitols in the coming days.} But news organizations have been doing a huge amount of investigative 

work as well. The AP, for instance, “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court files, and 

other public records for more than 120 people either facing criminal charges related to the January 6 

unrest or who, going maskless amid the pandemic, were later identified through photographs and 

videos taken during the melee.” 

Local news outlets all over the country have likewise been pounding the digital pavement, as it were. 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution tracked down and exposed McCall Calhoun, a Georgia lawyer and self- 

described “Anti-Communist Counter-Revolutionary” who was among the first to get through the doors. 

“It probably wasn’t the best idea,” he told the paper of the mob that left five people dead, including a 

Capitol police officer, “but it was what this group of people did; they did It for the love of America.” In 

Boise, Idaho, a CBS affiliate found Josiah Colt, the man who was photographed jumping down onto the 

floor of the Senate chamber. “I recognize my actions that have brought shame upon myself, my family, 

my friends, and my beautiful country,” Colt pleaded to CBS2 News. “In the moment | thought I was 

doing the right thing. | realize now that my actions were inappropriate, and | beg for forgiveness from 

America and my home state of Idaho.” 

At the Times, Goldman has spent most of the past several days going down digital rabbit holes, as his 

secure email address has been flooded with tips from enterprising readers. In one such exercise 

Goldman spent five hours trying to connect the dots of the man who was photographed traipsing 

around the Capitol with an enormous Confederate flag. When he finally called the individual his 

reporting had led him to, it turned out to be the wrong guy. “He was shocked,” said Goldman. 

But these efforts do bear fruit. In another case Goldman and his colleagues pinpointed Robert Keith 

Packer, the man who was seen wearing a “Camp Auschwitz” T-shirt. (Packer also was identified by CNN.) 

They had a stringer knocking on doors in Packer’s Virginia neighborhood in no time. “What's amazing 

about this,” said Malachy Browne, who oversees visual investigations for the Times, “was that the media 

were hunted away from the area around the Capitol, and yet the protesters documented it from every 

different angle, incriminating themselves.” 
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In some cases the rioters have maybe made it a little too easy for reporters and law enforcement 

officials. Richard Barnett, the Arkansas man who was photographed with his feet kicked up on Nancy 

Pelosi’s desk, gave an interview to Times reporter Matthew Rosenberg right after he emerged from the 

Capitol building. Still pulsing with adrenaline, his face puffy from pepper spray, the front of his flannel 

shirt ripped open to expose a hairy bare chest, Barnett held up a piece of mail he had pilfered from the 

Speaker’s office and allowed Rosenberg to take his picture, which the Times then published. “I wrote her 

a nasty note,” Barnett bragged. He was arrested two days later. 

Brian P. Hale 

Assistant Director 

Office of Public Affairs {OPA) 

FBI 
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From: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) {FBI} 
Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 5:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Thanks! 

Sherri E. Onks 

Office of the Director 

Officg 

Cell 

Email 

  

      

From: Beach, George P. {OPE} (eBiyf 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 4:43 PM 

To: Onks, Sherri £. {DO} (FBI) 

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

[lis working on this now and will get it back to you ASAP. 

On Jan 11, 2021 4:09 PM, "Onks, Sherri E. {DO} (FBI)'| L wrote: 

Thanks George. | 
  

Sherri E. Onks 

Office of the Director 

Officg 

Cell 

Email 

  

      

  

From: Beach, George P. {OPE) (FBI ] | 

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:56 PM 

To:| | 
Ce: Onks, Sherri E. {DO} {FBI} 

Subject: RE: CICC Talking Points 

  

  

    

  

From:} 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:44 PM 

To: Beach, George P. (OPE} {FBI} 

Ce: Onks, Sherri E. {DO} {FBI) 

Subject: CICC Talking Paints 

  

Sir, 

b7E -3 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3 

6S -1 

b?7E -3 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 
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Below are the talking points that the Director used for last week’s CICC call. Please let me know if you have any 

questions at all. 

b6 -1 

[| b7c -4 

i! 
  

b5S -1 

      

Thank you 
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b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 
  

  

From: | | 
Subject: 10 January SITREP 
To: Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI) 
Ce: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI); Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI)4 
Sent: January 11, 2021 5:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: Jan10ope-FINAL.pdf 

Sirs, 

Please find attached the 10 January 2021 external SITREP. 

Thank you. 
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From: SIOC b6 -1 
  

  

  

Subject: NC3 NOTIFICATION :| | b7c -1 
To: | b7E -4,5,8 
Ce: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI); Brown, Paul W. 

(WMDD) (FBI); Dunham, Timothy M. (CID) (FBI}; Greenberg, Jay (CID) (FBI); 
Byron, Pamela {DI} (FBI); Carlisle, Travis D. (Dl) (FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. 

(CTD) (FBI); Yager, Howard P. (DI) (FBI); | 
Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI); Byrd, Rachel A. 
(WMDD) (FBI); Williams, Justin W. (VWWMDD) (FBI); Hart, Megan L. {Dl} (FBI); 

- Fomby, Jermicha L. (CID) (FBI); Moore, 

Jenner LIVE) {FB Dawson, James A. (VWF) (FBI); Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) 
(FBI); owney, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBI); Lewis, 
Kwame (DI) (FBI); Hardiman, Kellie M. (DI) {FBI}; Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBI); 

SIOC 
Sent: Law 11, 2021 5:29 PM (UTC-05:00) | 

UNCLASSIFIEDAGES- 

  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

PEPERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SIPUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIPICATION 

On behalf of the National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3} and the WFO command post 

supporting ongoing Invesligative activily associated with the violence and criminal activity that 
occurred on 6 January 2021 at the US Capitol and | 

  

  

    
L we are sending the 

  

following guidance regarding} |. To ensure that the FBI has the bIE -4,8 

most complete picture, nationwide, of our collective efforts, all field offices are asked to 
as appropriate. 
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bS -1 

DTE -4,8 

    

As a reminder, if you respond to this message, please do not “Reply All.” 

    

National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room 5590| BIE -3 

  

we
. 

we
. 

wt
 

+0
04

 $ ee
e     

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. lf you 

received this in error, please delete. do not disseminate further, and notity SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/AGES- 
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b6 -1 
From: 
  

  

  
  

  

    

  

  

. b7¢ -1 
Subject: FW: NC3 NOTIFICATION :L_, | b7E -5,8 
To: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO) (FBI) 

| Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI), 

Sent: January TT, 202T 5:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 

From: siocL__ bé -1 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 4:29 PM b7C -1 
To: bIE -3,4,5,8 

    
Ce: Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} (FBI |Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD) (FBI)| 

Brown, Paul W. (WMDD) {FBI} Bunham, Timothy M. {CIB) (FBI) 

Greenberg, Jay (CIB} {FBI}| | Byron, Pamela {Dl} (FBI} 

[ carlisle, Travis D.(DI)(FBU[LSSSSCSCSCS—S Redan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI) 

Yager, Howard P. {DI} {FBI)| 
Jensen, Steven J. (CTD} (FBI}| F Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI} 

Byrd, Rachel A. {WMDD) (FBI} Williams, Justin W. {WMBD} 

{FBI Hart, Megan L. (DI) (FBI}| | 
p _Fomby, Jermicha L. (CID) (FBI] | Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI} 

Bawson, James A. (WE) (FBI Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBI) 
| Downey, Jeffrey R. {(CIRG) {FBI} 

Lewis, Kwame (DI} (FBI)| Hardiman, Kellie M. (BI) {FBI} 

lCohen, Brian M. {ciby fFBIT 

SIOC| | 

Subject: NC3 NOTIFICATION | 

    
  

  

      

      

    

  

      
  

  

  

        

  

UNCLASSIFIED/H2ES 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

On behalf of the National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) and the WFO command post 
supporting ongoing Invesligative activily associated with the violence and criminal activity that 
occurred on 6 January 2021 at the US Capitol and| bIE -4,8 

| | we are sending the 
following guidance regarding | ITo ensure that the FBI has the 

most compe picture, nationwide. of our collective efforts. all field offices are asked to[____| 
as appropriate. 
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bE -1 

bTE -4,8 

    

As a reminder, if you respond to this message, please do not “Reply All.” 
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National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room ssoo| 
  

      

  

  

  

fl
 

r0
8.
 

we
e 

ty
e 

  

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. 1f you 

received this in error, please delete. do not disseminate further, and notity SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIEDALES- 

b7E -3 
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Fron: NPO 

     

Subject: OPA Horizon - 01-11-2021 
To: NPO 
Sent: January 11, 2021 6:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 

FBI Office of Public Affairs 

The Horizon 

Monday, Jan. 11, 2021 

NATIONAL | E 

Protests Bulletin: OPA — Multiple cutlets asked about an ABC report saying the FBI issued a bulletin of some 

type about expected protests in all 50 states. OPA provided the following statement: “While our standard 

practice is to not comment on specific intelligence products, the FBI is supporting our state, local, and federal 

law enforcement partners with maintaining public safety in the communities we serve. Our efforts are 

focused on identifying, investigating, and disrupting individuals that are inciting violence and engaging in 

criminal activity. As we do in the normal course of business, we are gathering information to identify any 

potential threats and are sharing that information with cur partners. The FBI respects the rights of 

individuals to peacefully exercise their First Amendment rights. Our focus is not on peaceful protesters, but 

on those threatening their safety and the safety of other citizens with violence and destruction of property.” 

Congressional Briefings: OPA — CNN asked if the FBI is briefing members of Congress about events at the 

Capitol on Jan. 6. OPA declined comment. 

No-Fly List: OPA — The New York Times asked if the FS! or other agencies have placed anyone invalved with 

the U.S. Capito! riots on the No-Fly List, what penaities are in solace regarding those involved, and if social 

media clips af people being arrested at airports relates to their behavior at the U5. Capitol. OPA declined 

cormment, 

Proud Boys Designation: GPA ~ Business insider asked if the U.S. is considering designating the Proud Bays as 

@ terrorist organization after remarks made by the Canadian Public Safety Minister announcing it is 

considering doing so. OPA advised that the FBI does not and cannot designate domestic terrorist groups and 

orovided relevant background information. 

  

NSHTP Month, fbi.gov: OPA — The recent disruption of a Washington, D.C.-area trafficking ring shows the FBI's 

commitment to stopping human traffickers—during National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention 

Month and all year long. Link to story: Bttos://www fol gov/news/stories /national-siavery-and human 

trafficking-grevention-month -GTiTaL 

  

U.S. CAPITOL VIOLENCE   

Baltimore ~ Received several inquiries fram local media about any possible arrests from the Casital vicience. 

PA eciined fo comment and advised we are encouraging the public ta provide tips and information ta 

fbi. gov/USCapitol and 1-S00-CALL-FBI, 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

Cleveland — Received numerous inquiries about a search conducted at the residence of a woman identified in 

the photos from inside the Capitol last Wednesday. PAS confirmed law enforcement activity at the location 

with no one being taken into custody at the time. 

Dallas — Continue to receive inquiries about the arrest of Larry Brock Jr., who was arrested on Sunday in 
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Grapevine for taking part in the U.S. Capitol attack. In coordination with Washington Field and NPO, the 

arrest was confirmed and a DOJ press release was sent to the media. Dallas declined to comment on 

potential suspects residing in North Texas and instead reminded the public to submit tips via 1-800-CALL-FBI 

and fbi.gov/uscapitol. 

El Paso — Multiple local and national outlets asked about FBI El Paso’s role in investigating tips from the 

events at the U.S. Capitol. PAO referred inquiries to Washington Field. 

Indianapolis — The CW affiliate asked if Indianapolis was investigating or arresting Hoosiers who may have 

participated in the violence at the Capitol on Jan. 6. PAO provided the following statement: “Like FBI field 

offices across the country, FBI Indianapolis is receiving tips regarding Hoosiers who may have been at the 

Capitol building in Washington, D.C., Jan. 6. Any subjects that are arrested/indicted will be prosecuted by the 

United States Attorney’s Office in Washington, D.C.” 

Louisville - Received numerous inquiries from local reporters about the violence at the U.S. Capitol, and if 

Louisville has been involved in any arrests in our area. Louisville declined to comment. 

Miami — Sun Sentinel reporter Austen Erblat wanted to know if South Florida registered nurse Moises K. 

Romero was under investigation for his alleged involvement in the U.S. Capitol unrest based on videos 

posted to his Twitter account. Additionally, WPTV reporter Meghan McRoberts wanted to know if former 

Fort Pierce police officer Nicholes Lentz was being investigated for his alleged involvement as well. Miami 

referred both reporters to WFO without comment. 

Omaha — Received multiple local media requests for information on Douglas Jensen’s first court 

appearance. He faces five federal charges stemming from the Capitol building violence. PAO referred media 

to the USAO-District of Columbia. 

Sacramento — A Bakersfield newspaper asked us to confirm the identity of the woman in photo #21. We 

declined. 

Salt Lake City - Montana media outlets asked about Montanans who attended the protests at the U.S. 

Capitol last week turning themselves into local authorities and the FBI. PAO referred reporters to NPO and 

WEO. 

OTHER LOCAL STORIES 

Multiple field offices — The following field offices reported media requests to confirm reports that the FBI 

issued a bulletin of some type about expected protests in all 50 states: Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Louisville, 

Miami, Omaha, Philadelphia, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, and St. Louis. Field offices either forwarded the 

request to NPO or provided the statement NPO released late in the afternoon. 

Albuquerque — Continued focal media interest into whether the FH is Investigating Couy Griffin, the founder 

of Cowboys 4 Trumy. The Otero County comrnissioner was at the presidert’s rally before the Capitol incident 

and has made controversial comments on social rnecdia. CSS affliate and Alamogordo Daily News asked if the 

FRI was investigating Griffin. PAO advised the FBI doess not confirm or deny investigations, but reminds 

members of the oublicto immediately contact law enforcement should they receive threats of any Kind. 

Baltimore ~ Local media inquiries regarding an alleged FRI Bulletin circulating on Twitter warning of an 

“arrned group” traveling to Washington, 0.C., anda “huge uprising” if Congress attemots to remove POTUS 

from office. PAS declined to comment. 
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Baltimore — After a press conference by the Maryland governor, a Baltimore Sun reporter asked if FBI 

Baltimore is assisting with the inauguration as well as protection of the Maryland State House. PAST b6 -1 

advised FBI Baltimore will assist our federal, state, and local partners as needed. b7e -1 

Birmingham — SAC Sharp participated in a press conference hosted by the Alabama attorney general 

announcing a multi-agency alliance to combat human trafficking in Alabama. Sharp provided the following 

quote for the press release: “The most effective way to investigate human trafficking is through a 

collaborative, multi-agency approach with our federal, state, local and tribal partners. The FBI remains 

committed to working with our partners in combating this heinous crime that exploits the most vulnerable in 

society.” 

Cleveland — WEWS interviewed ASAC Todd Krajeck about the newly formed safe streets gang task force in 

Cleveland. Krajeck discussed the rising viclent crime rates in Cleveland and the need for additional resources 

for collaborative efforts. Several drive-by shootings into homes resulting in the death of innocent bystanders, 

including minors, have been attributable to gang retaliation. Krajeck emphasized the need for the public’s 

assistance with confidential tips to keep their neighborhoods safe. 

Cleveland — Received numerous calls were received today about social media posts from people in 

Clevelands’s AOR espousing different viewpoints. PAO emphasized the right to freedom of speech and that 

citizens are allowed to express their beliefs. They are not permitted to engage in criminal activity; law 

enforcement will get involved if people engage in criminal activity or threaten to engage in criminal 

activity. Law enforcement does not police beliefs or opinions that do not involve engaging in or threatening 

to engage in illegal acts. 

Los Angeles — In a case heavily publicized locally last week, the FBI’s Fugitive Task Force developed 

information over the weekend that led to the location of Herbert Nixon Flores, a suspect wanted for the 

murder of his ex-girlfriend last Wednesday. Nixon Flores died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound before police 

could apprehend him. FBI Los Angeles and police in Irving, Texas, fielded press inquiries. Irving police issued a 

press release with details. A “deceased” banner was placed on the Nixon Flores wanted poster on fbi.gov. 

  Seattle — The Fox affiliate asked Friday about 14 passengers on Alaska Airlines flight 1085 from Dulles to SEA- 

TAC on Thursday. Fox asked about reports of the passengers verbally attacking flight attendants, being 

unwilling to wear masks, and traveling from the protest in Washington, D.C. FBI Seattle acknowledged we 

were aware of the incident, do not confirm nor deny investigations per DOJ policy, and encouraged the 

public to provide tips related to Capitol violence at fbi.gov/USCapitol, 1-800-CALL-FBI, or online 

at tips.fbi.gov. 

* * * 

Please send all Horizon submissions tol with “Horizon” in the Subject line, and press releases bIE -3 

to 
    

  

All correspondence contained in this email, to include all names and associated contact information, may be 

subject to the Freedom of information Act {FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552. 
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From: | | b6 -1 
  

  

  

  

  

Subject: SPEAR for the Director's Briefing Book tomorrow 11 January b7C -1 
To: Haertel, Paul H. (SU) (FBI); Gray, Edward J. (CIRG} {FBI}; Downey, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBI) BIE -1,5 
Sent: January 11, 2021 6:37 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: | | 

Sirs, 

Here is a draft of the SPEAR running tomorrow in the Director’s Briefing Book. We are one of the co-authors. b5 -1 

bb -1 

| do not have the final version yet.| | b7c -1 
b7E -1,5 
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From: | | b6 -1 
  

  

    

  

Subject: Gang of 4 Notes b7¢ -1 
To: D’Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) {FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI);| b7E -5 

Ce: Dunham, Christopher G. (OCA) {FBI} 
Sent: January 11, 2021 7:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: Gang of 4 Briefing Notes.docx 

Folks, 

As promised, I am attaching a rough draft write-up of the Director's meeting with the Gang of Four tonight. Hope it 
helps as you prepare for tomorrow's briefings. 

  

bS -1 
  b7E -13 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
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From: Christman, Michael A. (PG) (FBI) 
  

  

Subject: Update RE} | 
To: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI) 
Ce: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 11, 2021 7:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Stanley, 

b6 -1,2,3,4 

b7C -1,2,3,4 

b7D -2 

b7E -1,2,4,5 
  

| know this was on the Deputy’s radar this morning.| 
  

  
  

FBI(2icv558)-3017



  

  

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b7E -1,2,4     

Thanks, 

Mike C 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 

  

  

Subject: Fwd: Gang of 4 Notes 

To; | be -1 
Sent: January 11, 2021 8:49 PM {UTC-05:00) BIC -1 
Attached: Gang of 4 Briefing Notes.docx b7E -3.5 

If helpful for tomorrow 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
  

      

  

  

  

From b6 -1 

Date: Jan 11, 2021 7:16 PM b7C -1 
bITE -3,5 

Subject: Gang of 4 Notes 
To: “D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WE) {FBD" | "Sanborn, hu (CTD) {FBI}" 

  

  

    

Ce: "Dunham, Christopher G. (OCA) (FBI)"| | 

Folks, 

As promised, I am attaching a rough draft write-up of the Director's meeting with the Gang of Four tonight. Hope it 
helps as you prepare for tomorrow's brielings. 

  

  
bs -1 

    

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
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